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.Gewidmet meinen Eltern, Norbert und Rosemarie König.
It has not escaped our notice that the speciﬁc pairing we have postulated immediately
suggests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic material.
- James D. Watson and Francis H. Crick [1].
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AFM: atomic force microscopy
AIC: Akaike information criterion
ALEX: alternating laser excitation
AMPPNP: 5’-adenylyl-β -γ-imidodiphosphate
ANOVA: analysis of variance
APD: avalanche photodiode
aRNA: antisense ribonucleic acid
ATP: adenosine-5’-triphosphate
β : stretching exponent
BIC: Bayesian information criterion





CARD: caspase activation and recruitment domain
CCD: charge-coupled device
CSSR: name of a software to perform hidden Markov modelling
cumP: cumulative probability
Cy3/Cy5: cyanine dye 3/5
ddNTP: dideoxynucleoside triphosphate






eIF4A: eukaryotic initiation factor 4A
EM-CCD: electron-multiplying charge-coupled device
extIWS: extended Irving-Williams series
FACS: fluorescence-activated cell sorting
FCS: fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
FISH: fluorescence in situ hybridisation
FRET: Förster resonance energy transfer
G: guanine
Γ: gamma distribution
GFP: green fluorescent protein
GOF: goodness of fit
h: Planck constant, 6.626 10−34 J s
η : refractive index
HaMMy: name of a software to perform hidden Markov modelling
HCV: hepatitis C virus
HILO: highly inclined and laminated optical sheet
HMM: hidden Markov model/modelling
HPLC: high performance liquid chromatography
I: (fluorescence emission) intensity
IBS: intron-binding site
J(λ ): overlap integral




κ2: Förster resonance energy transfer orientation factor
knr: kinetic rate constant of non-radiative decay
kr: kinetic rate constant of radiative decay
λ : wavelength
LCM: laser confocal microscopy
M, M(n), Mn+: (n-valent) metal ion
MANOVA: multivariate analysis of variance
ME: maximum evidence
miRNA: micro ribonucleic acid
ML: maximum likelihood
mRNA: messenger ribonucleic acid
Mss116: ATP-dependent RNA helicase MSS116, mitochondrial
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ν: frequency
ncRNA: non-coding ribonucleic acid
NMR: nuclear magnetic resonance
NPH-II: nucleoside triphosphate phosphohydrolase II
NS3: non-structural protein 3
NSOM: near-field scanning microscopy
NTP: nucleoside triphosphate
P: fluorescence polarisation
P-value: strength of evidence against the null hypothesis H0
PAMP: pathogen-associated molecular pattern
PC: photon counts
PCR: polymerase chain reaction
PEG: polyethylene glycol
PMT: photomultiplier tube
PIFE: protein-induced fluorescence enhancement
PSF: point-spread function
qPCR: quantitative polymerase chain reaction
QuB: name of a software
QY: quantum yield
r: fluorescence anisotropy
R: distance; Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient
R0: Förster radius
RD: regulatory domain
RIG-I: retinoid acid inducible-gene protein I
RNA: ribonucleic acid
RNase P: ribonuclease P
rRNA: ribosomal ribonucleic acid
σ : standard deviation
SF: (helicase) superfamiliy
SIRA: sif reader and analyser
siRNA: small interfering RNA
SMART: single molecule analysis research tool, name of a software
smFRET: single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer
snoRNA: small nucleolar ribonucleic acid
SNR: signal-to-noise ratio
snRNA: small nuclear ribonucleic acid
ssDNA: single-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid
ssRNA: single-stranded ribonucleic acid
τ: exponential decay constant
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TCSPC: time-correlated single photon counting
TDP: transition density plot
TIRF(M): total internal reflection fluorescence (microscopy)
TPM: tethered-particle microscopy
tRNA: transfer ribonucleic acid
U: uracil
UTR: untranslated region
vbFRET: variational bayesian inference for smFRET time series, name of a software




3.1 RNA folding, function and the importance of
metal ion cofactors
Ribonucleic acids (RNA) are essential for (de-)coding, regulation and expression of genetic
information. Due to their polyanionic character, formation of structure and hence functionality
is inextricably linked to the presence of metal ions. This section surveys the building blocks
of RNA and their cation binding properties, as well as general characteristics of RNA folding.
Subsequently, RNA functions in the living cell are summarised with a particular focus on RNA
enzymes (ribozymes) and how their folding and function is regulated through the action of
metal ions.
3.1.1 RNA building blocks and synthesis
RNA consists of three basic building blocks: (i) cyclic riboses, (ii) phosphodiesters, and (iii)
heterocyclic bases [2]. In an RNA molecule, sugar rings, interconnected via phosphodiester
linkages, form the so-called backbone, while the purines guanine (G) and adenine (A), as well
as the pyrimidines cytosine (C) and uracil (U) are attached to the sugar rings (Figure 3.1) [3].
Figure 3.1: Structure of the RNA phospho-sugar backbone and the four most abundant ribonucleobases.
The numbering scheme is given to indicate the position of functional groups in purine and pyrimidine
bases. Major metal ion binding sites are highlighted in red and blue. Figure adapted from [2].
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In vivo, RNA is synthesised from a DNA template and nucleoside 5’-triphosphate molecules
(NTPs) by a large multidomain enzyme called RNA polymerase (RNAP), which catalyses the
Mg2+-dependent nucleophilic attack of the 3’OH on the α-phosphate of the dNTP (Figure
3.2A) [4]. This mechanism implies that RNA molecules display directionality, i.e. a phosphate
group is attached to one end of the RNA (5’-end) and a hydroxyl group at the other (3’-end).
In contrast to RNAP-mediated RNA polymerisation, chemical synthesis of oligonucleotides is
typically performed from the 3’-end to the 5’-end [5]. For example, the RNA sequences used
in this work were synthesised chemically using the phosphoramidite approach illustrated in
Figure 3.2B [5].
Figure 3.2: Biological and chemical RNA synthesis. (A) RNAP polymerises dNTPs in a Mg2+-
dependent manner from the 5’-end to the 3’-end. (B) Phosphoramidite-based chemical synthesis occurs
in the 3’->5’ direction. B = base, sphere = solid support, DMT = dimethoxytrityl. Adapted from [4, 5].
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3.1.2 Base-pairing and RNA secondary structure
The purine and pyrimidine bases attached to RNA are able to form specific hydrogen bonds
that depend on geometrical correspondence of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors. The most
relevant base-pairing scheme in a biological context is called Watson-Crick base-pairing (also:
canonical base-pairing). As depicted in Figure 3.3A, Watson-Crick base pairing leads to spe-
cific interaction of guanine with cytosine via three hydrogen bonds, while adenine and uracil
form two hydrogen bonds [3]. It should be noted that other base-pairing schemes are also
known to be formed by RNA nucleobases, for example so-called G-U wobbles and Hoogsteen
base-pairs, albeit they are less frequently encountered in a biological context [8, 9, 10, 11].
Secondary structure refers to a (local) regular three-dimensional arrangement of a biopolymer.
In RNA, the predominant secondary structure element is the A-form double helix, in which
two phospho-sugar backbones are coiled around the same axis in a right-randed fashion and
a contiguous run of Watson-Crick base-paired nucleobases is sequestered inside (Figure 3.3B)
[1, 12]. In contrast to the B-form helix that is preferably adopted by DNA, sugar puckers in
the A-form helix adopt the C3’-endo instead of the C2’-endo conformation (Figure 3.3C) [7].
Since steric reasons prevent the ribose units in RNA from adopting the C2’-endo conformation,
RNA is not known to adopt the B-form at all [13], albeit other secondary structure elements
have been reported, for example Z-RNA, G-quadruplexes and i-motifs [14, 15, 16, 17]. In turn,
Figure 3.3: (A) Watson-Crick base-pairing. Guanine and cytosine form three hydrogen bonds, while
adenine and thymine form two hydrogen bonds. (B) The A-form is the predominant secondary structural
motif found in RNA. Drawn with Accelrys Discovery Studio client 3.1 (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA,
USA) from PDB entry 1LNT [6]. The conformations of the sugar pucker depends on the helical context.
In RNA, a steric clash of the 2-OH with the 3’-OH precludes the formation of the B-form helix. Figure
adapted from [7].
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it should be noted that the A-form helix is by far the most important architecture in vivo.
3.1.3 RNA folding and tertiary structure
RNA folding is generally a hierarchical process [22]. During the first steps of RNA folding,
secondary structure elements form from randomly coiled RNA, which predominantly consist of
stretches of A-form RNA. At this stage, structural diversity is achieved by alternating stretches
of double- and single-stranded RNA, yielding for example isolated duplexes, hairpins, bulges,
internal loops and junctions (Figure 3.4) [23]. Typically, an RNA molecule adopts its global
three-dimensional fold (tertiary structure) upon formation of long-range tertiary interactions
between pre-organised secondary structure elements, albeit exceptions are known [24, 25].
Numerous tertiary interactions have been precedented, including coaxial stacking, adenosine
Figure 3.4: Different secondary structure elements are known to be formed by RNA, consisting of
alternated arrangements of A-form helices and stretches of single-stranded RNA. Structures drawn with
Accelrys Discovery Studio client 3.1 (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) from PDB entries 1LNT
[6], 1NBR [18], 1R2P [19], 2EUY [20], 2LU0 [21].
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platforms, base triples and triplexes, tetraloop-tetraloop acceptor motifs, metal core motifs,
loop-loop interactions, and psedoknots [23]. Interaction of a hairpin loop with its complemen-
tary single-stranded sequence is in the focus of the work presented herein.
3.1.4 RNA function, ribozymes and group II introns
RNA was originally thought to function solely as a messenger that is first transcribed from a
DNA template (gene) and subsequently conveys the genetic information to the ribosome for
protein synthesis to occur in a sequence-specific manner (messenger RNA, mRNA) [36]. How-
ever, it has become evident that almost the entire genome is transcribed in most eukaryotic
cells, creating a vast amount of non-coding RNA (ncRNA), including ribosomal RNA (rRNA),
transfer RNA (tRNA), small nuclear RNA (snRNA), small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), micro
RNA (miRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), and riboswitches (Table 3.1) [26]. In general,
these ncRNAs usually constitute structural scaffolds for proteins that function together with the
RNA [35]. However, the discovery of group I introns and the RNA component of E. coli and
B. subtilis RNase P demonstrated the existence of catalytically active RNAs (ribozymes) that
carry out important functions in their own right [35, 37].
Table 3.1: Non-exhaustive Overview on non-coding RNAs and their functions in the living cell. List
adapted from [26, 27, 28].
Abbreviation Meaning Biological role(s)
rRNA ribosomal RNA
integral component of the ribosome, which synthesises
polypeptides across all living organisms [29].
tRNA transfer RNA
tRNAs are “adapter molecules” that transfer amino acids
onto a nascent polypeptide chain [30].
snRNA small nuclear RNA
The spliceosome consists of snRNA and proteins and excises
non-coding sequences from precursor mRNA (splicing) [31].
snoRNA
small nucleolar snoRNA incorporate methyl groups and pseudouracyls in
RNA rRNAs, tRNAs, and snRNAs [32].
miRNA micro RNA
Endogenous miRNAs regulate protein expression of most
genes in animals via the RNA-induced silencing complex [33].
siRNA
small interfering siRNAs have similar function as miRNA,
RNA but they are exogenous [34].
riboswitches -
Riboswitches are located on mRNA and they undergo
conformational changes in response to small metabolites
leading to regulation of translation [35].
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Naturally occurring ribozymes that do not depend on protein cofactors to achieve catalytic
activity generally carry out phosphodiester chemistry and are classified as cleaving and splic-
ing ribozymes depending on the type of reaction that is catalysed (Table 3.2) [38]. Despite
their rather short length (< 200 nucleotide units), cis-cleaving ribozymes adopt diverse three-
dimensional folds and are involved in different aspects of cellular metabolism. Hammer-
head, hairpin, hepatitis delta virus and Varkud satellite ribozymes are the product of a so-
called rolling-circle replication, in which long multimeric RNAs are processed to form short
monomers [35]. They mostly occur in satellite RNAs, i.e. stretches of viral single-stranded
RNA that dependent on helper viruses for their replication [39]. The second subgroup includes
functionally diverse ribozymes that are predominantly found on eukaryotic pre-mRNA or bac-
terial mRNA [35]. Ribonuclease P (RNase P) catalyses the maturation of the 5’ end of tRNA
by performing a trans cleavage reaction [40]. The structurally distinct group I and group II
introns are large catalytic RNAs (≤3000 nucleotides), which catalyse their own excision from
pre-mRNA, followed by ligation of the adjacent sequences (exons), a reaction referred to as cis-
or self-splicing [41]. Also, both group I and group II introns are known to constitute mobile
genetic elements capable of reinserting in the genome [42].
Table 3.2: Overview on the most important classes of ribozymes, their main functions, size and distri-
bution. List adapted from [35].
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3.1.5 Group II intron structure and catalysis
Group II introns have not been identified in the nuclear genomes of eukaryotes, but they have
received considerable attention in recent years because of their interesting evolutionary roles:
There is accumulating evidence that group II introns are ancestors of the spliceosome, i.e. a
large RNA-protein complex that excises performs splicing in eukaryotic cells, as well as retro-
transposons, i.e. genetic elements that amplify themselves by means of an RNA intermediate
[43, 44, 45]. Recent computational studies further motivate research on group II introns, as they
reported that spliceosomal introns and retrotransposons comprise more than half of the human
genome [45, 46]. Furthermore, they also provide a wealth of different folding motifs and long-
range tertiary contact architectures that are interesting in their own right [19, 47, 48, 49, 50].
This section provides an account of group II intron structure and function.
Group II introns generally catalyse the nucleophilic attack of a hydroxyl group or a water
molecule on an activated phosphodiester linkage, leading to the formation of a 3’-OH and a
5’-phosphate or a new phosphodiester linkage [51]. This chemical repertoire is used in three
distinct reaction pathways: In the lariat pathway (Figure 3.5A), the 2’-OH of a specific adeno-
sine residue (bulge adenosine) attacks the 5’ splice site, followed by an attack of the 5’-exon
3’-OH on the 3’ splice site [51]. Exons are joined together and the intron is released in its lariat
form, which is reminiscent of the product of spliceosomal splicing. In the hydrolytic pathway
(Figure 3.5B), the first step of splicing involves the nucleophilic attack of a water molecule,
which leads to exon ligation and the release of a linear intron [52]. Group II introns can also
be released as circular products (Figure 3.5C), a reaction that has been proposed to be initiated
Figure 3.5: Different pathways of group II intron-mediated splicing and intron excision. (A) Analo-
gous to spliceosomal splicing, the branching pathway release the intron in its lariate form. (B) The
hydrolytic pathway leads to the formation of a linear splicing product. (C) Working model to explain
intron circularisation. Figure adapted from [51].
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by the nucleophlic attack of the 3’-OH of a free 5’ exon [53, 54]. However, the lariat and the
hydrolytic pathway are of greater relevance both in vitro and in vivo [55].
Group II introns owe their functional versatility to six subdomains, each of which plays a
specific role in folding or catalysis (D1-6, Figure 3.6) [57]: Domain 1 is the scaffold for the
assembly of the other domains and is consequently essential for splicing [58]. It also contains
functionalities for exon and splice site recognition (exon-binding sites, EBS). Domain 2 has
been proposed to serve as a conformational switch between the two steps of splicing, thereby
Figure 3.6: Secondary structure of the D135-L14 ribozyme derived from the Sc.ai5γ group II intron
from the cox-1 gene in S. cerevisiae. Long-range interactions are highlighted in dark gray and named
with Greek letters. Intron/exon binding sites are also shown (IBS1, IBS2 and EBS1, EBS2, highlighted
in dark grey). The two splice sites are marked with an asterisk. Adapted from [56].
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enhancing catalytic activity [21]. Domain 3 (catalytic effector) is not strictly required for cata-
lysis, but its presence strongly enhances catalytic activity [59]. Domain 4 may contain an
open reading frame that encodes a so-called maturase, a multi-domain protein that is thought
to facilitate self-splicing and intron mobility in vivo [60]. Domain 5 (catalytic domain) is the
most conserved part of the intron that contains numerous functionalities for D1 binding and is
indispensable for catalytic activity [61, 62]. Finally, domain 6 contains the bulged adenosine,
which is crucial for intron excision via the lariat-forming pathway (vide supra).
3.1.6 The importance of metal ions in RNA folding and catalysis
The polyanionic nature of the backbone entails that the formation of three-dimensional struc-
ture leads to an accumulation of negative charges in close space [2]. As a consequence, pos-
itively charged (metal) ions are required to overcome the electrostatic repulsion and to allow
stable formation of an RNA secondary and tertiary structure [63]. Here, the oxygen atoms of
the phosphodiester bridges located at the exterior of the double helix, especially the negatively
charged non-bridging ones, constitute the major metal ion binding sites [64]. Further important
cation interaction sites are provided via exocyclic nucleobase oxygens (purine O6, pyrimidine
O2 and O4) and endocyclic nitrogens (purine N7) (Figure 3.1) [64]. Not surprisingly, the ma-
jority of RNA structures revealed metal ions interaction with the nucleic acid [65]. This section
provides an overview of the importance of metal ions for RNA folding and catalysis.
Negative charges are usually screened by the monovalent alkali ions Na+ and K+, which are
abundant at millimolar concentrations in the living cell (Table 3.3) [98, 99]. Specific roles of
monovalent metal ions are nearly unprecedented, though, ribosomal rRNA has been reported
to unfold upon depletion of K+ and ribosomal activity is known to decrease in the presence
of Na+, which suggests that the role of the metal ion is unlikely to be limited to non-specific
charge screening [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. Arguably, the most important divalent metal ion
in RNA folding and catalysis is Mg2+, which is due to its comparably high concentration
and its strong propensity to coordinate to hard ligands like phosphates and exocyclic oxygens
[66]. As a consequence, it is considered the natural cofactor for the majority of catalytically
active RNA. For example, it has been shown to be directly involved in group II intron splic-
ing [19, 48, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80], stabilisation of the ribosome [72, 81, 82], and regulation of
Mg2+ uptake through Mg2+-sensing riboswitches [83, 84, 85, 86]. Even though other mul-
tivalent cations are known to play important roles in many aspects of cellular metabolism,
often through direct coordination to proteins, they are often not considered in RNA folding
and function, because their concentration is comparably low and they usually prefer nitrogen
ligands over oxygen ligands [65, 100]. However, numerous in vitro studies have demonstrated
that ribozyme activity can be tuned by the metal ion cofactor. For example, Ca2+ inhibits
group II intron-mediated splicing [78, 87], Mn2+ strongly alters catalytic rates of the hairpin
and the hammerhead ribozyme [88, 91, 101], Zn2+ induces a sequential cleavage pattern in
the hammerhead ribozyme [96], and the Tetrahymena group I intron retains its activity when
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Mg2+ is replaced by the organic polycation spermidine (C7H22N3+3 ) [97]. Most remarkably,
Fe2+ has recently been shown to confer on some RNAs a previously uncharacterised ability
to catalyse single-electron transfer, expanding the chemical repertoire of naturally occurring
ribozymes [93]. It has been speculated that in these cases, Mg2+ is not the natural cofactor
and/or that folding and activity of RNA can be controlled via a so-called metal ion switch,
Table 3.3: Concentration of various metal ions inside bacterial and mammalian cells, (putative) RNA
interaction partners and biological role(s). N.D. = not determined. Concentrations taken from [66].
Cation
Abundance, bacte- Abundance, mamma- (Putative) RNA interaction
rial cells (mM) lian cells (mM) partner(s) and biological role(s)
Na+ N.D. 10
Na+ inhibits ribosomal activity in
vitro [67, 68, 69].
K+ >10 140
coordinates to all RNAs; rRNA unfolds in
the absence of K+ in vitro [70, 71, 72],
strong stabilisation of RNA G-
quadruplexes in vitro [73, 74, 75].
Mg2+ > 10
coordinates to all RNAs, group II intron
30, folding/splicing [19, 48, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80]
free: ∼1 stabilisation of the ribosome [72, 81, 82]
Mg2+-sensing riboswitches [83, 84, 85, 86].
Ca2+ 0.1 1
Ca2+ inhibits group II intron splicing
in vitro [78, 87].
Mn2+ 0.01 N.D.
Replacement of Mg2+ by Mn2+ leads to
decreased (hairpin rbz., [88]), comparable
(RNase P, HDV rbz., [89, 90]), or increased
activity (hammerhead rbz., [91]) in vitro.
Fe2+ 0.1 N.D.
mediates contact between IRPs and the IRE
on mRNA [92]; 23S rRNA, the P4-P6
domain and yeast tRNAphe catalyse electron
transfer with Fe2+ as cofactor in vitro [93].
Co2+ < 0.01 N.D.
cobalamin (Co2+ chelated by a corrin ring)
binds to B12 riboswitches, regulation of
vitamin B12 synthesis in vivo [94, 95].
Ni2+ < 0.01 N.D. N.D.
Zn2+ 0.1 N.D.
induces sequential cleavage in hammerhead
ribozymes in vitro [96].
C7H22N3+3 N.D. N.D.
can replace Mg2+ in Tetrahymena group I
intron folding and catalysis in vitro [97]
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but systematic studies on cation-mediated RNA folding and catalysis are currently very scarce
[101, 102, 103, 104].
In summary, stable formation of nucleic acid structures is not possible without metal ions and
the majority of ions interact with RNA in a non-specifical manner [105]. In such an ion at-
mosphere, cations are in fast exchange and the distribution of positive charges is generally
modelled using Poisson-Boltzmann theory [106]. Based on the results of X-ray diffraction
studies, an estimated 10 % of metal ions are bound very specifically and locally [2, 76, 107].
It is generally believed that Mg2+ is the most important cofactor, but the principles of metal
ion selection by RNAs are still poorly understood [2]. Please refer to Table 3.3 for intracellular
metal ion concentrations and an overview on cation-mediated RNA folding and catalysis.
3.2 Fluorescence and Förster resonance energy transfer
This section provides an account of the physical principles of fluorescence, including a photo-
chemical differences between fluorescence and phosphorescence, definitions of the extinction
coefficient, quantum yield, fluorescence lifetime, as well as fluorescence anisotropy. Moreover,
different mechanism of fluorescence quenching are discussed, including Förster resonance en-
ergy transfer. Since fluorescence and Förster resonance energy transfer have nowadays found
numerous practical applications, commonly used fluorophores and their use is biological re-
search are also described.
Figure 3.7: Jablonski diagram illustrating the photophysical processes underlying absorption, fluores-
cence and phosphorescence and their typical time constants.
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3.2.1 Luminescence, fluorescence, and phosphorescence
Photoluminescence refers to the emission of light upon relaxation of an excited state electron,
whereby the energy of the emitted photon corresponds to the energy difference between the
excited and the ground state. As depicted in the Jablonski diagram (Figure 3.7), luminescence
is generally preceded by the absorption of a photon (hν), which excites an electron in the
ground state S0 to a higher singlet quantum state (S1, S2, ..., Sn), a rapid process that takes
place within τA ∼ 10−15 s. Excitation is typically followed by rapid internal conversion (IC or
vibrational relaxation) to the lowest vibrational energy level of the lowest excited state S1 (τ ∼
10−12), a phenomenon that is commonly referred to as Kasha’s rule [108].
Depending on the nature of the excited state prior to the radiative decay, one formally distin-
guishes fluorescence from phosphorescence. In fluorescence, the electron decays directly from
S1 to S0, a process that occurs within τF ∼ 10−8 s. For phosphorescence to occur, the excited
electron must undergo intersystem crossing to a triplet state, a radiationless process that causes
inversion of the electronic spin. Hence, the electron in the triplet excited state and the electron
remaining in the ground state have then identical orientation. Vibrational relaxation is then
followed by radiative decay to S0. Since this decay involves a quantum-mechanically “forbid-
den” transition, phosphorescence is less likely to happen than fluorescence, which manifests in
decay constants that are higher by several orders of magnitude (10−3 ≤ τP ≤ 100 s) [109].
3.2.2 Characteristics of fluorescence emission
In fluorescence, the absorbed photon (hνA) is usually higher in energy than the emitted photon
(hνF), a phenomenon referred to as Stokes shift (Figure 3.8) [110]. The shape of fluorescence
emission spectra is generally not affected by the excitation wavelength, even though there are
Figure 3.8: Normalised absorption and emission spectrum of sulfonated Cy3 NHS ester in aqueous
solution. Spectra recorded in 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, pH 6.90. Data recorded by Dr. Danny
Kowerko, University of Zurich.
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some exceptions [108]. As the same transitions are usually involved in absorption and fluo-
rescence, the corresponding spectra are in many cases well described as mirror images (Figure
3.8) [109]. The brightness of a fluorophore is determined by its extinction coefficient (ε) and
the quantum yield (QY) [111]. ε is defined by the absorption cross section, which is a mea-
sure for the probability that an electron in the ground state absorbs a photon at the excitation





As a consequence, the QY depends both on the emissive rate of the fluorophore (rate of re-
laxation concomitant with the emission of a photon, kr), and its rate of non-radiative decay
(knr) [109]. Experimentally, the QY is determined by measuring the fluorescence of a reference
fluorophore of known quantum yield QY ref using identical experimental parameters, i.e. fluo-










Here, I denotes the area under the fluorescence emission peak, OD refers to the optical density
at the excitation wavelength (also: absorbance), and η is the refractive index of the medium
[112]. The average time to decay from the excited state S1 to the ground state is denoted





Hence, both the QY and τF will respond to factors that alter either of the decay constants,
Figure 3.9: Jablonski diagram depicting fluorescence quenching through different mechanisms. Col-
lisional quenching (also: dynamic quenching) occurs by diffusional contact of the excited fluorophore
with an appropriate quencher. Non-radiative decay via FRET involves energy transfer to a suitable
acceptor, which is usually (but not necessarily) a fluorophore. Other quenching mechanisms lead to
non-radiative relaxation to the ground state S0. Scheme adapted from [109].
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such as quenching or resonance energy transfer (see also: Subsections 3.2.3 and 3.2.3) [113].
Different mechanisms of non-radiative decay are described in the following sections.
3.2.3 Fluorescence quenching
Fluorescence quenching refers to any process that decreases the emission intensity of a fluo-
rophore and can be caused by a variety of molecular interactions [109]. Collisional quenching
(Figure 3.9) consists of deactivation of the excited fluorophore upon the diffusive encounter
with another molecule and generally adheres to the Stern-Vollmer equation [114, 115]:
I0
I
= 1+Kc(Q) = 1+ kQτ0c(Q) (3.4)
where I0 and I denote the absolute fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of
the quencher, K is the Stern-Vollmer constant, c(Q) is the quencher concentration, τ0 is the
fluorescence lifetime in the absence of the quencher [109], and kq is the bimolecular quench-
ing constant. Here, large values of kq should be interpreted as efficient quenching by Q and
good accessibility of the fluorophore to Q. A number of molecules are known to act as col-
lisional quenchers, including molecular oxygen, amines, and transition metal ions [116, 117,
118]. Other molecular interactions leading to decreased fluorescence are excited-state reac-
tions, molecular rearrangements, ground-state complexation (static quenching) [119], interac-
tion with a surface [120], and energy transfer (see also: next section) [109].
Figure 3.10: (A) Normalised emission and absorption spectra of sulfonated Cy3 and sulfonated Cy5 in
50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, pH 6.90. Data recorded by Dr. Danny Kowerko, University of Zurich.
(B) Dependence of the FRET efficiency on interdye distance. R0 denotes the Förster radius at which
EFRET = 0.5 (Equation 3.6).
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3.2.4 Förster resonance energy transfer
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is defined as energy transfer via a long-range dipole-
dipole interaction that occurs between a donor fluorophore and an acceptor (Figure 3.9) [109].
FRET results in a decrease in both donor emission intensity and lifetime, and the appearance of






where R is the distance between the donor and the acceptor and R0 is the so-called Förster
distance at which 50% of the energy is transferred (also: emphFörster radius) [122]. R0 is
formally defined as:
R0 = 9.78 103(κ2η−4QYdonJ(λ )) (in Angstrom) (3.6)
where κ2 denotes the relative orientation of the transition dipoles of the donor and the acceptor,
η is the refractive index of the medium, QYdon is the quantum yield of the donor, and J(λ ) is
the overlap integral between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption spectra (Figure
3.10A) [123].
Owing to a steep distance dependence on a biologically relevant scale, FRET is regularly re-
ferred to as a spectroscopic ruler and has been used to study biomolecular structure and dy-
namics (Figure 3.10B) [28, 124, 125, 126, 127]. However, for precise determination of interdye
distances, R0 has to be calculated. While a considerable body of η values has been precedented
in the literature and the determination of QYdon and J from absorption and emission spectra
is straightforward (Figure 3.10A), the value of κ2 is often associated with uncertainty [128].
Both donor and acceptor fluorophore are typically assumed to rotate freely, which corresponds
to a κ2 value of 2/3. In practice, however, rotation of fluorophores has frequently been proven
hindered upon attachment to biomolecules, and κ2 may then adopt values between 0 and 4
[129, 130]. Under such circumstances, changes in relative dye orientation and changes in
their distance cannot be discerned, an issue sometimes referred to as the κ2 problem [131].
As a consequence, control experiments addressing the rotational behavior of the fluorophore
must be performed to rule out experimental artifacts (fluorescence anisotropy, see also: Section
3.2.5). It should also be noted that application of FRET in biophysical research do often not
require knowledge about absolute distances, as it is also the case here. In practice, so-called
apparent FRET efficiencies are often sufficient, circumventing many further issues, a detailled
description of which would go beyond the scope of this work.
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3.2.5 Fluorescence anisotropy
When linearly polarised light is used for fluorophore excitation, only a subset of molecules
with their dipole moments oriented along the electric vector of the excitation will be excited
(photoselection, Figure 3.11) [121]. The emitted light is also polarised along a fixed axis in the
fluorophore, which corresponds to the orientation of the emission dipole [109]. The relative
angle between the excitation polarisation and the emission polarisation is used to calculate









with I‖ the emission intensity along the excitation polarisation and I⊥ the emission intensity
perpendicular to the excitation polarisation [121]. In practice, anisotropy is often preferred
over polarisation, as the former is normalised by the total emission intensity and P can easily
be rewritten as r = 2P/(3-P) [132, 133]. The value of r depends upon the ratio of the rates of
angular displacement of the dye, its rotational diffusion and the excited state lifetime and adopts
0 in the case of total depolarisation (Figure 3.11 [134]. When fluorophores are dissolved in a
fluid solution, they typically rotate extensively in ∼10−10 s, which is considerably shorter than
the excited state lifetime (τF ∼ 10−9 s, see section 3.2.1) [109]. However, conjugation of the
fluorophore to a macromolecule, surface immobilisation, as well as viscosity are known to
reduce the rate of rotational diffusion and may lead to an increase in P and r [135, 136, 137].
Altered rotational diffusion has to be identified as such in order to avoid misinterpretations
of the experimental data. In practice, one distiguishes steady-state (also: static) anisotropy
measurements and time-resolved (also: dynamic) anisotropy experiments, the latter allowing to
directly monitor depolarisation [138].
Figure 3.11: The principle of photoselection by linearly polarised light and the of emission polarisation
on rotational diffusion. Scheme adapted from [109].
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3.2.6 Commonly used fluorophores and FRET pairs
Ideal fluorophores for adressing biological questions must display a high extinction coefficient
(ε > 50’000 M−1 cm−1) and quantum yield (QY > 0.1) [111]. They are further required
to be photostable and undesirable photophysical, chemical and aggregation effects should be
largely absent [141]. As the majority of biological assays is carried out in aqueous solutions,
they must also be water-soluble [141]. Finally, fluorophores should be small to induce minimal
perturbation of the system under study and they should have functionalities for straightforwards
bioconjugation [3, 139]. Additionally, a good FRET pair has pronounced spectral separation
between donor and acceptor emissions for reduced crosstalk, i.e. detection of donor emission
in the acceptor channel and direct excitation of the acceptor [141]. Similar quantum yields and
detection efficiencies (this may be problematic for dyes emitting in the far-red region) are also
desirable in order to unambiguously identify anticorrelation, unless the FRET acceptor consists
of a dark quencher [142].
Commonly used fluorophores are shown in Figure 3.12 and are generally structurally related,
i.e. they typically contain conjugated double bonds with delocalised pi electrons. In general,
increasing conjugation generally shifts the wavelength of absorbed light towards higher val-
ues, which allows to tune the spectral properties to a certain extent. Pyrene, naphthalene and
coumarin derivatives tend to emit in the UV region, while fluorescein, rhodamine, and cya-
nine dyes typically emit in the vis/near-IR spectrum [139]. However, emission spectra can be
Figure 3.12: Structures of common UV/vis fluorophores. Substituents at the ∼ position include CH3,
OH, CO2−, OCH3, NO2 and SO3− are incorporated to spectrally shift absorption/emission spectra,
improve water-solubility, and alter the photophysical bevavior. Rbio indicates the typical position of
the linker for bioconjugation. Scheme adapted from [139]. The crystal structure depicts the Aequorea
victoria green fluorescent protein and was taken from [140].
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shifted depending on the incorporated functionalities. Numerous derivatives of the wild-type
green fluorescent protein (GFP) from Aequorea victoria are nowadays available, which span
emissions from 470 nm to 650 nm [143, 144]. Quantum dots, i.e. nanocrystals made from
semiconductor materials, may also act as fluorophores [145]. It is important to note that each
fluorophore has its own personality regarding spectroscopic and chemical properties [146]. For
example, fluorescein dyes have high quantum yields and solubility and can be readily conju-
gated to biomolecules [139]. In turn, they are also known to display high photobleaching rates
and their quantum yields are pH-dependent [147]. Cyanine dyes are very popular choices for
studying nucleic acid conformations, because their photostability can be improved through re-
moval of molecular oxygen and by the addition of a suitable triplet-state quencher such as the
vitamin E analogue Trolox [146, 148, 149, 150, 151]. This work uses the cyanine dyes Cy3 and
Cy5. Please refer to the Appendix (Section 12.2) for chemical structures including the linker
and a survey of their spectral properties.
3.2.7 Importance of fluorescence in biological research
Since fluorescence-based assays are often non-invasive, they are nowadays crucial in biological
research. In particular, fluorescence has widely replaced radioactivity, because it is safer, more
convenient, and the straightforward implementation of multichannel measurement. Examples
are:
• Agarose gel electrophoresis: Intercalating agents are routinely used as tags to detect
nucleic acid bands via fluorescence. Commonly used compounds are ethidium bromide
and the cyanine dyes SYBR®Green I and SYBR®Gold [152].
• Sanger sequencing: Whereas Sanger sequencing originally employed radioactively la-
belled dideoxynucleoside 5’-triphosphates (ddNTPs), they have nowadays been widely
replaced by fluororescently labelled ddNTPs [153, 154].
• Microarrays: DNA microarrays use fluorophore-labelled nucleic acid samples (typically
Cy3 and Cy5), which hybridises to the probes in a sequence-specific manner, allowing
for gene profiling and the detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms.
• Quantitative polymerase chain reaction: A quantitative polymerase chain reaction
(qPCR) is an extension of a regular PCR, in which non-specifically intercalating dyes,
for example SYBR®Green I, are utilised to detect and quantify the PCR product [155].
• Immunofluorescence techniques: Immunofluorescence uses fluorophore-tagged anti-
bodies to visualise target molecules in a sample. A number of organic fluorophores can be
coupled to the antibody, including aminomethylcoumarin, Cy2, fluorescein, Cy3, tetram-
ethyl rhodamine, rhodamine red-X, Texas Red, and Cy5 [156]. Applications include
western blotting, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), and fluorescence in situ hy-
bridisation (FISH) [157, 158, 159].
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• Fluorescent proteins as reporters of expression: Due to their low phototoxicity and the
possibility to fuse it to a target protein, fluorescent proteins have found wide application
in molecular and cell biology as a reporter system [160].
3.3 Measuring fluorescence, one molecule at a time
Single-molecule fluorescence techniques are dedicated to measuring the fluorescence emission
of single dyes. Such experiments in principle provide the same information as a standard
ensemble measurement, as a sufficiently high number of observations from a single molecule
is equivalent to a snapshot of the whole population (ergodicity hypothesis) [161]. However,
“looking at just one thing” has a number of advantages [162] (list adapted from [161]):
• Heterogeneity and disorder: Single molecule methods unveil heterogeneity and dis-
order within a sample, i.e. individual molecules do not behave identically during the
window of observation. Such cross-sample variability has frequently been reported in
single-molecule studies, albeit it does (usually) not contradict the principle of ergodicity
[163, 164]. Examples of cross-sample variability, possible origins, and a method for its
quantification are described in Chapters 5, 6, and 8.
• Reaction intermediates: Single-molecule approaches in principle reveal the whole path-
way of a reaction, including transient intermediates and parallel reactions [165].
• Quantification of kinetics: The rate constants associated with complex biological pro-
cesses can be determined, including nucleic acids and protein folding reactions and the
displacement of molecular motors along their substrates [166]. Further examples are dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 4.
• Precise localisation and counting: So-called superresolution imaging techniques achieve
resolutions that are not limited by the diffraction of light, hence allowing to localise fluo-
rophores with nanometre accuracy [167].
• Low concentrations: Performing experiments with a very low number of molecules
(1-104) permits to work at near-physiological concentrations (10−12 - 10−9 mol/L) and
reduces costs [168].
3.3.1 Microscope designs for detection of single-molecule fluorescence
Single-molecule spectroscopy relies on the detection of single photons at energies in the range
of just 10−19 J. Therefore, instruments generally confine the excitation volume and/or reject
background noise that can originate from autofluorescence, and elastic Rayleigh and inelastic
Raman scattering [161, 169]. Detection of single fluorophore emission generally use either
wide-field or confocal geometry, which differ in the way they excite the sample. In wide-field
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microscopy, the entire specimen is illuminated at once, while confocal microscopy uses point
illumination. This section provides an overview of common microscope setups used to perform
single-molecule fluorescence experiments.
Wide-field microscopy: total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy
Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) generates an evanescent field, re-
ducing the excitation volume to a thin sheet at the quartz-solution interface [170]. This incident
laser beam must reach the sample in a highly inclined manner, such that the angle θ>θ crit, the





Figure 3.13: Non-exhaustive overview on microscope systems suitable for single fluorophore detection.
(A) Prism-based total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. θ denotes the angle of the incident
excitation light, ηq and ηbuf are the refractive indices of quartz and the buffer. (B) Objective-based
total internal reflection microscopy. (C) In near-field scanning optical microscopy, both the diameter of
the aperture a and the distance between the capillary and the sample d are smaller than the wavelength
of the light used for excitation λ . (D) Highly inclined and laminated optical sheet microscopy. Green
represents the excitation beam, orange fluorescence emission. (E) Laser confocal microscopy. The
cartoon depicts the diffusion of a fluorophore and its emission within the confocal volume. Schemes
adapted from [161, 170, 171, 172].
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where ηbuf and ηq denote the refractive indices of the solution and quartz [173]. For example,
θ crit at a quartz-water interface approximates 69.93◦. Pratical implementations of TIRFM em-
ploy either a quartz prism (Figure 3.13A) or the objective (Figure 3.13B) of the microscope to
create an evanescent field and illuminate surface-tethered or surface-constrained fluorophores
[161]. Single-molecule FRET (smFRET) experiments on surface-immobilised nucleic acids,
including all smFRET experiments presented in this work, are typically conducted using TIR
excitation. Please refer to Section 12.1 in the Appendix for a detailled description of the mi-
croscope used.
Widefield microscopy: near-field scanning optical microscopy
Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) uses a lens-free optical fibre for excitation
[171]. Importantly, it is equipped with an aperture a of sub excitation wavelength diameter
(a << λ ), which generates an evanescent field that is then operated at distances below the
excitation wavelength (d << λ , Figure 3.13C). The image is recorded either through the same
fibre or using a high numerical aperture objective [161]. NSOM was used in pioneering studies
demonstrating that it is possible to detect fluorescence of single dyes, as well as FRET between
single fluorophores attached to a nucleic acid support [174, 175, 176]. However, it is nowadays
less frequently employed, because (i) multiple molecules can only be imaged in scanning mode
and (ii) scanning drastically reduces the temporal resolution and may easily cause the tip to
break [177].
Widefield microscopy: highly inclined and laminated optical sheet microscopy
In highly inclined and laminated optical sheet (HILO) microscopy, the incident laser light is
highly inclined (but: θ < θ crit) and refracts into a thin optical sheet [161, 172]. This greatly
minimises the illumination volume to roughly R/tanθ in the z direction [172] (Figure 3.13D).
HILO microscopy has been sucessfully implemented to image single fluorophores on the sur-
face of cells, as well as for single-molecule tracking inside living tissue [172, 178]. In turn,
applications in single-molecule FRET have not yet been reported, which might be due to the
fact that TIRF microscopy achieves higher signal-to-noise ratios than a HILO geometry [179].
Confocal microscopy
In laser confocal microscopy (LCM), pinholes are placed in both the excitation and emission
path (Figure 3.13E) [161]. Thus, the excitation volume is confined to a diffraction-limited
Gaussian beam waist and out-of-focus fluorescence is rejected, which greatly suppresses back-
ground noise [161, 180]. LCM has been applied to detect single fluorophore emssion and flu-
orescence polarisation [175, 181], in fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) [182],
and in smFRET experiments [183, 184]. In particular, LCM is commonly used to detect flu-
orescent bursts from fluorophore-labelled biological macromolecules freely diffusing in solu-
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tion, followed by calculating the FRET efficiency in order to characterise the distribution of
conformations and structural dynamics [185].
Light sources and detectors
Usually, lasers are the preferred light sources for single-molecule fluorescence applications,
because they provide a defined excitation wavelength, as well as high and stable intensities
[161]. Depending on the experimental requirements, they can be operated either continuously
or pulsed (see also: Section 12.1.2 in the Appendix). Common detectors for wide-field micro-
scopes are electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EM-CCD) cameras that achieve high
quantum efficiencies in the visible range, low readout noise, fast vertical shift speed, and rel-
atively high temporal resolution (∼ 10 ms) [141]. In turn, single photon-counting avalanche
photodiodes (APDs) are typically used in conjunction wirh a confocal geometry and they com-
bine high readout rates and high quantum efficiencies [141]. Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
have larger detection areas, but display lower quantum yields and have to be operated at higher
voltage, which leads to an increased number of dark counts [161]. Hybrid photomultiplier de-
tectors combine large detection areas, high readout rates (∼ 50 ps), high detection efficiencies,
and decreased photophysical artifacts (afterpulsing) and are nowadays widely implemented in
commercially available microscopes [186].
3.3.2 EM-CCD data processing and analysis
The majority of smFRET studies on RNA folding and catalysis have been conducted using
an EM-CCD for photon detection, resulting in time-binned intensities. Raw movies usually
resemble the averaged example given in Figure 3.14A and must be processed further. This
section gives an overview on the stepwise analysis of such raw movies in order to extract single-
fluorophore emission and FRET trajectories, which are subsequently used to characterise the
conformational equilibrium and the rate constants associated with a conformational change of
a biological macromolecule.
Automatic localisation of fluorophores in a crowded field
As fluorophores are much smaller than the spatial resolution of the microscope (∼10−8 m2 as
estimated by Mélodie Hadzic, University of Zurich), single fluorophore emission appears as
a so-called point-spread function (PSF, Figure 3.14B). In smFRET experiments, the detection
field of the CCD chip is typically severely crowded by >100 single molecules and it would
be time-consuming to localise them manually (crowded field analysis, [187]). The fact that
PSFs are generally well approximated by two-dimensional Gaussian fit functions can be used
to automate their localisation as depicted in Figure 3.14B [124]. Other strategies also exist:
for example, the averaged image can be transformed into a hough matrix, followed by peak
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detection using arbitrarily defined parameters such as minimum average intensity and minimum
inter-spot separation [188].
Co-localisation of FRET pairs
The coordinates identified have to be co-localised, i.e. two PSFs that stem from the emission of
fluorophores attached to the same biomolecule have to be identified as such. Usually, an aver-
aged image from surface-immobilised fluorescent microspheres serves as a calibration tool to
quantify the offset and the distortion between the two detection channels by manually selecting
a number of corresponding spot pairs [125]. Subsequently, coordinates in the donor channel are
mapped onto the acceptor channel and vice versa using for example a non-linear polynomial
or a local weighted mean transformation [170]. Finally, spots that are not clearly separated are
removed by defining an arbitrary maximum overlap criterion.
Creation of raw trajectories
Raw trajectories are created by integrating the intensity within an area of n x n pixels around the
colocalised coordinates (Figure 3.14C, inset). The size of the integration area is defined arbi-
trarily and depends for example on the spatial resolution and the presence of severely blended
PSFs, albeit the latter problem can be overcome by defining an arbitrary maximum overlap
criterion (vide supra). Raw time traces consist of donor and acceptor emission intensities as a
function of time ID and IA (Figure 3.14D).
Correcting for background noise and crosstalk
Background signal in raw time traces is caused by various processes, including autofluores-
cence, focal drift, electron multiplication, and read-out in CCD cameras (a comprehensive list
is given in Section 8.1) [189]. As the background signal may fluctuate in a local and time-
dependent manner, background correction is not trivial. One approach is to divide the image
into a number of sub-images, followed by determination of local background in real time using
the least intense pixels in every frame (aperture photometry approach) [190].
Fluorophore emission should also be corrected for crosstalk between the two detection chan-
nels, i.e. leakage of donor emission into the acceptor channel (bleedthrough) and direct exci-
tation of the acceptor at the wavelength used for donor excitation. Crosstalk has to be quanti-
fied experimentally and adjusted of raw time traces yields corrected photon counts over time
ID,corr and IA,corr [191]. For further accuracy and subsequent estimation of distances, corrected
intensity time traces can be adjusted for differences in fluorophore quantum yield, wavelength-
dependent detection efficiency of the CCD camera, as well as further instrument-dependent
factors (γ factor) [191]. However, γ corrections were not performed in the context of this work.
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Further analysis
Apparent FRET efficiency over time is typically calculated from background- and crosstalk-





These smFRET time traces in principle allow to determine the number of conformational states
in the system, their relative occurrence (thermodynamic analysis), as well as the rates at which
they interconvert (kinetic analysis). However, distance estimations using apparent FRET val-
ues should be interpreted with extreme care. Depending on the signal-to-noise ratio and the
separation of the states, further processing steps may be performed, for example denoising or
hidden-Markov-based analysis, followed by characterisation of the thermodynamic equilibrium
and quantification of rate constants associated with conformational changes [166, 192]. Differ-
ent strategies for analysing noisy time traces and commonly used approaches in thermodynamic
and kinetic analysis are reviewed in detail in Section 8.1.
Figure 3.14: Creation of smFRET time traces from raw data. (A) Side-by-side image of spectrally
separated single fluorophore emission. (B) Automatic spot detection using the Matlab built-in function
houghpeaks. The inset illustrates that single fluorophore emission appears as a point spread function that
can be approximated by a two-dimensional Gaussian fit. (C) Mapping the coordinates identified in the
donor channel onto the acceptor channel and vice versa (co-localisation) is used to find corresponding
spot pairs that are subsequently integrated in the original (unaveraged) movie. (D) Raw trajectory of
donor and acceptor emission over time. (E) Subtraction of background noise and correction for crosstalk
yields a corrected time trace that can be used to calculate (F) FRET over time according to Equation 3.10.
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3.3.3 Application of smFRET in studying RNA folding and function
FRET between single, surface-immobilised fluorophores was first demonstrated by Ha et al.
in 1996, followed by detection using freely diffusing molecules by Deniz and co-workers in
1999 [175, 183]. Numerous applications of smFRET in studying functional RNAs have since
been published, capturing RNA folding and/or catalysis in unprecedented detail. Key studies
are summarised in this section.
One of the first smFRET studies on RNA involved surface-immobilised three-way junctions
derived from ribosomal RNA (rRNA, Figure 3.15) [176]. The conformational equilibrium
and dynamics were characterised in response to binding of the ribosomal protein S15 and
changes in Mg2+ concentration [176]. While the results closely resembled the averaged behav-
ior of unlabelled RNA in solution, thus further validating the surface-immobilisation approach,
they also revealed Mg2+-induced conformational heterogeneity at 100-1000 µM Mg2+.
The hairpin ribozyme plays an important role in the rolling cycle replication of the tobacco
ringspot virus and has been extensively studied by smFRET. In its natural form, it is comprised
of a four-way junction and two internal loops situated on two adjacent helical arms, the latter of
which are required to interact (dock) for catalysis to occur (Figure 3.15) [194]. Using a mini-
mal catalytically active construct devoid of the junction (minimal hairpin ribozyme), Zhuang
et al. showed that docking and undocking of individual ribozymes can be followed in real time
using smFRET (Figure 3.15) [195]. Analysing these data, they demonstrated that interdomain
docking was governed by single-exponential kinetics, while undocking was highly heteroge-
neous with four rate constants spanning three orders of magnitude [195]. Heterogeneity was
also associated with catalytic activity, as a minimum of two rate constants were required to
satisfactorily describe the experimental data [195]. Follow-up studies generally confirmed the
unconventional kinetic behavior, even though the values of the rate constants were not always
reproduced and docking was also sometimes described as a multiexponential process. By per-
forming site-specific base mutations and φ value analysis, Bokinsky et al. demonstrated that
native tertiary contacts are (almost) non-existent in the activated complex [196]. However, Na+
and Mg2+ titration experiments in conjunction with computational simulations suggested that
structural compaction occurs already at this stage. Rueda and co-workers showed that func-
tional single nucleotide modifications, even though they are distal from the catalytic site and
not directly involved in the cleavage reaction, affect both docking, undocking, and cleavage
rates [197]. Ditzler et al. showed that the minimal hairpin ribozyme migrates as two separate
bands in native gel electrophoresis, which differ with regard to the undocking kinetics [198].
Molecular heterogeneity was surprisingly resistant against denaturation and did not stem from
chemical differences detectable by mass spectrometry (isomers are generally not distinguish-
able by mass spectrometry).
Tan and co-workers studied a four-way junction derived from the natural hairpin ribozyme
(Figure 3.15) [199]. They found that in contrast to the minimal construct, both docking and
undocking are multiexponential processes, a phenomenon that was reproduced upon surface
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passivation with BSA, PEG, and upon encapsulation of RNA within surface-tethered vesicles
[199, 200]. Tan et al. also reported that compared to the two-way junction, docking and un-
docking occurs faster by three orders of magnitude, an observation that could be explained
by a previously unprecedented obligate folding intermediate in the presence of the junction
Figure 3.15: Non-exhaustive scheme of RNA molecules that have been studied using smFRET. Green
and red spheres indicate the position of the FRET donor and acceptor fluorophores, respectively. When
applicable, grey spheres represent biotin moieties for surface immobilisation. Figure adapted from [193].
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[199]. The presence of a four-way-junction-specific folding intermediate was confirmed by
Pljevaljcic et al., albeit it displayed considerably higher FRET efficiency (∼ 0.85 vs ∼ 0.50)
and formed at two to four orders of magnitude higher rates [194]. The conformational equi-
librium of the isolated four-way junction with perfectly base-paired helical stems (no loops)
was studied by Hohng et al. who showed that conformational fluctuations of the undocked
ribozyme are due movement of the junction [201]. Nahas and co-workers further characterised
conformational dynamics and chemistry of the fully functional natural ribozyme [202]. They
found out that in the absence of single base modifications aimed at inhibiting cleavage activity,
docking and undocking occur at rates lower by about one order of magnitude [199, 202]. They
also reported discrepancies between the internal cleavage rates of the natural and the minimal
ribozyme [195, 197, 202], which were subsequently resolved by Liu et al. who performed
so-called kinetic fingerprinting experiments to show that like for the four-way junction, utili-
sation of a non-cleavable substrate artefactually increases the rate of undocking by a factor of
20 [203]. Taken together, smFRET studies of the hairpin ribozyme have not only helped vali-
dating experimental and analytical approaches that are nowadays widely employed, they have
also provided a picture RNA folding and catalysis in unprecedented detail.
To date, one of the largest functional RNA studied by smFRET is the D135-L14 ribozyme
derived from the yeast group II intron ai5γ. Steiner et al. reported a previously unprece-
dented obligate intermediate along the folding pathway leading to a new folding paradigm
[204]. Steiner and co-workers also performed the first investigation of a divalent metal ion
other than Mg2+ on RNA folding, thereby demonstrating that inhibition of splicing in the
presence of Ca2+ previously reported in bulk experiments concurs with a division of single
molecules into two subpopulations that display distinct FRET traces [78, 87]. These findings
were interpreted as differences regarding the global RNA fold mediated in the presence of Ca2+
[87]. Additionally, Karunatilaka et al. showed that the DEAD-box helicase Mss116 lowers the
energy barrier between different conformational states and that it promotes RNA folding via an
ATP-dependent and an ATP-independent pathway [205].
A multitude of other RNA molecules have been studied by smFRET, a detailled description of
which would be beyond the scope of this work. Further examples of small (<100 nt) naturally
occurring RNA molecules that have been studied by smFRET are telomerase RNA [206],
Varkud satellite RNA [207], the U4 snRNA kink-turn motif [208], U2-U6 snRNA [209],
bacterial riboswitches responding to adenine, lysine and cyclic di-GMP [211, 212, 213], the
DsrA-rpoS bulge loop [214, 215], mitochondrial tRNA [216, 217], and transfer messenger
RNA [218]. The Tetrahymena group I intron [219, 220, 221, 224] and its P4-P6 domain [222,
223, 226, 225], the phylogenetically close mitochondrial group I intron bi5 [227], as well as
RNase P RNA [228, 229, 230] are examples of large (>100 nt) naturally occurring ribozymes
that have been studied using smFRET. Additionally, in vitro selected aptamers and artificial
ribozymes have also been studied, such as the GTP-binding aptamer [231], the theophylline-
activated hammerhead ribozyme [232], and the Diels-Alderase ribozyme [233].
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Table 3.4: Examples of (cation-mediated) RNA folding and catalysis as studied by single-molecule












mitochondrial group II intron Ca2+
Tobacco ringspot virus
rolling cycle virus
Na+, Mg2+ [194, 195, 196, 197, 198]




Neurospora VS RNA self-cleavage - [207]
Human U4 snRNA spliceosomal
Na+, Mg2+ [208]
kink turn motif splicing




Adenine riboswitch translation - [211]
Lysine riboswitch translation - [212]
c-di-GMP riboswitch translation Mg2+ [213]
E. coli DsrA-rpoS bulge loop translation - [214, 215]
Human mitochondrial tRNALys tRNA maturation Mg2+ [216, 217]
Transfer messenger RNA ribosome rescue Mg2+ [218]
Tetrahymena group I intron self-splicing
Na+, Mg2+, [219, 220, 221, 222]
Ba2+ [223, 224, 225, 226]
S. cerevisiae bl5 mitochon-
self-splicing Mg2+ [227]
drial group I intron
B. subtilis RNAse P RNA tRNA processing Mg2+ [228, 229, 230]




Diels-Alderase ribozyme - Mg2+ [233]
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In summary, there is a large number of naturally occurring and artificial RNA constructs fun-
damentally differing in fold and function that have been studied by smFRET (Figure 3.15 and
Table 3.4). The majority of these studies employed a prism-based TIR geometry used in con-
junction with a CCD detector, most likely because (i) RNA folding is generally slow and the
time resolution of the CCD chip is sufficient, (ii) TIRFM allows to image hundreds of single
molecules at a time, and (iii) the implementation of a TIR geometry is less challenging than
the implementation of a confocal one [234]. Table 3.4 also reveals most smFRET studies ad-
dressing RNA folding and catalysis precedented to date either focus on alkali ions and the earth
alkaline ion Mg2+ or they do not investigate the role of metal ions at all.
3.4 Thesis outline
The goal of this work is to characterise the influence of divalent metal ions on the formation
of RNA tertiary structure using single-molecule fluorescence, as well as to develop a frame-
work for applying statistical rigor in smFRET experiments. The RNA sequences used for
smFRET and bulk biochemical experiments are derived from the 5’ splice site recognition
Figure 3.16: Studying d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction by smFRET. The d3’EBS1* hairpin is labeled
with Cy3 and tethered to the surface of a quartz slide passivated with biotinylated BSA via a biotin-
streptavidin linkage. Docking of a Cy5-IBS1* strand is characterised by the appearance of Cy5 fluores-
cence and a decrease in Cy3 emission due to FRET. Figure and caption taken from [166].
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complex within the yeast mitochondrial group II intron Sc.ai5γ (d3’EBS1* and IBS1*), which
are post-synthetically modified with the FRET pair Cy3 and Cy5, as well as a biotin moiety
for subsequent immobilisation on a surface (Figure 3.16). In silico experiments and statistical
analysis are performed using Matlab (version 8.20.701, license 49040, Mathworks, Nattick,
MA, USA).
Chapter 4 provides an account of different force- and fluorescence-based single-molecule meth-
ods and how they have been utilised to characterise helicase-mediated RNA folding. Chapter
5 addresses the influence of physiological Mg2+ and Ca2+ on d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction us-
ing single-molecule fluorescence, followed by a detailled characterisation M2+ binding to the
RNA by nuclear magnetic resonance. Chapter 6 surveys examples of non-conventional kinetics
revealed by single-molecule FRET and summarises their possible origins. Chapter 7 validates
smFRET for as a method to systematically study cation-dependent formation of RNA tertiary
structure. The metal ion dependent thermodynamics and kinetics associated with interstrand
interaction are further shown to be in excellent agreement with complex stabilities along the
extended Irving-Williams series, providing a link between the coordination chemistry of the
metal ion and RNA structure formation. Finally, Chapter 8 describes the mathematical fram-
work for using bootstrapping in statistical analysis of smFRET data, followed by assessing the
robustness of a home-built bootstrapping software using simulated and experimental data.
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ABSTRACT: RNA helicases are a diverse group of RNA dependent ATPases known to play
a large number of biological roles inside the cell, such as RNA unwinding, remodeling, ex-
port, as well as degradation. Understanding how helicases mediate changes in RNA structure
is therefore of fundamental interest. The advent of single-molecule spectroscopic techniques
has unveiled with unprecedented detail the interplay of RNA helicases with their substrates. In
this review, we describe the characterisation of helicase-RNA interactions by single-molecule
approaches. State-of-the art techniques are presented, followed by a discussion of recent ad-
vancements in this exciting field.
Keywords: single-molecule spectroscopy, FRET, PIFE, AFM, optical tweezers, RNA fold-
ing, RNA helicase, DEAD-box




Originally thought of as simple intermediaries in protein synthesis from a DNA sequence, it
has become increasingly clear that RNA molecules play essential roles in almost every aspect
of cellular metabolism [36]. RNA functions span diverse processes such as protein synthesis
(as mRNA, rRNA, and tRNA) [30, 235, 236, 237, 238], post-transcriptional precursor mRNA
processing (as snRNA, and snoRNA) [31, 32, 209, 239, 240, 241], maintenance of telomeres
(as telomeric RNA) [242], and control of gene expression (as miRNA, siRNA, aRNA, and
riboswitches) [243, 244, 245, 246, 247]. Moreover, RNA molecules are crucial in the action
of parasitic entities like retrotransposons, viruses and satellite RNA [248, 249, 250]. Such
functional diversity is brought about by the structural diversity of RNA, which can be somewhat
surprising considering the limited number of building blocks: the four nucleobases adenine,
guanine, cytidine and uracyl [3]. In addition to canonical base pairing, RNA molecules are also
capable of forming numerous interactions, such as, base-stacking, non-canonical base-pairing,
ribose 2’-hydroxyl bonding and metal ion binding [23, 64]. These interactions are essential to
form the native, three-dimensional structures that make RNA molecules function inside living
cells [23, 251].
Small functional motifs, such as G-quadruplexes in the untranslated regions of mRNA, are
able to form readily [3, 252]. In contrast, long RNA molecules composed of several hundred
nucleotides often form stable conformational intermediates that present local minima in the
energy landscape. When separated by considerable energy barriers from the next minimum,
these intermediates can result in folding kinetic traps [24, 253, 254, 255, 256], which pre-
vent the RNA from readily folding into the more stable native structure [163]. Accumulation
of kinetic traps can result in reduced, altered or even lost of functionality, because the native
conformation is reached slowly or not at all [257]. As a consequence, kinetic traps must be re-
solved in vivo through the action of helper proteins, such as helicases. Helicases, are ubiquitous
enzymes that can catalyse different types of conformational changes and structural rearrange-
ments, going far beyond the traditional view of double strand separating motors [258]. RNA
helicases are involved in almost all aspects of cellular metabolism including translation initi-
ation [259, 260], ribosome biogenesis [261, 262], RNA splicing [263, 264], miRNA function
[265, 266, 267], RNA transport [258, 268, 269], replication by RNA viruses [270], and un-
winding of G-quadruplex structures [271]. RNA helicases are RNA dependent ATPases. Their
mechanism can comprise sequences of complex steps involving as many as 75 rate constants in
the case of DEAD-box RNA helicases (vide infra) [272]. Rapid RNA structural rearrangements
occur upon ATP hydrolysis, followed by phosphate and ADP release, thereby turning over to
another round of catalysis in which each conformational intermediate displays altered affinity
its cognate substrate [273, 274]. Interestingly, dsRNA unwinding is also observed in the ab-
sence of ATP, though with slower kinetics and to a lesser extent [273, 274]. Given the vast
number of cellular processes RNA helicases are involved in, it is not surprising that individual
helicases can strongly differ in translocation rate, directionality, processivity, active versus pas-
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sive mechanism and step size (i.e. number of base pairs translocated or unwound during each
catalytic cycle) [275]. Through phylogenetic analysis, RNA helicases have been grouped and
functionally classified into four superfamilies (SF). The most prevalent ones are the structurally
similar SF1 and SF2, while a number of viral helicases belong to SF3 and SF4 [276, 277]. The
majority of RNA helicases studied to date belongs to the largest subfamily SF2, characterised
by ATP-dependent translocation on the nucleic acid substrate and/or induction of RNA con-
formational changes and further sub-grouped as DEAD-, DEAH- and DExH-box helicases.
The subgroup names derive from a highly conserved amino acid motif, in single letter code
(e.g., D-E-A-D, Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp), in their helicase domain [275, 276, 278]. Numerous bio-
chemical studies, including gel mobility [279], and unwinding assays [280, 281], have yielded
valuable insights into their function, substrate specificity and steady-state kinetics [282]. How-
ever, due to ensemble-averaging, these experiments may fail to detect unwinding intermediates
and/or conformational or functional heterogeneities within the sample [282]. Through the ad-
vent of single-molecule methods, it has become possible to monitor individual macromolecules
in real time, thus eliminating population averaging [283, 284, 285]. Rare or transient interme-
diates can, therefore, be directly observed provided that (i) time resolution is sufficient, and
(ii) enough events can be captured to rule out experimental artifacts [122, 161, 284, 286, 287].
Over the years, single molecule approaches have led to an increasing number of fascinating
discoveries [141, 169, 170, 288, 289, 290]. Here, we provide an overview on single molecule
spectroscopy methods and how they have been successfully employed to characterise the in-
terplay between helicases and their RNA substrates. Technical specifications, advantages and
drawbacks associated with individual techniques are also briefly discussed. We would also like
to direct the reader to other interesting reviews on related topics [282, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295].
4.2 Force-based approaches and their application to study
helicase-mediated duplex unwinding
The application of force to single molecules allows for probing and manipulating the folding
energy landscape, as well as measuring the force generated by single biomolecules [161, 300].
These approaches do not typically require labeled samples, as they extend the biopolymer be-
tween two handles, or attachment sites [161]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and optical
tweezers have been previously used to study the effect of helicases on RNA substrates (vide in-
fra) [301, 302]. Two other force-based techniques are magnetic tweezers and tethered-particle
microscopy (TPM), which have both been successfully used to characterise DNA-helicases, but
they will not be presented here [303, 304, 305, 306].
4.2.1 Atomic force microscopy
Put forward by Binnig and co-workers [307], AFM has become a powerful tool for imaging and
manipulating molecules at the nanoscale [308, 309, 310, 311]. At the heart of the mechanical
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microscope is a flexible cantilever, which acts as a linear spring according to Hooke’s law and
is used to detect force exerted onto its tip by means of a laser beam that is reflected from the
cantilever onto a detector [297]. Typically, the molecule under study is tethered to a surface
at one end, and to the AFM tip at the other, such that force can be measured and/or applied
(Figure 4.1A) [288, 302], although other experimental approaches have also been used [301].
AFM requires minimal sample preparation and experiments can be carried out in many different
environments to obtain data in nm3 spatial and 100 ms temporal resolution [297, 312], offering
the possibility of imaging entire proteins and their environment at once (Table 4.1) [297]. The
advent of high-speed AFM using smaller cantilevers oscillating at higher frequencies has led
Table 4.1: Single-molecule techniques applied in studying helicase-mediated RNA folding and their
technical specifications.
Optical tweezers AFM smFRET PIFE
[288, 296] [288, 297] [141, 298] [146, 299]
Spatial
resolution
0.1 - 2 nm
0.1 nm in z plane, 3-8 nm,
depending on R0
below 4 nm
5 nm in xy plane
Temporal
10−4 s 10−5 s confocal: ≥ 50 µs
TIRFM: ≥ 1 ms TIRFM: ≥ 1 msresolution
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to time resolutions over 1000 frames/s [313]. However, due to the requirement for physical
contact with the sample, its application is currently limited to in vitro systems with isolated
components. A more detailled description has been given elsewhere [288, 300, 297].
4.2.2 Optical tweezers
In the same year that AFM was invented, Chu and co-workers demonstrated particle trapping
in a laser beam and suggested its application to study biological particles [314]. The technique
is based on light-matter interaction; the optical trap is generated by focusing laser light to a
diffraction-limited spot using a high numerical aperture objective [288]. In the vicinity of the
laser focus, the dielectric object to be trapped experiences a three-dimensional force directed
towards the beam waist [288]. Therefore, the laser can be regarded as a microscopic lens that
focuses the electro-magnetic field, which causes the particle to move toward the highest inten-
sity point [296]. Particle displacements from the trap center are used to follow and quantify
the forces exerted onto a biomolecule, such as an RNA molecule, tethered to the bead. Optical
tweezers readily enable measurements of forces as small as 25 fN and sub-nanometer resolu-
tion (Table 4.1) [296, 300, 315, 316, 317, 318]. Since their discovery, experiments with optical
tweezers have enabled ground-breaking studies of actin-myosin interactions, kinesin motion
along microtubules, viral packaging, RNA polymerase transcription, and DNA and RNA fold-
ing amongst others [296, 319, 320, 321, 322]. While the use of optical tweezers has become
popular due their purely optical nature, they can also present some experimental hindrances
such as challenging calibrations [288], local heating resulting from high-intensity, focused laser
beams. These issues can complicate the implementation of optical tweezers measurements in
live cells, even though the technique has been successfully adapted for in vivo studies on other
systems [323]. For a more detailled description on optical tweezers, we direct the reader to the
following reviews [288, 296, 324].
4.2.3 RNA duplex unwinding in the presence of the DEAD-box helicases eIF4A and
Ded1
Secondary structure motifs along mRNA molecules can impede the translational machinery
search for the start codon required for protein synthesis initiation [15, 325, 326, 327]. Two
eukaryotic initiation factors, eIF4A and Ded1 (Table 4.2) [291], belonging to the DEAD-box
family (SF2) of RNA helicases, have been shown to resolve RNA secondary structures and
unfold RNA hairpins in vitro [302, 328, 329]. Using AFM, McCarthy and coworkers studied
the mechanism of these two helicases at the single molecule level [302]. The authors used RNA
sequences derived from the naturally occurring GCN4 5’-UTR, which were surface-tethered
through 5’-end thiolation and attached to the cantilever tip using biotinylated nucleotides in the
poly-A tail (Figure 4.1A). The RNA was then stretched by pulling the cantilever away from
the surface. The force exerted on the RNA was determined by measuring the bending of the
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cantilever with the reflected laser beam (Figure 4.1A). The resulting force-extension curves
revealed the force necessary to stretch and refold the RNA at a certain distance (Figure 4.1B,
C). Each molecule could be pulled∼20-30 stretching/refolding cycles before dissociation of the
RNA, backbone cleavage or disruption of the biotin/streptavidin bond. Incorporation of a stable
25 GC basepair stem-loop has been shown to inhibit translational initiation in S. cerevisiae
[327]. In the AFM experiments, incorporation of the same hairpin resulted in an abrupt drop
in force in the stretching curve (arrow, Figure 4.1B), which was absent in the refolding curve.
This drop was assigned to the opening of the hairpin [327]. In the presence of saturating Ded1,
the force required to open the hairpins decreases from ∼150 pN to ∼90 pN (Figure 4.1C).
Comparison between the two helicases showed that Ded1 is more effective in reducing the
force necessary to unfold the hairpin, even in the presence of elF4B, an elF4A cofactor that
enhances its unwinding rate. In addition, the unwinding activity of eIF4A/B saturates well
before the stem loop is fully unwound. Based on these results, the authors concluded that
Ded1 is a more efficient facilitator of stem-loop unwinding than elF4A/B, and likely the major
unwinding factor on natural mRNA substrates. Based on earlier bulk studies [329], the authors
proposed that eIF4A acts via an ATP-dependent steric mechanism, whereby the helicase binds
to single-stranded RNA adjacent to the stem loop structure, thus causing its partial unwinding,
whereas Ded1 dynamically unwinds the stem loop through low processive, ATP-dependent
translocation [302].
Figure 4.1: Helicase induced RNA hairpin unfolding using AFM force spectroscopy. (A) RNA immo-
bilization involves tethering the 5’-end to the gold-coated surface (Au) and attaching the biotinylated
3’-end (B) to a streptavidin-coated (S) silicon nitride (Si3Ni4) tip. Force-extension curves were recorded
in the presence and absence of eIF4A or Ded1, represented as “HEL”. (B, C) Representative force-
extension plots representing stretching of a single RNA molecule containing a GC-rich stem-loop. (C)
Stretching of the same RNA in the presence of 400 nM Ded1. The pull curve (red) runs from left to right
and the approach curve (blue) from right to left. The arrow indicates the force and extension when the
hairpin unfolds. In the presence of Ded1, the hairpin unfolds at lower force. Adapted from [302].
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In this study, the relative efficiency of two eukaryotic helicases to separate was assessed from
the decrease in unwinding force. Future studies may involve eIF4G, which has been shown
to stimulate eIF4A via a conformational guidance mechanism [330]. A valuable extension
of analogous studies will involve time dependent force-extension plots (vide infra). This will
allow finding key mechanistic features of processive helicases, such as the number of base pairs
unwound/ATP hydrolysed, the physical step size (mean distance/translocation step), as well as
the kinetic step size (mean number of base pairs unwound/rate-limiting step) [282].
4.2.4 RNA translocation and unwinding mechanism of HCV NS3 helicase and its coor-
dination by ATP
The hepatitis C virus (HCV) non-structural protein 3 (NS3) is an SF2 DEAH-box helicase that
plays a key role in viral RNA replication and an important drug target against HCV infection
(Table 4.2) [331, 332]. In a study by Dumont and co-workers, NS3-catalysed unwinding of
dsRNA and translocation long the substrate was characterise using optical tweezers [333]. A
60 bp RNA hairpin with handles was attached to two beads and held under constant strain
(Figure 4.2A). The end-to-end distance of the RNA was measured in the presence and absence
of NS3 to monitor helicase-induced RNA unwinding. Force-extension curves show that the
presence of NS3 decreased the force required for unfolding from 20.4 pN (Figure 4.2B, green)
to 5 pN, though, this depends on the GC-content of the sequence [334]. To monitor NS3
unwinding activity, the RNA substrate was held at constant force in the 5 to 17 pN range,
in the presence of the helicase (Figure 4.2B, red). The resulting time trajectories revealed
stepwise increases of inter-bead distance, which was subsequently converted into basepairs
(Figure 4.2C), and interpreted as unwinding steps and pauses [335]. A histogram of pairwise
distances (Figure 4.2D) revealed a periodic pattern of steps, suggesting that the cyclic behavior
of NS3 is coordinated by ATP in discrete steps of 11± 3 bp that include rapid smaller substeps
of 3.6 ± 1.3 bp, which reflect actual unwinding. However, in a follow-up study, step size was
shown to be decreased to 9 ± 2 bp in the presence of long GC-rich stretches that were absent
in the substrate used in the initial study [334]. Interestingly, the authors also observed apparent
backward steps of 12 ± 3.6 bp corresponding to the stepwise refolding of the substrate after
unwinding. This pronounced processivity is somewhat surprising, given that NS3 differs in
only one of six conserved motifs from its phylogenetically-close relatives from the DEAD-box
family of helicases, which are almost non-processive [258].
Mean pause duration of the NS3 helicase was found to be inversely proportional to ATP con-
centration, indicating that exiting from pauses requires ATP hydrolysis. Analysis of pause
distributions below and above the Michaelis-Menten constant (Km) pointed the authors to pro-
pose a kinetic mechanism by which the helicase exits from pauses in two steps, only one of
which involves ATP hydrolysis. The occurrence and duration of stalling was shown to depend
upon the presence of GC islands of six or more basepairs but not three [334]. Furthermore,
the stepping velocity of NS3 between pauses increases with ATP concentration indicating that
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each step consists of ATP-dependent substeps. Based on the kinetic data, the authors concluded
that NS3 must bind ATP in each substep during unwinding [333]. The processivity of NS3 did
not significantly depend upon either ATP or NS3 concentration above KD, but was strongly
dependent on the force applied and also found to be affected by the base composition of the du-
plex [334]. In contrast, pausing and stepping velocity were independent of force indicating that
NS3-mediated RNA unwinding activity is not limited by strand separation but by translocation.
Although the stepping velocity and Km were in good agreement with prior bulk experiments,
the single molecule assays were seemingly in conflict with previous ensemble experiments re-
porting a step size of 18 ± 2 bp as compared to 11 ± 3 bp [338]. The authors proposed that
NS3 dimerization in bulk experiments may account for this difference, while the 3’-overhang
Figure 4.2: Revealing NS3 translocation and unwinding mechanism by optical tweezers. (A) A 60 bp
RNA hairpin is flanked by two RNA/DNA duplexes. The bottom duplex (599 bp) is attached to a bead
via biotin-streptavidin linkage (B, S). The top duplex (535 bp) is attached to an anti-digoxigenin coated
bead via digoxigenin (A, D). NS3-mediated (HEL) duplex unwinding is followed upon application of
external force. (B) Unwinding experimental steps: mechanical folding and unfolding of substrate in
the absence of NS3 shows a transition at 20.4 pN, the force required for hairpin unwinding (green), the
presence of NS3 decreases the force required for duplex unwinding (red), force is brought to 30 pN to
fully extend the nucleic acid strand (blue). The RNA hairpin is allowed to refold at 2 pN force (yellow).
(C) Extension of bead separation during RNA unwinding by NS3 reveals discrete steps and pausing.
(D) A pairwise distance histogram of the unwinding trace shown in (C) is later subjected to Fourrier
analysis to determine the apparent unwinding step size. (E) Unified model for NS3 helicase activity.
Nucleic acid substrate binding is followed by ATP-dependent destabilization duplex by the translocator
domain (blue ellipse) [334]. The RNA hairpin is unwound by helix-opening domain (orange circle) in
fast ATP-dependent 1 bp-substeps adding up to steps of 3.6 ± 1.3 bp, unwinding 7 to 13 basepairs per
apparent step depending on the GC content [333, 334, 336, 337]. Subsequently, the translocator moves
forward to start a new catalytic cycle [333]. At this stage, GC-rich sequences increase the probability of
helicase dissociation [334]. Adapted from [333, 334].
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used in the single-molecule study did not allow for dimer formation [333]. This hypothesis
was further confirmed in subsequent bulk experiments [334]. In the proposed model, the NS3
monomer has two RNA binding sites; one site acts as a translocator and the other as a helix
opener [333]. Both translocation and unwinding take place as ATP-dependent substeps, result-
ing in 11-basepair unwinding bursts. Following results further indicated that these substeps are
preceded by active destabilization of the double-stranded region to be unwound, as opposed
to opportunistic forward motion of the enzyme upon thermal fraying of the duplex [334]. In
an independent fluorescence-based study carried out with double-stranded DNA, Myong et al.
proposed an alternative model analogous to a loaded spring involving three successive ATP hy-
drolysis events driving the two domains forward in one-base-pair steps, followed by an abrupt
3 bp-separation using DNA [336]. To reconcile these findings, Cheng and co-workers have
recently used a homopolymeric GC sequence to avoid sequence-dependent variation in step
size and to slow down the helicase [337]. Hence, their experiments at very low ATP concen-
trations (to further slow down the helicase) achieve 1 bp resolution [337]. They observed both
large 11-bp unwinding steps and 1-bp unwinding events, thus reconciling fluorescence exper-
iments with force spectroscopy studies. However, they also observed statistically significant
higher-order 1.5-, 2- and 2.5-bp unwinding events [337]. As the rate constants for unwinding
were independent of substepping size, the authors proposed that higher-order steps are due to
release of nucleotides held in previous rounds of unwinding, in agreement with recent crystal-
lographic data (Figure 4.2E) [337, 339]. This example illustrates how different single molecule
approaches can be used alongside to improve our understanding of helicase-mediated double-
stranded RNA unwinding.
4.3 Fluorescence-based methods and their applications
in elucidating RNA-helicase interactions
4.3.1 Single-molecule Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (smFRET)
FRET is a process by which energy is non-radiatively transferred between two dipoles, typically
the transition dipole moments of two fluorophores that are referred to as donor and acceptor.
Efficient energy transfer requires the emission spectrum of the donor to overlap with the exci-
tation spectrum of the acceptor, which satisfies the resonant (equal energy) condition. Energy
transfer efficiency depends very strongly on the distance between the two dipoles (R), and is
calculated as E = (1 + (R/R0)6)−1, where R0 is the Förster radius at which half of the energy
is transferred. The Förster radius is typically in the 30-80 Å range, but depends on the spec-
tral properties of the fluorophores, their relative orientation and their local environment [141].
Owing to its distance-dependence, FRET is regularly referred to as a molecular ruler to probe
inter- and intramolecular distances in biological systems [278, 340]. Experimentally, the lack
of information on relative fluorophore orientation makes it challenging to determine the exact
energy transfer efficiency [341]. Therefore, the apparent energy transfer efficiency is often sim-
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ply calculated as FRET = IA/(IA + ID), where ID and IA are the fluorescent intensities of the
donor and acceptor, respectively.
smFRET is a popular and adaptable approach to study biomolecular mechanisms of isolated
molecules because FRET provides the sensitivity and selectivity necessary to detect single
molecules dynamics in real time (Table 4.1) [141, 342]. It has, therefore, been applied to study
both the interaction of surface-immobilised RNAs with a helicase [340, 205, 343], and to probe
helicase conformational dynamics in solution [344, 345, 346, 347]. By monitoring individ-
ual molecules, smFRET can help reveal sample heterogeneity and the presence of transient
intermediates [189].
4.3.2 Protein-induced fluorescence enhancement (PIFE)
An important limitation in the interpretation of smFRET data arises from fluorophore blinking
(intersystem crossing to long-lived, non-fluorescent triplet states) and photobleaching (light-
induced chemically modified non-fluorescent adducts) [146]. Despite recent advancements
in the suppression of such photophysics through addition of reducing (or oxidizing) agents
[150, 151, 348], dark states, blinking and unstable emission still present a challenge in single-
molecule fluorescence microscopy [189]. An interesting solution to this problem is the use of
protein induced fluorescence enhancement (PIFE), which requires only one label [299, 349].
Cyanine dyes, which consist of two aromatic moieties linked by a polymethylene chain, can
adopt cis and trans conformations, but the latter conformer exhibits considerably higher fluores-
cence quantum yield [152]. Therefore, cis-trans isomerisation decreases the apparent quantum
yield of cyanine dyes and their fluorescence lifetime [152]. The principle behind PIFE relies
on a local increase of the viscosity of the fluorophore environment due to the proximity of
a protein, resulting in hindrance of the cis-trans isomerisation and hence, altered fluorophore
quantum yield. This allows to directly monitor protein binding and dissociation dynamics
[349, 299, 350]. However, in contrast to the ratiometric smFRET method that minimises the
effect of inherent emission fluctuations of single fluorophores [183], PIFE data is prone to
produce noisy data. Because specific environmental changes in the vicinity of fluorophores
are challenging to predict, interpretation of experimental data requires careful calibration and
well-designed control experiments [299].
4.3.3 Helicase-assisted secondary structure conversion towards and against thermody-
namic equilibrium
Helicases are multifunctional enzymes that, not only separate double-stranded nucleic acids,
but they can also drive structural rearrangements required for function [351, 352]. Interestingly,
stable secondary RNA structures have been observed to be converted into thermodynamically
less stable ones [351]. Shortly after the single molecule characterisation of Ded1-catalysed un-
winding of RNA duplexes [302], Jankowsky and co-workers used smFRET in conjunction with
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bulk biophysical methods to characterise Ded1-catalysed RNA structure remodeling (Table 4.2)
[353]. The authors studied whether Ded1 catalyses conversion of a stable RNA duplex into a
thermodynamically less stable one by first disassembling existing duplex structures, or through
recruitment of multiple strands to form a tripartite intermediate (Figure 4.3A). To address this
question, they designed a three-strand RNA substrate such that two, mutually exclusive, du-
plex structures of distinct stabilities could be formed (Figure 4.3A, left and right). One of the
strands contained a biotin label for surface-tethering, the second strand contained the donor
fluorophore (Cy3) and the third strand contained the acceptor fluorophore Cy5 (Figure 4.3A).
Therefore, the more stable duplex is characterised by Cy3 emission alone (i.e., zero FRET), the
least stable duplex is characterised by the loss of the Cy3 strand (and thus, Cy3 fluorescence),
and a possible tripartite complex by the presence of both Cy3 and Cy5 in close proximity (i.e.,
emission of both fluorophores via FRET). Having determined the equilibrium ratio of the two
duplex structures under different conditions, the authors observed structural interconversion
against thermodynamic equilibrium upon addition of Ded1 and ATP using non-denaturing gel
electrophoresis. A gel mobility shift was accompanied by the generation of single-stranded
RNA. In the absence of ATP, strand exchange was also observed, but to a lesser extent, and
single-stranded RNA was not detected.
In single-molecule FRET experiments, the resulting time trajectories clearly showed the re-
versible formation of a transient tripartite intermediate complex (Figures 4.3B and C, black
arrows). In rare instances, the authors also observed the whole remodeling pathway with ini-
tial formation of the tripartite intermediate followed by dissociation of the Cy3 labeled strand
(Figure 4.3C, red arrow). The authors concluded that Ded1-assisted structure conversion can
proceed via two pathways: (i) ATP-dependent strand exchange involving complete dissocia-
tion of the RNA strands, followed by protein-facilitated annealing; (ii) An ATP-independent
pathway promoting the formation of a tripartite intermediate complex (Figure 4.3A) [353].
These results confirmed previous studies in which Ded1 was shown to be a low processive,
ATP-dependent helicase [302, 343]. The characterisation and identification of the transient,
tripartite intermediate and the remodeling pathway would not have been possible using solely
ensemble-averaged techniques, underscoring the strength of single-molecule techniques to re-
solve transient intermediates in the reaction pathway. The authors thereby revealed an RNA
remodeling activity of the Ded1 helicase in addition to its previously known duplex unwinding
activity. However, a limitation in this assay is that formation of the less stable duplex, which is
characterised by the loss of the Cy3 strand, and thus, loss of both Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence,
could not be distinguished from Cy3 photobleaching. One possible alternative approach is to
invert the labeling scheme, because formation of the tripartite complex would result in a high
FRET signal followed by loss of Cy5 fluorescence, indicating strand exchange. An elegant way
to rule out photophysical artifacts is by using alternating laser excitation (ALEX), which con-
sists of exciting both fluorophores alternatively, thereby determined both FRET and fluorophore
stoichiometry which unambiguously reports on photobleaching and blinking [354, 355].
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4.3.4 Unwinding initiation by the viral RNA helicase NPH-II
NPH-II is a viral SF2 helicase with NTP-dependent unwinding activity, which plays an impor-
tant role in transcription termination and viral RNA export [356, 357, 358]. Experiments in
vitro have shown that NPH-II unwinding initiation can be two-orders of magnitude slower than
strand separation, thus making initiation the rate limiting step [358]. Interestingly, the enzyme
can even hydrolyse hundreds of ATP molecules before unwinding [358]. This makes NPH-II an
interesting model system to study unwinding initiation. After their initial smFRET study with
Ded1, Jankowsky and co-workers characterised NPH-II-mediated dsRNA unwinding initiation
using single-molecule FRET. The authors surface-immobilised a Cy3-labeled dsRNA with a
Cy5-labeled 3’-single-stranded overhang (Figure 4.4A). The overhang is required in vitro for
Figure 4.3: Ded1-mediated RNA remodeling monitored by smFRET. (A) Experimental design and re-
sults. The Cy3-labeled RNA strand (light grey, Cy3: green circle) forms a thermodynamically stable
duplex with the immobilization strand (white) that is surface-tethered via a biotin-streptavidin linkage
(B, S), while the Cy5-labeled strand (dark grey, Cy5: red circle) is in solution. Strand exchange in the
presence of Ded1 (HEL) and in the absence of ATP proceeds via a tripartite intermediate characterised
by a sudden increase in Cy5 emission though FRET, followed by the formation of the thermodynami-
cally less stable duplex accompanied by a complete loss of fluorophore emission (upper pathway). In
the presence of both Ded1 and ATP, strand exchange involves complete disassembly of the more stable
duplex and subsequent formation of the less stable one (lower pathway). Passivation of the quartz slide
is achieved through coating with polyethylene glycol to prevent non-specific binding of the protein to
the slide.161 (B-C) Representative fluorophore emission and FRET time traces. Cy3 and Cy5 emission
over time (green and red traces) displays FRET-typical anticorrelated behavior (upper plots). FRET over
time reveals the formation of the tripartite intermediate, as indicated by sudden burst of FRET (lower
plots, black arrows), followed either by dissociation of the Cy5-labeled strand (B) or strand exchange
and complete absence of fluorophore emission (C, red arrow). Figure modified from [353].
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NPH-II recruitment [279, 356, 358, 359]. Single-molecule time trajectories recorded under var-
ious experimental conditions (Figure 4.4B) were used to build time-binned FRET histograms
that report on the conformational distribution of the 3’-end overhang (Figures 4.4C-H) [170].
In the absence of helicase, the free RNA yielded a distribution centered around 0.85 FRET
(Figure 4.4C), as expected for the two fluorophores in close proximity (Figure 4.4A). Addition
Figure 4.4: Characterizing NPH-II-catalysed RNA duplex unwinding. (A) Experimental design and
results. A fluorophore-labeled 19-bp RNA duplex (Cy3: green circle, Cy5: red circle) with a 24-nt
3’ extension was immobilised on the PEG-passivated quartz slide via a biotin-streptavidin linkage (B,
S).161 The initial high FRET value of 0.85 is diminished in response to NPH-II binding (HEL) and fluc-
tuates between two discrete low FRET values, indicating and increased inter-dye distance. Addition of
ATP triggers duplex unwinding ultimately leading to complete loss of emission upon strand separation.
(B) Representative smFRET trajectory (1 nM NPH-II, no ATP) showing transition between the helicase-
unbound state (FRET 0.85, highlighted in orange), and the helicase-bound states (FRET 0.15 and 0.33,
highlighted in green and yellow, respectively). (C-H) Averaged FRET histograms, each built from over
100 individual FRET time traces. Imaging conditions: (C) only RNA, (D) RNA and 100 nM NPH-II,
(E) 100 nM NPH-II, 3.5 mM ATP, (F) 100 nM NPH-II, 3.5 mM ADPBeFx (a ground-state analogue),
(G) 100 nM NPH-II, 3.5 mM ADP-AlFx (a transition state analogue), (H) 100 nM NPH-II, 3.5 mM
ADP. (I) Basic model for unwinding initiation by NPH-II relying on altered substrate affinities along
the ATP hydrolysis cycle. Without nucleotide, NPH-II binds both ssRNA and dsRNA and the NPH-II-
ssRNA complex readily alternates between two conformations. ATP binding impedes dissociation from
ssRNA and changes the kinetics of bound state transitions. In the ATP transition state, NPH-II no longer
binds to dsRNA and interconversion kinetics change again. The helicase associates with dsRNA upon
ATP hydrolysis and phosphate dissociation. Different shapes mark the different conformational states if
NPH-II traversed during unwinding initiation. Figure adapted from [340].
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of NPH-II alone induced a conformational change in the RNA-NPH-II complex that led to two
distinct conformations with FRET distributions centered at ∼0.15 and ∼0.33 (Figure 4.4D).
Addition of ATP shifted the FRET distribution back to 0.85 (Figure 4.4E). However, the time
trajectories clearly revealed a rapid decrease in FRET followed by a loss of fluorescence, a
signature indicative of helicase binding followed by duplex unwinding. To further test the
mechanism, the authors replaced ATP by non-hydrolysable analogues blocking unwinding at
different states of ATP hydrolysis [360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365]. In the presence of ADP-
BeFX (a ground state analogue), all three FRET states were observed (Figure 4.4F). Addition
of ADP-AlFX (a hydrolysis transition state analogue) resulted in population of the two low
FRET states (Figure 4.4G). And in the presence of the hydrolysis product, ADP, only the high
FRET peak was observed (Figure 4.4H).
Based on these results and other ensemble-averaged control experiments, the authors proposed
a two-state kinetic model for unwinding initiation, and explained it through alternating ss-
RNA/dsRNA binding properties of the protein at different stages of the ATPase cycle (Figure
4.4H): Without nucleotide, the helicase binds to both ssRNA and dsRNA, displaying intrinsic
dynamics (i.e., 0.15 and 0.33 FRET states). Initial ATP binding stabilises the bound complex
preventing helicase dissociation from the ssRNA. In the hydrolysis transition state, NPH-II no
longer binds the duplex. Following ATP hydrolysis, the helicase no longer binds to ssRNA.
Thus, single-molecule experiments provide a mechanistic explanation for the maintenance of
RNA-helicase contacts during duplex unwinding initiation, a long-standing question in the field
[358, 366, 367]. A future challenge will be to clarify why a high number of ATP molecules
are often hydrolysed prior to strand separation and which specific molecular events induce
strand unwinding. This could be achieved by directly labeling the helicase in order to probe its
conformational dynamics prior to unwinding, thus complementing smFRET experiments using
fluorophore-labeled RNA substrates.
4.3.5 Single-molecule analysis of Mss116-mediated group II intron folding
The Saccharomyces cerevisiae DEAD-box helicase Mss116 is essential for mitochondrial group
I and group II intron splicing in vivo (Table 4.2) [152]. Mss116 activity has been extensively
studied in ensemble-averaged experiments using the D135 ribozyme, which is a minimal model
system for the S. cerevisiae group II intron ai5γ [79, 368]. While Mss116 helicase activity de-
pends on ATP binding and hydrolysis, the Mss116-mediated D135 folding mechanism is still
not fully understood. As an ideal tool to dissect RNA folding pathways, smFRET experiments
were performed to characterise Mss116-mediated D135 folding [205].
Fluorescently-labeled D135 ribozymes were surface-immobilised onto PEG-coated quartz slides
via a biotin-streptavidin linkage [369, 370], and FRET was measured using total internal re-
flection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy (Figure 4.5A) [204]. Previous smFRET studies have
shown that, in the absence of Mss116, D135 requires high Mg2+ concentrations for efficient
folding in vitro [204]. Moreover, the presence of Ca2+ altered the ribozyme’s structural dynam-
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ics and impeded its function [87]. Building averaged FRET histograms from over 100 individ-
ual time trajectories recorded under precedented high-salt conditions suggested the presence
of three distinct FRET states (Figure 4.5B) [204]. As group II introns fold in an Mg2+ ion-
dependent fashion [371], it was rationalised in an earlier smFRET study conducted at different
Mg2+ ion concentrations that the three FRET states correspond to an extended folding inter-
mediate (I, ∼0.1 FRET), a folded intermediate (F, ∼0.4 FRET) and the native state (N, ∼0.6
FRET) [204]. Assignment of the native state was further supported by experiments conducted
in the presence of the cleavable substrate 17/7, which significantly increased the population
of N [204]. smFRET trajectories confirmed that F is an obligatory folding intermediate in the
D135 folding pathway because only a small fraction of molecules (< 2 %) folded directly from
I to N. Under near-physiological conditions (Figure 4.5C), smFRET experiments in the absence
Figure 4.5: Mss116-mediated group II intron folding using smFRET. (A) Experimental design. The
fluorophore-labeled D135 ribozyme (Cy3: green cycle, Cy5: red cycle) is immobilised on a PEG-coated
quartz slide via a biotin-streptavidin linkage (B, S). Structural interconversion under different folding
conditions is monitored by following FRET efficiency over time. (B-F) Averaged FRET histograms,
each built from over 100 single-molecule time traces. Imaging conditions: (B) 8 mM Mg2+, 500 mM
K+. Three FRET distributions are observed, termed intermediate (I), folded (F) and native (N) based
on earlier results [204, 87]. (C) 8 mM Mg2+, 100 mM K+. Only the I FRET state is observed at
near-physiological conditions. (D) 8 mM Mg2+, 100 mM K+, 25 nM Mss116, 1 mM ATP. Addition of
Mss116 and ATP shifts the distribution of FRET states towards the folded intermediate and the native
state. (E-F) 8 mM Mg2+, 100 mM K+, 25 nM Mss116 (and 1 mM AMPPNP). Effect of ATP hydrol-
ysis on D135 folding. Prevalence of the native state is lowered in the absence of ATP (E) and in the
presence of non-hydrolysable AMPPNP (F). (G) Percentage of dynamic molecules at different imaging
conditions. red: 500 mM K+, 8 mM Mg2+; green: 8 mM Mg2+, 100 mM K+; blue: 8 mM Mg2+, 100
mM K+, 25 nM Mss116, 1 mM ATP; yellow: 8 mM Mg2+, 100 mM K+, 25 nM Mss116; purple: 8
mM Mg2+, 100 mM K+, 25 nM Mss116, 1 mM AMPPNP. (H) Proposed model of Mss116-mediated
group II intron folding. D135 interconverts between four conformations (unfolded (U), I, F, N). Mss116
promotes the transition from U to I, even in the absence of ATP. It further catalyses ATP-dependent
conversion from F to N. Figure modified from [205].
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of Mss116 showed only the presence of the extended intermediate (I), confirming that the ri-
bozyme alone cannot form the native state in low salt. Addition of Mss116 and ATP, however,
restored all three FRET states (Figure 4.5D), confirming that Mss116 promotes the formation
of the native state. Control experiments with other, basic RNA binding proteins showed that
electrostatic interactions alone account for the initial stabilization of the folded intermediate
but not the native state. Similar experiments in absence of ATP (Figure 4.5E) showed that
Mss116 alone can induce the formation of all three FRET states, albeit structural conversion
is promoted to a lesser extent. Similar results were obtained for the non-hydrolysable ATP
analog AMPPNP (Figure 4.5F). Since Mss116 can facilitate formation of N both in the pres-
ence and absence of ATP, the authors proposed that ATP hydrolysis may play a role in Mss116
dissociation and recycling to increase helicase-assisted folding efficiency.
As an inherent advantage, smFRET provides a direct means to characterise the ribozyme’s dy-
namics and to identify the presence of subpopulations. Single-molecule time traces revealed
the presence of two subpopulations: static molecules that did not undergo any changes in FRET
during the observation time (minutes) and dynamic molecules that displayed FRET transitions.
In the absence of Mss116 and under high salt conditions, the dynamic subpopulation repre-
sented ∼25 % of the observed molecules (Figure 4.5G, red). Decreasing the ionic strength to
near physiological levels, decreased the dynamic population to below 5 % (Figure 4.5G, green).
Under these ionic conditions, addition of Mss116 and ATP increased the dynamic population
to ∼35 % (Figure 4.5G, blue). Removal of ATP, or the presence of the non-hydrolysable ATP
analogue (AMPPNP) also yielded ∼25-30 % of dynamic molecules. The large subpopulations
of static molecules in the I state in the absence of Mss116 indicate the presence of at least one
high-energy activation barrier for folding between I and F.
Traditionally, folding rate constants (k1, k−1, k2, k−2) are obtained by measuring dwell times
in each FRET states using manual thresholds. But noisy datasets or species with close FRET
values can make this analysis challenging [284]. A powerful alternative is the use of hidden
Markov Models (HMM) to analyse the smFRET trajectories, and to determine the folding rate
constants and characterise the energy barriers on the folding pathway (Figure 4.5H). In the
absence of Mss116, high salt was found to accelerate the folding reaction by ∼3-fold, while
slowing down the unfolding reaction by ∼2-fold. Interestingly, addition of Mss116 and ATP
had a similar effect. These results indicate that Mss116 functions by decreasing the activation
barriers between folding intermediates and by stabilizing the native state.
In summary, this study showed that the ribozyme folds through a series of obligatory interme-
diates and that Mss116 functions by facilitating formation of specific species (Figure 4.5H):
formation of the folded intermediate is promoted by electrostatic interactions, even in the pres-
ence of non-specific basic proteins. However, efficient transition to the native state requires
the presence of both Mss116 and ATP. In contrast to other RNA-helicase studies in singulo,
the authors used a native Mss116 substrate (a large, catalytically competent group II intron ri-
bozyme), under near-physiological ionic conditions. Such large substrates can leads to complex
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data analysis. For example, the free rotation assumption of the cyanine dyes may not hold true.
However, the authors carried out anisotropy measurements to address this issue [204]. Alterna-
tively, linearly polarised nanosecond ALEX can help monitor fluorophore rotational freedom
in real time [355].
4.3.6 Cytosolic viral sensor RIG-I is a 5’-triphosphate-dependent translocase on double-
stranded RNA
During viral infections, the Retinoid acid Inducible-Gene protein (RIG-I) specifically recog-
nises 5’-triphosphate on viral RNA and subsequently initiates the antiviral immune response in
the host (Figure 4.6 and Table 4.2) [372, 373]. RIG-I has a modular structure comprising two
N-terminal caspase activation and recruitment domains (CARDs), a central ATPase domain, re-
quired for antiviral signaling, and a C-terminal regulatory domain (RD) [374, 375]. In a recent
study, Myong and co-workers employed smPIFE to characterise the role of the central domain
and to address whether RIG-I action is primarily induced by the presence of a 5’-triphosphate
or the prevalence of dsRNA, both of which are characteristic markers of viral RNA [349].
They assessed ability of the full length protein (wtRIG), as well as two truncated versions of
RIG-I (RIGh and svRIG) to recognise different DY547-labeled RNA substrates, followed by
translocation along a stretch of dsRNA (Figures 4.6A-C) [349].
In an initial set of experiments, fluorophore-labeled dsRNA devoid of a 5’-triphosphate was
surface-immobilised onto a polymer-passivated quartz slide (Figure 4.6A) [349]. RIGh bind-
ing to the dsRNA resulted in sharp fluctuations of DY547 fluorescence in the single molecule
trajectories (Figure 4.6D) that became more frequent in the presence of both RIGh and ATP
[349]. To test whether RIGh translocates during upon substrate binding, the authors measured
the distribution of dwell times between fluorescence bursts using 25 and 40 basepair dsRNA.
As expected for a translocating enzyme, the distribution of dwell times in the bound state in-
creased for the substrate with the longer end-to-end distance (Figure 4.6E), indicating that RIGh
unidirectionally translocates on dsRNA. Analogous experiments in the presence of wtRIG and
ATP revealed similar, though less frequent fluctuations in fluorescence trajectories. The result-
ing dwell time histograms (i) confirmed the trend towards longer dwell times in the presence
of the 40bp-substrate and (ii) revealed a much broader distribution with ∼15-fold higher aver-
age value as compared to RIGh (Figure 4.6F). Decreased translocation velocity along dsRNA
lacking the 5’-triphosphate in the presence of CARDs is in agreement with earlier reports, and
was explained by inhibition of ATP hydrolysis by conducting further ATP-dependent exper-
iments [376]. A splice variant of RIG-I was constructed by removing amino acids 36-80 in
the first CARD domain (svRIG, Figure 4.6C). The single molecule PIFE trajectories and the
resulting dwell time histograms (Figure 4.6C) revealed that svRIG behaves similar to RIGh,
indicating that translocation activity was restored for svRIG. These results confirm that both
CARD domains of RIG-I are required to suppress translocation activity in the absence of the
5’-triphosphate [376].
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Next, the authors evaluated the effect of a 5’ triphosphate attached to a single-stranded over-
hang on RIG-I translocation (Figure 4.6B). Single-molecule PIFE trajectories and the resulting
dwell time histograms show that wtRIG translocates ∼20-fold faster on the 5’-triphosphate
substrate than on standard dsRNA. This suggests that the 5’-triphosphate prevents ATPase in-
hibition by the two CARDs, and the authors proposed that RIG-I translocation is preceded
by 5’-triphosphate recognition. To rule out scanning on the single stranded overhang prior to
translocation along the dsRNA, the authors varied the ratio of ssRNA and dsRNA stretches
Figure 4.6: Probing RIG-I translocation on dsRNA using PIFE. (A-B) Experimental design. A 25/40bp
dsRNA with blunt ends (A) or a 20-50bp dsRNA with a 66-36 nt ssRNA overhang and a 5’ triphos-
phate (“PiPiPi”) (B) is labeled with a single DY547 fluorophore (green circle) and immobilised on a
PEG-passivated surface via biotin-neutravidin (“B”, “N”) [370]. (C) Depiction of three modular RIG-I
variants used in this study. RIGh consists of the central DExH-box ATPase domain and a C-terminal
regulatory domain (“RD”). wtRIG additionally has two N-terminal caspase activation and recruitment
domains (“CARD”). In svRIG, one of the CARDs is non-functional. (D) Representative time trajectory
recorded in the presence of RIGh and the blunt end RNA substrate shown in (A). Helicase binding is
accompanied by a sudden increase of fluorophore emission. (E-G) Dwell-time analyses for time traces
recorded in the presence of RIGh (E), wtRIG (F), and svRIG (G) for 25-bp and 40-bp blunt end dsRNA
shown in (A). RIGh and svRIG translocate faster along dsRNA than wtRIG. In all cases, the average
time required for end-to-end translocation increases with the substrate length. (H) RIG-I translocation on
dsRNA in the presence of 5’-triphosphate, average time spent in the bound state versus duplex length. (I)
Proposed model for pathogen-associated molecular pattern (“PAMP”) signal integration by RIG-I.168
Binding of the RIG-I regulatory domain (pink) to RNA 5’ triphosphates induces RIG-I dimerization as
decribed previously.174 This triggers the translocase domain (blue), followed by translocation along the
dsRNA substrate (red arrow) and induction of a CARD signaling conformation (gray). Figure modified
from [349].
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and observed linear increase of dwell times with increasing length of the duplex for both RIGh
and wtRIG (Figure 4.6H). These results suggest a model where RIG-I first recognises the 5’-
triphosphate of viral RNA, which in turn prevents ATPase inhibition by the two CARDs, thus
enabling RIG-I unidirectional translocation and the immune response cascade (Figure 4.6I).
However, the way in which the immune response is linked to the unidirectional translocation
of RIG-I remains unclear. The authors speculated that repetitive shuttling might inhibit binding
of pathogenic proteins playing a role in the viral replication cycle. This does not explain why
ATPase-deficient RIG-I mutants capable of unidirectional translocation do not elicit an immune
response in vivo. Future studies should be carried out with native RNA substrates, as these may
form higher-order structures that can be recognised by RIG-I thus modulating its activity, and
in the presence of viral RNA-binding proteins known to play a role in replication.



































































































It is increasingly clear that RNA helicases play numerous crucial and diverse roles in essen-
tially all aspects of RNA metabolism. Here, we have reviewed recent single-molecule studies
that have provided unprecedented information on helicase mechanisms. Force-based methods
have allowed for the observation of individual mechanistic cycles of different helicases with
near-basepair resolution, unveiling unwinding forces and processivity. In turn, fluorescence-
based methods have been used to observe and characterise helicase-mediated strand exchange,
helicase-RNA interaction, helicase conformational dynamics, as well as helicase translocation
along a double helix in real time. The resulting models did not only expand our understand-
ing of helicase mechanisms, but they also underpinned the mechanical and functional diversity
between different helicases that are highly related with regard to the conservation of specific
sequential motifs. Such detailled characterisation would have been hardly accessible with con-
ventional ensemble-averaged techniques, making single-molecule spectroscopy a powerful tool
to study these key biologically reactions.
In turn, some of the studies reviewed make use of artificially designed RNA model systems
(such as RNA hairpins) which may simplify data interpretation, but my also fair to reveal the
biological function of the enzyme. Other aspects mimicking a living cell were also missing.
Therefore, future studies should not only include other biologically important RNA helicases
such as DICER, but also known protein cofactors, for example eIF4G that has been demon-
strated to increase eIF4A activity, as well as proteins known to bind to the natural RNA sub-
strate, such as viral cofactors in the case of RIG-I. A possibly interesting approach to simulate
the crowded environments inside living cells would be imaging in the presence of molecular
crowding agents that have been successfully employed in other research fields [380]. Method-
ological efforts have already resolved mysteries associated with single-molecule data (see Sec-
tion 4.2.4). We believe that technical advances will continue to contribute to making single-
molecule spectroscopy more robust. Current efforts aim at the development of multidimen-
sional FRET to simultaneously map multiple domains, a new generation of fluorophores with
improved photostability and higher spatial and temporal resolution [125, 146, 286, 300, 381,
382]. We anticipate that such technical improvements will ultimately lead to imaging folding
of single RNA molecules inside live cells, which will provide further fascinating insights into
the function of RNA helicases.
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ABSTRACT: RNA is commonly believed to undergo a number of sequential folding steps
prior to reaching its functional fold, being the global minimum in the free energy landscape.
However, it is increasingly clear that several functional conformations are often in coexistence
corresponding to multiple (local) minima in the folding landscape. Here, we use the 5’ exon-
intron recognition duplex of a self-splicing ribozyme as a model system to study the influence
of the physiologically important cations Mg2+ and Ca2+ on tertiary RNA structure formation.
Single-molecule FRET performed in conjunction with biochemical bulk experiments reveal
that near-physiological Mg2+ and Ca2+ concentrations strongly promote interstrand associ-
ation. Moreover, the presence of divalent metal ions leads to pronounced heterogeneity in
RNA-RNA interaction kinetics, suggesting the presence of multiple active conformations. Us-
ing NMR, we locate specific Mg2+ binding pockets close to the RNA-RNA interaction sites by
NMR. This unprecedented combination of NMR and smFRET demonstrates for the first time
that a rugged free energy landscape coincides with incomplete occupation of specific metal ion
binding sites under near-physiological cation concentrations. Unconventional kinetics associ-
ated with RNA folding are therefore likely to originate from a spectrum of conformations that
differ with regard to the occupation of metal ion binding sites.




RNA-RNA interactions, i.e. the formation of secondary and tertiary structure, are key to func-
tional RNA molecules. Tertiary interactions are thereby structurally much more diverse and
complicated and they constitute the central part of any higher order architecture. The folding
pathway of any RNA depends on the exact consecutive formation of a series of secondary and
tertiary contacts. As both the folding pathway and the final structure correlate directly with
function, there is a fundamental interest in characterizing the basic principles of RNA-RNA in-
teractions on every level. To form higher order structures, the electrostatic repulsion created by
the negative charges throughout the phosphate-sugar backbone must be overcome by positive
charges. An estimated 10-20 % of the negative charge is compensated by metal ions that bind
specifically, both with regard to the ion species involved as well as to the binding site [2]. As a
consequence, cations play a crucial role in global RNA structure and functionality [51, 383].
Self-splicing group II introns are abundant in nature and among the largest catalytic RNAs.
Moreover, they are considered ancestors of the eukaryotic spliceosome, telomeres, and retro-
transposons [384]. One example is the group II intron Sc.ai5γ from the yeast mitochondrial
cox1 gene, in which site specificity of the two sequential transesterfication reactions is ensured
by proper base pairing between the distal exon-binding sites (5’ cleavage: EBS1 and 2; 3’
cleavage: EBS3) and their cognate intron-binding sites (IBS1, 2, 3) [51]. The intron folding
pathway and catalysis is strictly dependent on Mg2+ and is perturbed by small amounts of
Ca2+ [87, 204, 385]. Interestingly, Ca2+ can reach low mM concentrations in mitochondria,
and Ca2+ and the cox1 gene encoded cytochrome oxidase are involved in apoptosis [386].
Single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) is ideally suited to study the
conformational behavior of biological macromolecules in response to the presence of different
metal ion identities. According to the principle of ergodicity, such single molecule experiments
provide all information of the molecular ensemble [166]. In addition, data on single molecule
folding also reveal static and dynamic heterogeneity within the sample, unveil individual con-
formations and minor species along the folding pathway, and they allow for quantitative charac-
terisation of the associated kinetics. This is important, because the vast conformational space
sampled by biomolecules often leads to the occurrence of kinetic traps and/or multiple na-
tive states, resulting in differences between individual molecules that were folded and mea-
sured side-by side under identical conditions [161]. Such heterogeneity has been precedented
for a number of RNA molecules, including group I introns [219, 224], the hairpin ribozyme
[195, 197, 198, 199, 200], and the cyclic-di-GMP riboswitch [213], The possible origins mostly
remain in the dark and the quantitative characterisation is challenging [164, 387].
Here, we use the 5’ exon-intron recognition site EBS1/IBS1 in the Sc.ai5γ ribozyme as a basic
system to study both thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of Mg2+- and Ca2+-mediated RNA-
RNA tertiary interaction using smFRET. Additionally, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is
applied to characterise specific M2+ binding. The here used so-called d3’EBS1*/IBS1* has
two AU base pairs replaced by GCs to ensure proper duplex formation. This system has been
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validated previously to be fully active in the ribozyme and its NMR structure has been solved
recently [50, 388]. For FRET experiments, the 5’-ends of the d3’EBS1* hairpin and the seven
nucleotide long IBS1* are labeled with the fluorophore pair Cy3 and Cy5 (Figure 5.1A). Cy3-
d3’EBS1* further carries a biotin at the 3’-end for subsequent immobilisation on the quartz
slide as described previously to be imaged with a TIRF microscope [290].
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Chemicals and RNA
All chemicals used for the preparation of buffers and stock solutions were at least puriss p.a.
and were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich AG (Buchs, Switzerland). Buffers and solutions were
prepared using double-distilled autoclaved water (ddH2O) and were subjected to additional
filtering using 0.2 µm syringe filters immediately prior to use. RNA sequences for smFRET
experiments were purchased from Microsynth AG (Balgach, Switzerland) and purified by de-
naturing gel electrophoresis (18 % w/v acrylamide/bis-acrylamide, running buffer 1x TBE) and
RP-HPLC (X-TERRA C8 semi-preparative column, from 5 to 25 % v/v acetonitrile in 100 mM
TEEA, pH 7.0, in 30 minutes). Sequences used in NMR experiments were prepared by in vitro
transcription as described [50].
5.2.2 Native gel electrophoresis
20 pmol Cy3-d3’EBS1*-biotin and an increasing quantity of Cy5- IBS1* (0.25 to 5 equivalents)
dissolved in 10 µL running buffer (5 mM MOPS, 2 mM NaOH, 50 µM MgCl2 or 50 µM
CaCl2, pH 6.90) were loaded onto a polyacrylamide gel (18 % w/v acrylamide/bis-acrylamide,
Figure 5.1: Experimental design and representative smFRET time traces. (A) Docking of Cy5-IBS1*
onto the surface-immobilised Cy3-d3’EBS1* is characterised by a concomitant appearance of Cy5 emis-
sion due to FRET, which allows to monitor the influence of M2+ on docking/undocking. (B) Represen-
tative fluorescence intensity and FRET time traces. Top: Corrected donor and acceptor emission over
time. Bottom: FRET efficiency time traces reveal fluctuations between the docked state (high FRET)
and the undocked state (zero FRET) at various rates. Thresholding at FRET = 0.375 (dashed line) was
used to extract dwell times in the zero FRET state (tzero,i, red) and the high FRET state (thigh,i, blue).
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dissolved in running buffer). The gel was run at 4 ◦C in running buffer until the fragments had
migrated to the lower half of the gel. The resulting bands were recorded with a Typhoon 9410
multipurpose scanner (GE Healthcare, Glattbrugg, Switzerland).
5.2.3 UV melting experiments
Temperature dependent absorption was recorded at 260 nm on a Cary 500 Scan UV/vis spec-
trophotometer (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) equipped with a Cary temperature controller
in quartz cuvettes with 1 cm path length (Hellma GmbH & Co. KG, Müllheim, Germany).
Samples contained 3 µM Cy3-d3’EBS1*-biotin/Cy5-IBS1* dissolved in standard buffer con-
taining 0-8 mM MgCl2/CaCl2 and were degassed and overlaid with paraffin oil prior to mea-
surements (Table 5.1). Absorption was monitored in a temperature range of 80-10 ◦C at a tem-
perature changing rate of 0.5 ◦C/min, followed by van’t Hoff analysis as described [17, 389].
Table 5.1: Solutions used throughout smFRET and UV thermal melting experiments.
Solution name Composition Ref.
T50 buffer




1 mg/ml, dissolved in T50 buffer [170]
BSA solution
Streptavidin
50 µg/mL, dissolved in T50 buffer -
solution
50 mM MOPS, 100 K+, Ca2+ or
Standard buffer Mg2+ at varying concentration, -
pH 6.90
d3’EBS1* solution 10 pM, dissolved in standard buffer -
100x oxygen
80 µL T50 buffer, 2170 U/mL




Trolox in standard buffer, pH 6.90 [150]
solution
Reaction buffer
25 nM IBS1*, 1 mM Trolox (dilution
-
from stock), 1x OSS (dilution from
stock), 1 % (w/v) D-glucose, dissolved
in standard buffer
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5.2.4 Single molecule FRET experiments
d3’EBS1* was immobilised within a self-built microfluidic channel using a biotin-streptavidin
linker according to a protocol modified from [170] and [290] (for a description of the buffers
and solution please refer to Table 5.1): The chamber was flushed with 200 µL T50 buffer
to remove impurities from the surface, followed by the injection of 50 µL biotinylated BSA
solution, and incubation for 10 minutes. Then, the channel was flushed with 200 µl T50 buffer
and 50 µL streptavidin solution, followed by 5 minutes incubation. Excess streptavidin was
removed by washing with 100 µL standard buffer and the channel was flushed with 80 µL
d3’EBS1* solution and incubated for 5 minutes. Finally, 200 µL reaction buffer containing
IBS1*, an enzymatic oxygen scavenger solution (OSS; glucose oxidase: Sigma-Aldrich AG,
Buchs, Switzerland; catalase: Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA) to reduce photobleaching
as well as 1 mM Trolox to suppress dye blinking were added and measurements were started
[111, 150]. All smFRET experiments were performed at room temperature upon excitation at
532 nm. Both donor and acceptor emission intensities were monitored over 400 seconds using a
total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope equipped with a charge-coupled device
(10 frames/s, 4000 frames) [170, 290].
5.2.5 Movie processing and data analysis
Single fluorophore emission time traces were manually selected for anticorrelated donor/acceptor
emission using Matlab-based software SIRA (SIf Reader and Analyser) [390]. Single-molecule
clips were imported, followed by identification of single fluorophore emission, co-localisation
of the corresponding donor and the acceptor coordinates and creation of time traces. The re-
sulting raw time traces were corrected for background noise using an aperture photometry
approach, photo-bleaching, leakage of donor emission into the acceptor channel and direct ac-
ceptor excitation [125, 189]. Smoothing was performed in the absence of short dwell times in
the docked/undocked state using a non-linear forward-backward filter [391, 392]. Corrected
donor and acceptor emission intensities, IDD and I
D
A, were used to calculate the apparent FRET







For each buffer condition, more than 250 FRET efficiency time traces of 400 seconds obser-
vation time matching the selection criteria were evaluated and categorised into the following
subgroups [213]:
• Type I: molecules undergoing at least two transitions, referred to as dynamic molecules.
• Type II: molecules undergoing one transition.
• Type III: molecules undergoing no transition, referred to as static molecules.
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– Type IIIa: molecules remaining in the zero FRET state.
– Type IIIb: molecules remaining in the high FRET state.
Cross-sample variability was estimated via bootstrapping using the freely available software
package BOBA FRET [166].
5.2.6 Single-molecule control experiments
Alternating laser excitation (ALEX) at 532 nm and 640 nm was performed using mechanical
shutters synchronised with the CCD read-out as described [125]. This extension yields an
additional photon count over time, i.e. acceptor intensity upon direct acceptor excitation IAA,
which allows to calculate the stoichiometry of fluorophores and the detection of photophysical











Additionally, the influence of Mg2+ and Ca2+ on the photophysics of Cy3 and Cy5 was char-
acterised. For this purpose, Cy3-d3’EBS1* or Cy5-d3’EBS1* were surface-immobilised as
described above, followed by monitoring IDD and I
A
A at 0, 1, 10, or 100 mM Mg
2+/Ca2+ over
400 seconds. Care was taken to reach photon counts similar to the intensity levels observed in
smFRET experiments. Subsequently, photostability, fluorophore bleaching, blinking, and the
occurrence of long-lived dark states were quantified as described [149].
5.2.7 Bulk fluorescence control experiments
Bulk fluorescence experiments were performed with a Safire 2 microplate reader (Tecan Group
Ltd., Männedorf, Switzerland). 3995-COR 96-well plates (Vitaris, Baar, Switzerland) display
minimal autofluorescence and crosstalk and are coated to prevent surface attachment of the
sample. Samples contained sulfonated cyanine dye NHS esters (Cy3 or Cy5, GE Healthcare,
Glattbrugg, Switzerland) or sulfonated cyanine dyes tagged to RNA (d3’EBS1* or IBS1*)
dissolved in reaction buffer at a consistent concentration of 100 nM (Table 5.1). The sample
also contained 0, 1, 10, 100 or 1000 mM Mg(NO3)2 or Ca(NO3)2. Each measurement was
repeated using three independent samples to calculate the standard deviation. MilliQ ddH2O,
1x OSS in MilliQ H2O, as well as reaction buffer with and without OSS were also measured
to determine the contributions of individual compounds to the background noise. Fluorescence
intensities were quantified performing fixed wavelength scans at constant equal slit width and
λ exc/em = 530/560 nm for Cy3 and λ exc/em = 600/660 nm for Cy5, respectively. Fluorescence
spectra were recorded, averaged and smoothed with a sliding average filter using a window of
10 data points [284], followed by normalisation to 1. Anisotropy r was quantified as
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where I‖ and I⊥ refer to the emission intensities when the emission polariser is parallel or
perpendicular relative to the direction of polarised excitation [109].
5.2.8 Association constants and Gibbs free energy
Association and dissociation constants (KA, KD) were determined either from the binned ap-
parent FRET efficiency histograms according to Equation 5.4 or by analysis of dwell-times in
the docked/undocked state according to Equation 5.5. The latter were determined either by
























c(D), c(A), and c(DA) are the absolute concentrations of undocked FRET donor D, free FRET
acceptor A, and donor-acceptor complex in the docked state DA. The relative population of
docked and undocked d3’EBS1* molecules (c(d3’EBS1*/IBS1*) and c(d3’EBS1*)) is deter-
mined from the binned apparent FRET efficiency histograms p(FRET) shown in Figures 5.2
and 5.3. p(FREThigh) are the cumulative counts with FRET > 0.375, p(FREThigh) =
∫ 1.200
0.375
p(FRET)dFRET, corresponding to the docked species. The population of undocked species
p(FRETzero) is defined by FRET < 0.375, with p(FREThigh) =
∫ 0.375
−0.200 p(FRET)dFRET. The
undocked fraction P(<0.375) is thus defined as the ratio of undocked molecules to the sum of





−0.200 p(FRET )dFRET∫ 1.200
−0.200 p(FRET )dFRET
= P(< 0.375) (5.6)
Accordingly, the docked fraction is P(>0.375) = 1 - P(<0.375). Integration of the FRET his-
tograms p(FRET) and normalisation to 1 yields the so-called cumulative probability distribu-
tion P [284]. tzero and thigh are the dwell times in the zero and high FRET state observed under
a given buffer condition. The concentration of undocked IBS1* (c(IBS1*)) is approximated by
the total concentration ctotal(IBS1*), assuming that ctotal(IBS1*) >> c(d3’EBS1*).























〈tzero,n〉 and 〈thigh,n〉 are the mean dwell-times averaged over imax and jmax dwell-times of a
molecule n. Note that imax and jmax vary among different molecules and |imax jmax| = 1 or 0.
Averaged KA values from single molecule FRET traces were calculated from the sum of all
dwell times of the total number of analysed molecules nmax.
Figure 5.2: Normalised averaged histograms built from smFRET time traces recorded at different Mg2+
(left) or Ca2+ concentrations (right). The zero FRET distribution corresponds to undocked d3’EBS1*,
while the high FRET peak corresponds to an IBS1* molecule docked onto d3’EBS1*. Values for bound
and unbound fractions, and errors (2σ determined by bootstrapping and regression using BOBA FRET
(13). Imaging conditions: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KCl, 25 nM IBS1*, 1 % (w/V) D-Glucose, 1x OSS,
1 mM Trolox, pH 6.90, divalent metal ions as indicated.
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The Gibbs Free Energy ∆G◦ of single molecules was then calculated from KA according to
∆G0n = kBlnKD,n =−kBT lnKA,n (5.12)
with kB equals the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature.
Figure 5.3: Normalised averaged histograms built from smFRET time traces recorded at constant M2+
concentration and increasing IBS1* concentration. Increasing IBS1* concentration favors the occur-
rence of the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* complex, i.e. the high FRET state. Values for bound and unbound frac-
tions, and errors (2σ determined by bootstrapping and regression using BOBA FRET (13). Imaging
conditions: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KCl, 8 mM MgCl2, 1 % (w/V) D-Glucose, 1x OSS, 1 mM Trolox,
pH 6.90, IBS1* as indicated.
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5.2.9 Kinetic rates
Cumulative probability distributions P(tzero) and P(thigh) were built according a method de-
scribed by Hellriegel et al. [395]. P was always normalised to 1, tzero and thigh refer to the
dwell-times of molecules in the undocked and the docked FRET state with tzero = tzero,i,n and
thigh = thigh, j,n for all i, j and n recorded under equal buffer conditions. Complementary cumu-
lative probability distributions C were determined according to:
C(tzero) = 1−P(tzero) (5.13)
and
C(thigh) = 1−P(thigh) (5.14)





















where mmax denotes the total number of exponential decay functions required to satisfactorily
describe the experimental data. azero,m and ahigh,m refer to the corresponding amplitudes. The





















5.2.10 Calculation of KA.n distributions
To predict the fraction of d3’EBS1* molecules in the undocked state P(<0.375) at variable
c(IBS1*), the heterogeneity of the binding constants is accounted for by introducing ltotal sub-
species with binding constants KA,l that occur in certain fractions f l . These conditions are
implemented by transposition and modification of Equation 5.4:
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with ∑f l = 1. Please refer to the next section for a description of the approach employed to
extract discrete KA,l from statistically broadened cumulative probability distributions P(KA,n).
It must be emphasised that the obtained values KA,l may not be regarded as discrete. Rather,
they are average values over a more or less continuous distribution of molecules, where f l refers
to the fraction of molecules close to the value KA,l [387]. The averaged undocked fractions of
d3’EBS1* for several hundreds of molecules (nmax > 200) were determined with thigh = tsumhigh
and tzero = tsumzero (see Equations 5.10 and 5.11). Equation 5.20 holds true when (i) d3’EBS1*
immobillisation does not interfere with IBS1* docking/undocking, (ii) the underlying mecha-
nism can be quantitatively described by a standard bimolecular reaction, and (iii) c(IBS1*)total













5.2.11 Simulation of dwell times
Simulations were performed in Matlab (release 2013b, license of the University of Zurich) us-
ing the built-in function “random(’exp’,m,n)”, which creates an n-by-m matrix of exponentially
distributed numbers.
5.2.12 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
All spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 700 MHz spectrometer with a 5 mm CRYO
TXI inverse triple-resonance probehead with z-gradient coil. Mg2+-induced chemical shift
changes ∆δ were determined by adding 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6.5 and 7 mM MgCl2
to d3’EBS1* or d3’EBS1*/IBS1* dissolved in D2O, respectively. Upon each titration step, a
[1H,1H]-NOESY spectrum (d3’EBS1*: 293 K, 10 mM KCl, 10 µM EDTA; d3’EBS1*/IBS1*:
298 K, 110 mM KCl, 10 µM EDTA) was recorded as described in [50]. The ∆δ values cor-
responding to ribose H1’ protons and base H5, H6, H8 and H2 protons were fitted to a 1:1









where δRNA is the chemical shift value of the proton in the absence of divalent metal ions and
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δRNA-Mg2+ is the chemical shift of the proton in the RNA-metal complex [76]. Poorly fitted
titration curves were discarded and protons with similar KA values were grouped according to
the previously defined Mg2+-binding sites [50]:
d3’EBS1*
Stem: A3H1’, G4H1’, G4H8, U5H1’, U5H6, A25H8, C26H1’, C26H6, U27H1’, U27H6
Loop: A10H1’, A10H2, A10H8, U11H1’, U1H5, U11H6, U12H1’, U12H6, G21H1’, A20H1’,
A20H2, A20H8
d3’EBS1*/IBS1*
Stem: A3H1’, G4H1’, G4H8, U5H6, A25H2, C26H1’, C26H6, U27H6
Loop 1: G13H1’, G13H8, G14H1’, G14H8
Loop 2: A16H2, A16H8, C17H6, U18H6, G19H1’, A20H1’, G21H1’, G21H8, C59H1’,
C59H5, C59H6, A60H2, A60H8, G61H1’, G61H8, U62H6, G63H1’, G63H8, U64H1’
The average association constants of each binding site were refined iteratively using the Matlab
script ISTAR v2.3 as described in [48]. Mn2+-induced line broadening was followed in a series
of [1H,1H]-NOESY spectra recorded in 100 % D2O at 293 K for d3’EBS1* and 298 K for
d3’EBS1*/IBS1*. MnCl2 was added in steps of 0, 10, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 200 and 300 µM
(d3’EBS1*), and 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 180, 240, 300 and 360 µM (d3’EBS1*/IBS1*). Line broad-
ening of individual peaks was assessed visually using Sparky (http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/home/
sparky/). NOE crosspeaks between [Co(NH3)6]3+ and d3’EBS1* or d3’EBS1*/IBS1* were
assigned in [1H,1H]-NOESY spectra recorded in 90 % H2O/10 % D2O at 278 K.
Figure 5.4: d3’EBS1*/IBS1* affinity in the presence of Mg2+ and increasing IBS1* concentration as
assessed with native gel electrophoresis, representative data (overlay). Four conformational species are
observed and assigned as follows: (d3’EBS1*)2 (upper green band), d3’EBS1*-IBS1* (yellow band),
undocked d3’EBS1* (lower green band) and free IBS1* (red band). Migration performed at 5 mM




5.3.1 Divalent metal ions enhance d3’EBS1*/IBS1* affinity
The d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction is strictly dependent on Mg2+ concentration [388]. Native
PAGE with the Cy3-d3’EBS1*/Cy5-IBS1* system shows that (i) the attached fluorophores do
not hamper strand association, and (ii) that M2+ ions further promote their interaction (Figure
5.4). For an in-depth characterisation, single molecule fluorescence traces over several minutes
were recorded for the Cy3-d3’EBS1*/Cy5-IBS1* docking/undocking, varying either the M2+
or the IBS1* concentration.
The time traces reveal two well-separated FRET states: a zero FRET state (undocked d3’EBS1*)
and a high FRET (docked d3’EBS1*/IBS1*) (Figure 5.1B). Control experiments confirmed 1:1
binding stoichiometry and the negligible influence of bleaching and long-lived dark states un-
der the imaging conditions chosen herein (Figs. 5.5 and 12.10 in the Appendix). Also, tethering
fluorophores to RNA and the presence of M2+ ions have little to no effect on their fluorescence
spectra, quantum yields and rotational diffusion (Figures 12.4, 12.5, 12.6, 12.7, 12.8 and 12.9
in the Appendix). Trajectories were classified as dynamic (type I and II) or static (type IIIa
and IIIb) depending on whether interconversion events between these states were present or
absent during the observation time of 400 seconds. Static undocked molecules (type IIIa) were
excluded from cumulated normalised FRET histograms (Figures 5.2 and 5.3).
In the absence of M2+, the high FRET peak centers at ∼ 0.6 and is populated during only
5 % of the accumulated observation time (Figure 5.6A). Moreover, > 60 % of all molecules
Figure 5.5: smFRET control experiments. (A) Top: ALEX yields three photon counts over time. Middle:
FRET over time calculated according to Equation 5.1. Bottom: Fluorophore stoichiometry as determined
according to Equation 5.2 varies between 1 (undocked state), and 0.5 (docked state). Trace smoothed
with sliding average over 10 data points. (B) 2D plot built from the data shown in (A). As expected from
the experimental design, two populations are observed [396]. IBS1* docked onto d3’EBS1* dimers (red
area) or intermediate FRET efficiencies are not observed. The colour code represents the number of
counts. Imaging conditions: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KCl, 25 nM IBS1*, 1 % (w/V) D-Glucose, 1x
OSS, 1 mM Trolox, pH 6.90.
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remain statically undocked (type IIIa, Figure 5.7). Upon addition of either 1 mM Mg2+ or
Ca2+, the high FRET state becomes significantly more populated with a roughly 1:1 ratio of
docked and undocked state (Figs. 5.2 and 5.6B) and the fraction of type IIIa molecules is
reduced to ∼ 20 % (Figure 5.7). At the same time, the half width of the high FRET state
is considerably narrowed (Figures 5.6D and 5.2). Addition of 2-8 mM M2+ does not further
decrease the fraction of type IIIa molecules (Figure 5.7), though, it leads to a higher occurrence
of the high-FRET state, an effect that is more pronounced for Ca2+ than Mg2+ (Figure 5.6C).
Simultaneously, the maxima of each high FRET state shift towards higher values, i.e. from 0.60
to 0.75 in the case of Mg2+ and reaching 0.70 with Ca2+ (Figure 5.6D). The higher propensity
of Ca2+ to stabilise the interaction of the d3’EBS1*/IBS* complex was confirmed in further
smFRET experiments conducted at constant M2+ concentration: At 8 mM Mg2+, and from
1-40 nM IBS1*, the fraction of the docked state increases to ∼ 70 % whereas almost 80 % of
all d3’EBS1* molecules are docked at 8 mM Ca2+ and 40 nM IBS1* (Figure 5.3).
The single molecule data clearly show that 100 mM K+ alone are not sufficient for d3’ EBS1*/
IBS1* recognition and stable docking (Figure 5.6), and that the fraction of type IIIa molecules
is high. In turn, addition of physiological amounts of M2+ leads to stable interaction and a
strong decrease in the fraction of static undocked molecules. Whether these inactive molecules
display a much lower KA or they correspond to a photophysical artifact was not assessed fur-
Figure 5.6: Analysis of cumulated normalised FRET histograms. (A-B) Representative data at 0 mM
and 1 mM Mg2+. The inset in (A) shows a 10-fold magnification of the high FRET distribution. Solid
lines correspond to Gaussian fits, dotted lines indicate twice the bootstrapped standard deviation of the
amplitude and the width as determined using the Matlab script BOBA FRET (number of replicates =
number of molecules, number of bootstrap samples = 100, for details see ref. [166]). (C) Normalised
occurrence of docked d3’EBS1* at different M2+ concentration as determined through thresholding at




ther, albeit 15-55 % of the total population is routinely found to be static in smFRET studies
using the FRET pair Cy3 and Cy5 [146]. Addition of only 1 mM M2+ also narrows the distri-
bution of the high FRET state considerably (Figure 5.6B). Since d3’EBS1*/IBS1* has recently
been shown to adopt a rigid structure even in the absence of M2+, it is unlikely that the broad
FRET distribution is due to (hidden) molecular motion [50, 146]. Rather, docking events are
thought to be shorter than the experimental time resolution, leading to a decrease in the high
FRET value. In turn, the slight decrease in mean interdye distance with increasing M2+ con-
centrations reflects most likely a structural compaction of the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* complex, which
is consistent with increased charge screening [230].
5.3.2 Heterogeneity in d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction kinetic is increased by divalent metal
ions
In order to gain insights into the kinetics of docking and undocking, we analysed the distri-
bution of dwell times. As a dwell time must have clearly defined start and end points, only
time traces with at least two transitions were included in the analysis (type I). Generally, we
find molecules with rapid docking/undocking behavior as well as molecules that stay for many
seconds or even minutes in either state (Figure 5.1B). There is no classification into distinct
kinetic subspecies possible [213], though, strand docking/undocking kinetics are found to be
generally accelerated at increasing Mg2+ or Ca2+ concentration (Figure 5.8).
In the absence of M2+, a mono-exponential decay model satisfactorily describes the normalised
complementary cumulative probabilities of dwell times in the undocked state (Figure 5.9A and
Equation 5.15, mmax = 1).The average dwelltime in the undocked state τzero is 76 s, corre-
sponding to a docking rate kdock = 0.52 µM−1 s−1 (Equation 5.18). In contrast, the cumulative
probabilities of dwell times in the docked state can only be fitted with a multiexponential model
(Figure 5.9B and Equation 5.16, mmax = 3). The average time spent in the docked state τhigh is
1.2 s (22 %), 8.2 s (70 %), and 30 s (8 %), respectively. Based on the docking and undocking
rates, equilibrium constants (KA, KD) and Gibbs free energy values (∆G◦) were calculated for
the three fractions using Equation 5.19 (Table 5.2). The averaged logKA = 6.6 (∆G◦ = 37 kJ
Figure 5.7: Fractions of static and dynamic molecules in the presence of Mg2+ or Ca2+. Time traces




mol−1) and is in perfect agreement with the corresponding bulk value as obtained from thermal
melting studies (∆G◦ = 38.7 0.9 kJ mol−1), demonstrating that surface immobilisation does not
adversely affect d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction (Table 5.3) [200]. Upon addition of Mg2+, the
fraction of type IIIa molecules is consistently reduced to 20 % at the concentration range ap-
plied (Figure 5.7A). The presence of Ca2+ similarly decreases the number of static molecules,
although the number of dynamic molecules (types I and II) generally seems to be higher than in
the presence of Mg2+ (Figure 5.7). Simultaneously, both the addition of 1 mM Mg2+ and Ca2+
leads to a decrease in τzero, whereas τhigh strongly increases, a trend that persists at higher M2+
concentration (Figure 5.9). These data demonstrate that M2+ ions promote IBS1* docking by
accelerating association and slowing down dissociation, leading to a shift of the thermodynamic
equilibrium towards the docked state, consistent with the FRET histogram data.
Multiexponential decay functions were required throughout to obtain satisfactory fits to the
experimental data (Equations 5.15 and 5.16, mmax = 3, Table 5.4, Figure 5.9). Binding con-
stants could not be calculated based on the ratio of kdock and kundock, because (i) the individual
rate constants for docking and undocking were not constant at different M2+ concentrations,
(ii) no systematic trend of rate constants and/or amplitudes was observed (Table S4), (iii) vari-
ous combinations of 〈tzero,n〉 and 〈thigh,n〉 are observed and the corresponding KA,n values span
(Equation 5.7) a continuum of more than three orders of magnitude (Figure 5.10A,B). While
such scatter plots clearly illustrate which combinations of docking and undocking rates oc-
Figure 5.8: d3’EBS1*/IBS1* docking and undocking rates at different divalent metal ion concentrations.
(A) Histogram showing interconversion rates calculated as the number of FRET transitions over the total
observation time. Two arbitrary thresholds to distinguish rapidly and slowly interconverting molecules
were defined (dashed and dotted line). (B,C) Fraction of slowly interconverting molecules at different
Mg2+ and Ca2+ concentrations.
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Table 5.2: Dwell-time analysis of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* docking/undocking in the absence of divalent metal
ions. logKA and KD were calculated according to Equation 5b with 〈thigh〉 = τhigh,m and 〈tzero〉 = τzero,
whereas τhigh and τzero result from mono- and triexponential fits according to Equations 5.15 and 5.16
of the complementary cumulative probability distribution of dwell-times shown in Figure 5.9. Only type
I molecules were taken into account.
ahigh,m τhigh,m τzero logKA,m KD,m ∆G◦m kdock kundock
(%) (s) (s) (nM) (kJ mol−1) (µM−1 s−1) (s−1)
22 1.2 76.5 5.8 1580 -33.0 0.52 0.83
70 8.2 76.5 6.6 240 -37.8 0.52 0.12
8 30.0 76.5 7.2 66 -41.1 0.52 0.03
cur, the distribution of KA,n is better described by cumulative probability functions P(logKA,n)
revealing a broad sigmoid covering several orders of magnitude in this semi-logarithmic plot
(Figure 5.10C,D).
Table 5.3: Thermodynamic parameters of the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction in the presence of divalent
metal ions as determined by UV thermal melting and smFRET. Errors correspond to the standard devi-
ation (1σ ).
c(M2+) ∆G◦UV (kJ mol−1) ∆G◦smFRET (kJ mol−1) logKA, smFRET KD, smFRET (nM)
0 -38.7 ± 0.9 -37.9 6.6 225
1 mM Mg2+ -41.6 ± 1.4 -45.6 8.0 10.1
1 mM Ca2+ -41.1 ± 1.0 -44.0 7.7 19.6
2 mM Mg2+ -45.4 ± 0.5 -45.2 7.9 11.8
2 mM Ca2+ -43.6 ± 1.4 44.4 7.8 16.7
4 mM Mg2+ -46.4 -46.4 8.1 7.4
4 mM Ca2+ -45.5 ± 0.3 -46.5 8.2 6.9
6 mM Mg2+ -47.3 -45.6 8.0 10.1
6 mM Ca2+ -46.3 ± 1.7 -45.8 8.0 9.4
8 mM Mg2+ -48.9 ± 0.4 -46.6 8.2 6.7
8 mM Ca2+ -48.4 ± 0.3 -46.3 8.1 7.6
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5.3.3 Approximation of KA distributions broadened by kinetic heterogeneity
The dwell-times tzero,n,i and thigh,n, j are exponentially distributed according to the statistical
nature of binding and folding processes [195, 219, 397]. Therefore, histograms of t1,n,i and t2,n, j
are typically fitted to exponential models [195, 219]. In heterogeneous systems, the dwell-time
histograms require more than one exponential fit functions to be approximated [396]. As KA,n
depends directly on the average dwell times 〈tzero,n〉 and 〈thigh,n〉 in the undocked and docked
state (Equation 5.21), the uncertainty of KA,n depends on imax and jmax (29). Finite length of
smFRET time traces is therefore expected to broaden the KA,n frequency distribution, even for
a homogeneous system with a single KA [224].
A mathematical description of the width of KA,n distributions for a homogeneous system and its
dependence on imax and jmax
Cumulative probability distributions P(KA,n) are binning-free and make use of the same for-
malism as for the dwell-time distributions P(tzero/high) [395]. According to Equation 5.21, KA,n
depends on three parameters: c(IBS1*) (constant), whereas 〈tzero,n〉 and 〈thigh,n〉 display in-
herent statistical fluctuations. Given the assumption that the system is homogeneous and the
principle of ergodicity applies [161], it is possible to determine the overall KA by fitting the
Figure 5.9: Cumulative probability distributions of dwell times showing the decay of the zero FRET
state (C(tzero), see Equation 8a) and the decay of the high FRET state (C(thigh), see Equation 8b) in the
presence of Mg2+ or Ca2+. The inset shows a magnification for short dwell times. C(tzero) in the absence
of divalent metal ions can be fitted to a monoexponential decay function, all other experimental data sets
require multiexponential fits. 50 % of all data points were omitted for clarity.
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distribution p(KA,n) or P(KA,n) from a sufficiently high number individual molecules with an
appropriate analytical function.
Case 1: imax = jmax = 1
Here, the distribution of p(KA,n) corresponds to the ratio distribution of two exponential distri-










In general, the time constants τhigh and τzero are the expected values of dwell times in state
1 and state 2, A is an amplitude to account for the number of events in an experimental and
unnormalised frequency distribution and the true KA can be derived by KA = 1/R. Please refer
to Figure 5.11A (top) for a visual representation of this case. Please note that R ∼ τzero/τhigh.
Table 5.4: Dwell-time analysis of d3’EBS1*-IBS1* docking/undocking in the presence of divalent metal
ions using triexponential fits. τhigh,m and τzero,m (mmax = 3, see Equations 5.15 and 5.16) result from
the exponential fits to the complementary cumulative probability distributions of dwell-times shown in
Figure 5.9.
fast decay (s) intermediate decay (s) slow decay (s)
c(M2+) τhigh,1 τzero,1 τhigh,2 τzero,2 τhigh,3 τzero,3
0 1.2 76.5 8.2 - 30.0 -
1 mM Mg2+ 0.8 2.0 18.5 22.7 48.3 42.0
1 mM Ca2+ 1.0 3.5 1.9 16.9 16.9 65.7
2 mM Mg2+ 1.8 5.2 9.9 24.2 46.9 126.1
2 mM Ca2+ 10.4 1.1 42.3 10.3 - 54.7
4 mM Mg2+ 6.5 0.5 21.7 6.9 88.5 60.4
4 mM Ca2+ 2.6 1.2 11.0 3.2 55.2 52.1
6 mM Mg2+ 0.7 2.7 7.9 11.3 50.5 58.4
6 mM Ca2+ 1.5 1.7 6.5 14.6 34.6 77.9
8 mM Mg2+ 0.8 0.8 7.3 7.3 55.4 55.4
8 mM Ca2+ 1.6 0.6 8.7 4.9 67.6 44.5
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Case 2: imax = jmax > 1
Here, p(〈thigh, j,n〉) and p(〈tzero,i,n〉) are no longer exponentially distributed, since the exponen-
tially distributed values are averaged over imax or jmax number of dwell times. Again, 〈tzero,imax,n〉
corresponds to the average time a molecule n dwells in a certain FRET state (Equations 5.11
and 5.12). Thus the distribution of p(KA,n) is no longer the ratio of two exponential distri-








Averaging monoexponentially distributed dwell times yields the probability distribution p(〈tzero,







where k = 1/τzero, A is an amplitude, Γ is the gamma function, and imax the number of dwell
Figure 5.10: Distribution of single-molecule KA values in the presence of 1-8 mM Mg2+ and Ca2+ as
determined by Equation 5b. (A-B) Scatter plots of the average dwell time in the docked state against
the average time spent in the undocked state. The colour code represents the M2+ concentration. (C-
D) Normalised cumulative probability plots of logKA,n values in the presence of 0 and 1 mM Mg2+ or
Ca2+. Dotted lines assume homogeneous interaction kinetics (imax = 4, jmax = 4, Equation 15c). Solid
lines represent fits to the experimental data assuming three subpopulations (logKA,av = 6.29, 7.85, 7.78,
respectively, smax = 3, Equation 17b, see also Table S4).
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times used for averaging, which ultimately defines the width of the Gamma distribution. In
order to quantitatively assess case 2, we computed dwell-time histograms p(〈 tdwell,imax,n〉) from
10000 simulated smFRET time traces with imax = jmax = 1, 3, 5, 10, 30 or 90 and fitted them
to Equation 5.25. Figure 5.11A clearly shows that Equations 5.23 and 5.25 describe the sim-
ulated distributions p(〈 tzero,imax,n〉) very well. Please note that high values for imax and jmax
Figure 5.11: Simulations of dwell-time and KA distributions. (A) Dwell time histograms built from
10000 simulated single-molecule FRET time traces with N := imax = jmax = 1, 3, 5, 10, 30, and 90
exponentially distributed dwell times. The red curves correspond to a gamma distribution fit using
Equation 5.25. (B) KA,n histograms created from 10000 simulated single-molecule FRET time traces
with the average time spent in the docked state τhigh = 10 s and in the undocked state τzero = 10 s.
To calculate KA,n according to Equation 5.7, c was set to 25 10−9 mol L−1, which is equivalent to the
IBS1* concentration described in the experimental section, and N := imax = jmax = 1, 3, 5, 10, 30, or
90 exponentially distributed dwell times to determine 〈tzero,n〉 and〈thigh,n〉. The red curves correspond
to a beta distribution fit according to Equation 5.27. (C) Cumulative probability distribution of the data
shown in (B) were fitted to Equation 5.30. Fit results are shown in Figure 5.12.
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lead to considerable narrowing of the simulated distributions, as would be expected for FRET
time trajectories with a high number of transitions [397]. The ratio distribution of two gamma














with N := imax = jmax, and R = 1/KA. Note that R ∼ τzero/τhigh ∼ kdock/kundock. B(N,N) is the
so-called beta function [399]. To account for the variable number of events, an amplitude A








Figure 5.11B shows the distributions of nmax = 10000 computed KA,n values with imax = jmax
= 1, 3, 5, 10, 30 and 90 exponentially distributed dwell-times in the high and zero FRET state.
Approximation of the simulated data using Equation 5.27 results in an excellent fit. Here, it is
preferable to plot such distributions in a cumulative manner, because the result is not dependent
on the bin size, a method routinely used in diffusion analysis [395, 400]. Figure 5.11C shows a
cumulative probability distribution P(KA,n) of the simulated data from Figure 5.11B normalised
to 1. To the best of our knowledge it is, however, not possible to analytically describe this type
of data, since there is no analytical solution to the integral over Equation 5.27.
Approximation of intermolecular heterogeneity
Logistic functions are well known and widely applied in many fields, for example to describe
a bimolecular association [401, 402]. Figure 5.11C demonstrates that cumulative probability
distributions P(KA,n) can be very well approximated using the logistic function as defined in





Here, the parameter p determines the steepness of the transition in P(KA,n), i.e. the width of
p(KA,n), as described above. A1 and A2 are the lower and upper boundaries of the sigmoid. The
relation between p and imax (and jmax) is illustrated in Figure 5.12.
Upon normalisation (A1 = 0 and A2 = 1) and transformation, Equation 5.28 turns into:
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Please note that Equation 5.30 is equivalent to Equation 5.32, which is well-known to describe







where f corresponds to the fraction of protonated HA (fully deprotonated: f A = 0, fully pro-
tonated: f AH = 1) in a normalised from, for example in chemical shift mapping using NMR
[403]. Equations 5.30 and 5.32 are equivalent with exception of the parameter p. In a normal
acid-base equilibrium, the slope of the transition is not variable (p = 1), and does therefore not
provide any information about the system. In turn, single-molecule FRET experiments have fi-
nite observation time, leading to cross-sample variability and p values greater than 1. Equation
5.30 describes a homogeneous system with one averaged KA value. Description of a hetero-
geneous system is achieved by introducing an amplitude as and by describing Pnorm(KA,n) as a
Figure 5.12: The relation between shape parameter p and the number of dwell-times N := imax = jmax
derived by fitting Equation 5.24 to the graphs shown in Figure 5.11. When KA is set to 4 107 M−1, the






























Approximation of the experimental data with Pnorm(KA,n) according to Equation 5.33 requires
the value of p to be known. p depends on the number of transitions between different FRET
states (imax and jmax, Figure 5.12), which are usually not constant between individual time
traces (Figure 5.1B). In our hands, imax and jmax range between 2 and 7 for the majority of
molecules with a median value of approximately 3.5. As depicted in Figure 5.11, the widths
of P(KA,n) distributions are rather similar in this range. Hence, approximation of the shape of
P(KA,n) with p = 1.9 (corresponding to imax = jmax = 3.5) leads to good results.
5.3.4 Description of experimental KA distributions
The formalism described above was used as a tool to extract information about the relative
population of KA,s values within a certain range in the case of a heterogeneous system. For
fitting the experimental distributions Pnorm(log(KA,n)) to Equation 5.34, a minimum of three
components (smax = 3) are required to describe the experimental data, demonstrating that fi-
nite observation times can account only for a small fraction of the logKA,n distribution width
(Figures 5.10C,D and 5.13) [224]. The fit divides the overall population of molecules into
three subpopulations displaying distinctly different logKA,s values (Table 5.5). As a control,
heterogeneity of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction in the presence of M2+ ions was confirmed by
titrating IBS1* to d3’EBS1* at 8 mM Mg2+: Again, the fractions docked are more adequately
represented when three logKA values are taken into account (Equation 5.34, smax = 3, Table
5.6 and Figure 5.14). Since limited observation times do not allow for precise determination
of logKA of type IIIa and IIIb molecules, these values were approximated with a logKA value
of 10, respectively. Taken together, while d3’EBS1*/IBS1* docking behaves homogeneously
in the absence of M2+, the undocking kinetics are heterogeneous irrespective of the absence or
presence of either Mg2+ or Ca2+. We accurately describe such a heterogeneous system by the
here derived and generally applicable method, taking three subpopulations into account.
5.3.5 Metal ion binding sites in d3’EBS1* and d3’EBS1*/IBS1*
In order to rationalise the observed heterogeneity, we examined the recently solved solution
structures of d3’EBS1* and d3’EBS1*/IBS1*, both containing several Mg2+ binding sites as
identified by chemical shift perturbation assays [50]. In the absence of IBS1*, the EBS1* loop
is at least partly unstructured and flexible (Figure 5.15A). The Mg2+ binding site located in
the major groove of the d3’ stem near the G4-C26 base pair remains unaffected by the absence
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or presence of IBS1*. A second binding site is present at the transition between the stem
and the loop (A10, A20, and U9-G21 wobble pair). Upon IBS1* docking, EBS1* undergoes
a substantial structural rearrangement to form a rigid structure (Figure 5.15B), thereby also
altering M2+ binding. The binding site at the loop-stem transition is slightly shifted from the
G-U wobble towards the 5’-end of IBS1* and an additional binding site forms between EBS1*
and IBS1* near the first two nucleotides of EBS1*, G13 and G14 (compare panels A and B in
Figures refheterogeneity17 and 5.17). We determined the stability constants of Mg2+ binding
to each site in d3’EBS1* and d3’EBS1*/IBS1* from chemical shift perturbations [48], all being
in the low millimolar range (2.63 ≤ logKA ≤ 3.06, Figure 5.15).
To pinpoint the nature of the Mg2+-RNA interaction, we now carried out additional NMR titra-
tion studies with Mn2+ and [Co(NH3)6]3+. Mn2+ has an ionic radius similar to Mg2+ and can
coordinate directly (inner-sphere) to nucleic acids, causing line broadening of resonances from
protons nearby. [Co(NH3)6]3+ is a kinetically stable octahedral complex used to mimic the
Figure 5.13: Normalised cumulative probability distributions of KA,n values determined from individual
dynamic d3’EBS1* molecules (type I). Fits were performed using Equation 5.34 with smax = 3 and p =
1.9 (which corresponds to imax = jmax = 3.5). Fit results are shown in Table 5.5.
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binding of [Mg(H2O)6]2+ (outer-sphere coordination) [405]. NOEs between the ammonia lig-
ands and RNA protons directly reveal binding. The combination of Mn2+ and [Co(NH3)6]3+
binding thus reveals differences in outer and inner-sphere coordination of M2+ ions. We find
that each site can be occupied by both species (Figures 5.16 and 5.17), but that the two loop
binding sites show some preference for a specific type of coordination. [Co(NH3)6]3+ inter-
acts very strongly with the closing G-U wobble in the d3’EBS1* stem but less pronounced in
the presence of IBS1*, indicating that the M2+-ion docked here must be partially dehydrated
for binding when EBS1*/IBS1* is formed (Figure 5.16). In the EBS1*/IBS1* duplex, both
[Co(NH3)6]3+ and Mn2+ interact with G13 and G14. U62-U64 on IBS1* are markedly more
affected by [Co(NH3)6]3+ than by Mn2+ (Figures 5.16B and 5.17B). One reason for this may
be that the two species bind to EBS1*/IBS1* in a slightly different position as [Co(NH3)6]3+ is
considerably bulkier than the Mn2+ ion. Importantly, the kinked structure of the loop (Figure
5.15B) may further restrict the accessibility of the phosphate moieties in the EBS1*/IBS1* ma-
jor groove and of the 5’-end EBS1* nucleotides, which may be regarded as the strongest M2+
binding site [2]. In conclusion, two M2+ ions are directly involved in EBS1*/IBS1* binding,
the M2+-RNA interactions being partly mediated by direct inner-sphere binding.
Table 5.5: Affinity constants of dynamic d3’EBS1*-IBS1* molecules: KA,1, KA,2, KA,3, and their cor-
responding amplitudes a1, a2, and a3 in the presence of M2+ obtained by fitting Equation 5.34 to the






c(M2+ logKA,1 logKA,2 logKA,3 p a1 a2 a3 logKA,av
0 5.20 6.17 6.60 1.9 0.14 0.59 0.27 6.29
1 mM Mg2+ 6.64 7.62 8.18 1.9 0.11 0.58 0.31 6.29
1 mM Ca2+ 6.67 7.77 8.33 1.9 0.14 0.80 0.06 7.78
2 mM Mg2+ 6.80 7.58 8.33 1.9 0.16 0.55 0.29 7.92
2 mM Ca2+ 6.43 7.60 8.27 1.9 0.06 0.41 0.54 8.07
4 mM Mg2+ 6.51 7.46 8.48 1.9 0.19 0.45 0.36 8.09
4 mM Ca2+ 6.67 7.83 8.64 1.9 0.19 0.41 0.41 8.31
6 mM Mg2+ 6.66 7.41 8.17 1.9 0.16 0.34 0.50 7.92
6 mM Ca2+ 6.57 7.49 8.39 1.9 0.12 0.29 0.59 8.19
8 mM Mg2+ 7.15 7.96 8.80 1.9 0.33 0.44 0.23 8.28
8 mM Ca2+ 6.93 7.87 8.66 1.9 0.18 0.57 0.24 8.19
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Table 5.6: Affinity constants of dynamic d3’EBS1*-IBS1* molecules: KA,1, KA,2, KA,3, and their corre-
sponding amplitudes a1, a2, and a3 in the presence of a constant concentration of 8 mM Mg2+ or Ca2+





c(M2+) logKA,1 logKA,2 logKA,3 p a1 a2 a3 logKA,av
8 mM
Mg2+
1 nM 5.03 7.12 8.01 1.9 0.12 0.29 0.59 7.81
5 nM 6.46 7.75 8.82 1.9 0.29 0.27 0.44 8.48
10 nM 4.78 7.29 7.96 1.9 0.07 0.35 0.58 7.78
25 nM 4.62 7.34 8.28 1.9 0.18 0.13 0.69 8.13
40 nM 5.28 7.85 8.77 1.9 0.13 0.42 0.45 8.47
8 mM
Ca2+
1 nM 4.44 7.15 7.78 1.9 0.17 0.32 0.51 7.54
5 nM 4.47 7.45 8.21 1.9 0.09 0.41 0.50 7.78
10 nM 4.35 7.56 8.28 1.9 0.11 0.30 0.59 8.09
25 nM 4.54 8.18 8.84 1.9 0.11 0.49 0.40 8.55
40 nM 5.22 7.97 8.89 1.9 0.16 0.43 0.41 8.55
Figure 5.14: IBS1*-dependent average docked fraction as determined from > 200 smFRET time traces
recorded at (A) 8 mM Mg2+ and (B) 8 mM Ca2+ (type IIIa molecules were omitted). Solid lines
correspond to fit of the experimental data to Equation 5.21 (ltotal = 1), assuming a single average logKA
value. Dashed lines correspond to fits using Equation 5.21 (ltotal = 4), assuming the occurrence of 4
subpopulations displaying distinct logKA values. Amplitudes (a1, a2, and a3) and the corresponding
logKA values describing dynamic time traces were taken from Table 5.6, while static docked molecules
(type IIIb) were approximated with logKA,4 = 10. The sum of fractions f 1,...,f 4 was normalised to 1.
Error bars correspond to 2σbootstrap [166]. The sum of the squared residuals for single versus multiple
logKA fits are 0.089 vs. 0.010 for Mg2+, and 0.071 vs. 0.013 for Ca2+, respectively. This clearly




This combined single-molecule NMR study addresses the influence of the physiologically rele-
vant metal ions Mg2+ and Ca2+ on a basic RNA-RNA interaction, the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* splice-
site recognition from group II intron ribozymes. In agreement with previous studies, already
small amounts of M2+ ions strongly shift the thermodynamic equilibrium towards the docked
state [388]. Strand association in the absence of M2+ behaves homogeneous: The presence
of M2+ renders also this step heterogeneous as is dissociation under all conditions. NMR ex-
periments show that two metal ions are located in proximity to the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* duplex.
Hence, the occurrence of non-conventional RNA-RNA interaction kinetics coincides with the
presence of specific M2+ binding sites at the interaction site of the two strands.
Heterogeneous undocking behavior in the absence of M2+ ions suggests a rugged energy land-
scape with more than one thermodynamically stable d3’EBS1*/IBS1* conformation [226]. It
is likely that M2+ ions further stabilise (local) energy minima, leading to substructures with
similar global folds, but differences on the microscopic level, as well as a broad distribution of
docking/undocking kinetics. As the metal ion binding pockets are occupied only approximately
half of the time at the range of M2+ concentrations assessed in our smFRET experiments, we
propose that conformational heterogeneity is for the most part due to differences in binding site
occupation (Figure 5.18). As substructures are expected to differ in topology, they are highly
likely to display different interstrand affinities and/or association/dissociation kinetics [2]. Im-
portantly, the exchange rate of the M2+ ions, ∼ 106 and ∼ 108 s−1 for hexahydrated Mg2+ and
Ca2+, will be decreased by several orders of magnitude through multiple RNA-M2+ interac-
Figure 5.15: Solution structure and proposed metal ion binding sites of (A) d3’EBS1* and (B)
d3’EBS1*/IBS1*. The lowest energy structures from an ensemble of 20 is shown. Yellow spheres
mark possible binding positions of Mg2+ for which an estimate of the affinity constant of Mg2+ binding
to the RNA is given [50]. The figure was prepared using MOLMOL from pdb entries 2M24 and 2M23
and the colouring scheme is consistent with Figure 5.1A [404].
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tions and inner-sphere coordination as observed here by NMR [66, 105]. Metal ion exchange
rates in RNA binding pockets with comparable affinities have been estimated to take place at
103 s−1 [406, 407]. As this timescale reaches the time resolution attainable with CCD cameras
typically used in smFRET experiments, heterogeneous occupation of the metal ion binding
sites is expected not to be completely averaged out [161]. As a consequence, the heterogene-
ity of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* affinity most likely results from the interplay between the structural
rearrangements undergone upon helix formation and the dynamics of relevant Mg2+-binding.
5.5 Conclusion
Conformational changes in RNA have often been observed to display multiexponential kinet-
ics, but discord persists with regard to the origin of the phenomenon [195, 197, 198, 199, 200,
213, 219, 224]. However, when care is taken to rule out experimental artifacts, it is generally
agreed upon that heterogeneity observed in single molecule experiments is a real phenomenon
Figure 5.16: Cobalt hexamine binding to (A) d3’EBS1* and (B) d3’EBS1*/IBS1* as observed by NOE
cross peaks in a [1H,1H]-NOESY of the imino protons in uracil and guanine. Cobalt hexamine binds in
close proximity to the U9-G21 wobble pair in d3’EBS1*. In d3’EBS1*, this base pair seems not to bind
cobalt hexamine, but strong correlations to bases at/near the 5’-end of EBS1* (G13, G14 and U64) are
observed. Spectra were recorded in 90 % H2O/10 % D2O at 278 K in 10 µM EDTA and 10 mM KCl,
2.5 mM [Co(NH3)6]3+ (d3’EBS1*) and 110 mM KCl, 1.5 mM [Co(NH3)6]3+ (d3’EBS1*/IBS1*). The
RNA concentration was consistently set to 0.55 mM.
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[225, 226]. A direct link between intermolecular heterogeneity and the availability of metal
ions has been observed for RNAse P RNA and the human telomeric G-quadruplex [230, 408].
Importantly, it has been speculated (but never been proven) that incomplete occupation of Mn+
binding sites induces microscopic heterogeneity between individual molecules, leading to a
pronounced memory effect [408]. Here, by combining single-molecule techniques and NMR
to investigate a basic RNA-RNA interaction within a group II intron, we provide direct evi-
Figure 5.17: Mn2+ binding to (A) d3’EBS1* and (B) d3’EBS1*-IBS1* as observed by paramagnetic
line broadening in [1H,1H]-NOESY spectra of the non-exchangeable protons. Shown is a superposition
of the spectra recorded in the absence of Mn2+ (cyan) or presence of 150 µM Mn2+ or 270 µM Mn2+
(black ; d3’EBS1* or d3’EBS1*-IBS1*, respectively). Cross peaks that have been broadened to base line
at the given concentration of Mn2+ appear in cyan only. The sequential connectivities between H1’ and
H6/H8 protons of residues G8 and C22 are indicated as solid lines. Dashed lines visualise connectivities
between residues C59-C65 of IBS1*. Residues mainly affected by line broadening are highlighted using
bold face type. In the loop of d3’EBS1*, cross peaks between U9, A10 and U11 as well as cross peaks
of A20 and G21 are most affected by broadening. In turn, cross peaks of G13, G14, A60 and G63 are
the most affected peaks of the loop region within d3’EBS1*/IBS1*. Spectra were recorded in 100 %
D2O (d3’EBS1*: 0.54 mM RNA, 10 mM KCl, 10 µM EDTA, 293 K; d3’EBS1*-IBS1*: 0.6 mM RNA,
110 mM KCl, 10 µM EDTA, 298 K).
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dence for this hypothesis. As Mn+ binding is inextricably linked with nucleic acid structure
formation and numerous metal ion binding sites are not fully occupied at physiological cation
concentrations, one may speculate that heterogeneity is a general property of functional nucleic
acids [66, 406, 407]. The importance of heterogeneity is increasingly appreciated and led to
the recent revision of fundamental laws of enzymology (Michaelis-Menten equation) and al-
lostery (Hill equation) [225, 409]. Our here presented method provides a straightforward way
to approximate, characterise, and compare such heterogeneities. Similarly, as molecules are
generally regarded as homogeneous in bulk studies, future work is anticipated to extend the
methodologies typically used to analyse ensemble data. Furthermore, it will be of fundamental
interest to find out whether unconventional kinetics are present in vivo and whether cofactors
exist that control and/or modulate this effect.
Figure 5.18: Working model of cation-dependent d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction kinetics. Several
d3’EBS1* conformers differing in metal ion binding site occupation co-exist at physiological Mg2+
or Ca2+ concentrations and they interconvert at the cation exchange rates (α , β ). Conformers further
differ with regard to IBS1* docking and undocking kinetics (k1, k−1). The distant cation binding site lo-
cated near the G4-C26 base pair is assumed to have little influence on docking/undocking rates. Dashed
lines indicate conversions that were not detected experimentally.
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Chapter 6
Kinetic subpopulations detected by
single-molecule spectroscopy -
fundamental property of functional
nucleic acids or experimental artefact?
Sebastian L.B. König, Danny Kowerko, Roland K.O. Sigel
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Switzerland
ABSTRACT: Single-molecule spectroscopy allows the direct observation of conformational
dynamics in individual biomolecules. Here, we describe how single-molecule Förster reso-
nance energy transfer (smFRET) reveales heterogeneous kinetics in the EBS1*/IBS1* interac-
tion, two RNA sequences that play an important role in group II intron mediated self-cleavage.
Further examples of dynamic heterogeneity in functional nucleic acids are provided and the
possible origins of this phenomenon are discussed.
Keywords: group II introns, splicing, smFRET, heterogeneity, memory effect




Fluorescence-based methods have experienced unprecedented popularity to address biological
questions. Detection of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between a single pair of
fluorophores attached to a biopolymer is of particular interest, because it provides a handle on
measuring stochastic, time-dependent fluctuations in its structure [169]. FRET is the distance-
dependent, non-radiative energy transfer between two dipoles, typically the transition dipole
moments of two fluorophores that are referred to as donor and acceptor [28]. By estimating
the interdye distance in real time, single-molecule FRET (smFRET) therefore allows for the
detection of intermediates along the folding pathway of biologically relevant molecules, as
well as misfolded structures. As a consequence, it has been frequently used to study folding and
function of catalytically active RNA molecules (ribozymes), regulatory elements of translation
(riboswitches), and functional DNAs [170, 410].
In a typical smFRET experiment, nucleic acid samples are labeled with a fluorophore pair
and a biotin moiety for subsequent immobilisation, even though smFRET studies can also be
performed in solution, an approach that is routinely used to characterise proteins [290, 411].
Suitable dyes for FRET must be (i) bright (high quantum yield, high extinction coefficient
ε), (ii) photostable (stable emission intensity, no blinking), (iii) small (minimal perturbation
of the system under study), (iv) water-soluble and (v) easily attachable to the biomolecule
of interest [141]. Moreover, the fluorophore pair must display spectral overlap for FRET to
occur. Cyanine dyes are the dominant choice as FRET probes in nucleic acid biophysics,
but other dyes have also been successfully implemented [412]. smFRET measurements are
then carried out using either a confocal microscope or a total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) system (Figure 6.1). Raw data are corrected for background noise, leakage of donor
emission in to the acceptor channel and direct excitation of the acceptor, so-called crosstalk.
Finally, the corrected emission intensities are used to calculate FRET efficiency in order to
probe intramolecular motion and intermolecular interaction. For further information on the
implementation of smFRET and data analysis we direct the reader to the following excellent
reviews [141, 390].
The yeast Group II intron Sc.ai5γ is one example where smFRET has been successfully em-
ployed to study ribozyme dynamics [87, 204, 205]. These catalytic RNAs are several hun-
dreds of base pairs in length and catalyse their own excision from the nascent messenger RNA
molecule [204]. Recognition of the correct cleavage sites, i.e. the splice sites, is brought about
by interaction of exon-binding sequences and intron-binding sequence (EBS1-3, IBS1-3) [388].
Here, a simple model system to study the influence of divalent cations on 5’ splice site forma-
tion is proposed (Figure 6.2A), followed by reporting and discussing heterogeneity observed
with regard to its docking/undocking behavior [413].
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6.2 Materials and methods
6.2.1 Single-molecule FRET imaging
The experimental design (Figure 6.2A) involved surface immobilisation of the Cy3-labeled
d3’EBS1* hairpin within a home-built microfluidic chamber via a streptavidin-biotin linkage
[170, 388]. smFRET movies were recorded using a TIRF microscope under the following
imaging conditions: 100 mM KCl, 50 mM MOPS, 1 % D-glucose (w/V), 1x enzymatic oxy-
gen scavenger solution (to prolongate dye lifetime), and 1 mM Trolox (for stable emission
intensities), a protocol modified from Selvin and Ha [412]. Furthermore, the imaging buffer
contained 25 nM Cy5-labelled IBS1* and variable MgCl2/CaCl2 concentration between 0 and
8 mM. Single-molecule clips were recorded over 6 minutes at 10 frames/s using an Andor 897
CCD camera (Lot Oriel, Romanel-sur-Morges, Switzerland). Oligonucleotides were ordered
from Microsynth (Balgach, Switzerland) and chemicals were purchased purissum grade from
Sigma-Aldrichs (Buchs, Switzerland).
6.2.2 Data analysis
Single-molecule clips analysed using a home-written Matlab-based software called SIRA (SIf
Reader and Analyser), an approach detailled elsewhere [390]. Briefly, single fluorophore time
Figure 6.1: Outline of single-molecule FRET microscopy systems. (A) Confocal microscopy. The donor
dye (D) is excited when the biomolecule traverses the focal volume (green area). FRET occurs when the
acceptor dye (A) is sufficiently close in space. Out-of-focus signal is rejected by an aperture, while in-
focus bursts of fluorescence are detected upon spectral separation using avalanche photodiodes (APDs).
It should be noted that photon multiplier tubes (PMTs) have also been used for detection, as well as
the recently developed hybrid PMTs that decrease detection artefacts (afterpulsing, Picoquant GmbH,
Berlin, Germany, personal communication). (B) TIRF microscopy. The incident laser beam reaches the
surface at an angle that is larger than the critical angle, which leads to its total reflection and creates an
evanescent wave reducing the excited volume to a thin sheet (green). Dye emission of surface-tethered
biomolecules is spectrally separated and projected side-by-side onto a CCD camera, which allows to
simultaneously observe hundreds of molecules over several minutes. Figure modified from [169].
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trajectories were corrected for background noise and crosstalk (vide supra) prior to manual
selection for anticorrelated emission profiles. Subsequently, the apparent FRET efficiency was
calculated from corrected fluorophore emission time traces according to equation 6.1,
FRET =
PCCy3 excCy5 em




where PC refers to the photon counts due to Cy3 or Cy5 emission upon Cy3 excitation, respec-
tively.
6.3 Results
Single-fluorophore emission intensities fluctuated in a FRET-typical anticorrelated fashion (Fig-
ure 6.2B,C), followed by a sudden drop in emission to zero (not shown). Such single-step pho-
tobleaching is important to rule out the prevalence of doubly-labeled RNA molecules. FRET
time traces revealed the occurrence of two FRET states that were assigned to the docked (high
FRET) and the undocked state (no FRET), as FRET can only occur when Cy3 and Cy5 are
sufficiently close in space, typically in the range of 30 - 80 depending on the FRET pair.
Interestingly, pronounced heterogeneity with regard to docking/undocking kinetics was ob-
served in the presence of divalent cations (Figure 6.2). Conventional approaches to determine
rate constants (dwell time analysis) required three docking and three undocking rate constants
to describe the experimental data recorded in the presence of divalent metal ions [219]. Fur-
Figure 6.2: Experimental design and representative data. (A) The d3’EBS1* hairpin is Cy3-labeled
and immobilised on the surface of a quartz slide. Docking of a Cy5-labeled IBS1* oligonucleotide is
accompanied by a burst of Cy5 fluorescence and a decrease in Cy3 emission due to FRET. A: adenine,
U: uracil, G: guanine, C: cytosine, interconnected via a phosphosugar backbone. Non-native bases are
shown in red [388]. (B,C) Two representative time trajectories recorded in the presence of 8 mM CaCl2
show clear differences in docking/undocking kinetics between individual molecules. Upper graphs:
fluorophore emission over time reveals anticorrelated changes typical for FRET. Lower graphs: FRET
over time shows fluctuations between a zero FRET state (undocked) and a high FRET state (docked).
Figure modified from [413].
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thermore, rate constants associated with docking and undocking could not be unambiguously
assigned to each other, which precluded the existence of three discrete kinetic subpopulations.
Rather, rate constants seem to be continuously distributed over several orders of magnitude
(Figure 6.3), which suggests the coexistence of numerous (sub)structures.
Single-molecule studies rely on the principle of ergodicity, according to which the properties of
billions of molecules can be reliably predicted by observing only a small number of them (here:
roughly 200) [355]. The averaged ∆G◦ values associated with IBS1* docking determined from
single-molecule time trajectories were found to be in good agreement with the results of UV/vis
thermal melting studies et al. [17]. These findings suggest that the complex docking/undocking
kinetics observed in the smFRET experiments are not an experimental artefact. Consequently,
a novel method to describe the distribution of equilibrium constants was proposed and applied.
As a comprehensive description would go beyond the scope of this article, the authors direct
the interested reader to the original article (see previous Chapter and ref. [413]).
6.4 Discussion
At first, the complex kinetic behavior observed for d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction may seem
somewhat surprising given the simplicity of the experimental system. However, numerous
examples of kinetic heterogeneities in nucleic acid folding have been precedented in single-
molecule studies. Heterogeneity may be classified as static or dynamic, where static hetero-
geneity refers to the coexistence of stable subpopulations that do not interconvert (memory
effect), while dynamically heterogeneous subpopulations interconvert during the time of obser-
vation [414].
Heterogeneous folding kinetics have first been described in the hairpin ribozyme, which catal-
yses cleavage and ligation reactions in the replication cycle of the tobacco ringspot virus [415].
In an analogous fashion to d3’ESB1*/IBS1*, the hairpin ribozyme alternates between a docked
Figure 6.3: Kinetic heterogeneity of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* docking. The mean times spent in the docked
(thigh) and in the undocked state (tzero) are shown for individual EBS1* molecules at different Mg2+
concentrations. Figure modified from [413].
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and an undocked conformation and dynamics directly correlate with catalytic activity. While
heterogeneity in cleavage kinetics had already been observed in bulk studies using a minimal
ribozyme, i.e. a shorter version that is still catalytically active, Zhuang et al. could directly
observe heterogeneity in structural dynamics between single hairpin ribozymes performing
smFRET studies [195, 415]. While docking could be described with a single rate constant,
undocking required a total number of four exponential fit functions to satisfactorily describe
the experimental data and the resulting rate constants spanned four orders of magnitude [195].
In addition, individual ribozymes were observed to dissociate with similar rate constants over
long periods with less than 5 % of interconversion within 3 hours (static heterogeneity) [195].
In a follow-up study, Ditzler and co-workers observed that the hairpin ribozyme migrates as
two discrete bands on a non-denaturing gel electrophoretic shift assay, which differ in kinetics
in subsequent smFRET experiments, thus confirming the longevity of the effect [198]. Please
refer to Section 3.3.3 for an account of smFRET studies performed with the hairpin ribozyme,
their findings, as well as controversy associated with its kinetic heterogeneity. Numerous ex-
amples of heterogeneous kinetics have followed and they are summarised in Table 6.1. Please
refer to [163] for an excellent review on this topic.
Table 6.1: Further examples of kinetic heterogeneity of biologically relevant nucleic acids as revealed
by single-molecule spectroscopy. This list is not intended to be exhaustive.
Biological model Key findings References
5’ splice site in
group II introns
3 docking rate constants, 3 undocking rate constants in the
[390]
presence of Mg2+ or Ca2+
Minimal hairpin
ribozyme




Undocking rate constants span 3 orders of magnitude at
[199]
low [Mg2+], static undocking heterogeneity
Tetrahymena group
I intron
Individual equilibrium constants vary by a factor of up to 300,
[219,
224]
≥6 kinetic subpopulations, interconversion upon removal and
re-addition of Mg2+
Holliday junction
Partitioning of experimental data into five kinetic subspecies,
[387]
interconversion upon removal and re-addition of Mg2+
Human telomeric
G-quadruplex
Kinetic subspecies display either slow (min) or fast (s) structural




6.4.1 About the origins of heterogeneous kinetics
The origins of heterogeneous kinetics are likely to be diverse and they are subject of ongoing
debate. One phenomenon known to bias smFRET studies is fluorophore photophysics, espe-
cially intersystem crossing to long-lived dark states leading to so-called blinking, as well as
fluctuations in emission intensity [146]. For some cyanine dyes, the occurrence of undesired
photophysical events can be greatly reduced by enzymatically removing molecular oxygen and
upon addition of the vitamin E analogue Trolox [150]. Nevertheless, blinking, intensity fluc-
tuations and spectral changes appear to be a universal property of fluorophores and can be
more or less pronounced depending on the dyes chosen and their molecular environment [146].
Therefore, the experimental design must be chosen carefully in order to clearly differentiate
between changes in FRET caused by molecular motion and those caused by dye photophysics,
which could otherwise contribute to the kinetic analysis. Along these lines, appropriate control
experiments are also invaluable (Figures 5.5 and 12.10, as well as Figures 12.4, 12.5, 12.6,
12.7, 12.8 and 12.9 in the Appendix).
Probably the most fundamental feature shared by all functional nucleic acids is the fact that a
precise fold must be adopted for functionality to be achieved [23]. As there is an almost infi-
nite number of potentially available conformations (especially for long sequences), biomacro-
molecules may also adopt misfolded structures corresponding to local minima in the free en-
ergy landscape [23]. Such kinetic traps are resolved in the living cell, for example by proteins,
but they may accumulate in the artificial environment of the single-molecule studies that are
frequently carried out under non-physiological conditions [28]. It is believed that kinetic het-
erogeneity is caused by the co-existence of several structures and a number of culprits have
been proposed to this end (list adapted from [163]):
Surface tethering
Immobilisation of biomolecules might alter their structure and hence their functionality. In fact,
surface-attachment has been shown to inactivate proteins [416]. Nevertheless, this does not
seem to hold true for RNA, as indirectly immobilised hairpin ribozymes encapsulated within
lipid vesicles have been shown to behave like directly surface-tethered molecules [200].
Chemical differences
Ditzler and co-workers excluded differences in molecular structure arising from chemical syn-
thesis using high-resolution mass spectrometry, though this does not rule out mass-neutral mod-
ifications, for example structural isomers, diastereomers, and enantiomers [198]. Exposure to
UV-light during the purification process (shadowing), as well as heating have recently been
demonstrated to irreversibly alter the chemically structure of RNA and thus leading to a broad-





Due to the polyanionic nature of the phosphate-sugar backbone, formation of nucleic acid
structures is inextricably linked to the binding of metal ions [2]. Here, magnesium ions are
of particular interest because they are known to be specifically involved in folding and cataly-
sis and owing to their bio-availability [2]. However, compared to the affinity of metal ions to
their specific binding sites in proteins (KD ≤ 10−6 M for surface-bound cations, KD ≥ 10−7
M for chaperoned metal ions), their affinity to nucleic acid binding partners is lower by sev-
eral orders of magnitude (10−4 M ≤ KD ≤ 10−2 M) [66, 417]. Metal ion binding to nucleic
acids is consequently of dynamic nature and the simultaneous occurrence of substructures with
different cation binding patterns would be expected. Along this line, Solomatin et al. demon-
strated that interconversion between kinetic subspecies observed for the Tetrahymena group
I intron could be greatly accelerated in Mg2+ pulse experiments (Mg2+ addition - removal -
re-addition) [224]. Similar observations have recently been reported for the Holliday junction
[387]. In turn, cation-dependent experiments performed with the hairpin ribozyme suggest that
the role of divalent cations is to stabilise the transition state by forming contacts that do not ex-
ist in the native conformation (φ value analysis) [196, 197, 221]. Heterogeneities observed in
group I introns and Holliday junction folding may therefore originate from differences in metal
ion binding in the catalytically active fold, while this does not seem to hold true for the hairpin
ribozyme. Through a combination of smFRET and NMR, direct evidence for heterogeneous
metal ion binding and kinetic heterogeneity was provided recently [413].
Absence of molecular crowding
Macromolecules, especially proteins, occur at high concentrations inside a living cell. In fact,
their concentration is so high that typically 5 to 40 % of the total cell volume is physically
occupied by these molecules [380]. As a consequence, such crowding conditions will not only
favor any reaction leading to increased volume (formation of compact conformations, aggre-
gates, etc.), they will also reduce diffusion coefficients by a factor of up to 10 through increased
viscosity (Stokes-Einstein equation) [380]. Also, crowding agent will alter the dielectric con-
stant of the solvent, which is in turn expected to change the affinity of metal ions to their cognate
binding sites within an RNA molecule [418]. Molecular crowding conditions have been mim-
icked in other areas of research through addition of polyethylene glycol (PEG), which led to
dramatic shifts in the structural equilibrium [419]. Future single-molecule studies are antic-
ipated to be performed under such near-physiological conditions, which is likely to have an




The advent of single-molecule spectroscopy has provided a means to directly observe kinetic
heterogeneities in biomolecular motion. Our recent report on heterogeneous docking/undocking
behavior of d3’EBS1* and IBS1* takes its place among numerous other examples of complex
kinetic behavior unveiled by single-molecule techniques. While we and others propose ap-
proaches to characterise molecular heterogeneity [387, 413], discord persists over its possible
origins that are likely to be diverse. Recent findings indicate, however, that kinetic hetero-
geneities in in vitro single-molecule studies are not an experimental artefact, given that the
experimental design is chosen with care and suitable control experiment are carried out. The
real challenge will be to find out whether kinetic heterogeneity exists in vivo. We believe that
recent efforts in developing in vivo single-molecule techniques will provide novel proofs of
principle and further our understanding of this fascinating phenomenon.
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ABSTRACT: RNA folding and function are largely dependent on the action of cations that
screen the negative charges along the phosphate-sugar backbone, mediate the formation of a
precise three-dimensional fold, and possibly participate in catalysis. Here, we monitor the
cation-dependent formation of the intron-exon recognition complex of a group II intron by
single-molecule fluorescence in order to dissect the role of the cationic cofactor in RNA-RNA
strand association. Rigorous analysis of the kinetics and thermodynamics reveals that the metal
ions serve as cofactors for both tertiary contact formation formation and interstrand dissocia-
tion. Perfect agreements with the characteristic metal ion complex stabilities along the extended
Irving-Williams series shows that RNA-RNA structure formation relies on non-specific charge
screening, while the dissociation rate depends on the disruption of specific cation-phosphate
bonds. RNA-RNA duplex formation can thus be explained through the intrinsic coordination
chemistry of the metal ion involved and single-molecule FRET is validated to systematically
study metal ion-mediated formation of nucleic acid structure.
Keywords: RNA, structure, metal ions, Irving-Williams Series, smFRET




Ribonucleic acids (RNAs) are involved in uncountable processes of cellular metabolism, in-
cluding protein synthesis and its regulation [28]. However, before an RNA molecule achieves
functionality, secondary structure motifs, i.e. duplexes, hairpins, bulges, internal loops and
junctions, must form and subsequently assemble into a precise three-dimensional structure
[23, 251]. The highly anionic nature of the phosphate-sugar backbone entails that structure
formation is orchestrated through the action of metal ions [422]. These metal ions typically co-
ordinate to the negatively charged phosphate moieties and to various exocyclic atoms located
within the purine/pyrimidine nucleobases (Figure 7.1A) [2]. The affinity of divalent metal ions
to these binding sites has been studied in isolation using small molecule mimics. Here, the
stability of acetate, benzimidazole, and imidazole complexes follows the order Ba2+ < Sr2+ <
Ca2+ < Mg2+ < Mn2+ < Fe2+ < Co2+ < Ni2+ << Cu2+ > Zn2+ ∼ Cd2+, a trend that is
commonly known as Irving-Williams series [420, 421, 423] (Figure 7.1B). In turn, the Irving-
Williams series is broken when the metal ion coordinates to phosphate monoesters, which
display a local maximum in stability in the presence of Mn2+ (Figure 7.1B) [424].
Owing to their elevated bioavailability in mammalian cells, most of the studies addressing the
influence of cations on structure and folding of RNAs precedented to date have focused on the
role of Na+, K+, and Mg2+, the latter of which is commonly believed to be the natural cofactor
RNA folding and catalysis [65, 66]. Nonetheless, other cation species are known to reach
Figure 7.1: (A) Metal ion coordination to the RNA backbone and nucleobases. Depiction of the major
cation binding sites occurring within the building blocks of RNA (coloured atoms). Figure modified
from [107] (B) Stability of metal ion complexes using ligands mimicking metal ion binding sites within
RNA. While the stability of acetate, benzimidazole, and imidazole complexes follow the Irving-Williams
series, a local maximum is observed for manganese phosphate monoester complexes. A preference for
oxygen ligands is observed for Ba2+, Sr2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, and Mn2+, while Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, and
Cd2+ preferably coordinate to oxygen. Lines represent a visual guide to the data. Data taken from
[64, 107, 420, 421].
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noteworthy concentrations inside cells and their compartments and may thus also be involved
in RNA structure formation (see also: Section 3.1.6). For example, Ca2+, which may reach
intracellular concentrations in the low millimolar range, has recently been shown to induce
misfolding of self-splicing group II introns in vitro [66, 78, 87, 102]. Other ribozymes display
elevated reaction rates in the presence of rather exotic metal ions, such as the hammerhead
ribozyme in the presence of Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, and Cd2+ [91, 101, 107]. In these cases,
Mg2+ may not be the natural cofactor and/or ribozyme folding could be controlled via a metal
ion switch. However, knowledge on metal ion selection by nucleic acids is still very scarce
[107].
Based on high resolution structures, it is commonly believed that roughly 10 % of all cations
interact with RNA in a highly specific manner, i.e. specific cation species bind to specific co-
ordination sites [2, 107]. However, structural details of metal ion binding to complex nucleic
acids are challenging to obtain and often fail to explain RNA conformational dynamics due to
metal ions [238, 425]. Experimental approaches to characterise the dynamic interplay of metal
ions with RNA and cation-mediated local structure formation are even more challenging and
have to the best of our knowledge not been reported. Here, we employ single-molecule Förster
resonance energy transfer (smFRET) to understand RNA-RNA tertiary structure formation and
dynamics in dependence of divalent metal ions [109]. For this purpose, a previously vali-
dated sequence pair derived from the 5’ splice site recognition complex in the group IIB intron
Sc.ai5γ (d3’EBS1*/IBS1*) was labelled with the FRET pair Cy3 and Cy5. A biotin moiety was
further attached to the 3’-end of d3’EBS1*. This allowed us to follow the interaction of single
Figure 7.2: Experimental design and representative data. (A) Docking of IBS1* onto the surface-
immobilised d3’EBS1* is accompanied by appearance of FRET from Cy3 to Cy5. (B) Representative
fluorophore emission time trace. Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red) display anticorrelated emission when Cy3 is
excited at 532 nm. The presence of IBS1* is further detected by direct excitation of Cy5 (dark red). (C)
FRET and stoichiometry over time as calculated from fluorophore emission time traces. The stoichiom-
etry trace was smoothed by rolling-point averaging. (D) FRET - stoichiometry histogram binned from
the data in shown in panel C reveals two clusters: The undocked state is characterised by the absence of
both Cy5 emission and FRET, the docked state is characterised by the presence of both fluorophores in
a 1:1 ratio and the occurrence of FRET.
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surface-immobilised d3’EBS1* molecules with IBS1* in the presence of 9 different divalent
cations along the Irving-Williams series (Figure 7.2). In contrast to bulk methods like X-ray
diffraction or NMR that yield data on ensembles of billions of molecules, no averaging takes
place when distance changes between a single FRET pair are recorded, hence unveiling en-
tire folding pathways including scarcely populated intermediates [141, 161]. Our results show
for the first time, that association and dissociation of the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* system follows two
steps in each direction: While the rates of the rate determining association step follows the clas-
sical Irving-Williams series, dissociation follows phosphate coordination, dissecting the role of
the metal ion cofactor in unprecedented detail.
7.2 Materials and Methods
7.2.1 Oligonucleotides and chemicals
Labelled RNA strands were ordered PAGE-purified from Microsynth AG (Balgach, Switzer-
land) and additionally HPLC purified [426]. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrichs
(Buchs, Switzerland).
7.2.2 UV thermal melting experiments
Temperature-dependent absorption profiles were measured at 260 nm using a Cary 500 Scan
UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer equipped with a Cary Temperature Controller (Varian inc., Palo
Alto, CA, USA). RNA samples were dissolved in 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 1 mM
M(NO3)2 (optional), pH 6.90 to a consistent concentration of 3 µM per strand. Each sample
Figure 7.3: Thermal melting experiments and van’t Hoff analysis, representative data. (A) Temperature-
dependent absorption was followed at 260 nm during cooling and subsequent re-heating. Hysteresis
is negligible at a temperature changing rate of 0.25 ◦C/min, as both curves superimpose well. Based
on previous results, the first hyperchromic shift was assigned to d3’EBS1*/IBS1* dissociation, the sec-
ond one to i-stem opening [388]. (B) Determination of the folded fraction θ was calculated from the
baselines as precedented [389]. Tm is the temperature at which docked and undocked d3’EBS1* are
at equimolar concentration. (C) Determination of thermodynamic parameters. The data shown were
recorded in 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 1 mM Mn(NO3)2, c(RNA) = 3 µM per strand, pH 6.9.
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was degassed and overlaid with 400 µl mineral oil to avoid the formation of bubbles and evap-
oration. Measurements were carried out using Hellma 105.201-QS quartz cuvettes (Hellma
GmbH & Co. KG, Müllheim, Germany) and a total number of three absorption ramps were
recorded at a temperature changing rate of 0.25 ◦C min−1 (85 ◦C - 10 ◦C - 85◦). The sample
chamber was flushed with N2 during measurements to avoid condensation of H2O on the outer
surface of the quartz slide at low temperature [427]. Measurements were repeated three times,
followed by van’t Hoff analysis to extract thermodynamic parameters (Figure 7.3) [17].
7.2.3 Single-molecule FRET measurements
Microfluidic chambers were prepared from quartz slides (Finkenbeiner, Waltham, MA, USA)
as described [412]. The surface of the channel was passivated with biotinylated BSA, followed
by tethering Cy3-labelled d3’EBS1* to the surface via a biotin-streptavidin linkage [170]. The
imaging buffer contained 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 1 mM M(NO3)2 (optional), 1 %
D-glucose, 165 U/ml glucose oxidase, 2170 U/ml catalase, 1 mM Trolox, 25 nM Cy5-labeled
IBS1*, pH 6.90. Cy3 and Cy5 emission profiles were monitored over 6 minutes at a time
resolution of 100 ms using a home-built TIRF microscope upon ALEX as described (see also:
Section 12.1) [354, 390].
7.2.4 smFRET imaging and data processing
Data analysis was performed using the Matlab-based software package SIRA, which has been
described in detail elsewhere [390]. Clips were corrected for background noise and leakage
of Cy3 emission into the Cy5 channel. Spot detection was followed by co-localisation of
corresponding coordinates in the donor and acceptor channel. Photon counts (PC) were in-
tegrated over 3x3 pixels around the central coordinates. This yielded three time-dependent
photon counts: Cy3 emission upon Cy3 excitation (PC(t)Cy3 emCy3 ex ), Cy5 emission upon Cy5
excitation (PC(t)Cy5 emCy5 ex ), and Cy5 emission upon Cy3 excitation (PC(t)
Cy5 em
Cy3 ex , Figure 7.2B).
Emission time traces were manually selected for anticorrelation to calculate time-dependent
apparent FRET efficiencies and fluorophore stoichiometries (Figure 7.2C):
FRET (t) =
PC(t)Cy5 emCy3 ex





PC(t)Cy5 emCy3 ex +PC(t)
Cy5 em
Cy5 ex






The resulting FRET and fluorophore stoichiometry time traces were then binned to 2D his-
tograms (Figure 7.2D). 150 or more of such 2D histograms were summed up to determine the
averaged bound fraction and the association constant KA:
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where p(FREThigh) and p(FRETzero) correspond to the bound and unbound fraction determined
by thresholding [413]. Kinetic analyses were performed using the dwell times, i.e. the time a
molecule resides in the zero and the high FRET state. Dwell times were determined through
thresholding, binned to histograms, plotted as normalised cumulative probabilities, and fitted
to a stretched exponential decay model:








where cumP is the normalised cumulative probability that a molecule dwells in the FRET state.
t denotes the dwell time and the decay constant τ1/e refers the time required for 1 - cumP to drop
to 1/e of its initial value [428]. The stretching exponent β (0 < β ≤ 1) is a means to quantify the
distribution of rates, where 1 is equivalent to a single-exponential decay [428]. Subsequently,






























where Γ the so-called gamma function [428].
7.2.5 Bootstrapping and statistical analysis
The variabilities associated with KA, kdocking, and kundocking were estimated using the freely
available Matlab script BOBA FRET [166]. Briefly, histograms and dwell times from N indi-
vidual time traces were resampled in order to build M bootstrapped cumulated FRET or dwell
time histograms, respectively. Here, N corresponds to the number of individual time traces
and M was set to 100 following the conventions from other fields. Subsequently, bootstrapped
cumulated histograms were converted into probability density functions through normalisation















where A denotes the amplitude, σ is the width and b is the center of the Gaussian distribution.
m is the total number of Gaussian fit functions and was set to 2 as a consequence of the way
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the experiments were designed. Subsequently, the bootstrapped means and the corresponding






Here, X denotes the parameter whose variability is estimated. A detailled description of the
mathematical groundwork and the software used Is given in Chapter 8 [166].
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed in Matlab (version 8.20.701, license
49040, MathWorks, Nattick, MA, USA) using the statistics toolbox. Bonferroni’s correction
was used to correct for multiple testing (ctype) and the significance level (alpha) was set to
0.001.
7.2.6 Bulk fluorescence experiments
Bulk fluorescence experiments were carried in 96-well plates using a Safire 2 Microplate
Reader (Tecan Group Ltd., Männedorf, Switzerland) adapted for rapid sequential determi-
nation of absorption and fluorescence spectra, as well as fixed wavelength measurements of
anisotropy, fluorescence intensity, and absorbance. Coated 3995-COR 96-well plates (Vitaris,
Baar, Switzerland) were used to prevent non-specific interaction of the sample and the sur-
face. Measurements were conducted using sulfonated cyanine dye NHS esters (GE Healthcare,
Glattbrugg, Switzerland) or sulfonated cyanine dyes tagged to RNA (d3’EBS1* or IBS1*), dis-
solved in imaging buffer at a consistent concentration of 100 nM. The imaging buffer contained
50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 1 % D-glucose, 165 U/mL glucose oxidase, 2170 U/mL cata-
lase, 1 mM Trolox, pH 6.90. It further contained 0, 1, 10, 100 or 1000 mM M(NO3)2 where M
may refer to Ba, Sr, Ca, Mg, Mn, Ni, Co or Cd. Each measurement was repeated three times to
calculate the standard deviation.
Cation-induced Cy3/Cy5 fluorescence quenching
Fluorescence intensities were quantified using fixed wavelength scans at constant slit width
(λCy3exc = 530nm and λ
Cy5
exc = 600nm). The emission intensity was determined at 560 and 660 nm,
respectively. The exposure time was set to 80 µs and the gain was adjusted to the brightest well,
followed by performing 2 reads per well.
Shape of Cy3/Cy5 fluorescence spectra in response to different metal ions
Fluorescence spectra were recorded three times, averaged and smoothed using a sliding average




Metal ion-dependent fluorescence anisotropy





where I‖ and I⊥ denote the emission intensities when the emission polariser is oriented parallel
or perpendicular to the direction of polarised excitation (see also: Section 3.2.5) [109].
7.3 Results
7.3.1 The thermodynamic stability of the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* complex is strongly affected
by the identity of the divalent cation
Interaction of single Cy3-labelled d3’EBS1* molecules immobilised on the surface of a BSA-
passivated quartz slide with Cy5-labelled IBS1* molecules in solution was monitored over
several minutes at a temporal resolution of 100 ms using a TIRF microscope equipped with
alternating laser excitation (ALEX) [170, 354]. Fluorophore emission over time was extracted
from smFRET clips (Figure 7.2B), followed by calculating time-depedent apparent FRET and
fluorophore stoichiometry (Equations 7.1 and 7.2, Figure 7.2C). This approach permits to ex-
clude photophysical artefacts (blinking), the occurrence of doubly labelled molecules, several
EBS1* molecules in irresolvable proximity and/or d3’EBS1*-d3’EBS1* duplexes from further
analysis [354, 393]. Furthermore, the influence divalent metal ions at low millimolar concen-
trations was demonstrated to have a negligible effect on Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence intensity
and the shape of their fluorescence spectra, as well as their rotational diffusion (Figures 12.4,
12.5, 12.6, 12.7, 12.8 and 12.9 in the Appendix). FRET and stoichiometry trajectories were
binned to 2D histograms (Figures 7.2D and 7.4). A considerable fraction of molecules was
static, i.e. no FRET transitions were observed during the observation time (Figure 7.5). 15-
55 % of Cy5 molecules are commonly known to pre-bleach before the measurement [146]. As
free d3’EBS1* would not be distinguishable from docked d3’EBS1*/IBS1* bearing an inac-
tive acceptor fluorophore, cumulated histograms were exclusively created from 2D plots built
from dynamic time traces in order to avoid photophysical artefacts. Cumulated histograms
were used to determine the bound fraction via integration (Figure 7.4), followed by calculating
the association constant KA in dependence of the metal ion(s) present in the imaging buffer
(Equation 7.3). Cross-sample variability associated with the bound fraction was estimated via
bootstrapping using the freely available Matlab script BOBA FRET (Figure 7.6) [166].
In the absence of M2+, the docked fraction approximates 7.8 % (Figure 7.4A), which corre-
sponds to logKA = 6.5 (Figure 7.7). However, addition of 100 µM EDTA to the imaging buffer
abolishes d3’EBS1*/IBS1* pairing almost completely and the vast majority of d3’EBS1* mole-
cules remain statically undocked (Figure 7.4B). One can conclude that the KNO3 salt used for
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Figure 7.4: Normalised cumulated FRET - fluorophore stoichiometry histograms built from smFRET
time traces recorded under various imaging conditions. Divalent metal ions strongly differ in their
propensity to shift the thermodynamic equilibrium towards the docked conformation. The colour code
refers to the occurrence in counts. Standard imaging conditions: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 25
mM Cy5-labeled IBS1*, 1 mM Trolox, 1x OSS, pH 6.9, additives as indicated.
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the buffer preparation contains traces of divalent metal ions. Subsequently, we characterised
d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction in the presence of different divalent cations along the extended
Irving-Williams series (extIWS), each of which was added at 1 mM concentration. Experi-
ments in the presence of Fe2+ and Cu2+ could not be evaluated due to instant degradation of
the RNA, oxidation by O2 and/or poor solubility at physiological pH [78]. Zn2+ and Cd2+ led
to high levels of unspecific Cy5-IBS1* docking (Figure 7.8) as well as precipitation of M(OH)2
in the case of Zn2+. Consequently, quantification of these smFRET data proved difficult. How-
ever, a total number of 8 divalent metal ions could be assessed. In addition, the influence of
high monovalent cation concentrations (1 M K+) and the [Mg(H2O)6]2+ mimic [Co(NH3)6]3+
were also tested.
The presence of all divalent metal ions assessed herein induces a shift of the thermodynamic
equilibrium towards the docked state, though the effect strongly varies in dependence of the
identity of the cation (Figures 7.4, 7.6 and 7.7). In general, the averaged association constants
follow the order Ba2+ > Sr2+ < Ca2+ ∼Mg2+ ∼Mn2+ > Co2+ > Ni2+ (Figure 7.7). Analysis
of variance (ANOVA) demonstrates the cation-induced changes are highly significant (P <
0.001) [429]. Please refer to Table 7.1 for a summary of the FRET histogram analysis. Cation
dependence of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* association constants was confirmed in UV thermal melting
experiments, followed by van’t Hoff analysis. Alterations in both ∆H◦ and ∆S◦ are observed
in response to a change of the divalent cation, leading to logKA values that are generally in
good agreement with the results of the smFRET experiments (Figure 7.7 and Table 7.2). Taken
together, the thermodynamic stability of the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* complex is found to increase
along the extended Irving-Williams Series, reaching a (local) maximum in the presence of
Ca2+, Mg2+, and Mn2+ (smFRET) or Mn2+ (UV). Thermodynamic stability then traverses a
Figure 7.5: Classification of single-molecule FRET trajectories recorded in the presence of different
divalent metal ions along the extended Irving-Williams series. Statically undocked: IBS1* does not
dock during the observation time. Statically docked: IBS1* remains docked during the observation
time. Dynamic: at least 1 docking or docking event during the observation time. Imaging buffer: 50




Figure 7.6: Multiple Gaussian fitting of cumulated FRET histograms and quantification of cross-sample
variability via bootstrapping. Normalised FRET histograms were created from≥71 FRET time trajecto-
ries and fitted to two Gaussian functions (zero: undocked, high: docked). The green curve corresponds to
the normalised cumulative probability cumP. The red and yellow swaths correspond to the bootstrapped
standard deviation (2σbootstrap) associated with the amplitude and the width of the Gaussian fit functions.
Standard imaging buffer: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 25 mM IBS1*, 1 mM Trolox, 1x OSS, pH
6.9, additives as indicated.
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minimum in the presence of Co2+ or Ni2+ (smFRET and UV), followed by a strong increase
in interoligonucleotide affinity in response to the presence of Zn2+ or Cd2+ (UV).
7.3.2 Docking/undocking dynamics are greatly dependent on the identity of the divalent
metal ion
Surface attachment of dye-labeled molecules allows to follow the dynamics of single molecules
over several minutes, and thus, discern kinetic subpopulations [141, 161]. Differences in dock-
ing/undocking kinetics were quantified through dwell time analysis, i.e. binning dwell times in
the zero and in the high FRET state to histograms, followed by approximation of the experimen-
tal data with a stretched exponential decay model (Equation 7.4 and Figure 7.9A-C). Hence,
rate constants for IBS1* docking (kdocking) and undocking (kundocking) could be determined for
the presence of all cations assessed herein (Equations 7.5 and 7.6). Cross-sample variabilities
associated with averaged decay constants and the respective stretching factors were estimated
via bootstrapping (Figure 7.10) [166].
The docking rate is found to be 0.93 µM−1 s−1 in the presence of 100 mM K+. In the pres-
ence of 1 mM divalent metal ions, docking rates steadily increase along the extended Irving-
Williams series and they reach a maximum of 1.35 µM−1 s−1 in the presence of Ni2+ (Figure
7.9D). However, it should be noted that relative fluctuations in kdocking do not exceed a factor
of 2. The rate associated with IBS1* undocking is determined to be 0.142 s−1 in the absence
of further additives. It is found to fluctuate around 0.05 s−1 in the presence of Ba2+, Sr2+,
Ca2+ and Mg2+. Subsequently, it reaches a minimum of 0.037 s−1 in the presence of Mn2+
(Figure 7.9D). IBS1* undocking is significantly accelerated upon addition of Co2+ (0.112 s−1)
Figure 7.7: Thermodynamic stability of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* in the presence of different divalent cations as
determined by single-molecule FRET and temperature-dependent UV absorption. The error bars associ-
ated with smFRET data were estimated from the bootstrapped values of the bound fraction (3σbootstrap),
the experimental error associated with UV melting data were determined from replicates (1σ ). Red
circles indicated special points.
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and Ni2+ (0.189 s−1), the latter of which leads to undocking rates higher than in the absence
of divalent metal ions (Figure 7.9D). Fast IBS1* undocking is also observed in the presence of
1 mM Cd2+ (0.116 s−1), though, it is highly likely that undocking was biased by the surface
passivation issues illustrated in Figure 7.8. Computing the rate constant from the thermody-
namic stability determined by UV thermal melting and from the docking rate at 1 mM Cd2+
leads to an estimated rate constant of 0.003 s−1. In conclusion, both the values of kdocking and
kundocking respond to the presence of divalent metal ions, albeit the effect is considerably more
pronounced for IBS1* undocking. The combined kinetic data are summarised in Table 7.3.
7.4 Discussion
Even though nucleic acid - metal ion interaction is a prerequisite for the formation of higher-
order architectures, systematic studies on cation-dependent RNA folding are scarce, which is
partly due to the limits of current experimental approaches [2, 430]. Here, smFRET was used
to investigate the cation-mediated formation of the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* 5’ splice site recogni-
Figure 7.8: Non-specific docking of Cy5-labeled IBS1* at different imaging conditions. smFRET clips
(Cy3 emission: left, Cy5 emission: right) were recorded using alternating laser excitation at 532 nm
and 642 nm and averaged over frames recorded at 532 nm excitation (upper images) or over all frames
(lower images). The colour code is in photon counts per 10−4 s per pixel (image resolution: 256 x 256
pixels). (A, B) Low levels of unspecific docking is observed in the presence of most divalent metal ions.
Shown here: 1 mM Mn2+. (C, D) Non-specific docking event frequently occur in the presence of 1 mM
Cd2+ as revealed when fluorophores are excited at 642 nm. (E, F) Elevated levels of background noise
persist in the presence of 0.1 mM Cd2+. Standard imaging buffer: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 25
mM IBS1*, 1x OSS, 1 mM Trolox, pH 6.9, divalent metal ions as described.
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Table 7.1: Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction as determined by
single-molecule fluorescence and UV spectroscopy. The experimental error is corresponds to 1σ or
1σbootstrap, respectively.
Imaging High FRET High FRET Docked ∆G◦smFRET ∆G◦UV
Dynamic Static
conditions centre width fraction traces traces





40.3 59.7± 0.016 ± 0.005 ± 1.1 ± 0.9
1000 M K+
0.717 0.090 73.9
-46.0 N.D. 76.6 23.4
0.004 0.003 ± 1.0
100 mM K+,
N.D. N.D. 1.6 -33.2 N.D. 2.5 97.5
0.1 mM EDTA




1 mM Ba2+ ± 0.010 ± 0.004 ± 2.2 ± 0.3




1 mM Sr2+ ± 0.010 ± 0.004 ± 1.7 ± 1.2




1 mM Ca2+ ± 0.008 ± 0.005 ± 1.6 ± 2.1




1 mM Mg2+ ± 0.007 ± 0.003 ± 2.4 ± 1.4




1 mM Mn2+ ± 0.006 ± 0.003 ± 1.8 ± 2.1




1 mM Co2+ ± 0.006 ± 0.003 ± 1.5 ± 1.1




1 mM Ni2+ ± 0.013 ± 0.006 ± 0.8 ± 0.3
100 mM K+,
N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.
-51.5
N.D. N.D.
1 mM Zn2+ ± 1.0
100 mM K+, 0.821 0.093 12.0
-38.5 N.D. 45.8 54.2
0.1 mM Cd2+ ± 0.016 ± 0.006 ± 2.1




1 mM Cd2+ ± 0.009 ± 0.006 ± 1.2 ± 1.0
100 mM K+, 0.696 0.112 61.3
-44.5 N.D. 27.5 72.5
1 mM [Co(NH3)6]3+ ± 0.012 ± 0.005 ± 3.5
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tion complex from group II introns. The results demonstrate that near-physiological potassium
concentration does not suffice to ensure interoligonucleotide interaction to a significant extent
(Figure 7.7). In turn, addition of 1 mM divalent metal ions significantly shifts the thermody-
namic equilibrium towards the bound state, though, the effect strongly depends on the identity
of the cation (Figure 7.7). The divalent metal ions that were assessed herein are known to dis-
play characteristic trends in the affinity towards specific metal ion binding sites located within
nucleic acids (Figure 7.1) [424]. While the stabilities of acetate, imidazole and benzimidazole
complexes follow the Irving-Williams series, it is a long-standing fact that this trend is broken
for the stability of pyrimidine monophosphate complexes [64, 107, 420, 421, 424].
Table 7.2: Thermodynamic parameters of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction at different buffer conditions as
determined by van’t Hoff analysis of thermal melting curves. Temperature-dependent absorption profiles
were recorded in 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 3µM RNA/strand, pH 6.90 and additives as indicated.
The experimental error corresponds to the standard deviation 1σ .
Imaging Melting ∆H◦ ∆S◦ ∆G◦UV log(KA)conditions temperature
(◦C) (kJ mol-1) (J K−1 mol−1) (kJ mol−1)
100 mM K+ 30.4 ± 0.9 -304.0 -890.1 ± 18.0 -38.6 ± 0.9 6.76± 6.2 ± 0.16
100 mM K+,
33.3 ± 0.5 -373.7 -1107.7 ± 21.9 -43.3 ± 0.3 7.59
1 mM Ba2+ ± 6.2 ± 0.05
100 mM K+,
30.5 ± 1.1 -311.8 -915.2 ± 6.3 -38.8 ± 1.2 6.80
1 mM Sr2+ ± 3.0 ± 0.20
100 mM K+,
32.0 ± 0.4 -385.1 -1150.4 ± 86.3 -42.0 ± 1.0 7.36
1 mM Ca2+ ± 26.6 ± 0.17
100 mM K+,
31.6 ± 1.2 -385.0 -1151.6 ± 39.2 -41.5 ± 1.4 7.27
1 mM Mg2+ ± 11.5 ± 0.24
100 mM K+,
34.8 ± 1.8 -378.0 -1115.9 ± 13.9 -45.2 ± 2.1 7.92
1 mM Mn2+ ± 2.1 ± 0.37
100 mM K+,
33.7 ± 0.8 -345.8 -1015.0 ± 20.3 -42.9 ± 1.1 7.52
1 mM Co2+ ± 7.2 ± 0.19
100 mM K+,
30.5 ± 1.5 -301.2 -881.0 ± 33.6 -38.4 ± 0.3 6.72
1 mM Ni2+ ± 9.8 ± 0.04
100 mM K+,
46.8 -269.5 -730.9 -51.5 9.02
1 mM Zn2+
100 mM K+,
43.7 ± 1.3 -256.7 -698.4 ± 20.4 -48.4 ± 1.1 8.47
1 mM Cd2+ ± 6.5 ± 0.19
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Interestingly, the thermodynamic stabilities of the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* complex recorded in the
presence of various different divalent metal ions display the phosphate-typical order: logKA
values generally increase from Sr2+ to Mn2+, experience a decrease in the presence of Co2+
and Ni2+, and finally reach a maximum upon addition of Zn2+ and Cd2+ (Figure 7.7). Taken
together, the combined results from UV melting and smFRET experiments suggest that the
thermodynamic stability of the docked complex is largely governed by the intrinsic affinity
of the cation towards phosphate moieties, which in turn means that phosphate residues must
constitute the prime metal ion interaction site in the docked state. This is not surprising, as the
nitrogen bases involved in canonical base pairing are generally sequestered in the interior of
the duplex regions, while the phosphate backbone faces outward and is thus readily accessible
for cation binding to take place [257]. Moreover, a recent NMR study suggests the presence of
several specific M2+ binding sites in d3’EBS1*/IBS1*, one of which is located at a strong kink
in the d3’EBS1* backbone formed upon IBS1* docking [50]. Such arrangement of the RNA
backbone brings several phosphate groups very close in space, thus explaining the requirement
for divalent metal ions for stable interstrand association [50]. The importance of cations for
the interaction of d3’EBS1* and IBS1* is also reflected by pronounced changes in the entropic
contribution to ∆G◦ (Table 7.3) [17]. High interoligonucleotide affinities are observed in the
Figure 7.9: Dwell time analysis, representative data. (A) Discretised FRET trajectories are obtained
through thresholding, which permits to extract dwell times in the zero (green) and high (red) FRET
state. (B) Dwell times obtained from ≥ 150 time traces are binned to a histogram. The cumulative
probability cumP corresponds to the normalised cumulative integral over the histogram. Data shown
here are dwell times in the zero FRET state recorded at 100 mM KNO3, 1 mM Ni(NO3)2. (C) 1 -
normalised cumP is plotted over time and fitted to a stretched exponential decay model to obtain the rate
constant k associated with docking or undocking. (D) Kinetics of IBS1* docking and undocking in the
presence of different divalent cations. Green: Docking rates kdocking as determined from dwell times in
the zero FRET. Red: Undocking rates kundocking as determined from dwell times in the high FRET. Error
bars were estimated by bootstrapping (1σbootstrap) [166]. Lines represent a visual guide to the data,
while special points are encircled. Standard imaging conditions: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 25
mM IBS1*, 1x OSS, 1 mM Trolox, pH 6.9 and additives as indicated.
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presence of Ba2+, an observation that was attributed to differences in the preferred coordination
geometry of the metal ion that is likely to lead to alternative metal ion-RNA contacts as reported
for high-resolution structures [430].
Single-molecule spectroscopy provides a handle to resolve structural and kinetic heterogeneities
hidden within the ensemble population [141, 161]. Quantification of cation-dependent docking
Figure 7.10: Dwell time analysis of IBS1* docking and undocking in the presence of divalent cations
along the extended Irving-Williams Series. Standard imaging buffer: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3,
25 mM IBS1*, 1x OSS, 1 mM Trolox, pH 6.9 and an additives/modifications as indicated. The swaths
correspond to the bootstrapped standard deviation σbootstrap [166].
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Table 7.3: Kinetic parameters of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction at different buffer conditions as deter-
mined by single-molecule fluorescence. smFRET clips of surface-immobilised d3’EBS1* molecules
were recorded in 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 25 nM IBS1*, 1x OSS, 1 mM Trolox, pH 6.90 and ad-
ditives as indicated. The experimental error corresponds to the estimated standard deviation 1σbootstrap.
Imaging τ1/e, zero β zero kdocking τ1/e, high β high kundockingconditions
(s) (µM−1 s−1) (s) s−1
100 mM K+
43.89 ∼1.00 0.93 ± 0.16 7.97 0.83 0.142± 6.72 ± 0.81 ± 0.07 ± 0.020
1000 mM K+
15.56 ∼1.00 2.60 ± 0.12 34.70 0.79 0.033± 0.71 ± 2.10 ± 0.04 ± 0.003
100 mM K+,
- - - - - -
0.1 mM EDTA
100 mM K+, 59.71 0.96
0.69 ± 0.07 35.05 0.59 0.046
1 mM Ba2+ ± 5.33 ± 0.04 ± 4.49 ± 0.05 ± 0.010
100 mM K+, 59.05 0.96
0.70 ± 0.08 17.67 0.68 0.077
1 mM Sr2+ ± 5.70 ± 0.04 ± 2.06 ± 0.05 ± 0.012
100 mM K+, 50.36 0.95
0.83 ± 0.11 52.47 0.71 0.054
1 mM Ca2+ ± 6.32 ± 0.06 ± 22.20 ± 0.05 ± 0.011
100 mM K+, 42.49 0.95
0.97 ± 0.11 28.36 0.78 0.044
1 mM Mg2+ ± 6.67 ± 0.05 ± 6.72 ± 0.05 ± 0.011
100 mM K+, 35.80 0.87
1.22 ± 0.12 29.66 0.84 0.037
1 mM Mn2+ ± 2.53 ± 0.06 ± 1.99 ± 0.04 ± 0.003
100 mM K+, 35.57 0.87
1.20 ± 0.08 11.05 0.72 0.112
1 mM Co2+ ± 1.72 ± 0.04 ± 0.68 ± 0.03 ± 0.010
100 mM K+, 31.80 0.87
1.35 ± 0.08 5.79 0.84 0.189
1 mM Ni2+ ± 1.61 ± 0.04 ± 0.23 ± 0.03 ± 0.010
100 mM K+,
- - - - - -
1 mM Zn2+
100 mM K+, 46.98 0.96
0.89 ± 0.14 10.34 0.77 0.116
0.1 mM Cd2+ ± 6.69 ± 0.04 ± 1.35 ± 0.05 ± 0.019
100 mM K+, 24.20 0.94
0.89 ± 0.13 5.65 0.91 0.116
1 mM Cd2+ ± 2.78 ± 0.05 ± 0.43 ± 0.06 ± 0.019
100 mM K+, 15.11 0.96
2.72 ± 0.23 32.24 0.79 0.036
1 mM [Co(NH3)6]3+ ± 1.18 ± 0.04 ± 2.88 ± 0.05 ± 0.005
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and undocking kinetics shows that docking rates steadily increase along the extended Irving-
Williams Series, a trend that coincides strikingly well with the intrinsic cation affinities to-
wards exo- and endocyclic heteroatoms located within ribonucleobases (Figures 7.1 and 7.9).
As a consequence, IBS1* does most likely not involve the formation of (transient) rate-limiting
metal ion - phosphate bonds. Instead, the role of the metal ion in the process of IBS1* docking
is likely to be non-specific charge screening, as (i) cation-mediated increases of docking rate
do not exceed a factor of 2 and (ii) docking could also be accelerated to a greater extent by
adding large amounts of monovalent cations or 1 mM of the trivalent [Mg(H2O)6]2+ mimic
[Co(NH3)6]3+ (Table 7.3) [405].
On the other hand, undocking rates generally decrease along the extended Irving Williams
series, reaching a minimum in the presence of Mn2+, followed by a strong decrease in the pres-
ence of Co2+ and Ni2+, which apparently fail to mediate stable d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction
(Figure 7.9). Addition of Cd2+ is estimated to cause a strong decrease of kundocking. Hence,
there is a pronounced influence of the cationic cofactor on undocking rates, which span more
than one order of magnitude. The observed trend is in excellent agreement with the phosphate-
Figure 7.11: Working model for cation-mediated interaction of d3’EBS1* and IBS1* (normalised to the
energy of the undocked state). In the undocked state, phosphate moieties are the prime cation binding
site. d3’EBS1/IBS1* docking is non-specifically facilitated through charge screening. The docked state
is specifically stabilised by coordination of the metal ions to phosphate residues.
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affinities of the applied metal ions (Figure 7.1), demonstrating that the cation-induced shift
of the thermodynamic equilibrium can for the most part be attributed to stabilisation of the
d3’EBS1*/IBS1* complex and not an acceleration of the docking reaction. This in turn sug-
gests that undocking most likely involves breaking specific metal ion phosphate bond mediating
stable interstrand association.
7.5 Conclusion
The combined thermodynamic and kinetic data suggest the following mechanism for cation-
mediated interaction of d3’EBS1* and IBS1* (Figure 7.11): Initially, metal ions are loosely
and non-specifically bound to the phosphate backbone of the oligonucleotides because of elec-
trostatic attraction [431]. When both RNA fragments come sufficiently close in space, cations
form transient non-specific contacts with the nitrogen and oxygen moieties residing within the
ribonucleobases and the riboses. This represents the rate limiting step in association of the two
oligonucleotides as replacement of the metal ion leads to changes in the docking rate according
to its intrinsic affinity towards oxygen and/or nitrogen ligands. These transient contacts are
subsequently broken as the bases are sequestered within the double helix, prompting the metal
ions to form the native phosphate contacts that mediate the formation of a stable interstrand
architecture. Subsequent undocking of the two RNA fragments requires breaking of at least
one phosphate-cation bond. The rate at which this second rate-limiting step occurs seems to
depend almost exclusively on the affinity of the metal ion towards phosphate. Other factors
such as the ionic radius, the preferred coordination number, the binding geometry, or the pKA
appear to be negligible (except for Ba2+).
The present studies validates smFRET as a robust tool for elucidating metal ion dependent
folding of RNA using an unprecedented experimental design and rigorous statistical analysis.
The findings show that RNA structure formation can be modulated by the intrinsic coordination
chemistry of the metal ion cofactor, thus bridging the field of RNA biochemistry and coordi-
nation chemistry. These findings are along the lines of a recent study addressing the catalytic
activity of the hammerhead ribozyme in the presence of various different metal ions whose
mysteries could recently be solved by explaining cleavage rate with the phosphate affinity of
the applied metal ion [91, 107]. As a consequence, the nature of the cationic cofactor appears
to play a crucial role in both structure formation and catalytic activity. The present results are
anticipated to prove valuable in understanding the principles underlying metal-ion mediated
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ABSTRACT: Time-binned smFRET experiments with surface-tethered nucleic acids or pro-
teins permit to follow folding and catalysis of single molecules in real-time. Due to the intrin-
sically low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in smFRET time traces, research over the past years has
focused on the development of new methods to extract discrete states from noisy data. How-
ever, limited observation time typically leads to pronounced cross-sample variability, i.e. single
molecules display differences in the relative population of states and the corresponding conver-
sion rates. Quantification of cross-sample variability is necessary to perform statistical testing
in order to assess whether changes observed in response to an experimental parameter (metal
ion concentration, the presence of a ligand) are significant. However, such hypothesis testing
has been disregarded to date, precluding robust biological interpretation. Here, we address this
problem by a bootstrap-based approach to estimate the experimental variability. Simulated time
traces are presented to assess the robustness of the algorithm in conjunction with approaches
commonly used in thermodynamic and kinetic analysis of time-binned smFRET data. Further-
more, a pair of functionally important sequences derived from the self-cleaving group II intron
Sc.ai5γ (d3’EBS1*/IBS1*) is used as a model system. Through statistical hypothesis testing,
divalent metal ions are shown to have a statistically significant effect on both thermodynamic
and kinetic aspects of their interaction.




Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), distance-dependent energy transfer via a long-
range dipole-dipole interaction, occurs between a donor fluorophore and an acceptor, which
is typically (but not necessarily) also a fluorophore [109]. FRET results in a decrease in
both donor emission intensity and lifetime, as well as the appearance of acceptor fluorescence
[121]. Monitoring FRET between a single pair of dyes (smFRET) attached to a biomolecule
can resolve both static and dynamic heterogeneity within a sample, i.e. differences between
molecules and time-dependent conformational changes of individual molecules, both of which
would otherwise be hidden through ensemble averaging [28, 189]. smFRET experiments are
performed either on freely diffusing or upon surface attached molecules, the latter allowing
for observation over an extended period of time. Technically, experiments with diffusing sam-
ples are implemented using a confocal microscope suitable for single-photon detection (time-
correlated single photon counting, TCSPC). Experiments involving surface-tethered molecules
can also be conducted with the aforementioned confocal microscope setup [432], although a
wide-field or total internal reflection geometry is typically used for excitation, followed by de-
tection with a CCD camera, resulting in time-binned FRET trajectories [141, 433]. Statistical
analysis of such time-binned data is the objective of this article.
As smFRET data are generated from the emission of single fluorophores, the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is generally an issue, and considerable effort has been geared towards the develop-
ment of tools to analyse noisy time traces. Ideally, such tools should permit to determine the
number of conformational states in the system, their relative occurrence, and the rates at which
they interconvert [192]. Cumulated FRET histograms have proven useful for simple two- or
three-state systems, in which the approximation of individual FRET distributions with a nor-
mal distribution leads to minimal discrepancies [121]. When there is no or minimal overlap
between the FRET distributions, the relative occurrence of the states is quantified by defining
arbitrary cutoff values between FRET distributions (thresholding, Figure 8.1) [434]. In the
case of moderate overlap, multiple Gaussian fits are typically performed to extract quantitative
information (Figure 8.1) [435]. Under these circumstances, dwell times, i.e. the time spent
in a certain FRET state until a conformational change occurs, can also be easily determined
by thresholding, typically followed by fitting the dwell time histograms to exponential decay
models to extract the rates of conformational rearrangement (Figure 8.1) [195, 196, 197, 219].
However, as the SNR deteriorates (short exposure times or fluorescence quenching ) or the
centers of FRET distributions come close (similar interdye distances or modest conformational
dynamics), these straightforward approaches can no longer be sensibly applied (Rayleigh cri-
terion, Figure 8.1).
Noise in FRET time traces can be reduced through smoothing, i.e. by averaging out the inherent
noise of the data collection process and hence emphasising the discrete nature of the FRET lev-
els [284]. While linear rolling point averaging (also: moving or sliding averaging) is known to
obscure transitions with dwell times shorter than the averaging window, the more sophisticated
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non-linear forward backward filter initially proposed by Chung and Kennedy and adapted by
Haran partly overcomes this problem [391, 392]. Nevertheless, it also tends to average out very
brief excursions to conformational intermediates in our hands. Taylor et al. recently presented
an implementation of wavelet shrinkage to denoise FRET trajectories (Figure 8.1) [440, 441].
Here, the observed time series are transformed into a frequency component, followed by sup-
pression of the noise assumed to lie within the high-frequency region of the transformation and
inversion of the transformation that yields (in theory) a denoised dataset [440, 443]. It should
be noted, however, that noise and signal often overlap in smFRET data, and thus such transfor-
mations may lead to spurious oscillations close to the transition (Gibb’s phenomenon) [444].
A further application of wavelet transformation is termed change-point identification and has
Figure 8.1: Generalised scheme for analysing time-binned smFRET data. Bootstrapping can be used
both in thermodynamic and kinetic analysis and is compatible with numerous data formats. Bold frames
indicate functionalities available in BOBA FRET. a) As defined in the introduction, see also Gopich and
Szabo [436]. b) Rayleigh criterion: two subpopulations are indistinguishable when their peak positions
are separated by one standard deviation or less [121]. c) See [434]. d) See [435, 204, 87]. e) See
[432, 192, 394, 397, 437, 438, 439]. f) See [440, 441]. g) Multivariate tests (MANOVA) are conceivable
to assess whether two or more outcome variables are significantly different at a time, for example the
center and the width of a FRET distribution [429]. h) See [197]. i) j) See [204]. k) See [195, 428]. l)
Typically used in fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [442].
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recently been implemented to denoise smFRET data [445]. An extensive overview of strategies
for noise removal in so-called piecewise constant signals (constant signal levels connected by
abrupt transitions) has been given elsewhere [444].
Hidden-Markov modeling (HMM, Figure 8.1) was first applied on TCSPC data by Yang and
Xie [446, 447], and later utilised for analysing time-binned FRET trajectories by the groups of
Ha (HaMMy, [192]), Gonzalez Jr. (vbFRET, [394]), Herschlag (SMART, [397]), and Dilling-
ham (CSSR, [437]), as well as groups from other research fields (QuB, [438]). Briefly, a Markov
process is a sequence of state-to-state transitions, becoming hidden because of the experimental
noise [192]. Consequently, HMM attempts to reconstruct the underlying time trace based on
transition probabilities of a molecule from a state A to a state B, and emission probabilities,
i.e. the likelihood of observing a FRET value when the system is in a discrete state l assuming
the noise can be modeled by a given statistical distribution [435, 448]. Different approaches
have been employed to determine the exact number of states: (i) deliberate overfitting followed
by model selection using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) or the Akaike information
criterion (AIC) [192, 394, 437], or (ii) a maximum evidence approach for both model selec-
tion and determination of the model parameters [394]. Hidden Markov approaches enjoy great
popularity nowadays such that an extensive body of literature has been published on this topic,
including implementations for short time traces [449, 450] and multivariate HMM dealing with
more than one time trace at a time [432, 439]. Nonetheless, it should be mentioned that the
basic assumptions do not always hold true for single-molecule processes (single-exponential
kinetics, vide infra), especially when memory effects or large variations in folding kinetics are
observed that go beyond the scope of classical kinetics [164, 440].
With the cumulated histograms and/or the dwell times at hand, both the thermodynamic equi-
librium and the kinetics associated with the conformational changes can be characterised. To
this end, the corresponding error is typically estimated via the goodness of the fit to the data
(GOF) [87, 204]. The GOF reports on how well the model describes the experimental data
and is mainly determined by the SNR. Important contributions to the noise are made by the
stochastic nature of photon emission (shot-noise), background noise, electron multiplier noise,
read-out noise, dark noise, resolution-induced noise [189, 436, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455], as
well as photophysical effects like quantum yield fluctuations and spectral changes or techni-
cal aberrations such as focal drift or fluctuations in laser intensity [146, 189, 455]. In turn,
this approach neglects cross-sample variability (differences between single molecules) as it re-
lies on building an ensemble from all smFRET time traces at once. Single-molecule data are
however known to frequently display intermolecular heterogeneities that may originate from
limitations with regard to the observation time (photobleaching) or technical issues. These fre-
quently manifest as pronounced differences regarding the relative population of conformational
states, and as differences in the absolute FRET values observed between individual time traces
(heterogeneous broadening) [163, 164]. Consequently, approximation of the error by the GOF
is expected to underestimate the variance at the expense of the robustness of data interpretation.
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It must be emphasised that precise estimation of the variance of the sample is crucial in order
to assess whether a difference between different treatment groups is real or has occurred solely
by chance, for example by a change in the relative population of the conformational states in
response to the addition of a small molecule. Such statistical testing has, to the best of our
knowledge, not been reported in the field of single-molecule FRET.
Pioneered by Efron [456], the bootstrap scheme is a resampling method to assess the accuracy
of sample estimates that has since been applied in numerous branches of biological research
including phylogenetics [457], environmental science [458], force-based single-molecule bio-
physics [337, 459], or molecular dynamics simulations in conjunction with smFRET exper-
iments on freely diffusing molecules [460]. In bootstrapping, the distribution of the whole
population, including measures of variance, is estimated from a sample distribution of the size
n (n = number of replicates) [461]. During the resampling process, N values of the sample
distribution are randomly selected with an equal probability of 1/n and multiple selections are
allowed (resampling with replacement) [461]. Typically, N = n to avoid pseudoreplication and
the resampling procedure is repeated M times to compute the variance, where 100≤M≤500
is usually considered sufficiently robust in phylogenetic research, though more conservative
approaches may involve several thousand rounds of bootstrapping [457].
To meet the challenge of making smFRET data analysis more robust, we have designed a soft-
ware package called BOBA FRET (BOotstrap-BAsed analysis of smFRET data) to estimate
the cross-sample variability associated with time-binned smFRET measurements using Efron’s
bootstrap (Figure 8.1) [456]. The program is freely available, its implementation is straightfor-
ward. Herein, we illustrate its workflow to perform both thermodynamic and kinetic analysis of
smFRET data: First, the algorithm is shown to be compatible with well-established approaches
to analyse smFRET time traces and we characterise its robustness using a set of simulated
data. Second, BOBA FRET is applied to an experimental dataset, the cation-dependent inter-
action of the exon-binding sequence 1 (d3’EBS1*) and the intron-binding sequence 1 (IBS1*),
which are derived from a crucial part of the 5’splice site recognition complex in the group II
intron Sc.ai5γ found in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Figure 2). With the bootstrapped errors at
hand, we perform statistical hypothesis testing to assess whether cation-induced effects on in-
teraction kinetics and the position of the conformational equilibrium are statistically significant
[50, 51, 388].
8.2 Materials and Methods
8.2.1 Simulations
smFRET time traces were simulated for an intramolecular two-state system. First, discretised
time traces were created under the assumption that state-to-state transitions are governed by
single-exponential kinetics, followed by addition of Gaussian noise. Standard parameters were
based on previous simulations and defined as follows: FRETA = 0.3 (undocked state), FRETB
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= 0.7 (docked state); SNR = 3.5 (average total intensity = 24.5 photons bin−1 s−1); SNR distri-
bution width = 0; observation time = 4000 s; kdocking = 0.1 s−1, kundocking = 0.04 s−1 (average
number of transitions = 114 per time trace) [192]. For each set of parameters, 100 time traces
were analysed, followed by an estimation of the cross-sample variability (vide infra). All sim-
ulations were performed using a home-built script written in Matlab.
8.2.2 Oligonucleotides
The RNA sequence pair was derived from the exon-binding site 1 (EBS1) and the intron-
binding site 1 (IBS1) found in the primary cox1 transcript in S. cerevisiae. They are referred
to as d3’EBS1* and IBS1* according to the nomenclature used in previous studies (Figure
8.2) [50, 388]. Labeled oligonucleotides were purchased PAGE-purified from IBA AG (Göt-
tingen, Germany) and additionally HPLC purified [426]. All chemicals were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrichs (Buchs, Switzerland).
Figure 8.2: Studying d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction by smFRET. The d3’EBS1* hairpin is labeled
with Cy3 and tethered to the surface of a quartz slide passivated with biotinylated BSA via a biotin-
streptavidin linkage. Docking of a Cy5-IBS1* strand is characterised by the appearance of Cy5 fluores-
cence and a decrease in Cy3 emission due to FRET. Figure adapted from [413].
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8.2.3 smFRET imaging
Microfluidic channels for total internal reflection microscopy (TIRFM) were prepared from
quartz slides (Finkenbeiner, Waltham, MA, USA) as described [290]. The inner surface of
the chamber was passivated with biotinylated BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland), and
Cy3-labeled d3’EBS1* was immobilised via a biotin-streptavidin linkage (Figure 2) [170]. The
smFRET imaging buffer contained 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 1 mM M(NO3)2 (M2+ =
Ni2+ or Co2+), 1 % D-glucose, 165 U/mL glucose oxidase, 2170 U/mL catalase, 1 mM Trolox,
25 nM Cy5-labeled IBS1*, pH 6.90 [412]. Cy3 and Cy5 emission levels were monitored in a
prism-based total internal reflection fluorescence microscope upon alternating laser excitation
(ALEX) as described elsewhere [170, 354]. Briefly, fluorophores were excited at 532 and 640
nm in an alternating fashion using diode lasers (CrystaLaser lc., Reno, NV, USA) attenuated to
an intensity of ∼ 5 mW using neutral density filters (Laser2000 GmbH, Wessling, Germany).
Fluorophore emission was spectrally separated with dichroic mirrors (AHF AG, Tübingen,
Germany) and projected side-by-side onto a CCD camera (Andor Technology plc., Belfast,
Northern Ireland). Photons were collected over 6 minutes at a spatial resolution of 256x256
pixels and a time resolution of 100 ms.
8.2.4 Data analysis
smFRET movies were analysed with a home-built Matlab software (Matlab version 8.20.701,
license 49040, MathWorks, Nattick, MA, USA). Briefly, the local level of background noise
was determined and subtracted from dye emission profiles by creating a sub-image (20x20
pixel), followed by calculating the mean photon count rate of the 20 darkest pixels within
this area, a method to locally determine background noise adapted from the commonly used
aperture photometry approach [189, 224]. Fluorescence time traces were further corrected for
leakage of Cy3 emission into the Cy5 channel (∼ 7 %, determined experimentally). Emission
time traces were manually selected for anticorrelation and stable acceptor emission to calculate
time-dependent apparent FRET efficiencies, FRET(t), as
FRET (t) =
PC(t)Cy3 excCy5 em




where PC(t)Cy3 excCy3 em denotes the Cy3 photon count rate upon Cy3 excitation, and PC(t)
Cy3 exc
Cy5 em
stands for Cy5 emission upon Cy3 excitation.
8.2.5 Characterisation of the thermodynamic equilibrium
To characterise the thermodynamic equilibrium, n individual FRET time traces FRET(t)i were
binned to 1D histograms τ i(FRET) using a binning interval of 0.01 FRET units, yielding m
individual FRET bins. Subsequently, a normalised cumulated FRET histogram was created for
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, i = 1,2, ...,nand j = 1,2, ...,m. (8.2)
While individual time traces may be inconclusive in some cases depending on the observation
time, the conformational interconversion kinetics, the SNR and the complexity of the system,
distinct FRET distributions will develop in the cumulated FRET histogram if discrete con-
formational species are present and resolvable [189]. The relative occurrence of these states
was then quantified by thresholding or multiple Gaussian fitting (Equations 8.17 and 8.18). In
threshold-based analysis, the occurrence is quantified by the integral over the area of the cumu-
lated FRET histogram that is assigned to one conformation. For this purpose, the integration
limits are defined as -∞, th1, ..., thn, +∞, where th refers to a threshold. Without a loss of gener-
ality, we defined the threshold value to distinguish two FRET distributions A and B as (FRETA
+ FRETB)/2, which corresponds to the midpoint between their centers FRETA and FRETB.
Characterisation of the thermodynamic equilibrium was also performed using dwell times. The
underlying principle is that the time the molecules spend in different discrete states can be
directly used to infer the position of the conformational equilibrium. For d3’EBS1*/IBS1*, the







assuming that c(IBS1*) >> c(d3’EBS1*). Here, c(d3’EBS1*), c(IBS1*) and c(d3’EBS1*-
IBS1*) denote the concentrations of free and docked oligonucleotides, and ctot(IBS1*) corre-
sponds to the total concentration of IBS1*. p(FREThigh) and p(FRETzero) refer to the docked
and the undocked fractions as determined from the cumulative probability plots. Association









with tzero and thigh denoting the total time spent in the undocked and the docked state, respec-
tively. The approaches used to determine dwell times and subsequent processing steps are
outlined in the next section.
8.2.6 Characterisation of kinetics
Dwell times were determined from individual time traces FRET(t)i via thresholding at (FRETA
+ FRETB)/2 or using the freely available software vbFRET [394]. In short, vbFRET employs
a maximum evidence (ME) approach for model selection (the number of FRET states L), fol-
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lowed by inferring the model parameters (FRET values and transitions) by a combination of
variational Bayesian expectation maximization and hidden Markov modeling (HMM) [462].
As their duration was unknown, the first and the last dwell time of each time trace were con-
sistently discarded. Additionally, a weighted k-means algorithm was applied to transition den-
Figure 8.3: k-means clustering to assign dwell times to consistent FRET values for further processing
steps. (A) Transition density plot (TDP) built from a set of HMM-discretised FRET time traces. The
data points are iteratively assigned to one of the two centers according to their distance. The center
coordinates are then recalculated according to the distances and occurrences (weights) of the clustered
data point. The weighted k-mean centers are assumed to be definitive when the set of clustered transition
does not change after an additional round of iteration. (B) Dwell time analysis of one simulated FRET
time trace for a two state system: ∆FRET = 0.04, FRETA = 0.48 (undocked state), FRETB = 0.52 (docked
state); SNR = 6.0 (width σ = 0.143); observation time = 4000 s (magnified to highlight transitions);
kdocking = 0.04 s−1 (intramolecular reaction) kundocking = 0.1 s−1. Each of the two FRET states detected
in the trace are assigned to the center of one of the two clusters and the corresponding dwell times are
subsequently used for thermodynamic or kinetic analysis.
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sity plots (TDP) created from the vbFRET data to cluster the coordinates (FRETbefore transition;
FRETafter transition) into k subgroups and assigned each transition to one of the k centers (〈
FRETbefore transition 〉k, 〈FRETafter transition 〉k). The principle of k means clustering is illustrated
in Figure 8.3 and is a well-precedented approach to cluster data that has been applied to het-
erogeneous HMM data previously [463, 464].
For single-exponential state-to-state transitions occurring in a stochastic manner with rate con-
stants that do not vary over time, k subgroups in the TDP correspond to L FRET states with k =
L2 - L. The corresponding dwell times are in this case exponentially distributed [397]. Conse-
quently, dwell times were binned to histograms that then were used to calculate the normalised
cumulative probability distributions normalised cumP , which were in turn fitted to exponen-
tial decay functions to extract the corresponding rate constants [196, 197, 219]. Here, single-












, p = 1,2, ...,O, (8.5)







where O denotes the number of exponential decays (single-exponential: O = 1), ap is the
amplitude, and τ p the average dwell time in the conformational state (decay constant). The
decay time τ1/e refers to the time required for 1 - normalised cumP to drop to 1/e of its initial
value and the stretching exponent β (0 < β ≤ 1) is a means to quantify the width of the rates

















for a first order reaction, where Γ is the so-called Gamma function [428].
8.2.7 Bootstrapping in thermodynamic and kinetic analysis of smFRET data
Following the conventions in the field, the variability of the data vector is assumed to be due to
limited observation time, experimental noise, instrumental aberrations (heterogeneous broad-
ening, vide supra), and irresolvable molecular motion [192, 394]. Bootstrapping allows to
characterise the data space of an ensemble of smFRET time traces, and thus, to quantify cross-
sample variability and allowing for its application in statistical hypothesis testing.
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Bootstrap samples were built for a multi-sample problem given by a random sample of n sm-
FRET time traces, each of which is composed of a discrete number of time bins B {FRET(t)1,
FRET(t)2, ..., FRET(t)n}, observed from a completely unspecified probability distribution F
according to Efron [456]. The ensemble of time trajectories were used to create the corre-
sponding single molecule FRET histograms {θ 1(FRET), θ 2(FRET), ..., θ n(FRET)}. Resam-
pling was then performed with replacement, where each single-molecule time trace FRET(t)i






to be selected. Here, Bn denotes number of time bins of the nth individual FRET time trace,
and the whole expression can be regarded as a weighting factor that accounts for differences
in length of individual time traces. Subsequently, bootstrap samples (boba) were created from
previously selected time traces FRET(t)∗i and FRET histograms θ ∗i (FRET):




N) , i = 1,2, ...,N (8.10)
θ(t)boba = (θ ∗1 (FRET ),θ
∗
2 (FRET ), ...,θ
∗
N(FRET )) , i = 1,2, ...,N (8.11)
where N was set to n to prevent pseudoreplication [457]. It should be emphasised, that in
the case of an equal length of the time traces (constant observation time, no photobleaching
etc.) the probability simplifies to 1/n, i.e. each time trace and its corresponding histogram has
the same probability of being selected (molecular weighting). Normalised cumulated FRET











using a Monte Carlo method to approximate the bootstrap distribution with a random sample
of the size N, the creation of bootstrap samples was repeated M times, yielding an independent





as the corresponding histograms θ (FRET)1boba, θ (FRET)
2
boba, ..., θ (FRET)
M
boba and normalised




boba. The bootstrap mean X¯boba and the corre-





M−1 ,k = 1,2, ...,M. (8.13)
Here, X denotes the random parameter whose variability is to be estimated, for example the
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relative occurrence of a certain FRET population Al given by a certain state l in the thermody-
namic analysis.
The bootstrap distribution of Xboba = X(FRET(t)boba, Fˆ), depends on both the random sample
FRET(t)boba and the sample probability distribution Fˆ . Xboba is expected to approximate the
real underlying distribution X(FRET(t), F) well, including its mean and standard deviation. In
this study, we chose M = 100, following the conventions from other fields [457], because a
time-consuming increase of M would yield only moderate improvements (Figure 8.4) [456]. It
is important to emphasise that the noise-induced fluctuation around discrete values in smFRET
Figure 8.4: Dependence of the bootstrapped estimated cross-sample variability on the number of boot-
strap samples. (A) Gaussian fitting was performed in conjunction with bootstrapping to analyse 100
simulated smFRET time traces (N = 100, Equation 8.11). The number of bootstrap samples was varied
between 5 and 1000 (M, Equation 8.13). The histogram corresponds to the normalised cumulated his-
togram built from all time traces (Equation 8.2), solid lines depict Gaussian fit functions, dashed lines
the variability associated with the amplitude and the width (3σboba). (B) Fraction of docked molecules
and cross-sample variability, data from panel (A). Error bars correspond to 3σboba. (C) Dependence
of ∆σboba on the number of bootstrap samples. Data point correspond to the difference in 3σboba of
adjacent data points and demonstrate that fluctuations become negligible when more than 100 bootstrap
samples are used. Parameters of the simulation: FRETA = 0.3 (undocked state), FRETB = 0.7 (docked
state); SNR = 3.5; observation time = 100 s; kdocking = 0.1 s−1, kundocking = 0.04 s−1.
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time traces is entirely time-independent (stochastic). This is not always the case for time series,
which would then require more sophisticated mathematical treatments (Figure 8.5) [456, 465].
8.2.8 Bootstrapping and regression (method 1)
To estimate the bootstrap mean X¯boba and the standard deviation σboba of the parameter X, we
defined a reasonably general non-linear regression model:
y j = g j(α,x j)+ ε j, j = 1,2, ...,m (8.14)
where g denotes a model function of the unknown parameter vector α approximating the data
vector y (outcome variable) depending on x (input variable), both of which display the length
m. The corresponding residuals ε j follow the unspecific probability distribution ε j ∼ F. We
Figure 8.5: Statistical nature of noise in smFRET data. (A) Cy3 emission time trace, representative
data. Surface-tethered Cy3-tagged d3’EBS1* fluctuates around zero FRET in the absence of IBS1*. (B)
FRET(t) versus FRET(t + 100 ms) scatter plot of the data shown in (A) develops as a two-dimensional
Gaussian distribution. Time-dependent noise would be expected to accumulate on a diagonal. (C) The
autocorrelation function of the data in (A) clearly demonstrates that the noise of the time trace shown in
(A) is time-independent.
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y j−g j(α,x j)
)2
, j = 1,2, ...,m, (8.15)
which yields the sampling distribution of αˆ . Subsequently, bootstrap samples were generated
according to Equations 8.10, 8.11 and 8.12 and are henceforth referred to as yboba using the
terminology of Equation 8.14:
yboba, j = g j(α,x j)+ ε j, j = 1,2, ...,m. (8.16)
Regression based on a non-linear least square criterion was performed in an analogous manner
as in Equation 8.15:
Figure 8.6: Summary of the different analytical approaches performed in conjunction with bootstrapping
to extract thermodynamic or kinetic parameters from time-binned smFRET data in this study. The
respective input and output variables are indicated as well. Please refer to the methods section for a
detailled mathematical description.
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yboba, j−g j(α,x j)
)2
, j = 1,2, ...,m. (8.17)
Applying this procedure on M independent bootstrap samples yielded a random sample αˆ1boba,
αˆ2boba, ..., αˆ
M
boba that was used to estimate Xˆboba and σboba. These values were later used for
analysis of variance (ANOVA) [429].
The non-linear regression model was then applied to the normalised cumulated 1D FRET his-
tograms θ¯ (FRET) to quantify the variability associated with the determination of thermody-
namic parameters. According to the conventions of the field, different conformational states











= 1,2, ...,L. (8.18)
where L denotes the number of states that was in our case determined beforehand using a
maximum evidence approach (vide supra), even though other model selection approaches are
conceivable [192, 394]. Al refers to the respective amplitudes, bl to the center values, and σ l
to the width of the distribution. The ensemble of model parameters constitute the parameter
vector α(Al ,bl ,σ l). The resulting regression model Equation 8.16 for each bootstrap sample is
defined as
θ(FRET )boba, j = g j(α,FRETj)+ ε j, j = 1,2, ...m (8.19)






θ¯(FRET )boba, j−g j(α,FRETj)
}2
, j = 1,2, ...m (8.20)
we obtained the representation αˆkboba(Al , bl , σ l) of the sampling distribution αˆboba.
Second, we applied the bootstrap-based regression on 1 - normalised cumP distributions to
quantify the variability associated with the analysis of kinetics (Section 8.2.6, vide supra).
The appropriate model function based on Equation 8.5 was obtained through the maximum
evidence algorithm, which samples the model space as well as the parameter space to find the











, p = 1,2, ...,O. (8.21)
Thus, the regression model Equation 8.16 for each bootstrap sample was defined as:
1−normalised cumP(t)boba, j = g j(α, t j)+ ε j, p = 1,2, ...,m (8.22)
and
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1−normalised cumP(t)boba, j−g j(α, t j)
}2
, j = 1,2, ...,m (8.23)
Thus, we obtained the representation αˆkboba(ap,τ p) of the sampling distribution αˆ
k
boba(ap,τ p) of
the sampling distribution αˆboba. Considerations regarding method 1 are summarised in Figure
8.6.
8.2.9 Bootstrapping and averaging (method 2)
The bootstrapping formalism described above was also applied in the analysis of the ther-
modynamic equilibrium using dwell times obtained by threshold- or HMM-based analysis of
smFRET time traces. Here, each time trace FRET(t)i is composed of a number of m dwell
times ti, j,l in a discrete state l. As a consequence, each bootstrap sample FRET(t)boba yields an








where i = 1, 2, ..., N accounts for the time traces of N different molecules and j = 1, 2, ..., m
for the dwell times in the state l. Again, applying this procedure on M independent bootstrap
samples yielded a random sample αˆ1boba, sample αˆ
2
boba, ..., sample αˆ
M
boba that was used to
estimate X¯boba and σboba of the thermodynamic parameters. Here, we determined the relative
occurrence of each state, as well as the equilibrium constant Keq or, in the special case of an
intermolecular association of the type A + B ↔ AB, the binding constant KA (Equations 8.3
and 8.4). Considerations regarding method 2 are summarised in Figure 8.6.
8.2.10 Bootstrapping and integration (method 3)
Finally, we applied bootstrapping on normalised cumulated FRET histograms θ¯ (FRET) in con-
junction with thresholding. Here, each bootstrap sample θ¯ (FRET)boba yielded a threshold value
(FRETboba,A + FRETboba,B)/2 which was used to quantify the relative occurrence of each FRET
state as explained before. In an analogous manner, applying this procedure on M independent
bootstrap samples allowed us to estimate X¯boba and σboba of the relative occurrence of the FRET
states. These values were later used for analysis of variance (ANOVA) [429]. Considerations
regarding method 3 are summarised in Figure 8.6.
Resampling and fitting was done with the software package BOBA FRET that is freely available
via http://www.aci.uzh.ch/rna/. The graphical user interface is illustrated in Figure 8.7 and 8.8.
Please refer to the Appendix for the complete source code of the software.
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8.3 Robustness of the software and simulated data
The robustness of the algorithm and its compatibility with common approaches used for ther-
modynamic and kinetic analysis was assessed using a simple intramolecular two-state system.
Normally distributed noise was added to simulated time traces that were varied in length, sep-
Figure 8.7: Boba FRET user interface for thermodynamic analysis. (A) Data import from ASCII
files. Both smFRET histogram files (first column: FRET, second column: occurrence (counts); further
columns are ignored) and dwell time files are supported (first column: duration, second column: FRET
before transition, third column: FRET after transition). (B) Optional determination of the optimal num-
ber of Gaussians by distribution analysis [466, 467]. (C) Setting the parameters for bootstrapping (N
and M, Equations 8.12 and 8.13). (D) Setting the starting guesses and boundaries of the Gaussian fits
(Equation 8.18). Alternatively, thresholding can be performed. (E) Original normalised data and fitting
results. Solid lines correspond to the fit to the original data, dashed lines to the bootstrapped estimated
variability (highest and lowest values of the amplitude and the width). (F) Goodness of fit to all boot-
strapped histograms. All fitting parameters (in the case of Gaussian fitting) and the relative occurrences
are automatically exported to text files for further analysis.
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aration of the FRET populations, ratio of the rate constants associated with conformational
interconversion, and SNR (Figure 8.9).
8.3.1 Thermodynamic characterisation of simulated smFRET data
The relative population of FRET states was quantified using four commonly used approaches:
Gaussian fitting of normalised cumulated FRET histograms (method 1), the ratio of dwell
times obtained by either thresholding or HMM (both method 2) [394], and fractional integra-
Figure 8.8: Boba FRET user interface for dwell time analysis. (A) Data import from ASCII files.
File format: first column, duration; second column, FRET before transition; third column, FRET after
transition. (B) Setting the parameters for bootstrapping (N and M, Equations 8.12 and 8.13). (C) Setting
the starting values and boundaries of the exponential decay function to be used for fitting. Mono-, bi-
, tri-, and tetraexponential decays functions are implemented, as well as stretched exponential decays
(Equations 8.5 and 8.6). (D) Original normalised data and fitting results. Solid lines correspond to the fit
to the original data, dashed lines to the bootstrapped estimated variability (highest and lowest values for
the decay constant). All fitting parameters are automatically exported to text files for further analysis.
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tion after thresholding of normalised cumulated FRET histograms (method 3), respectively.
Figure 8.10A demonstrates that the estimation of the docked fraction becomes more accurate
at longer observation times. At the same time, the bootstrap-estimated error scales inversely to
the length of time traces. This is expected, as longer time traces yield more data points. Dwell-
Figure 8.9: Representative data of simulated smFRET time traces and normalised histograms, repre-
sentative data. Standard parameters of the simulation: FRETA = 0.3 (undocked state), FRETB = 0.7
(docked state); SNR = 3.5; observation time = 4000 s; kdocking = 0.1 s−1, kundocking = 0.04 s−1. (A) The
observation time t is varied between 50 s and 4000 s (1 frame per second). (B) The ratio of rate constants
associated with docking and undocking is changed from 1 to 5000 (kundocking = 0.005 s−1 = constant;
0.005 sı1 ≤ kdocking ≤ 25 s−1). (C) The spacing of the centers of the FRET distributions ∆FRET is varied
from 0.5 to 0.02. (D) The SNR is varied from 7 to 1.
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time-based methods perform poorly at short observation times, because the data before the first
transition and preceding the last one are discarded. Importantly, the bootstrapped variability
faithfully covers the theoretical values.
Figure 8.10B shows the influence of FRET spacing (∆FRET) on X¯boba and σboba. In general,
threshold-based approaches lead to a systematic downward shift of the estimated mean and
estimations of cross-sample variability that do not cover the predicted values at low ∆FRET
values. Similarly, HMM does not reliably distinguish the docked from the undocked state at
∆FRET < 0.1. In turn, Gaussian fitting provides good estimations of the docked fraction, albeit
σboba is considerably more pronounced than for other methods at low ∆FRET values. The
same trend is observed with decreasing SNR (Figure 8.10C). As ∆FRET and SNR diminish, the
two FRET distributions get closer, becoming indistinguishable in extreme cases (Figure 8.9),
explaining the bad performance of thresholding and why this approach should not be employed
under these circumstances (Figure 8.1). HMM sets somewhat lower standards to the separation
of the FRET distributions, though, it erroneously suggests equal population of both FRET states
once it breaks down. Finally, even though the results of the Gaussian fits are biased by large
error bars when the Rayleigh criterion is not fulfilled, the means are in excellent agreement
with the theoretical values.
Figure 8.10D illustrates how the mean docked fraction and the cross-sample variability de-
pend on the ratio of rate constants. Here, only the docking constant kdocking is increased, while
kundocking is kept constant at 0.005 s−1, leading to a decreased average number of FRET transi-
tions per time trace. As Gaussian fitting does not rely on faithful determination of dwell times,
it provides an excellent estimation of the mean docked fraction and low cross-sample variabil-
ity. In turn, threshold-based histogram analysis, HMM, and in particular threshold-based dwell
time analysis underestimate the docked fraction when the thermodynamic equilibrium favors
one conformation. Careful analysis of the FRET distributions from simulated smFRET time
traces revealed that at SNR 3.5, the noise exceeds the threshold at times, explaining issues asso-
ciated with thresholding. This is particularly problematic in the case of threshold-based dwell
time analysis, as the ratio of false and true transitions then becomes highly unfavorable. In turn,
when a conformational state is very scarcely populated, the mean dwell time becomes shorter
than the time resolution and HMM fails to identify two FRET populations.
Figure 8.10E depicts the variation of X¯boba and σboba depending on the width of a SNR distribu-
tion, i.e. assuming intermolecular heterogeneity with regard to SNR within one dataset. For this
purpose, SNR was assumed to be normally distributed around 3.5 and the width of the Gaussian
distribution was varied between 0 (no heterogeneity) and 4 (strong heterogeneity). Analysis of
FRET histograms and threshold-based dwell time analysis systematically underestimate the
mean bound fraction by 3-5 %, which is due to the overlap between the two FRET states (vide
supra). In turn, HMM-based dwell time analysis yields mean values and cross-sample variabil-
ities that closely approach/cover the theoretical value in the case of narrow SNR distributions.
However, as more low SNR time traces are included in the analysis, HMM perform increasingly
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Figure 8.10: Robustness of different approaches for thermodynamic analysis of smFRET data performed
in conjunction with bootstrapping (method 1, 2 and 3, thermodynamics). Simulated data for a two-
state system with standard parameters as defined in the methods section. (A) Performance in response
to trace length. (B-C) Performance in response to FRET spacing and SNR. (D) Performance in response
to the ratio of rate constants. (E) Performance in response to heterogeneously distributed SNR values.
All theoretical values were determined from the input parameters used of the simulations. Error bars
(red and green swaths) were estimated by bootstrapping and cover 99.7 % of the experimental variability
(3σboba). Please refer to the text for further details.
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poorly (vide supra). Interestingly, regardless of the method chosen for analysis, the estimation
of the cross-sample variability remains mostly unaffected by a change in the width of the SNR
distribution.
8.3.2 Kinetic characterisation of simulated smFRET data
When smFRET time traces display discrete hops, i.e. consist of piecewise constant signal,
rate constants can be extracted from dwell time histograms (Figure 8.1) [444, 397]. Here,
bootstrapping is applied to dwell times obtained by thresholding and HMM, followed by fitting
the experimental data to a single-exponential decay model (both method 1, Equation 8.5, O =
1) [394].
Figure 8.11A demonstrates that cross-sample variability strongly decreases when the observa-
tion time t is increased from 50 s to 5000 s. Again, this is not surprising, as the average number
of dwell times per time trace is expected to be proportional to the observation time, which
leads to a more homogeneous behavior between individual time traces. However, thresholding
systematically underestimates the mean decay constant associated with docking and undock-
ing, an issue that noise is frequently mistaken as a FRET transition at SNR 3.5 (vide supra).
This problem persists in HMM-based analysis, though, the algorithm proves more robust than
thresholding.
The dependence of X¯boba and σboba on the number of dwell times is also depicted in Figure
8.11B, which shows the influence of the ratio of rate constants on the outcome of the dwell time
analysis and the value of the bootstrapped error. Here, two effects lead to an underestimation
of the decay constants: (i) Due to the (slight) overlap between the two FRET distributions
at SNR = 3.5, there are short false dwell times stemming from noise (vide supra). As the
ratio of kdocking and kundocking increases the average number of true dwell times per time trace
decreases, while the average number of noise-induced transitions is constant. Consequently,
dwell times determined from individual time traces become more homogeneous as well, since
false transitions are more and more emphasised. (ii) When the thermodynamic equilibrium
strongly favors the docked state, brief excursions to the undocked state become irresolvable
(vide supra).
Figures 8.11C and 8.11D show the influence of overlapping FRET distributions on the out-
come of the kinetic analysis. In general, threshold-based analysis is strongly biased as the two
FRET distributions display increasing overlap. As ∆FRET and SNR diminish, the two FRET
distributions display increasing overlap and the thresholding algorithm erroneously responds to
noise, explaining its bad performance. Furthermore, cross-sample variability decreases, as each
time trace (erroneously) yields a very high number of dwell times. The behavior of the HMM
algorithm is not as easily explained: When the two FRET distributions display very strong
overlap, HMM-based analysis yields approximately equal estimations for both for docking and
undocking decay constants. Under such sub-Rayleigh conditions, the FRET distributions are
essentially indistinguishable and the HMM algorithm (which assumes Gaussian noise) will ap-
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Figure 8.11: Robustness of thresholding and HMM approaches to analyse smFRET data performed in
conjunction with bootstrapping (method 1, kinetics). Simulated data for a two-state system as defined
in the methods section. (A) Performance in response to trace length. (B) Performance in response to the
ratio of rate constants. (C-D) Performance in response to FRET spacing and SNR. (E) Performance in
response to heterogeneously distributed SNR. All theoretical values were determined from the input pa-
rameters used of the simulations. Error bars (red and green swaths) correspond to the standard deviation
estimated by bootstrapping (3σboba). Please refer to the text for further details.
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proximate each time trace with two equally populated Gaussian distributions. As the two FRET
distributions become more distinct, HMM tends to considerably overestimate the decay con-
stants, which can be explained by (i) less artefactual transitions, and (ii) more real transitions.
At the same time, however, not all transitions are identified, generally yielding an overestima-
tion of the time a molecule dwells in the docked or undocked state. Further improvement of the
data quality finally leads to a correct estimation at ∆FRET > 0.3 and SNR > 3.5 and at ∆FRET
> 0.4 and SNR > 2.5. Importantly, throughout these simulations, the bootstrapped standard
deviation is not significantly affected. In conclusion, HMM turns out to be more robust than
thresholding in response to increasing overlap, an observation that is in excellent agreement
with earlier reports [192].
Figure 8.11E shows how a variation of the SNR within the same dataset affects the estimation
of X¯boba and σboba. In general the influence of a change in SNR distribution width on both
estimators is negligible. Threshold-based analysis consistently underestimates the values of the
decay constants, which stems from the fact that the default SNR of 3.5 leads to a considerable
number of erroneously identified dwell times as described above. In turn, the results of the
HMM-based analysis are in good agreements with the theoretical prediction.
Taken together, these simulations illustrate the importance of selecting the correct method to
analyse FRET time traces, as the bootstrapping algorithm cannot make up for ill-defined in-
put values. However, when an appropriate approach is chosen, the bootstrapped cross-sample
variability generally covers the theoretically predicted mean. Future work is anticipated to de-
velop objective criteria to accept/reject a given model for thermodynamic and kinetic analysis
of time-binned smFRET data presented herein.
8.4 Application of the algorithm to experimental data
Time-binned smFRET data have been recorded and analysed from numerous biological sys-
tems varying in size and complexity. Here, we studied an important element derived from
the 5’ splice site recognition complex of the yeast group II intron Sc.ai5γ, the sequence pair
d3’EBS1*/IBS1* [50, 388]. As depicted in Figure 8.2, Cy3- d3’EBS1* strands were tethered
to the surface of a quartz slide passivated with biotinylated BSA, while Cy5-IBS1* molecules
were free in solution. Hence, docking/undocking dynamics could be followed via FRET over
several minutes and in the presence of different divalent metal ions, as splice site formation has
previously been proposed to depend on the action of divalent metal ions [468]. FRET-typical
anticorrelated changes in Cy3 and Cy5 emission intensity were observed in all cases, followed
by calculating the FRET over time (Equation 8.1), which varied between zero (undocked) and
a high FRET value (docked) for all dynamic molecules observed (Figure 8.12A). The fraction
of statically undocked molecules, i.e. molecules that displays only donor emission during the
time of observation, was 60 % in the absence of M2+ and 20 % in the presence of Ni2+ or
Co2+. This fraction of molecules either displays a low association constant KA that cannot
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be correctly resolved during the observation time and/or they correspond to a photophysical
artifact, for example a docked IBS1* molecule with a non-emissive acceptor [146]. In fact,
15-55 % of the total population is usually donor only in smFRET studies using the FRET pair
Cy3 and Cy5, which has been attributed to Cy5 pre-bleaching [469]. As a consequence, these
Figure 8.12: Representative time traces showing d3’EBS1*/IBS* interaction and thermodynamic anal-
ysis of FRET histograms (method 1). (A) Fluorophore emission over time reveals abrupt anticorrelated
changes in intensity (upper graphs). Calculation of FRET time traces reveals repetitive shuttling between
a zero and a high FRET level (lower graphs). Based on the experimental design, these two states were
assigned to the undocked and the docked state. The red lines correspond to the discretisation by the Hid-
den Markov Model (vbFRET [394]). (B) FRET histograms built from the smFRET time traces shown in
A. (C) Normalised cumulated FRET histograms built from individual time traces. The dashed green line
depicts the threshold between the two FRET states used to determine the docked/undocked fractions
and the normalised results are indicated. Solid green lines correspond to Gaussian approximation of
the experimental data. The error (green swath) is the standard deviation associated with amplitude and
width of the Gaussian fit functions as estimated by bootstrapping (3σboba).
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molecules were excluded from further analysis.
8.4.1 Divalent metal ions have a significant effect on the thermodynamic equilibrium
Bootstrapping was performed in conjunction with Gaussian fitting (method 1) and thresholding
(method 3) of normalised cumulated FRET histograms (Figure 8.12B, C). The thermodynamic
equilibrium was also characterised using dwell times obtained by HMM (method 2) [394].
Threshold-based analysis reveals weak inter-oligonucleotide interaction in the absence of di-
valent metal ions (docked fraction: 7.8 ± 2.6 %, errors correspond to 3σboba unless specified
differently, Figure 8.12C and Table 8.1). Addition of 1 mM Ni2+ shifts the equilibrium slightly
(docked fraction: 16.3 ± 3.3 %), while an average of 25.5 ± 6.0 % of all d3’EBS1* molecules
are docked to IBS1* at 1 mM Co2+. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using boot-
strapped values was performed to test the hypothesis that divalent metal ions affect or do not
affect (null hypothesis) the thermodynamic equilibrium [429]. As illustrated in Figure 8.13A,
an ANOVA makes the assumption that experimental values are normally distributed around
the sample mean and its outcome (P-value) depends on the overlap integral between different
distributions, which in turn depends on the separation of group means and the widths of the
sample distributions. P-values constitute a strength of evidence against the null hypothesis and
are typically compared to arbitrary values (0.05, 0.01 and 0.001) according to the conventions
Table 8.1: Thermodynamic analysis of the d3’EBS1*/IBS1* equilibrium by different methods. The
experimental error was estimated by bootstrapping and accounts for 99.7 % of the variability observed
(3σboba, 68-95-99.7 rule [429]). Association constants KA were calculated from normalised cumulated
FRET histograms or dwell times under the assumption that c(IBS*) = ctot(IBS1*) (Equations 8.3 and
8.4).
imaging condition




no M(II)(NO3)2 8.2 ± 3.0 3.6 ± 1.3
1 mM Ni(NO3)2 18.5 ± 6.1 9.1 ± 3.7
1 mM Co(NO3)2 28.6 ± 5.9 16.1 ± 4.6
Dwell time analysis
(HMM, method 2)
no M(II)(NO3)2 15.6 ± 6.4 7.4 ± 3.6
1 mM Ni(NO3)2 24.6 ± 6.3 13.1 ± 4.5




no M(II)(NO3)2 7.8 ± 2.6 3.4 ± 1.2
1 mM Ni(NO3)2 16.3 ± 5.4 7.8 ± 3.1
1 mM Co(NO3)2 25.5 ± 6.0 13.7 ± 4.5
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of the field [429]. The presence of divalent metal ions not only significantly promotes the in-
teraction of the two oligonucleotides (P < 0.001), the effect also differs significantly between
Ni2+ and Co2+ (P < 0.001), the latter being much more effective in increasing the docked frac-
tion (Figure 8.13A). Similar results were obtained by fitting the averaged 1D FRET histograms
to two Gaussian distributions (Table 8.1), though the bootstrap-estimated errors are generally
higher (Figure 8.12C). However, this did not strongly influence the significance of the effect
(P < 0.001, data not shown). Thermodynamic analysis using dwell times (method 2) leads to
a systematic shift of the mean docked fraction towards higher values and an increase of σboba
(Table 8.1). Nevertheless, the results of all methods are generally in good agreement (Table
8.1).
Taken together, the results of histogram and dwell time analysis are in good agreement and
demonstrate the significant role of low concentrations of divalent metal ions in shifting the
thermodynamic equilibrium of d3’EBS1* and IBS1*. However, a systematic upward shift
of the estimation of the docked fraction is observed that is most pronounced in the absence
of divalent metal ions. These findings demonstrate that the dwell time approach has to be
employed with care, especially when the biomolecule is poorly dynamic (60 % of statically
undocked molecules in the absence of M2+, vide supra) and/or the number of dwell times is
Figure 8.13: Statistical hypothesis testing using thermodynamic and kinetic smFRET data. (A) Analysis
of variance (ANOVA) of docked fractions determined by thresholding of normalised cumulated FRET
histograms (Figure 8.12C) reveals that Ni2+ and Co2+ shift the conformational equilibrium significantly
towards the docked state (*** P < 0.001). The outcome of an ANOVA depends on the separation
of the means (center values of the Gaussians) and how far the values are spread out (variance, σ2boba,
width of the Gaussians) and is given in form of a P-value, i.e. the probability that the null hypothesis
is true (here: divalent metal ions do not significantly affect the equilibrium). The stronger the overlap
between different groups, the greater the P-value. (B) Decay constants of the zero FRET state decrease
in response to addition of Ni2+ or Co2+, leading to faster association (P < 0.001). Data obtained by
HMM analysis and single-exponential fitting (Figure 8.14). (C) Decay constants of the high FRET
state significantly increase in the presence of Co2+ (P < 0.001), which promotes stable association of
d3’EBS1* and IBS1*. Data obtained by HMM analysis and stretched exponential fitting. Error bars
correspond to the bootstrapped standard deviation (3σboba).
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rather low, two problems that are often linked. Indeed, the average number of dwell times
per time trace was less than 4, which contrast the average value of the simulations carried
out using standard parameters (114, vide supra). As the first and the last dwell time were
not considered, (i) much information was lost leading to an increase in the bootstrapped error
and (ii) the occurrence of the more populated undocked state is underestimated translating into
higher values of the docked fraction. Bias of dwell-time based approaches in the case of low
numbers of dwell times can also be seen in the simulations (Figure 8.11A)
8.4.2 Divalent metal ions significantly alter d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction kinetics
d3’EBS1*/IBS1* dissociation has previously been shown to display considerable kinetic het-
erogeneity in the presence of divalent metal ions [164, 390, 470]. As a consequence, a stretched
exponential decay (Equation 8.6) was fitted to dwell times in the high FRET state, while a
single-exponential decay (Equation 8.5, O = 1) was used to approximate the association kinet-
ics. Dwell times were determined from individual time traces using thresholding and HMM,
followed by clustering of transition density plots using a weighted k-means algorithm (Figures
8.3 and 8.14A) [394, 432]. Then, cumulative probability plots cumP were created from dwell
times, followed by fitting 1 - normalised cumP plots to exponential decay functions (Figure
8.14B-D). Dwell times were resampled via bootstrapping (method 1) to estimate the variabil-
ity of the decay constants and the stretching parameter β .
HMM-based data on interstrand association is well described by single-exponential fit in the
absence of divalent metal ions (Equation 8.6, β = 0.99 data not shown) and the process was
found to occur very slowly (τdocking = 76.7 ± 22.2 s). Both the presence of Ni2+ and Co2+
accelerates this reaction, albeit to different extents (τdocking = 28.4 ± 6.1 s and 31.6 ± 7.3
s). These metal-ion-specific effects are highly significant as shown by one-way ANOVA (P
< 0.001, Figure 8.13B). Importantly, the presence of divalent metal ions also induces slight
broadening of the distribution of observed association rates (β (Ni2+) = 0.95, β (Co2+) = 0.95,
data not shown), though the experimental data could nonetheless be satisfactorily approximated
with the single-exponential fit (adjusted R2 > 0.98 in all cases). d3’EBS1*/IBS1* dissociation
is fast in the absence of divalent cations (τundocking, 1/e = 7.0 ± 1.9 s). Co2+ significantly slows
down the dissociation rate (τundocking, 1/e = 10.0 ± 2.7 s, P < 0.001), while the presence of
Ni2+ does not induce any variation in the decay constant (τundocking, 1/e = 7.0 ± 1.4 s, Fig-
ure 8.13C). In agreement with previous observations, the distributions of decay constants are
severely broadened (β < 0.9 in all cases), underscoring the kinetic heterogeneity of the undock-
ing process. The results of the threshold-based analysis are generally in excellent agreement
with the values obtained from fitting HMM-derived dwell times. However, the decay constant
associated with docking in the absence of divalent metal ions display a difference of 70 %. All
results are summarised in Table 8.2.
These findings suggest that the presence of divalent metal ions broadens the distribution of
rate constants associated with d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction. Based on the NMR structure and
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metal ion titration studies of the d3’EBS1* hairpin in the absence and presence of IBS1*,
this effect has been assigned to heterogeneous occupation of metal ion binding sites along the
RNA [390]. Such kinetic heterogeneity is beyond the scope of conventional kinetics and has
frequently been observed in single-molecule experiments [163, 164]. In the context of this
paper, kinetic heterogeneity contrasts the basic assumption made in first-order HMM, i.e. that
state-to-state transitions are governed by single-exponential kinetics. The ability to assign one
FRET level to multiple Markov transition rates is therefore important, an important feature that
is implemented in some HMM software packages (vbFRET, CSSR) but not others (HaMMy)
[192, 394, 437].
Fitting exponential decay models to bootstrapped dwell time histograms also permitted to show
that changes in both association and dissociation kinetics are highly significant. Taken together,
Ni2+ shifts the thermodynamic equilibrium chiefly by promoting the association rate, while
Figure 8.14: Kinetic analysis of smFRET data (method 1). Docking is defined as the state transition
from the undocked to the docked state, the undocking process is defined as the inverse reaction. (A)
Transition density plots of HMM data show two clusters corresponding to the docking and the undocking
reaction, respectively. According to the maximum evidence approach employed in vbFRET [394], a
two-state system is therefore most likely to produce the experimental data, which is in agreement with
the experimental design. Raw data were grouped via the weighted k-means clustering algorithm. Colour
code: occurrence in counts. (B-D) Dwell time histograms created from the normalised cumulative
occurrence of dwell times in the docked and the undocked state as determined by HMM. The green lines
correspond to a single-exponential fit to the experimental data, while the red lines represent a stretched
exponential decay. Errors are indicated as a swath and correspond to 3σboba associated with the decay
constants.
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Co2+ plays a two-fold role as an accelerator of docking and as an inhibitor of dissociation,
probably by mediating specific contacts between the two RNA fragments. This difference is
surprising, as both metal ions share very similar ionic radii (Ni2+: 0.83 Å, Co2+: 0.79 Å) and
have the same preferred coordination geometry (octahedral, 6 ligands) [430]. Fits of threshold-
and HMM-based dwell time data were generally in good agreement, except for docking in the
absence of divalent cations. Careful analysis of HMM data revealed that brief excursions to the
docked state were not always identified as such, especially when very few and short binding
event occurred in the time trace (data not shown). Instead, the zero FRET distribution was
erroneously identified as two distinct states. This observation contradicts the simulations and
is most likely due to the fact that noise in experimental time traces does not always follow a
stochastic Gaussian model (Figure 8.5). These findings suggests that HMM approaches are not
always the best choice for analysing smFRET data, in particular when one conformation largely
dominates the structural equilibrium and the occurrence of other structures may be erroneously
deemed statistically insignificant by the HMM algorithm and non-Gaussian noise is fitted in-
stead. As binding events became more frequent and/or long-lasting, HMM and thresholding
were found to be in very good agreement.
Table 8.2: Kinetic analysis of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* association and dissociation using different methods
to extract dwell times. The experimental error was estimated by bootstrapping and accounts for 99.7
% of the variability observed (1σboba for β , 3σboba in all other cases). Rate constants were calculated
according to Equations 8.7 and 8.8.
imaging τdocka kdocking τundocking,1/eb β kundocking





44.9 0.93 7.6 0.79 0.156
± 26.8 ± 0.60 ± 3.0 ± 0.08 ± 0.090
1 mM Ni(NO3)2
31.7 1.27 6.2 0.79 0.175
± 7.3 ± 0.29 ± 1.3 ± 0.04 ± 0.045
1 mM Co(NO3)2
31.7 1.27 10.9 0.75 0.110






76.7 0.53 7.0 0.77 0.168
± 22.2 ± 0.15 ± 2.0 ± 0.05 ± 0.057
1 mM Ni(NO3)2
28.4 1.41 7.0 0.88 0.154
± 6.1 ± 0.31 ± 1.4 ± 0.05 ± 0.042
1 mM Co(NO3)2
33.2 1.21 11.1 0.78 0.105
± 7.2 ± 70.26 ± 2.5 ± 0.04 ± 0.027
[a] single-exponential fit




Single-molecule FRET has led to valuable work on mechanistic and structural aspects of nu-
merous biological processes and has blossomed in recent years. However, the observation time
of single fluorophore emission is rather limited, as dyes typically photobleach upon emission
of 106-107 photons (unpublished data involving Cy3 and Cy5 emission in the presence of an
enzymatic oxygen scavenging system and 1 mM Trolox) [471]. Furthermore, the detected sig-
nal, intrinsically weak in intensity, is further broadened by various sources of additive noise
and technical issues. As a consequence, single molecules typically display considerable cross-
sample variability and can then not be treated as biological replicates in thermodynamic and
kinetic analyses, i.e. rate and association constants cannot be inferred from individual smFRET
time traces. In such cases, smFRET relies on the principle of ergodicity, according to which the
properties of ensembles involving billions of molecules be described by combining a number
of single molecules that is lower by several orders of magnitude [355]. Analogously, bootstrap-
ping computes the distribution of the whole population, including measures of variance, from
a sample distribution of the size n [461].
Herschlag and co-workers have recently recognised the need for statistical rigor in smFRET
experiments and implemented an HMM algorithm that assigned confidence intervals to rate
constants inferred from individual time traces [397, 472]. Thus, one can investigate whether
kinetically distinct subspecies exist within the sample, a long-standing topic of debate in the
field of single-molecule spectroscopy [163, 164]. However, this approach sets very high stan-
dards to the data, as the confidence interval scales inversely to the number of transitions in the
FRET time trace, and simulated time traces in the original article were composed of up to 5’000
dwell times [397]. Given the technical constraints outlined above, these values may be diffi-
cult to reach experimentally. Here, we have combined bootstrapping with different approaches
commonly used in thermodynamic and kinetic analysis of smFRET data in order to estimate
the variability associated with the mean values. By performing statistical hypothesis testing
using generalised analysis of variance (ANOVA), we could show that divalent metal ions have
a statistically significant effect on both thermodynamics and kinetics of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* inter-
action, a pair of RNA sequences involved in group II intron splice site recognition. Importantly,
the fact that time traces were on average composed of only 4-6 dwell times was not problem-
atic, since the overall data was treated as an ensemble according to the principle of ergodicity.
We therefore believe that this approach is widely applicable and it is expected to make biolog-
ical interpretations in smFRET experiments more robust when it is combined with statistical
testing. Finally, it should be mentioned that the method described herein is not limited to time-
binned smFRET data. We anticipate its implementation to analyse time traces stemming from
single photon detection. A Further potential application is the characterisation of conformation
and orientation dependent fluorophore photophysics (blinking, spectral and spatial diffusion)
[395, 400, 473]. BOBA FRET was developed under Matlab version 8.20.701, license 49040
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It is increasingly clear that RNAs are involved in numerous aspects of cellular metabolism.
However, an RNA molecule achieves functionality solely upon adopting a precise three-dimen-
sional fold, which consists of an arrangement of secondary and tertiary structure elements. To
form such higher-order structures, the electrostatic repulsion created by the negative charges
along the phosphate-sugar backbone has to be overcome by metal ions. An estimated 10-20 %
of these metal ions interact with RNA in a highly specific manner, both with regard to the
identity of the cation and its binding site. Due to its relatively high abundance inside the cell
and its propensity of coordinate to oxygen, Mg2+ is generally believed to be the most important
metal ion cofactor for RNA folding and catalysis. However, a considerable body of literature
has shown that numerous RNAs respond to the presence of different cations by altering their
fold, their catalytic activity or even their catalytic repertoire. In these cases, one may speculate
that Mg2+ is not the natural cofactor and/or the RNA may be controlled via a metal ion switch.
Albeit, the lack of systematic studies addressing cation-mediated RNA folding and catalysis
precludes solid interpretation.
One large RNA enzyme (ribozyme) is the yeast group IIB intron Sc.ai5γ, which catalyses
its own excision from precursor messenger RNA, followed by joining the adjacent coding re-
gions (exons) together. Sc.ai5γ consists of six functionally distinct domains that interact via
long-range tertiary contacts (Figure 10.1A). Site specificity of the cleavage reaction is ensured
by proper base pairing between distal exon-binding sites (EBS) and their cognate intron bind-
ing sites (IBS). Intron folding and catalysis is dependent on Mg2+ and is perturbed by small
amounts of Ca2+. Even though group II introns have not (yet) been identified in the nuclear
genomes of eukaryotes, there is accumulating evidence that they are ancestors of the spliceo-
some and retrotransposons. As spliceosomal introns and retrotransponsons comprise more than
half of the human genome, group II introns have received considerable attention in recent years.
Single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) reports on the extent of non-
radiative energy transfer between a single pair of fluorophores, which allows to estimate their
relative distances. When fluorophores are conjugated to a biomolecule, smFRET can thus
be applied as a “molecular ruler” reporting on macromolecular structure and dynamics. This
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permits to study the full folding pathway of the biomolecule, unveiling conformational inter-
mediates and intermolecular heterogeneity. This is an important feature of single-molecule
spectroscopy, because the vast conformational space sampled by biopolymers often leads to
the occurrence of kinetic traps and/or multiple native states that remain hidden when conven-
tional ensemble methods are used. The enormous potential of single-molecule approaches in
biological research is further illustrated in the review presented in Chapter 4.
This work sets out to characterise metal ion dependent formation of RNA tertiary struc-
ture using single-molecule FRET. For this purpose, a previously validated pair of functional
oligonucleotides derived from the 5’ exon-intron recognition site in the Sc.ai5γ ribozyme
(d3’EBS1* and IBS1*) was labelled with the FRET pair Cy3 and Cy5 (Figure 10.1B). d3’EBS1*
was further conjugated to a biotin moiety, which allows for immobilisation on a surface and
imaging of single fluorophore emission over several minutes using a total internal reflection flu-
orescence microscope. Thus, cation-dependent docking/undocking dynamics of single d3’EBS1*
and IBS1* molecules could be monitored in real time.
Figure 10.1: Secondary structure of the yeast group IIB intron ai5γ and experimental design. (A) Six
domains (D1, ..., D6) are arranged around a central wheel and achieve the active fold upon formation
of numerous long-range tertiary interactions (Greek letter code). Exon- and intron-binding sites (EBS,
IBS) are required for splice site (*) recognition. (B) Experimental design to study 5’ splice site formation
by single-molecule FRET. The d3’EBS1* hairpin is Cy3-labelled and tethered to the surface of a quartz
slide via a biotin-streptavidin linkage. Docking of IBS1* is accompanied by the appearance of Cy5
fluorescence and a concomitant decrease of Cy3 emission due to FRET.
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Metal ion induced kinetic heterogeneity of the intron-exon recognition in single group II introns
This Chapter addresses the influence of the physiologically important cations Mg2+ and Ca2+
on d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction using an unprecedented combination of single-molecule FRET
and NMR. Single-molecule FRET time traces reveal two well separated FRET states centered
around 0 (d3’EBS1*) and∼0.7 (d3’EBS1*/IBS1*, Figure 10.2A).1D FRET histograms created
from several hundred single-molecule time traces clearly demonstrate that the presence of 100
mM K+ is not sufficient for stable interstrand association (Figure 10.2B). In turn, addition of
physiological amounts of Mg2+ or Ca2+ leads to a pronounced shift of the thermodynamic
equilibrium towards the docked state, a finding that was confirmed by ensemble spectroscopy
(Figure 10.2C).
Visual inspection of time traces reveals pronounced differences between single molecules
that were imaged side-by-side under identical conditions, both with regard to interconversion
rates and relative occupation of the two FRET states (Figure 10.2A). Kinetic analysis of time
traces recorded in the absence of M2+ demonstrates that IBS1* docking can be described with
a single rate constant, while undocking is a (slightly) heterogeneous process that requires three
rate constants to be satisfactorily described. Addition of divalent metal ions leads to the ap-
pearance of heterogeneity in docking and increases the heterogeneity associated with the un-
docking process. Using Monte-Carlo simulations, it is shown that finite observation time can
only account for a small fraction of this heterogeneity, followed by providing a mathemati-
cal framework to quantify the effect in KA distributions that are broadened due to pronounced
intermolecular heterogeneity. The occurrence of kinetic heterogeneity suggests a rugged free
energy landscape with more than one thermodynamically stable d3’EBS1*/IBS1* conforma-
tion. M2+ appears to further stabilise (local) energy minima, leading to substructures with
similar global folds, but differences on the microscopic level.
Figure 10.2: Studying cation-dependent interaction of d3’EBS1* and IBS1* by single-molecule fluores-
cence. (A) Representative FRET time traces reveal fluctuations between the docked and the undocked
conformation (high and zero FRET). The red/blue line corresponds to the discretised profile, the dashed
lines represent an arbitrary threshold at FRET = 0.375 to distinguish the two states. Both traces were
recorded at 100 mM K+ and 8 mM Ca2+. (B, C) Normalised cumulated FRET histograms built from
single time traces recorded at 100 mM K+ or 100 mM K+ and 1 mM Mg2+, respectively. Solid lines
correspond to Gaussian fits, dashed lines visualise the cross-sample variability as quantified by boot-
strapping (2σbootstrap). The inset shows a 10-fold magnification of the high FRET distribution.
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In order to rationalise these heterogeneous kinetics, we turned our attention to the solution
structures of d3’EBS1* and d3’EBS1*/IBS1*, in particular the specific Mg2+ binding sites
(Figure 10.3A). NMR titration studies were used to pinpoint the nature of Mg2+ binding, sug-
gesting that the two metal ions mediating EBS1*/IBS1* interaction are partly dehydrated. Such
inner-sphere coordination is expected to strongly decrease the cation exchange rate. Estima-
tion of the affinity of the metal ions towards their cognate binding sites further suggests that
the binding sites are likely to be only partly occupied at physiological cation concentrations
(Figure 10.3A).
Taken together, the combined single-molecule FRET and NMR data demonstrate that in-
termolecular heterogeneity coincides with incomplete occupation of metal ion binding sites.
Conformational changes in RNA have often been observed to display multiexponential kinet-
ics, but discord persists with regard to the origin of the phenomenon (see also: Chapter 6).
Here, we show that microscopically different substructures are likely to the be caused by in-
complete/heterogeneous occupation of metal ion binding sites, providing an explanation for a
long-standing question in the field of nucleic acids biophysics (Figure 10.3B).
Cation-promoted RNA tertiary structure formation dissected by single-molecule fluorescence
Metal ions interacting with RNA typically bind to negatively charged phosphate moieties along
the phosphate-sugar backbone and to exo- and endocyclic heteroatoms within the purine/py-
rimidine nucleobases (Figure 10.4A). The affinity of divalent metal ions towards these binding
Figure 10.3: (A) Solution structure and proposed metal ion binding sites of d3’EBS1* and
d3’EBS1*/IBS1*. The lowest energy structures from an ensemble of 20 are shown. Yellow spheres
mark possible binding positions of Mg2+ for which an estimate of the affinity constant is given. (B)
Working model for cation-dependent heterogeneity in d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction. Several d3’EBS1*
conformers differing in metal ion binding site occupation co-exist at physiological Mg2+ or Ca2+ con-
centrations and they interconvert at the cation exchange rates (α , β ). Conformers further differ with
regard to IBS1* docking and undocking kinetics (k1, k−1). The distant cation binding site located near
the G4-C26 base pair is assumed to have little influence on docking/undocking rates. Dashed lines
indicate conversions that were not detected experimentally.
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sites has been studied in isolation using small molecule mimics (Figure 10.4B). Here, the sta-
bility of acetate, imidazole, and benzimidazole complexes follows the order Ba2+ < Sr2+ <
Ca2+ < Mg2+ < Mn2+ < Fe2+ < Co2+ < Ni2+ << Cu2+ > Zn2+ < Cd2+, a trend that is
commonly known as Irving-Williams series. In turn, the Irving-Williams series is broken when
the metal ion coordinates to phosphate ligands, as these complexes display a local maximum in
stability in the presence of Mn2+ (Figure 10.4B). This Chapter describes the first application
of single-molecule FRET to disentangle the influence of divalent metal ions along the extended
Irving-Williams series on the formation of RNA tertiary structure.
Single-molecule FRET experiments were performed in the presence of 100 mM K+ and
1 mM M2+ (M = Ba, Sr, Ca, Mg, Mn, Co, Ni or Cd). Cumulated FRET histograms reveal
that divalent metal ions strongly differ with regard to their ability to mediate stable interstrand
association, a trend that was confirmed in UV thermal melting experiments. When the affin-
ity between d3’EBS1* and IBS1* is plotted along the extended Irving-Williams series (Figure
10.4A), it becomes evident that stability reaches a local maximum in the presence of Mn2+.
Thermodynamic stability decreases in the presence of Co2+ and Ni2+, followed by reaching
very high values in the presence of Zn2+ and Cd2+ as quantified by UV thermal melting ex-
periments. smFRET data recorded in the presence of Zn2+ and Cd2+ are erroneous because
of solubility and surface passivation issues, as well as interaction with the surface passivation
agent BSA.
Analysis of kinetics was performed to further assess the influence of the metal ion cofactor
on docking and undocking. Here, dwell time histograms were fitted to stretched exponential
decay models accounting for the cation-induced intermolecular heterogeneity described in the
Figure 10.4: Metal ion coordination to the RNA backbone and ribonucleobases. (A) Schematic overview
of the major cation binding sites located within the building blocks of RNA (coloured atoms). (B)
Stability of metal ion complexes using ligands mimicking metal ion binding sites within RNA. While
the stability of acetate, benzimidazole, and imidazole complexes follow the Irving-Williams series, a
local maximum is observed for manganese phosphate monoester complexes. Lines represent a visual
guide to the data.
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previous section. The rate of docking (kdocking) is found to steadily increase along the extended
Irving-Williams series and reaches a maximum in the presence of Ni2+ (Figure 10.4B). In
turn, kundocking reaches a local minimum in the presence of Mn2+, followed by an increase in
the presence of Co2+ and Ni2+ (Figure 10.4B). These data clearly demonstrate that the metal
ion cofactor impacts both the docking and the undocking reaction. It should be emphasised,
however, that the relative differences in kdocking do not exceed a factor of 2, whereas cation-
dependent undocking rates may differ by one order of magnitude. As a consequence, differ-
ences in thermodynamic stability of the docked d3’EBS1*/IBS1* complex can for the most
part be attributed to cation-specific stabilisation of the docked state and not an acceleration of
the docking process.
Comparison of the combined experimental data (Figure 10.3) with the coordination proper-
ties of the metal ions assessed herein (Figure 10.4) reveals that the thermodynamic stability of
d3’EBS1*/IBS1* is governed by the affinity of the cofactor towards phosphate ligands. This
provides strong evidence that the divalent metal ions mediate stable RNA-RNA interaction by
specific coordination to phosphate moeities. In turn, the rate of docking follows the classical
Irving-Williams series, which implies that the propensity of the cation to coordinate to phos-
phate ligands does not significantly influence the rate of docking. Rather, docking is likely to
rely on non-specific charge screening along the RNA. In conclusion, this study not only val-
idates smFRET as a tool to systematically study cation-mediated RNA structure formation, it
also demonstrates that RNA-RNA duplex formation can be modulated according to the intrinsic
coordination chemistry of the metal ion cofactor.
Figure 10.5: Cation-dependent thermodynamics and kinetics of d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction. (A) Sta-
bility constants of the docked d3’EBS1*/IBS1* complex in the presence of 100 mM K+ and 1 mM M2+
as determined by single-molecule FRET and UV thermal melting experiments. (B) Kinetics of IBS1*
docking/undocking in the presence of different divalent cations. Kinetic rate constants were determined
by fitting dwell time histograms to stretched exponential models. The variability associated with sm-
FRET experiments was estimated by bootstrapping (3σbootstrap), while the error bars associated with UV
melting data were determined from biological replicates (1σ ). Lines represent a visual guide to the data.
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Bootstrap-based analysis of single-molecule FRET data
As smFRET permits to follow folding and catalysis of single molecules in real-time, it has
become an increasingly popular method in recent years. However, individual molecules usu-
ally display pronounced differences in the relative population of states and the corresponding
conversion rates, an observation that is due to limited observation time and/or unconventional
kinetics (see also: Chapter 5 and 6). Quantification of such cross-sample variability is neces-
sary to perform statistical testing in order to assess whether changes observed in response to an
experimental parameter are significant. However, both estimation of cross-sample variability
and statistical hypothesis testing have been disregarded to date, precluding robust biological
interpretation. This Chapter provides the mathematical framework to estimate cross-sample
variability in time-binned smFRET experiments by bootstrapping, followed by statistical hy-
pothesis testing.
Bootstrapping is a resampling method that uses a sample distribution of the size n to com-
pute the distribution of the whole population, i.e. it provides an estimation of the mean and the
Figure 10.6: Summary of the different functionalities implemented in BOBA FRET. The respective
input and output variables are indicated as well. Please refer to Chapter 8 for a detailled mathematical
description.
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variance. It is demonstrated that the bootstrapping scheme is fully compatible with commonly
used approaches analyse time-binned smFRET data (Figure 10.6). Subsequently, simulated
time traces are used to assess the robustness of bootstrapping performed in conjunction with
six different methods commonly employed to extract thermodynamic and kinetic parameters.
The results of this computational study demonstrate that bootstrap-estimated means and cross-
sample variabilities faithfully cover theoretical values, unless the approch chosen to analyse
FRET histograms or extract dwell times is inappropriate and leads to biased input values.
Finally, a set of experimental data is analysed by bootstrapping and it is shown that diva-
lent metal metal ions have a significant effect on both thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of
d3’EBS1*/IBS1* interaction.
Taken together, this study validates the bootstrap scheme for the quantification cross-sample
variability in smFRET studies. Additionally, a freely available and easily implementable algo-
rithm with graphical user interface for bootstrap-based analysis of smFRET data is provided.
As estimation of cross-sample variability provides a handle on robust biological interpreta-





Im Laufe der letzten Jahre hat sich die Bedeutung vom Ribonukleinsäuren (RNS) für den Stoff-
wechsel der Zelle immer deutlicher abgezeichnet. Die Funktionalität eines RNS-Moleküls setzt
eine entsprechende dreidimensionale Struktur voraus, die aus einer genau definierten Anord-
nung von Sekundär- und Tertiärstrukturelementen besteht. Aufgrund der negativen Ladungen
entlang des Rückrades der RNS hängt die Stabilität solcher Strukturen direkt von der Wechsel-
wirkung mit positiv geladener Metallionen ab. Es wird geschätzt, dass 10-20 % dieser Metall-
ionen hochspezifisch mit der RNS interagieren, d.h. das RNS-Molekül besitzt Bindungsta-
schen, in denen nur bestimmte Metallionen stabil gebunden werden können. Aufgrund relativ
hoher intrazellulärer Konzentration und der ausgeprägten Tendenz, an Sauerstoff-Liganden zu
binden, wird im Allgemeinen angenommen, dass Mg2+ in biologischen Systemen den wichtig-
sten Metallionen-Cofaktor darstellt. An dieser Stelle muss darauf hingewiesen werden, dass
zahlreiche Studien anhand diverser RNS-Systeme gezeigt haben, dass sich durch Austausch
von Mg2+ durch andere Kationen die Faltung, die katalytische Aktivität oder sogar das kata-
lytische Repertoire eines RNS-Moleküls ändern kann. In diesem Fall stellt Mg2+ möglicher-
weise nicht den natürlichen Cofaktor dar und/oder die Zelle reguliert die Funktion der RNS
mittels Metallionen. Solche Annahmen sind jedoch aufgrund der Seltenheit systematischer
Untersuchungen des Einflusses verschiedener Kationen auf die Faltung und die katalytische
Aktivität von RNS spekulativer Natur.
RNS-Moleküle, die als biologische Katalysatoren fungieren, werden als Ribozyme bezeich-
net. Das in den Mitochondrien von S. cerevisiae vorkommende Gruppe-II-Intron Sc.ai5γ ist
ein solches Ribozym. Es schneidet sich aus der prä-mRNS heraus und katalysiert anschließend
die Ligation der benachbarten Exons. Sc.ai5γ besteht aus sechs Faltdomänen, denen in der
Katalyse jeweils unterschiedliche Funktionen zukommen (Abbildung 11.1A). Die einzelen
Faltdomänen interagieren hierbei durch distale Tertiärkontakte. So gewährleistet beispielweise
die Wechselwirkung von Exon- und Intron-Bindungsstellen (EBS, IBS) die korrekte Erkennung
der Spleißstellen. Zudem muss noch darauf hingewiesen werden, dass die katalytische Aktivität
von Gruppe-II-Introns stark Mg2+-abhängig ist und schon durch kleine Mengen Ca2+ inhibiert
wird. Obgleich Gruppe-II-Introns (noch) nicht in den nuklearen Genomen höherer Eukaryoten
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gefunden wurden, deutet Vieles darauf hin, dass sowohl das Spliceosom als auch Retrotrans-
posons von ihnen abstammen. Angesichts der Tatsache, dass durch das Spliceosom entfern-
te, nicht-codierende Sequenzen und Retrotransposons mehr als die Hälfte des menschlichen
Genoms ausmachen, hat das Interesse an Gruppe-II-Introns in den vergangenen Jahren stetig
zugenommen.
Förster-Resonanzenergietransfer (FRET) ist ein physikalischer Prozess, bei dem die Ener-
gie eines elektronisch angeregten Farbstoffs (Donor) auf einen zweiten Farbstoff (Akzeptor)
übertragen wird. Da die Effizienz dieses Prozesses vom Abstand der Fluorophore abhängt, kann
ein solches FRET-Paar als “molekularer Distanzmesser” eingesetzt werden. Das Messen von
FRET zwischen einzelnen an (Bio-)Moleküle konjugierten Farbstoffpaaren wird als Einzelmole-
kül-FRET (engl. “smFRET”) bezeichnet und dient der Aufklärung biomolekularer Faltungswe-
ge. Die Stärke der Einzelmolekülspektroskopie beruht auf der Tatsache, dass nicht über das
Molekülensemble gemittelt wird und somit sowohl Faltungsintermediate als auch intermoleku-
lare Unterschiede detektiert werden. Aufgrund der nahezu unbegrenzten Faltungsmöglichkeiten
eines Biomoleküls sind Fehlfaltungen und alternative aktive Strukturen keine Seltenheit. Für
eine Ausführung des Potentials von Einzelmokülmethoden sei auf Kapitel 4 verwiesen.
Figure 11.1: Sekundärstruktur des Gruppe-IIB-Introns ai5γ und Planung der Einzelmolekülexperi-
mente. (A) ai5γ besteht aus sechs kreisförmig angeordneten Faltdomänen, die nach der Ausbildung
zahlreicher Tertiärkontakte (griechischer Buchstabencode) die native Konformation annehmen. Exon-
und Intron-Bindungsstellen (EBS, IBS) gewährleisten dabei die präzise Erkennung der Spleißstelle
(*). (B) Untersuchung der Erkennung des 5’-Spleißstelle mittels smFRET. Die d3’EBS1* Stamm-
schleifenstruktur ist mit einem Cy3-Farbstoff versehen und mittels einer Biotin-Streptavidin-Bindung
auf der Oberfläche eines Objektträgers immobilisiert. Die Anbindung eines IBS1*-Moleküls ist mit
dem Auftreten von Cy5-Fluoreszenz und einem Abfall von Cy3-Fluoreszenz aufgrund von FRET ver-
bunden.
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Das wissenschaftliche Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Untersuchung des Einflusses von Metallio-
nen auf die Ausbildung von RNS-Tertiärkontakten mittels smFRET. Als Modellsystem wur-
den hierfür zwei funktionelle RNS-Sequenzen aus dem Gruppe-II-Intron Sc.ai5γ herangezo-
gen (d3’EBS1* und IBS1*), die in der Zelle die Erkennung der 5’-Spleißstelle gewährleis-
ten. d3’EBS1* wurde am 5’-Ende mit dem Farbstoff Cy3 und am 3’-Ende mit einer Biotin-
Gruppe versehen. Die so markierten Oligonukleotide wurden auf der Oberfläche eines Quartz-
Objektträgers immobilisert und die Fluoreszenz einzelner Farbstoffe wurde mit Hilfe eines
Totalreflexionsfluoreszenzmikroskops über eine Dauer von mehreren Minuten gemessen. An-
bindung und Dissoziation in Lösung befindlicher, mit Cy5-markierter IBS1*-Moleküle konnte
dadurch in Echtzeit und mit Einzelmolekülauflösung detektiert werden (Abbildung 11.1B).
Kinetische Heterogeneität in der Erkennung der 5’-Spleißstelle in Gruppe-II-Intronsn
In diesem Kapitel wird mittels einer neuartigen Kombination von smFRET und NMR der Ein-
fluss der für die Zelle essentiellen Kationen Mg2+ und Ca2+ auf die Wechselwirkung von
d3’EBS1* und IBS1* beschrieben. Repräsentative Einzelmolekülzeitreihen fluktuieren zwis-
chen einer FRET-Effizienz von 0 (d3’EBS1*) und∼0.7 (d3’EBS1*/IBS1*, Abbildung 11.2A).
Aus über 200 Zeitreihen erstellte FRET-Histogramme zeigen zudem, dass eine K+-Konzentra-
tion von 100 mM für eine stabile Anbindung von IBS1* nicht ausreichend ist (Abbildung
11.2B). Zugabe physiologischer Mengen an Mg2+ oder Ca2+ verschieben das Gleichgewicht
stark in Richtung des d3’EBS1*/IBS1*-Komplexes (Figure 10.2C). Der ausgeprägte Einfluss
divalenter Metallionen auf das Wechselwirkungsverhalten der beiden Oligonukleotide wurde
mit Hilfe von Ensemblespektroskopie bestätigt.
Der Vergleich unter identischen Bedingungen aufgenommener Zeitreihen macht deutlich,
Figure 11.2: Untersuchung der kationenabhängingen Wechselwirkung von d3’EBS1* und IBS1* mittels
Einzelmolekülspektroskopie. (A) Repräsentative FRET-Zeitreihen. Der FRET-Wert fluktuiert zeitab-
hängig zwischen 0 (gebundener Zustand) und ∼0.7 (gebundener Zustand). Die blau-rote Linie stellt
eine mittels Schwellwertanalyse (Schwellwert = 0.375) durchgeführte Idealisierung der experimentellen
Daten dar. Beide Zeitreihen wurden in 100 mM K+ und 8 mM Ca2+ aufgenommen. (B, C) Normierte
kumulierte FRET-Histogramme. Zeitspuren wurden in 100 mM K+ bzw. 100 mM K+ und 1 mM Mg2+
aufgenommen, histogrammiert, kumuliert und anschließend normiert. Die durchgezogenen Linien ent-
sprechen an die experimentellen Daten angepassten Normalverteilungen. Gestrichelte Linien zeigen die
durch Randomisierung abgeschätzte Varianz an (2σbootstrap).
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dass sich einzelne Zeitspuren hinsichtlich der im Mittel im gebundenen Zustand verbrachten
Zeit und hinsichtlich der Geschwindigkeitskonstanten khin und krück unterscheiden müssen (Ab-
bildung 11.2A). Kinetische Untersuchungen in Abwesenheit von M2+ aufgenommener Zeitrei-
hen ergibt, dass die Anbindung von IBS1* mit einer Geschwindigkeitskonstante beschrieben
werden kann. Im Gegensatz dazu handelt es sich bei der Dissoziation um einen heteroge-
nen Prozess, für dessen mathematische Beschreibung drei (oder mehr) Geschwindigkeitskon-
stanten benötigt werden. Zugabe divalenter Metallionen führt zum Auftreten kinetischer Het-
erogenität in der Anbindungsreaktion und verstärkt gleichzeitig die mit der Dissoziation ver-
bundene Heterogeneität. Mittels Monte-Carlo-Simulationen wird gezeigt, dass die begrenzte
Messdauer in Einzelmolekükexperimenten diese Beobachtung nicht ausreichend erklären kann.
Anschließend wird die durch kinetische Heterogenität hervorgerufene Verbreiterung der aus
Einzelmolekülzeitreihen berechneten Verteilungen von Bindungskonstanten KA mathematisch
beschrieben. Eine heterogene Verteilung von Geschwindigkeitskonstanten lässt auf eine zer-
furchte Energielandschaft schließen, in der mehrere d3’EBS1*/IBS1*-Konformationen gleich-
zeitig vorkommen. Die Zugabe von M2+ begünstigt das Auftreten von solcher Substrukturen,
die sich durch mikroskopische Unterschiede in der Faltung unterscheiden müssen.
Um das Phänomen kinetischer Heterogenität besser zu verstehen, wurden die Mg2+-Bin-
dungstaschen in den kürzlich veröffentlichten Strukturen von d3’EBS1* und d3’EBS1*/IBS1*
mit Hilfe von NMR genauer untersucht (Abbildung 11.3A). Titrationen mit [Co(NH3)6]3+
Figure 11.3: (A) Struktur und Metallionenbindungsstellen entlang der d3’EBS1*- und
d3’EBS1*/IBS1*-Stammschleifenstruktur. Abgebildet sind jeweils die energetisch günstigsten
von insgesamt 20 berechneten Strukturen. Die gelben Kugeln repräsentieren experimentell bestimm-
te Mg2+-Bindungsstellen, für die jeweils eine Abschätzung der Bindungskonstante angegeben ist.
(B) Modellvorschlag zur Erklärung der durch Kationen hervorgerufenen Heterogenität. Physio-
logische Mg2+- oder Ca2+-Konzentrationen führen zum gleichzeitigen Auftreten verschiedener
d3’EBS1*-Konformere, die sich hinsichtlich der Besetzung der Kationenbindungsstellen und der
IBS1*-Anbindungs- und Dissoziationsraten unterscheiden (k1, k−1). Die Umwandlung der Konformere
erfolgt in Abhängigkeit der Kationen-Austauschraten (α , β ). In diesem Modell gilt die Annahme, dass
der Einfluss der Besetzung der in der Nähe des G4-C26-Basenpaars befindlichen Kationbindungsstelle
auf die Wechselwirkung der beiden RNS-Sequenzen vernachlässigbar ist.
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und Mn2+ deuten darauf hin, dass die beiden direkt an der EBS1*/IBS1*-Wechselwirkung
beteiligten Metallionen teilweise dehydratisiert sind. Direkte Koordination von Metallionen an
RNS führt im Allgemeinen zu stabilerer Anbindung und einer Verringerung der Austauschraten.
Die Ergebnisse der Abschätzung der Affinität der Metallionen zu den jeweiligen Bindungsstel-
len deuten zudem darauf hin, dass diese im physiologischen M2+-Konzentrationsbereich im
Mittel nur unvollständig besetzt sind (Abbildung 11.3A).
Diese neuartige Kombination von smFRET und NMR legt deutlich dar, dass intermoleku-
lare Heterogenität mit unvollständiger Besetzung von Metallionenbindungsstellen einhergeht.
Seit der Entwicklung der Einzelmolekülspektroskopie wird regelmäßig von Strukturänderun-
gen in RNS-Molekülen berichtet, die sich durch multiexponentielle Geschwindigkeitsgesetze
auszeichnen. Es herrscht allerdings bis heute Uneinigkeit bezüglich der Erklärung dieses
Phänomens (vgl. Kapitel 6). Unsere experimentellen Daten deuten darauf hin, dass mikroskopi-
sche Unterschiede zwischen einzelnen RNS-Konformeren höchstwarscheinlich von Unterschie-
den hinsichtlich der Besetzung der Metallionenbindungsstellen herrühren (Abbildung 11.3B).
Somit liefert diese Studie eine Erklärung für eine seit langem bestehende Fragestellung in der
Biophysik.
Systematische Untersuchung des Einflusses zweiwertiger Metallionen auf die Ausbildung einer
RNS-Tertiärstruktur mittels Einzelmolekülspektroskopie
Wechselwirkungen zwischen Metallionen und RNS findet an den negativ geladenen Phosphat-
gruppen entlang des Rückrads und an den exo- und endozyklischen Stickstoff- und Sauer-
stoffatomen der Nukleobasen statt (Abbildung 11.4A). Die Affinität verschiedener divalenter
Metallionen für diese Bindungsstellen wurde mit Hilfe kleiner organischer Moleküle unter-
sucht (Abbildung 11.4B). Dabei folgt die Stabilität von Acetat-, Imidazol- und Benzimida-
zolkomplexen der Reihe Ba2+ < Sr2+ < Ca2+ < Mg2+ < Mn2+ < Fe2+ < Co2+ < Ni2+
<< Cu2+ > Zn2+ < Cd2+. Dieser Stabilitätstrend wurde bereits zuvor mit anderen Ligan-
den beobachtet und ist unter dem Namen Irving-Williams-Reihe bekannt. Die Stabilität von
Phosphat-Monoesterkomplexe erreicht im Gegensatz dazu in Anwesenheit von Mn2+ ein loka-
les Maximum (Abbildung 11.4B). Dieses Kapitel beschreibt die erste systematische Unter-
suchung des Einflusses zweiwertiger Metallionen der erweiterten Irving-Williams-Reihe auf
die Ausbildung einer RNS-Tertiärstruktur mittels smFRET.
Einzelmolekül-FRET-Messungen wurden in 100 mM K+ und 1 mM M2+ (M = Ba, Sr,
Ca, Mg, Mn, Co, Ni oder Cd) durchgeführt. Kumulierte FRET-Histogramme und die Analy-
se temperaturabhängiger UV-Schmelzkurven zeigen, dass sich die verschiedenen Metallionen
sehr unterschiedlich auf die Stabilität des d3’EBS1*/IBS1*-Komplexes auswirken. Entlang
der erweiterten Irving-Williams-Reihe nimmt die Stabilität des d3’EBS1*/IBS1*-Komplexes
zu Mn2+ hin zu, gefolgt von einem Abfall in Anwesenheit von Co2+ und Ni2+(Abbildung
11.5A). UV-Schmelzkurven deuten ferner darauf hin, dass die Stabilität des RNS-RNS Kom-
plexes in Gegenwart von Zn2+ und Cd2+ sehr hohe Werte erreicht. Unter diesen Bedingungen
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aufgenommene Einzelmolekülzeitreihen sind wegen der schweren Löslichkeit der Kationen,
unzureichender Passivierung der Oberfläche und Wechselwirkung der Metallionen mit BSA
nicht auswertbar und/oder mit Vorsicht zu interpretieren.
Um den Einfluss der einzelnen Metallionen auf die Wechselwirkung der beiden Sequenzen
genauer zu untersuchen, wurde eine kinetische Analyse der Einzelmolekülzeitreihen durchge-
führt. Aufgrund der in Kapitel 5 und 6 beschriebenen, metallionenabhängingen Heterogenität
wurden die histogrammierten Verweilzeiten mittels gestreckter Exponentialfunktionen ange-
passt, die statt diskreter Geschwindigkeitskonstanten eine Verteilung von Raten annehmen.
Die relativen Anbindungsgeschwindigkeiten nehmen entlang der erweiterten Irving-Williams-
Reihe stetig zu und erreichen ihren höchsten Wert in Anwesenheit von Ni2+ (Abbildung 11.5B).
Im Gegensatz dazu erreichen die relativen Dissoziationsgeschwindigkeiten in Gegenwart von
Mn2+ ein Minimum, gefolgt von einer Zunahme hin zu Co2+ und Ni2+ (Abbildung 11.5B). Die
Ergebnisse zeigen demnach deutlich, dass der Cofaktor sowohl die Anbindungs- als auch die
Dissoziationsreaktion beeinflusst. Hierbei muss allerdings hervorgehoben werden, dass sich die
Geschwindigkeit der Anbindung für die hier untersuchten Metallionen maximal um einen Fak-
tor von 2 ändert, wohingegen die Dissoziationsraten eine komplette Größenordnung umfassen.
Die ausgeprägten Unterschiede hinsichtlich der Stabilität des d3’EBS1*/IBS1*-Komplexes
sind folglich hauptsächlich auf eine metallionenabhängige Stabiliserung und weniger auf eine
Beschleunigung der Anbindungsreaktion zurückzuführen.
Der Vergleich der experimentellen Daten mit dem Verlauf der Komplexstabilitäten der hier
untersuchten Metallionen macht deutlich, dass die Stabilität des d3’EBS1*/IBS1*-Komplexes
von der Affinität des Cofaktors zum Phosphatliganden abhängt (Abbildungen 11.4 und 11.5).
Figure 11.4: Wechselwirkung von Metallionen und RNS. (A) Übersicht über die wichtigsten in RNS
vorkommenden Kationbindungsstellen (farbig hervorgehobene Atome). (B) Untersuchung der Stabilität
spezifischer Metallionen-RNS-Wechselwirkungen unter Zuhilfenahme kleiner organischer Verbindun-
gen. Während die relativen Stabilitäten von Acetat-, Imidazol und Benzimidazolkomplexen mit der
Irving-Williams-Reihe übereinstimmen, weisen Phosphat-Monoester-Komplexe in Anwesenheit von
Mn2+ ein lokales Stabilitätsmaximum auf. Die Linien dienen als optische Orientierungshilfe.
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Es ist demnach bergründet anzunehmen, dass einer stabilen Bindung zwischen d3’EBS1*
und IBS1* die spezifische Koordination des zweiwertigen Metallions an Phosphatgruppen zu-
grunde liegt. Im Gegensatz dazu folgen die Anbindungsraten der klassischen Irving-Williams-
Reihe. Dies impliziert, dass die Affinität des Metallions zu den Phosphatgruppen keinen nen-
nenswerten Einfluss auf die Anbindung von IBS1* ausübt. Wahrscheinlich hängt die An-
bindungsgeschwindigkeit stattdessen von der Fähigkeit des Metallions ab, negative Ladungen
unspezifisch abzuschirmen. Zusammenfassend validiert diese Studie smFRET als Methode zur
Untersuchung des Einflusses von Kationen auf die Faltung von RNS. Es wird zudem gezeigt,
dass die Bildung eines RNS-RNS-Duplexes direkt von den Koordinationseigenschaften der in
Lösung befindlichen Metallionen abhängt.
Randomisierung in der Analyse von Einzelmolekül-FRET-Daten
Da es Einzelmolülspektroskopiemethoden wie smFRET ermöglichen, die Beobachtung der
Faltung von Biomolekülen in Echtzeit zu verfolgen, erfreuen sie sich in den letzten Jahren
steigender Beliebtheit. Begrenzte Beobachtungsdauer und das Auftreten heterogener Kinetiken
und Konformationen führen allerdings häufig zu ausgeprägten intermolekularen Unterschieden
bezüglich der relativen Häufigkeit der FRET-Zustände und den dazugehörigen Umwandlungs-
raten (vgl. Kapitel 5 und 6). Die Quantifizierung solcher Unterschiede ist Vorausssetzung für
die Durchführung statistischer Tests. Bisher wurden allerdings sowohl die Variabilität als auch
statistische Tests in Einzelmolekülstudien auf Kosten robuster biologischer Interpretation der
Figure 11.5: Thermodynamische und kinetische Kenngrößen der Wechselwirkung zwischen d3’EBS1*
und IBS1* in Abhängigkeit des Metallionen-Cofaktors. (A) Bestimmung der Stabilitätskonstanten des
d3’EBS1*/IBS1*-Komplexes in Anwesenheit von 100 mM K+ und 1 mM M2+ mittels Einzelmolekül-
FRET und Analyse von UV-Schmelzkurven. (B) Anbindungs- und Dissoziationsraten von IBS1* in
Gegenwart verschiedener zweiwertiger Metallionen. Die Geschwindigkeitskonstanten wurden durch
Anpassen getreckter Exponentialfunktionen an Verweilzeit-Histogramme erhalten. Die Streuung in
Einzelmolekülexperimenten wurde durch Randomisierung abgeschätzt (3σbootstrap). Der Fehler in UV-
Schmelzkurven wurde mittels biologischer Replikate ermittelt (1σ ). Die Linien dienen als optische
Orientierungshilfe.
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experimentellen Daten weitgehend außer Acht gelassen. Dieses Kapitel liefert das Rüstzeug
zur Abschätzungung intermolekularer Unterschiede mittels Randomisierung und der Durch-
führung von statistischen Tests in smFRET-Experimenten.
Bootstrapping (engl. “Stiefelschlaufe”) ist eine Methode der Randomisierung, in der wieder-
holt die Probenstatistik auf der Grundlage einer einzigen Stichprobe von n Replikaten berech-
net wird. Bootstrapping liefert dadurch eine Abschätzung des Mittelwerts und der dazuge-
hörigen Streuung. In der Einleitung wird zunächst mathematisch gezeigt, dass Bootstrapping
mit routinemäßig in der Untersuchung von Einzelmolekülzeitreihen eingesetzen Analysemeth-
oden kombinierbar ist (Abbildung 11.6). Anschließend wird mit Hilfe simulierter Daten-
sätze die Robustheit des Algorithmus in Kombination mit verschiedenen Methoden zur ther-
modynamischen und kinetischen Analyse von Einzelmolekülzeitspuren quantitativ getestet.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass sich die mittels eines Bootstrapping abgeschätzten Mittel- und
Streuungswerte systematisch mit den theoretischen Sollwerte decken. Voraussetzung ist hi-
Figure 11.6: Übersicht der verschiedenen in BOBA FRET implementierten Funktionen. Ebenfalls
angegeben sind die entsprechenden Ein- und Ausgabenvariablen. Für eine genau mathematische
Beschreibung der angegebenen Routinen sei auf Kapitel 8 verwiesen.
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erbei allerdings, dass die randomisierten Eingabe-Werte durch eine der jeweiligen Datenlage
angepassten Methode bestimmt werden. Abschließend die Methode auf einen Satz experi-
menteller Daten angewendet und somit gezeigt, dass divalente Metallionen einen statistisch
signifikanten Einfluss auf die mit der Wechselwirkung von d3’EBS1* und IBS1* verbundenen
thermodynami- schen und kinetischen Kenngrößen haben.
Zusammenfassend validieren die hier durchgeführten mathematischen Ausführungen, Simu-
lationen und Experimente Bootstrapping zur Quantifizierung intermolekularer Unterschiede in
smFRET-Zeitreihen. Ein leicht zu implementierender Algorithmus mit grafischer Benutzer-
oberfläche zur Randomisierung von smFRET Daten wird zudem zum kostenlosen Download
angeboten. Da die Abschätzung intermolekularer Unterschiede den Weg für robuste biolo-
gische Interpretation von smFRET-Experimenten frei macht, gehen wir davon aus, dass diese




12.1 Instrumentation for TIR smFRET imaging
Figure 12.1 depicts the custom TIRF microscope used for smFRET experiments presented in
this work. The optical components of the setup were optimised for using the Cy3/Cy5 FRET
pair (Figure 12.2), though other fluorophores with similar spectral properties could in principle
be employed as well, for example tetramethylrhodamine and Alexa Fluor ® 647.
Figure 12.1: Scheme of the TIRF microscope used for single-molecule imaging.
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12.1. INSTRUMENTATION FOR TIR SMFRET IMAGING
12.1.1 Excitation
Two continuous-wave lasers (CL532-050-L and CRL-DL640-035-US-0.25, low noise, Crys-
taLaser lc., Reno, NV, USA) were attenuated in intensity using filter wheels mounted with
neutral density filters (FW: Laser2000 GmbH, Weling, Germany) and cleaned up using band-
pass filters (BP1, BP2: AHF Analysentechnik AG, Tübingen, Germany, Figure 12.2). A pair
of synchronised mechanical shutters (SH, C: LS-3, Uniblitz, Rochester, NY, USA) and a self-
built flip-flop were used for alternating laser excitation (ALEX) of fluorophores as described
in [125]. This technique permits to monitor FRET efficiencies and fluorophore stoichiometry
in real-time, and allows to detect photophysical artifacts such as doubly-labelled molecules,
blinking, and spectral shifts [146, 354, 393]. A system consisting of dielectric mirrors (M1,
M2: Laser2000 GmbH, Weling, Germany) and a dichroic beam splitter (DCM1: AHF Analy-
sentechnik, Tübingen, Germany) was used for aligning the optical paths of the lasers, followed
by focussing the incident beam onto the prism (P: Melles Griot GmbH, Bensheim, Germany)
and the sample chamber using a biconvex lens (L1: Newport Spectra Physics GmbH, Ger-
many). Sample chambers were built from quartz slides (G. Finkenbeiner Inc., Waltham, MA,
USA), double-sides sticky tape (3M, Cergy Pontoise, France), and glass coverslips (Roth AG,
Karlsruhe, Germany), followed by sealing with epoxy glue as described [170].
Figure 12.2: Fluorochrome spectra and selected filters used in the TIRF setup used shown in Figure 12.1.
Cy3 and Cy5 absorption and emission spectra correspond to experimental data recorded by Dr. Danny
Kowerko. Transmission graphs for the laser clean-up filter (BP1), the long pass filter (LP), and the band
pass filters (BP3, BP4) were provided by AHF Analysentechnik AG, Tübingen, Germany. Not shown:
The laser clean-up filter for excitation at 640 nm (BP2), dichroic mirrors (DCM1, DCM2, DCM3).
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12.2. CY3 AND CY5 CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND PHOTOPHYSICS
12.1.2 Detection
The prism-based TIRFM inverted microscope was purchased from Olympus Schweiz AG (Olym-
pus IX71, Volketswil, Switzerland) and equipped with a long-pass filter (Lot-Oriel AG, Romanel-
sur-Morge, Switzerland) to reject scattered laser light (Figure 12.2). Fluorophore emission was
spectrally separated using a sequential alignment of dichroic beam splitters (DCM2, DCM3:
Lot-Oriel AG, Romanel-sur-Morge, Switzerland) and dielectric mirrors (M3, M4, M5: Laser2000
GmbH, Weling, Germany). Bandpass filters (BP3, BP4: AHF Analysentechnik AG, Tübingen,
Germany) were used attenuate leakage of Cy3 emission into the Cy5 detection channel and to
suppress inelastic Raman scattering from water (Figure 12.2) [161, 474]. Finally, Cy3 and Cy5
emission levels were projected side-by-side onto an EM-CCD detector using biconvex lenses
(Newport Spectra Physics GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). All components were mounted onto
an optical top equipped with vibrational isolation (CleanTop II 1200 x 3600 x 300 mm, General
Microtechnology and Photonics S.A., Renens, Switzerland).
12.2 Cy3 and Cy5 chemical structure and photophysics
Cyanine generally consist of two five-membered heterocycles, an uncharged and a positively
charged one, each of which is fused to a benzene ring (nitrogen centre) [475]. Both nitrogen
centres are linked by a conjugated chain of an odd number of carbons, that are generally in
all-trans conformation, though, they may occasionally adopt the cis-form [475]. The cyanine
dyes used for all fluorescence experiments presented in this work are Cy3 and Cy5, in which
Figure 12.3: Dyes used in single-molecule and bulk fluorescence experiments presented herein. Struc-
tures communicated by Marc Niwar, IBA GmbH, Göttingen, Germany.
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the nitrogen centres are spaced by 3 or 5 carbons, respectively (Figure 12.3). Alkyl groups are
attached to the nitrogen centres to decrease the reactivity of the dyes, which in turn enhances
their photostability [139]. Both fluorophores are conjugated to the 5’ end of the RNA via a
(CH2)10 chain interrupted by an amide bond, which is formed during the process of synthesis
upon reaction of an activated cyanine dye N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester and a primary amine.
Importantly, IBA AG (Göttingen, Germany) uses sulfonated dyes with a negative net charge and
enhanced solubility in water, while labelled RNAs from Microsynth AG (Balgach, Switzerland)
are conjugated to unsulfonated fluorophores. As depicted in Figure 12.2, Cy3 is fluorescent in
the green range of the visible spectrum (λ exc ∼ 550 nm, λ em ∼ 570 nm), while Cy5 fluoresces
in the red region (λ exc ∼ 650 nm, λ em ∼ 670 nm).
12.2.1 Dynamic quenching of Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence induced by M2+
Fluorescence quenching denotes any process that decreases the fluorescence intensity and it can
be caused by a variety of molecular interactions, including excited-state reactions, molecular
rearrangements, energy transfer, ground-state complex formation, and collisional quenching
(see also Section 3.2.3) [109]. In the context of this study, a decrease in Cy3 quantum yield
would be accompanied by a decrease of R0, and hence an artefactual decrease of FRET [134].
In the case of Cy5 quenching, FRET values in single molecule experiments would also change.
Cations, in particular transition metal ions, are known to quench fluorescence through diverse
Figure 12.4: Stern-Vollmer plots for quenching of Cy3 fluorescence by different divalent metal ions
as determined by fixed wavelength scans at λ exc = 530 nm. Imaging buffer: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM
KNO3, 1 mM Trolox, 1x OSS, pH 6.9 and divalent metal ions as indicated. Error bars correspond to the
standard deviation 1σ .
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mechanisms, the investigation of which would go beyond the scope of this study [115, 476,
477]. This section provides an account of the concentrations at which the earth alkali metal
ions Ba2+, Sr2+, Ca2+, and Mg2+, as well as the transition metal ions Mn2+, Ni2+, Co2+, and
Cd2+ quench of Cy3 or Cy5 fluorescence to an extent that may potentially bias FRET studies.
Furthermore, the effect of dye conjugation was investigated by comparing the fluorescence
intensity of cyanine dyes in their commercially available NHS ester form (Cy3 NHS, Cy5 NHS)
and upon attachment to RNA. It should be noted, however, that NHS esters rapidly hydrolyse
in aquaeous solution forming cyanine dyes with a carboxyl moiety [478].
Figures 12.4 and 12.5 show Stern-Vollmer plots of Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence, where I0 and
I are the absolute intensities in the absence and presence of M2+. Fluorescence intensities of
NHS esters and RNA-attached dyes are generally in excellent agreement, demonstrating that
bioconjugation has a negligible effect on fluorophore quantum yields. However, at increasing
cation concentrations of Sr2+, Ca2+, Mg2+ and Cd2+, minor differences are observed regarding
the quantum yields of Cy3 NHS and EBS1*-Cy3. Strong fluorescence quenching is observed in
the presence of Ni2+ and Co2+. While Co2+ displays a more pronounced effect on Cy3 emis-
sion than Ni2+, both cations have a comparable effect on fluorescence of Cy5. In contrast, slight
fluorescence enhancement is observed for Cy3 in the presence of Mg2+ or Cd2+. However, it
should be noted that all of the aforementioned effects become significant solely at 100mM M2+
or higher concentrations. Co2+- and Ni2+-induced quenching has been reported earlier using
other fluorescent compounds (NBD, PPO, and perylenes) [118, 479, 480, 481, 482, 483]. Be-
Figure 12.5: Stern-Vollmer plots for quenching of Cy5 fluorescence by different divalent metal ions
as determined by fixed wavelength scans at λ exc = 600 nm. Imaging buffer: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM
KNO3, 1 mM Trolox, 1x OSS, pH 6.9 and divalent metal ions as indicated. Error bars correspond to the
standard deviation 1σ .
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sides collisional quenching, Ni2+ has been demonstrated to quench perylene fluorescence by
short range Dexter interaction, while Co2+ quenches via long range FRET [118, 482]. Taken
together, these data demonstrate that (i) conjugation of Cy3 and Cy5 to the RNA sequences
used herein does not entail significant effect on fluorophore quantum yields and that (ii) flu-
orescence quenching by M2+ is a negligible effect for the cations studied here when they are
present at low millimolar concentrations. Hence, smFRET experiments are not expected to
be convoluted with M2+-induced Cy3/Cy5 fluorescence quenching at the M2+ concentrations
used in the context of this work.
Figure 12.6: Normalised fluorescence spectra of free Cy3-NHS ester (A-H) and Cy3 conjugated to
d3’EBS1* (I-P) at different M2+ concentrations as determined upon excitation at λ exc = 510 nm. Dashed
lines indicate the emission maximum. Imaging buffer: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 1 mM Trolox,
1x OSS, pH 6.9 and divalent metal ions as indicated.
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12.2.2 Shape of Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence spectra in the presence of M2+
The rate of energy transfer also depends upon the overlap integral of the emission spectrum
of the FRET donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor [109]. Spectral shifts would
consequently lead to fluctuations in the apparent FRET efficiency, an phenomenon that has been
reported for ATTO647N and Alexa488 [146]. It is therefore important to provide evidence that
cation-induced spectral shifts and spectral alterations are negligible. This section provides an
account of the influence of Ba2+, Sr2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Mn2+, Ni2+, Co2+, and Cd2+ on the
shape of Cy and Cy5 fluorescence spectra. Potential effects of dye conjugation to RNA were
also characterised.
Figure 12.7: Normalised fluorescence spectra of free Cy5-NHS ester (A-H) and Cy5 conjugated to
IBS1* (I-P) at different M2+ concentrations as determined upon excitation at λ exc = 600 nm. Dashed
lines indicate the emission maximum. Imaging buffer: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 1 mM Trolox,
1x OSS, pH 6.9 and divalent metal ions as indicated.
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Normalised fluorescence spectra of Cy3 are shown in Figure 12.6. The spectral shape of
NHS esters is largely unaffected by the presence of divalent metal ions at the range of concen-
trations studied herein. Minor broadening was observed at 1 M Co2+ and Cd2+, though dif-
ferences in fluorescence intensity did not exceed 5 %. Emission spectra of Cy3-labelled RNA
were in excellent agreement with the spectra measured for unconjugated fluorophores. As for
Cy3 NHS, high amounts of Co2+ and Cd2+ induce spectral broadening, whereby differences
reach values of up to 33 %. A similar effect is observed at high Ca2+ and Mg2+ concentrations,
but to a lesser extent. Furthermore, a slight shift in the emission wavelength is observed upon
Cy3 conjugation (∆λ em, max ≤ 2 nm). Figure 12.7 shows normalised Cy5 emission spectra
recorded in the presence of various metal ion at different abundance. Emission profiles of NHS
Cy5 are virtually unaffected by changes in the composition of the imaging buffer, both with
regard to shape and fluorescence maxima. Increasing Cd2+ concentration does, however, entail
a slight batochromic shift (∆λ em, max ≤ 3 nm). Unlike for Cy3, linking Cy5 to its cognate RNA
sequence does not lead to cation-dependent broadening of emission profiles. Instead, the red-
shift was then consistently present and increasing along the Irving-Williams Series. It reaches
a maximum at 1 M Cd2+ (∆λ em, max = 7 nm).
In summary, these results suggest that the electronic structure of Cy3 is affected by high
concentrations of Co2+ and Cd2+. Even though Ni2+ strongly quenches Cy3 fluorescence (see
also: Section 12.2.1), its emission profile remains largely unaffected upon addition of Ni2+,
even at high concentrations. Consequently, the mechanisms by which these transition metal
ions bring about fluorescence quenching are most likely dissimilar. Cation-dependent broaden-
Figure 12.8: Metal ion-dependent anisotropy of Cy3 as determined by fixed wavelength scans at λ exc =
530 and λ em = 560/580 nm. Imaging buffer: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 1 mM Trolox, 1x OSS,
pH 6.9 and divalent metal ions as indicated. Error bars correspond to the standard deviation 1σ .
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ing of fluorescence profiles may be caused by inhomogeneous broadening, i.e. non-equivalence
of chromophore environement resulting in a distribution of solute-solvent interaction energies
[484]. A thorough discussion of this phenomenon would go beyond the scope of this study.
Most importantly, cation-chromophore interactions seem to be virtually absent at concentra-
tions relevant for the smFRET experiments presented herein and/or their effect on fluorescence
spectra is not significant.
12.2.3 Static Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence anisotropy in the presence of M2+
When a fluorophore is excited by linearly polarised light, the resulting emission is often also
polarised, a phenomenon that is referred to as fluorescence anisotropy (r, see also: Equations
3.7 and 3.8 in Section 3.2.5) [109]. Förster theory accounts for the dependence of R0 on the
relative orientation of the donor and acceptor transition moments by introducing the orienta-
tion factor κ2 (0 ≤ κ2 ≤ 4, see also: Equation 3.6 in Section 3.2.4). If fluorophores undergo
isotropic reorientation in a time much shorter than the rate of donor de-excitation, κ2 is well ap-
proximated by 2/3 and the orientation is not expected to bias the interpretation of FRET traces
[129]. This section surveys whether conjugation to RNA and/or the presence of the divalent
metal ions Ba2+, Sr2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Mn2+, Ni2+, Co2+, and Cd2+ significantly alter the rota-
tional behavior of Cy3 and Cy5 via quantification of static fluorescence anisotropy.
Figure 12.9: Metal ion-dependent anisotropy of Cy5 as determined by fixed wavelength scans at λ exc =
600 and λ em = 660/680 nm. Imaging buffer: 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM KNO3, 1 mM Trolox, 1x OSS,
pH 6.9 and divalent metal ions as indicated. Error bars correspond to the standard deviation 1σ .
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Figures 12.8 and 12.9 show Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence anisotropy against metal ion concentra-
tion. Differences between anisotropies of free and RNA-tethered dyes are consistently within
the accuracy of the method. Large cross-sample variabilities observed for Cy3 anisotropy in
the presence of Mg2+, Mn2+, and Co2+ are due to the fact that the instrument factor G not only
depends on selecting the well with the highest fluorescence intensity, but also on the automatic
determination of the gain. Here, the gain value varies between individual measurements and
adopted lower values in the presence of Mg2+, Mn2+, and Co2+. Overall, G varied between
0.95 and 0.20, where decreasing gain values also led to lower SNR. Addition of Ni2+ induces
pronounced Cy5 fluorescence anisotropy, a phenomenon that has been applied in anisotropy-
based Ni2+ sensing using a different fluorophore [485].
Taken together, the divalent metal ions studied herein do not appear to have a significant
impact on isotropic reorientation at low millimolar concentrations. High concentration of Ni2+
does not only strongly quench both Cy3 and Cy5 emission, it also hinders free rotation of Cy5
attached to IBS1*.
12.2.4 The influence of Mg2+ and Ca2+ on Cy3 and Cy5 blinking and photobleaching as
quantified by single-molecule fluorescence
Dyes commonly employed in single-molecule fluororescence studies often display fast photo-
bleaching (irreversible inactivation after emission of roughly 105 to 107 photons), long-lived
dark states (reversible inactivation, blinking), and intensity fluctuations [149, 166]. In time-
binned single-molecule fluorescence experiments, these issues do not only limit the observa-
tion time and hence lead to considerable differences between single trajectories, they may also
introduce uncertainty regarding the interpretation of the experimental data [166]. In particular,
blinking is easily mistaken for a change in FRET and erroneously interpreted as a conforma-
tional change [486]. As photophysical issues are an intrinsic property of every fluorophore,
control experiments aimed at their characterisation and quantification are crucial [146]. This
section provides an overview of Cy3 and Cy5 photostability and blinking in the presence and
the earth alkali metal ions Ca2+ and Mg2+ [111, 150]. For that purpose, fluorophores were
conjugated to d3’EBS1* and immobilised on a quartz slide via a biotin-streptavidin linkage,
followed by imaging single-molecule fluororescence with a TIRF microscope (10 frames/s,
observation time = 400 s) at 50 mM MOPS (pH 6.90), 100 mM K+, 1 % D-glucose, 1x OSS,
1 mM Trolox, and M2+ at variable concentrations (see also: Section 12.1) [170].
Panels A and F in Figure 12.10 depict a set of representative Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence
time traces. Different scenarios are observed, including stable emission over the entire obser-
vation time of 400 s, photobleaching before the end of the movie, as well as brief blinking
events. In contrast to Cy3 trajectories, multiple blinking states are clearly discernable in Cy5
time traces, i.e emission levels may drop to different levels. Figures 12.10B and G show his-
tograms of the time that single fluorophores were imaged before photobleaching. It is evident
that (i) there is no apparent statistical distribution and (ii) a large fraction of fluorophores do
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not bleach during the observation time. Figures 12.10D and I further illustrate that at all metal
ion concentrations investigated herein, individual fluorophores strongly differ with regard to
Figure 12.10: smFRET control experiments II. (A) Representative Cy3 emission time trajectories show
stable emission (top), photobleaching (middle), and blinking (bottom). (B) Time until Cy3 photobleach-
ing (τon), representative data recorded at 0 mM M2+. The histogram does not display a clearly de-
fined statistical distribution. (C) Quantification of Cy3 blinking (τoff), representative data recorded at
0 mM M2+. Red curve, inset: single-exponential decay. (D) Box plot of M2+-dependent duration of
stable Cy3 emission until photobleaching. Line: median; box: upper/lower quartile; whiskers: mini-
mum/maximum. Dwell times cover almost the full range of the observation time with a median centered
around 200 s. Divalent metal ions assessed herein do not have a significant influence on Cy3 photo-
stability. (E) M2+-dependent Cy3 blink frequency and average duration of the dark state. The average
time spent in the dark state (〈τoff〉) is close to the time resolution in all cases and does not appear to be
influenced by Mg2+ or Ca2+. Blinking becomes more frequent at high M2+ concentrations. (F) Repre-
sentative Cy5 emission time trajectories unveil multistep blinking (middle, bottom). (G) Time until Cy5
photobleaching (τon), representative data recorded at 0 mM M2+. (H) Quantification of Cy5 blinking
(τoff), representative data recorded at 0 mM M2+. Red curve, inset: single-exponential decay. (I) Box
plot of M2+-dependent duration of stable Cy5 emission until photobleaching. (J) M2+-dependent Cy5
blink frequency and average duration of the dark state. The average time spent in the dark state (〈τoff〉) is
close to the time resolution in all cases and is not influenced by Mg2+ or Ca2+. The frequency at which
blinking occurs does not appear to be cation-dependent. All errors correspond to the standard deviation
2σ as determined from single-exponential fits.
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their photostability. However, no significant alterations in response to M2+ concentration were
observed. The duration of blinking events was characterised by binning the times that fluo-
rophores spent in dark states to histograms (τoff, see also panels A and F), followed by fitting
the cumulative probability distributions 1 - cumP to single-exponential decay models. Figures
12.10E and J demonstrate that the rate constants associated with blinking (0.1 s < τ < 0.9 s)
are close to the experimental time resolution of 0.1 s in all cases and they are not significantly
altered by the divalent metal ion concentrations assessed herein. Finally, the ratio of the total
number of blinking events and the total obvervation time unveils that Cy3 blinks roughly every
1000 s, while Cy5 blinking is slightly less frequent (Figures 12.10E and J).
In conclusion, the excitation intensities used herein (∼ 5 mW) are expected to strike a balance
between signal-to-noise ratio and observation time until photobleaching. Furthermore, the av-
erage duration and frequency of blinking events is very low due to the combination of OSS
and Trolox and appears to be invariable in response to adding Mg2+ or Ca2+. A previous study
that employed the reducing agent β-mercaptoethanol instead of Trolox reported that 80 % of all
Cy5 time traces exhibit multiple on/of fluctuations during an observation time of 60 s [393]. As
Cy5 blinking leads to anticorrelated changes in intensity in the presence of Cy3, on-off blink-
ing events are indistinguishable from FRET fluctuating between zero and a high value [393].
The rare appearance of acceptor blinking is therefore particularly important in the context of
the experimental design of this study. Cy5 also displayed intensity fluctuations that did not
reach zero, a previously unprecedented phenomenon. In the context of the FRET experiments
performed herein, such blinking events would be expected to lead to intermediate FRET values
that are not consistent with the way the experiments were designed [396]. However, alternating
excitation of Cy3 and Cy5 (ALEX) is required to unambiguously identify such photophysical
artefacts [354, 355, 393].
12.3 BOBA FRET source code as of December 2013
BOBA FRET (BOotstrap-Based Analysis of smFRET data) is a script written in Matlab that
can be used to quantify the thermodynamic and kinetic cross-sample variability within a set
of smFRET data. Bootstrapping is performed in conjunction with four well-established ap-
proaches to analyse smFRET time traces in order to estimate the standard deviation associated
with the relative occurrence of FRET species (thresholding or multiple Gaussian fit on FRET
distributions) or with the transition rates (exponential fit on the dwell-time distributions). The
source code is presented in the following sections.
12.3.1 bobafret.m (main file)
function varargout = bobafret(varargin)
% BOBAFRET - bootstrap-based analysis of smFRET histogram data, version 1.2
% written by Sebastian König, sebastian.koenig@uzh.ch
% Gauss fit algorithm modified from Danny Kowerko
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% Features added by Sebastian König:
% Restructuring the code: data import, Gaussian fitting and data export are achieved
through M-file functions.
% Data import: Matrix dimensions are checked.
% listbox_filelist: number and name of histogram files is displayed.
% Weighting: histograms can be weighed according to number of counts or not.
% Fitting parameters: visibility of parameter edit fields changes according to fit type
% Tooltipstrings (rollover explanations) are available.
%
% Version 1.2
% Features added by Sebastian König:
% Menu: Switching between histogram and dwelltime file import implemented.
% Exponential fitting possible
% Thermodynamic analysis with dwelltime data files
%
% Version 1.2_MH
% Pimped by Mélodie:
% 1) Clustering implemented: the user has the possibility to cluster the
% transitions. Clustered data are stored in the "UserData" properties of
% the axes display_results. ACHTUNG: if the properties "NextPlot" of the
% axes is set to "replace" instead of "replacechildren" and a new plot
% occurs, the "UserData" is reset.
% 2) Corrections of data import:
% calculation of overall FRET histogram when not weighting
% exclusion of the NaN lines in the dwell-time files instead of
% excluding the file itself.
% 3) Re-arrange the code:
% simplify the mmsavedata.m source code
% shorten the name of variables (ex: handles->h. eventdata->evd,
% hObject->obj)
% delete unnecessary functions (eval())
% simplify the mmimportdata.m source code regrading the input variable
% (the import algorithm is not anymore selected according to nargin but
% to the pre-defined booleen variables thAna, histDat and threshAna)
% 4) Adapt the title of the loading bar regarding the process occuring
% (before it was always "Gaussian fitting")
% 5) display x-axis, y-axis and title of the axes display_results regarding
% the data plotted
% 6) Bobafret window can be scaled to full screen
% 7) When automatically exporting results, an index is add to the file
% name(s) if files with the same name already exist in the folder
%
% Version 1.3_MH
% Pimped by Mélodie:
% 1) clustering tool take a 4th column in input, containing the file number
% and restoring in output.
% 2) proportions of bobafret tool adapted to any screen dimension
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% 3) 2 transitions by default in clustering tool
% 4) data converion for clusterng input fixed
Initialisation code
gui_Singleton = 1;




’gui_LayoutFcn’, [] , ...
’gui_Callback’, []);








% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
Opening function
function bobafret_OpeningFcn(obj, evd, h, varargin)






% Create structure with initial fit parameters
fitparam.all = [0 -Inf 0 0 -Inf 0 0 -Inf 0 0 -Inf 0 0 -Inf 0
0.05 0 0.087 0.05 0.2 0.087 0.05 0.4 0.087 0.05 0.6 0.087 0.05 0.8 0.087
Inf Inf 0.15 Inf Inf 0.15 Inf Inf 0.15 Inf Inf 0.15 Inf Inf 0.15];
weight = 0;
set(h.edit_folder,’String’,folder);
interupt = loading_bar(’init’, h.bobafret, 45, ...
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for k = 1:3
for j = 1:3
for i = 1:5
varname = [’h.’ varabbr21,k ’_’ varabbr11,j num2str(i)];
varnames1,i = varname;
set(eval(varnames1,i), ’String’, fitparam.all(k,(j+3*(i-1))));













% Choose default command line output for bobafret
h.output = obj;
% Update h structure
guidata(obj, h);
% Normalize the dimensions for scaling
normalizeFig(obj);
function varargout = bobafret_OutputFcn(obj, evd, h)
varargout{1} = h.output;
RMSE analysis
function pushbutton_rms_Callback(obj, evd, h)
% Call function mmimportdata
data_type = get(h.radiobutton_histfiles, ’Value’);






% get fitting parameters from edit fields
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for k = 1:3
varname1 = [’fitparam.’ varabbr2{1,k}];
for j = 1:3
for i = 1:fit_type_nr
varnames1{1,k} = varname1;
varnames1{1,k} = strcat(varnames1{1,k}, ’(1,’, ...
num2str(j+(i-1)*3), ’)’);
varname2 = [’h.’ varabbr2{1,k} ’_’ varabbr1{1,j} num2str(i)];
















fit_penalty = str2num(get(h.edit_rms_penalty, ’String’));
% Automatically adjust visibility of the fitting parameters
h_3 = [h.lower_wid3 h.start_wid3 h.upper_wid3 h.lower_amp3 h.start_amp3
h.upper_amp3 h.lower_cen3 h.start_cen3 h.upper_cen3];
h_4 = [h.lower_wid4 h.start_wid4 h.upper_wid4 h.lower_amp4 h.start_amp4
h.upper_amp4 h.lower_cen4 h.start_cen4 h.upper_cen4];
h_5 = [h.lower_wid5 h.start_wid5 h.upper_wid5 h.lower_amp5 h.start_amp5
h.upper_amp5 h.lower_cen5 h.start_cen5 h.upper_cen5];
if (fit_penalty * aic(1,2)) >= aic(1,1)
set(h.num_gauss, ’Value’, 2);
set(h.edit_rms_suggestion, ’String’, 2);
set([h_3 h_4 h_5], ’Visible’, ’Off’);




set([h_4 h_5], ’Visible’, ’Off’);










set([h_3 h_4 h_5], ’Visible’, ’On’);
end
% plot data
fit_type_nr = get(h.num_gauss, ’Value’);














y_label = ’Normalized occurence’;







Data randomisation and fitting
function pushbutton_resfit_Callback(obj, evd, h)
% data import
thAna = strcmp(get(h.submenu_thermodynamics, ’Checked’), ’on’);
if thAna
% thermodynamic analysis




% Question dialog regarding histogram overflow bins
if histDat == 1
choice = questdlg(’You are about to analyze smFRET histogram files. Overflow
bins can drastically reduce the goodness of Gaussian fits. Would you
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[ok, histref, filelist, histfiles, histarray, weighting_vector] =





% create normalised reference
num_runs = str2num(get(h.edit_num_iter, ’String’));
weight = 0;
fit_type_nr = get(h.num_gauss, ’Value’);
threshAna = get(h.radiobutton_thresholding, ’Value’);
if thAna && histDat % thermodynamic analysis from histogram
if threshAna % with thresholding
% get thresholds for threshold-based histogram analysis
prompt = {’Enter threshold values from lowest to highest.
E.g. "0.22" and "0.65"’};
if get(h.num_gauss, ’Value’) >= 2
for i=2:get(h.num_gauss, ’Value’)
prompt{1,i} = ’ ’;
end
end
thresh_values = [-Inf; Inf; Inf; Inf; Inf; Inf; Inf];




else % with gauss fit
% get fitting parameters from edit fields
% Gaussian fitting: start guesses and boundaries
varabbr1 = {’amp’,’cen’,’wid’};
varabbr2 = {’lower’,’start’,’upper’};
for k = 1:3
varname1 = [’fitparam.’ varabbr2{1,k}];
for j = 1:3
for i = 1:fit_type_nr
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varnames1{1,k} = varname1;
varnames1{1,k} = strcat(varnames1{1,k}, ’(1,’, ...
num2str(j+(i-1)*3), ’)’);
varname2 = [’h.’ varabbr2{1,k} ’_’ varabbr1{1,j}
num2str(i)];






elseif ∼thAna % kinetic analysis
% exponential fitting: start guesses and boundaries
if get(h.y_offset, ’Value’) == 0;





fitparam.lower(1,1) = str2num(get(h.edit_lower_y_offset, ’String’));
fitparam.start(1,1) = str2num(get(h.edit_start_y_offset, ’String’));
fitparam.upper(1,1) = str2num(get(h.edit_upper_y_offset, ’String’));
end
if get(h.x_offset, ’Value’) == 0;





fitparam.lower(1,2) = str2num(get(h.edit_lower_x_offset, ’String’));
fitparam.start(1,2) = str2num(get(h.edit_start_x_offset, ’String’));
fitparam.upper(1,2) = str2num(get(h.edit_upper_x_offset, ’String’));
end
% get values from edit fields
if fit_type_nr <= 4 % single-/multiexp. fit
varabbr1 = {’amp’,’cen’}; % here: cen = time constant of the decay
varabbr2 = {’lower’,’start’,’upper’};
for k = 1:3
varname1 = [’fitparam.’ varabbr2{1,k}];
for j = 1:2
for i = 1:fit_type_nr
varnames1{1,k} = varname1;
varnames1{1,k} = strcat(varnames1{1,k}, ’(1,’, ...
num2str(j+(i-1)*2+2), ’)’);
varname2 = [’h.’ varabbr2{1,k} ’_’ varabbr1{1,j}
num2str(i)];
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end
else % stretched exponential fit
varabbr1 = {’amp’,’cen’}; % here: cen = time constant of the decay
varabbr2 = {’lower’,’start’,’upper’};
for k = 1:3
varname1 = [’fitparam.’ varabbr2{1,k}];
for j = 1:2
varnames1{1,k} = varname1;
varnames1{1,k} = strcat(varnames1{1,k}, ’(1,’, ...
num2str(j+2), ’)’);
varname2 = [’h.’ varabbr2{1,k} ’_’ varabbr1{1,j} num2str(1)];




% import values for beta
fitparam.lower(1,5) = str2num(get(h.lower_amp2, ’String’));
fitparam.start(1,5) = str2num(get(h.start_amp2, ’String’));
fitparam.upper(1,5) = str2num(get(h.upper_amp2, ’String’));
end
end
% randomly select histograms, exponential/Gaussian fitting
num_hist = str2num(get(h.edit_num_hists, ’String’));
if thAna && histDat % thermodynamic analysis from histogram files




str = ’Gaussian fitting’;
end
interupt = loading_bar(’init’, h.bobafret, num_runs, ...





weighting = get(h.radiobutton_weighing_yes, ’Value’);
if weighting == 1







for k = 1:str2double(get(h.edit_num_iter, ’String’))
% update loading bar
interupt = loading_bar(’update’, h.bobafret);
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randomhists = randsample(size(histfiles,1),num_hist,true, ...
weighting_vector);
histall = histarray{1,randomhists(1)};
for i = 2:num_hist
histcurr = histarray{1,randomhists(i)};




if ∼threshAna % with gauss fit
% start Gaussian fitting
x_data = histall(:,1);
y_data = histall(:,2);
[fitres, aic, ex_, cf_, gof] = mmgaussfit(x_data, ...
y_data, fitparam, fit_type_nr, weight);




fitres2.a(k,gg) = coeffs(1,3*gg-2); % Gauss amplitude
fitres2.b(k,gg) = coeffs(1,3*gg-1); % Gauss center
fitres2.c(k,gg) = coeffs(1,3*gg-0); % Gauss width
end
else % with thresholding
for i = 1:(get(h.num_gauss, ’Value’)+1)
results.population(k,i) = sum(histall((histall(:,1) >





% close loading bar
interupt = loading_bar(’close’, h.bobafret);
end
else
% adjust number of replicates for bootstrapping y/n
number_replicates = size(histarray,2);
if number_replicates ∼= str2num(get(h.edit_num_hists, ’String’))
question = [’Number of molecules with relevant dwell times: ’, ...
num2str(number_replicates), ...
’. Should the number of replicates be adjusted in the
resampling process (suggested)?’];
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end
end
if thAna % thermodynamic analysis from dwell-times
num_hist = str2num(get(h.edit_num_hists, ’String’));
interupt = loading_bar(’init’, h.bobafret, num_runs, ...





for k = 1:str2double(get(h.edit_num_iter, ’String’))
% update loading bar
interupt = loading_bar(’update’, h.bobafret);
randomhists = randsample(size(histarray,2),num_hist, ...
true, weighting_vector);
transitions = [];
for j = 1:num_hist
if isempty(find(isnan(histarray{randomhists(j,1)})))
== 1














if size(histarray{1,randomhists(i,1)}) == size(histall)
histall(:,1) = histall(:,1) + histarray{1, ...
randomhists(i,1)}(:,1);
else
for l = 1:size(histarray{1,randomhists(i,1)},1)
j = 1;
while isequal(histarray{1,randomhists(i,1)}
(l,2), histall(j,2)) == 0
j = j + 1;
end





for i = 1:size(transitions,1)
results.population(k,i) = histall(i,1)/sum(histall(:,1));
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end
end
% close loading bar
interupt = loading_bar(’close’, h.bobafret);
end
else % kinetic analysis
% initialise loading bar
interupt = loading_bar(’init’, h.bobafret, num_runs, ...





for k = 1:str2double(get(h.edit_num_iter, ’String’))
% update loading bar
interupt = loading_bar(’update’, h.bobafret);
randomhists = randsample(size(histarray,2),num_hist, ...
true, weighting_vector);
histall = [];
for i = 1:size(randomhists,1)
histall = [histall; histarray{1,randomhists(i,1)}];
end
histall = histall(:,1);
% sort dwell times
histall = sort(histall);




histall = [0, 1; histall];
% lauch exponential fitting
x_data = histall(:,1);
y_data = histall(:,2);
[fitres,ex_, cf_, gof] = mmexpfit(x_data, y_data, ...
fitparam,fit_type_nr);
% get fitting results
fitres2.adj_s(k,1) = gof.adjrsquare;
if fit_type_nr == 5
fitres2.a(k,:) = fitres.refa;
% stretched exponential fit amplitude
fitres2.c(k,:) = fitres.refc;
% stretched exponential fit decay constant
fitres2.xo(k,:) = fitres.refxo;
% stretched exponential fit x-offset
fitres2.yo(k,:) = fitres.refyo;
% stretched exponential fit y-offset
fitres2.beta(k,:) = fitres.refbeta;
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% Exponential fits, amplitudes
fitres2.c(k,:) = fitres.refc;
% Exponential fits, decay constants
fitres2.xo(k,:) = fitres.refxo;
% Exponential fits, x-offset
fitres2.yo(k,:) = fitres.refyo;
% Exponential fits, y-offset
end
end
% close loading bar




% fit reference histogram
if thAna && histDat && ∼threshAna
% thermodynamic analysis from histograms with thresholding
x_data = histref(:,1);
y_data = histref(:,2);
[fitres, aic, ex_, cf_, gof] = mmgaussfit(x_data, y_data, fitparam, ...
fit_type_nr,weight);
fitres2.refa = fitres.refa; % Gaussparameter(s) amplitude
fitres2.refb = fitres.refb; % Gaussparameter(s) center
fitres2.refc = fitres.refc; % Gaussparameter(s) width
elseif ∼thAna % kinetic analysis
x_data = histref(:,1);
y_data = histref(:,2);
[fitres, ex_, cf_, gof] = mmexpfit(x_data,y_data,fitparam,fit_type_nr);
if fit_type_nr == 5
fitres2.refa = fitres.refa ;
% stretched exponential fit amplitude
fitres2.refc = fitres.refc;
% stretched exponential fit decay constant
fitres2.refxo = fitres.refxo;
% stretched exponential fit x-offset
fitres2.refyo = fitres.refyo;
% stretched exponential fit y-offset
fitres2.refbeta = fitres.refbeta;
% stretched exponential fit beta
else
fitres2.refa = fitres.refa; % Exponential fits, amplitudes
fitres2.refc = fitres.refc; % Exponential fits, decay constants
fitres2.refxo = fitres.refxo; % Exponential fits, x-offset




if thAna % thermodynamic analysis
if histDat % from histograms
if ∼threshAna % with gauss fit
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else % with thresholding
for i = 1:(get(h.num_gauss, ’Value’)+1)
results.states{1,i} = [num2str(thresh_values(i,1)), ...
’ to ’, num2str(thresh_values((i+1),1)), ’; ’];
end
for j = 1:(get(h.num_gauss, ’Value’)+1)
results.reference(1,j) = sum(histref(thresh_values(j,1) <
histref(:,1) & histref(:,1) <= thresh_values(j+1),2));
end
end
else % from dwell-times
for i = 1: size(histall,1)






else % kinetic analysis
if fit_type_nr == 5
fitres2.sorted = sortrows([fitres2.beta, fitres2.c, ...
fitres2.yo, fitres2.xo, fitres2.a], 1);
else




% numerical integration, ref
if thAna && histDat % thermodynamic analysis from histograms
if ∼threshAna
for ii=1:fit_type_nr
fitres2.distref{ii}(:,1) = normpdf(histall(:,1), ...
fitres2.refb(1,ii), fitres2.refc(1,ii));
fitres2.distref{ii}(:,1) = fitres2.distref{ii}(:,1)/ ...
max(fitres2.distref{ii}(:,1))*fitres2.refa(1,ii);
end
% relative occurrence, ref
for ii = 1:fit_type_nr
fitres2.reloccurrenceref(1,ii) = sum(fitres2.distref{ii}(:, ...
1))/sum(cellfun(@sum, fitres2.distref));
end
% numerical integration, bootstrap samples
for k= 1:num_runs
for ii = 1:fit_type_nr
fitres2.dist{ii}(:,k) = normpdf(histall(:,1), ...
fitres2.b(k,ii), fitres2.c(k,ii));
fitres2.dist{ii}(:,k) = fitres2.dist{ii}(:,k)/ ...
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% relative occurrence, boostrap samples
fitres2.numinttemp = cellfun(@sum, fitres2.dist, ...
’UniformOutput’,false);
fitres2.numint = fitres2.numinttemp{1};
for ii = 2:fit_type_nr
fitres2.numint = fitres2.numint + fitres2.numinttemp{ii};
end
for ii = 1:fit_type_nr






% save and export data
if thAna && histDat && ∼threshAna
% thermodynamic analysis from histogram by gauss fit
results.fitres2 = fitres2;
elseif ∼thAna % kinetic analysis
results.fitres2 = fitres2;
results.fit_type_nr = fit_type_nr;
results.x_offset = get(h.x_offset, ’Value’);
results.y_offset = get(h.y_offset, ’Value’);
end
% plot data
if thAna % thermodynamic analysis





if ∼threshAna % with gauss fit
for ii=1:fit_type_nr
h.y_data(:,ii) = normpdf(histall(:,1), ...
fitres2.refb(1,ii), (fitres2.refc(1,ii))/sqrt(2));






h.y_data(:,1), ’Color’, [0 0 0.9], ...
”LineWidth’, 3);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
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plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,1), ’Color’, [0 0 0.8], ...
”LineWidth’, 3);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,2), ’Color’, [0.2 0.2 1], ...
”LineWidth’, 3);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...




h.y_data(:,1), ’Color’, [0 0 0.6], ...
”LineWidth’, 3);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,2), ’Color’, [0 0 1], ...
”LineWidth’, 3);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,3), ’Color’, [0.4 0.4 1], ...
”LineWidth’, 3);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...




h.y_data(:,1), ’Color’, [0 0 0.6], ...
”LineWidth’, 3);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,2), ’Color’, [0 0 0.9], ...
”LineWidth’, 3);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,3), ’Color’, [0.2 0.2 1], ...
”LineWidth’, 3);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,4), ’Color’, [0.5 0.5 1], ...
”LineWidth’, 3);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...




h.y_data(:,ii) = normpdf(histall(:,1), ...
fitres2.refb(1,ii),(fitres2.widthsorted(1, ...
ii))/sqrt(2));
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plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...




h.y_data(:,1), ’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 0.8], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,2), ’-’, ’Color’, [0.2 0.2 1], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...




h.y_data(:,1), ’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 0.6], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,2), ’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 1], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,3), ’-’, ’Color’, [0.4 0.4 1], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...




h.y_data(:,1), ’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 0.6], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,2), ’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 0.9], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,3), ’-’, ’Color’, [0.2 0.2 1], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,4), ’-’, ’Color’, [0.5 0.5 1], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...




h.y_data(:,ii) = normpdf(histall(:,1), ...
fitres2.refb(1,ii),(fitres2.widthsorted(
size(fitres2.centersorted,1),ii))/sqrt(2));









h.y_data(:,1),’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 0.9], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...




h.y_data(:,1), ’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 0.8], ...
”LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,2),’-’, ’Color’, [0.2 0.2 1], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...




h.y_data(:,1), ’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 0.6], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,2), ’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 1], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,3), ’-’, ’Color’, [0.4 0.4 1], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...




h.y_data(:,1),’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 0.6], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,2), ’-’, ’Color’, [0 0 0.9], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,3), ’-’, ’Color’, [0.2 0.2 1], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
h.y_data(:,4), ’-’, ’Color’, [0.5 0.5 1], ...
’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data, ...
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x_label = ’FRET’;
y_label = ’Normalized occurence’;








title(h.display_gof, ’Goodness of fit’);
xlabel(h.display_gof, ’adjusted Rˆ2’);
ylabel(h.display_gof, ’counts’);




[0 max(histref(:,2))], ’r’, ”LineWidth’, 2);
end
set(h.display_results, ’NextPlot’, ’replacechildren’);
% display message box




else % from dwell-times
set(h.display_results, ’NextPlot’, ’replacechildren’);
% display message box
x_label = ’FRET’;
y_label = ’Normalized occurence’;





else % kinetic analysis
% plot raw data
h.x_data = histref(:,1);
h.y_data = histref(:,2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data,h.y_data, ’+’, ’LineWidth’, 5);
set(h.display_results, ’NextPlot’, ’add’);
% plot fits for reference and bootstrapped data
if fit_type_nr == 5 % stretched exponential fit
plot_ref = fitres2.refyo + fitres2.refa* ...
exp(-((x_data-fitres2.refxo)/ ...
fitres2.refc).ˆfitres2.refbeta);
plot_bootstrap1 = fitres2.sorted(1,3) + fitres2.sorted(1,5)* ...
exp(-((x_data-fitres2.sorted(1,4))/fitres2.sorted(1,2)).ˆ ...
fitres2.sorted(1,1));
plot_bootstrap2 = fitres2.sorted(size(fitres2.sorted,1),3) + ...
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plot(h.display_results, h.x_data,plot_ref, ’r’, ’LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data,plot_bootstrap1,’-’, ’Color’, ...
[1 0 0],’LineWidth’, 1.5);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data,plot_bootstrap2,’-’, ’Color’, ...
[1 0 0],’LineWidth’, 1.5);
choice = questdlg(’This graph illustrates both the variation in
the decay constant and the stretching factor beta.’, ...
’Information’, ...
’Good to know.’, ’Good to know.’);
else % single-/multiexponential fit
plot_ref = fitres2.refyo;
plot_bootstrap1 = fitres2.sorted(1,(1 + fit_type_nr));
plot_bootstrap2 = fitres2.sorted(size(fitres2.sorted,1), ...
(1 + fit_type_nr));
for i = 1:fit_type_nr
plot_ref = plot_ref + fitres2.refa(1,i)* ...
exp(-(x_data-fitres2.refxo)/fitres2.refc(1,i));









plot(h.display_results, h.x_data,plot_ref, ’r’, ”LineWidth’, 2);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data,plot_bootstrap1,’-’, ...
’Color’,[1 0 0],”LineWidth’, 1.5);
plot(h.display_results, h.x_data,plot_bootstrap2,’-’, ...
’Color’,[1 0 0],”LineWidth’, 1.5);
end
set(h.display_results, ’NextPlot’, ’replacechildren’);
x_label = ’dwell-times (s)’;
y_label = ’normalized (1 - cum(P))’;





if get(h.radiobutton_weighing_yes, ’Value’) == 1
if ∼thAna
choice = questdlg(’You have performed weighted bootstrapping,
i.e. time traces with longer observation times are more
likely to be selected. This will naturally favor the selection
of longer dwell times and may may lead to deviations
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from the reference (blue dots, solid line).’, ...
’Information’, ...
’Good to know.’, ’Good to know.’);
end
end










graphical user interface (GUI)
function edit_folder_Callback(obj, evd, h)
% Edit buttons for data import and bootstrapping
function edit_folder_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




function pushbutton_currdir_Callback(obj, evd, h)
currdir_str = get(h.edit_folder, ’String’);
if get(h.radiobutton_histfiles, ’Value’) && ∼strcmp(get(h.submenu_kinetics, ...
’Checked’), ’On’)
str = ’Choose directory containing histogram files:’;
else
str = ’Choose directory containing dwell time files:’;
end




function edit_num_hists_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_num_hists_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




function edit_num_iter_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_num_iter_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)
if ispc && isequal(get(obj,’BackgroundColor’), get(0, ...
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function num_gauss_Callback(obj, evd, h)
% ...adjust visibilities...
num_gauss = get(h.num_gauss, ’Value’);
if num_gauss == 1
tick2 = strcmp(get(h.submenu_kinetics, ’Checked’),’On’);
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set(h.amp2, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Initial occurrence at t = 0. Adopts
a value of 1<br/>for normalised cumulative probability
distributions</html>’);
set(h.display_eq, ’String’, ’y = a*exp{-((x-b)/tau)} + c’);
else
set(h.amp2, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height")
of the Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2)




set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.05’);
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elseif num_gauss == 2
tick2 = strcmp(get(h.submenu_kinetics, ’Checked’),’On’);
if tick2 == 1
set(h.amp2, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Initial occurrence at t = 0. Adopts
a value of 1<br/>for normalised cumulative probability
distributions</html>’);
set(h.display_eq, ’String’, ...




set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.01’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.8’);





































set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.05’);
































’y = a1*exp{(x-cen1)ˆ2/wid1} + a2*exp{(x-cen2)ˆ2/wid2}’);
set(h.amp2, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height")
of the Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2)
of the original publication.</html>’);
end
elseif num_gauss == 3
tick2 = strcmp(get(h.submenu_kinetics, ’Checked’),’On’);
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if tick2 == 1
set(h.amp2, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Initial occurrence at t = 0. Adopts a
value of 1<br/>for normalised cumulative probability
distributions</html>’);
set(h.display_eq, ’String’, ...




set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.01’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.8’);
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set(h.upper_wid2, ’Visible’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.05’);
































’y = a1*exp{(x-cen1)ˆ2/wid1} + ... + a3*exp{(x-cen3)ˆ2/wid3}’);
set(h.amp2, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height") of
the Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2)
of the original publication.</html>’);
end
elseif num_gauss == 4
tick2 = strcmp(get(h.submenu_kinetics, ’Checked’),’On’);
if tick2 == 1
set(h.amp2, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Initial occurrence at t = 0. Adopts a
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value of 1<br/>for normalised cumulative probability
distributions</html>’);
set(h.display_eq, ’String’, ...




set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.01’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.8’);
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set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.05’);
































’y = a1*exp{(x-cen1)ˆ2/wid1} + ... + a4*exp{(x-cen4)ˆ2/wid4}’);
set(h.amp2, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height") of
the Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2)
of the original publication.</html>’);
end
elseif num_gauss == 5
tick2 = strcmp(get(h.submenu_kinetics, ’Checked’),’On’);
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set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.4’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.8’);































set(h.amp2, ’String’, ’beta’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height") of
the Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2)
of the original publication.</html>’);
set(h.display_eq, ’String’, ...





set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.05’);
set(h.upper_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’Inf’);
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’y = a1*exp{(x-cen1)ˆ2/wid1} + ... + a5*exp{(x-cen5)ˆ2/wid5}’);
set(h.amp2, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height") of
the Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2)
of the original publication.</html>’);
end
elseif cmpstr(get(h.num_gauss, ’Value’),’single’) == 1
end
function num_gauss_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)
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function edit_filetype_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_filetype_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% work in progress
function pushbutton_fitonly_Callback(obj, evd, h)
% Thermodynamic analysis from histogram or DT files?
function radiobutton_histfiles_Callback(obj, evd, h)
radio3 = get(h.radiobutton_histfiles, ’Value’);
if radio3 == 1
set(h.radiobutton_dtfiles, ’Value’, 0);














% show radiobuttons fit type
set(h.radiobutton_gaussfit, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.radiobutton_thresholding, ’Enable’, ’On’);
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set(h.edit_rms_5gaussians, ’Enable’, ’Off’);
% hide radiobuttons fit type
set(h.radiobutton_gaussfit, ’Enable’, ’Off’);
set(h.radiobutton_thresholding, ’Enable’, ’Off’);



















































function radiobutton_dtfiles_Callback(obj, evd, h)
radio4 = get(h.radiobutton_dtfiles, ’Value’);
if radio4 == 1
set(h.radiobutton_histfiles, ’Value’, 0);














% hide radiobuttons fit type
set(h.radiobutton_gaussfit, ’Enable’, ’Off’);
set(h.radiobutton_thresholding, ’Enable’, ’Off’);


































































% show radiobuttons fit type
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set(h.radiobutton_gaussfit, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.radiobutton_thresholding, ’Enable’, ’On’);




















































function radiobutton_weighing_yes_Callback(obj, evd, h)
radio1 = get(h.radiobutton_weighing_yes, ’Value’);





function radiobutton_weighing_no_Callback(obj, evd, h)
radio2 = get(h.radiobutton_weighing_yes, ’Value’);





% Gaussian fitting or thresholding?
function radiobutton_gaussfit_Callback(obj, evd, h)
radio5 = get(h.radiobutton_gaussfit, ’Value’);
if radio5 == 1
set(h.radiobutton_thresholding, ’Value’, 0);
set(h.num_gauss, ’String’, {’number of Gaussians’;’2’;’3’; ...
’4’;’5’}, ’Value’, 1);






























































set(h.display_eq, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ”);
else
set(h.radiobutton_thresholding, ’Value’, 1);
% update dropdown menu
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set(h.num_gauss, ’String’, {’1 threshold’;’2 thresholds’; ...
’3 thresholds’;’4 thresholds’;’5 thresholds’}, ’Value’, 1);
































































function radiobutton_thresholding_Callback(obj, evd, h)
radio6 = get(h.radiobutton_thresholding, ’Value’);
if radio6 == 1
set(h.radiobutton_gaussfit, ’Value’, 0);
set(h.num_gauss, ’String’, {’1 threshold’;’2 thresholds’; ...
’3 thresholds’;’4 thresholds’;’5 thresholds’}, ’Value’, 1);

































































set(h.num_gauss, ’String’, {’number of Gaussians’;’2’;’3’; ...
’4’;’5’}, ’Value’, 1);
































































set(h.display_eq, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ”);
end
% display histogram files in root folder
function listbox_filelist_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function listbox_filelist_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% number of histogram files
function edit_numfiles2_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_numfiles2_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)





function edit_rms_suggestion_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_rms_suggestion_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




function edit_rms_penalty_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_rms_penalty_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




function edit_rms_5gaussians_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_rms_5gaussians_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)
if ispc && isequal(get(obj,’BackgroundColor’), ...
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function edit_rms_4gaussians_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_rms_4gaussians_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




function edit_rms_3gaussians_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_rms_3gaussians_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




function edit_rms_2gaussians_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_rms_2gaussians_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% About Boba FRET
function menu_file_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function menu_help_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function submenu_about_Callback(obj, evd, h)
about = sprintf(’Boba FRET was written by Sebastian König’, ...
’Erica Fiorini, Melodie Hadzic, Danny Kowerko and Richard Börner.’);
uiwait(helpdlg(about));
return;
% Switching between Gaussian and exponential fitting
% exec. of the the thermodyn. subprogramme
function submenu_thermodynamics_Callback(obj, evd, h)
tick1 = get(h.submenu_thermodynamics, ’Checked’);
if strcmp(tick1,’On’) == 1
set(h.submenu_kinetics, ’Checked’, ’Off’);
else
% only one item can be ticked at a time
set(h.submenu_thermodynamics, ’Checked’, ’On’);
set(h.submenu_kinetics, ’Checked’, ’Off’);
% data import radiobuttons
set(h.radiobutton_histfiles, ’Enable’, ’On’, ’Value’, 1);
set(h.radiobutton_dtfiles, ’Enable’, ’On’, ’Value’, 0);
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set(h.radiobutton_weighing_no, ’Value’, 0);
set(h.radiobutton_weighing_yes, ’Value’, 1);
% visibility of the descriptions
set(h.amp1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’amplitude 1’, ’TooltipString’,...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height") of the
Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’,...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height") of the
Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.amp3, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’amplitude 3’, ’TooltipString’,...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height") of the
Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.amp4, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’amplitude 4’, ’TooltipString’,...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height") of the
Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.amp5, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’amplitude 5’, ’TooltipString’,...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Defines the amplitude ("height") of the
Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "A" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’, ...
’Position’, [1.0 5.38 11.2 1.0769]);
set(h.cen1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’center 1’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Centre</b><br/>Defines the centre ("FRET value") of the
Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "b" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.cen2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’center 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Centre</b><br/>Defines the centre ("FRET value") of the
Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "b" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.cen3, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’center 3’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Centre</b><br/>Defines the centre ("FRET value") of the
Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "b" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.cen4, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’center 4’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Centre</b><br/>Defines the centre ("FRET value") of the
Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "b" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.cen5, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’center 5’);
set(h.wid1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’width 1’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Width</b><br/>Defines the standard deviation ("width") of
the Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "sigma" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.wid2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’width 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Width</b><br/>Defines the standard deviation ("width") of
the Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "sigma" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.wid3, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’width 3’, ’TooltipString’, ...
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’<html><b>Width</b><br/>Defines the standard deviation ("width") of
the Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "sigma" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’);
set(h.wid4, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’width 4’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Width</b><br/>Defines the standard deviation ("width") of
the Gaussian fit function.<br/>See also "sigma" in equation (2) of the
original publication.</html>’, ...
’Position’, [1.0 7.30769 11.2 1.0769]);
set(h.wid5, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’width 5’);









% adjust visibility of text fields
set(h.lower_amp1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_amp3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_amp4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_amp5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_amp1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.05’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.05’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_amp3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.05’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_amp4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.05’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_amp5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.05’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_amp1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_amp3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’,’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_amp4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_amp5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_cen1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’-Inf’, ...
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’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_cen2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’-Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_cen3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’-Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_cen4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’-Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_cen5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’-Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_cen1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_cen2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.2’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_cen3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.4’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_cen4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.6’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_cen5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.8’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_cen1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_cen2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_cen3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_cen4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_cen5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_wid1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_wid2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_wid3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_wid4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_wid5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_wid1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.087’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_wid2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.087’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_wid3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.087’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_wid4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.087’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_wid5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.087’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_wid1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.15’, ...
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’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_wid2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.15’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_wid3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.15’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_wid4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.15’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_wid5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.15’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
% adjust dropdown menu
set(h.num_gauss, ’String’, {’number of Gaussians’;’2’;’3’;’4’;’5’}, ’Value’, 1);
% hide equations
set(h.display_eq, ’Visible’, ’On’);
% show radiobuttons Gaussian fitting/thresholding
set(h.radiobutton_gaussfit, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’Value’, 1, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.radiobutton_thresholding, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’Value’, 0, ’Enable’, ’On’);
% hide equations
set(h.display_eq, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ”);















% execution of the the kinetics subprogramme
function submenu_kinetics_Callback(obj, evd, h)
tick2 = get(h.submenu_kinetics, ’Checked’);




% only one item can be ticked at a time
set(h.submenu_kinetics, ’Checked’, ’On’);
set(h.submenu_thermodynamics, ’Checked’, ’Off’);
% data import radiobuttons
set(h.radiobutton_histfiles, ’Enable’, ’Off’);
set(h.radiobutton_dtfiles, ’Enable’, ’Off’);
% visibility of the descriptions
set(h.amp1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’amplitude 1’, ’TooltipString’, ...
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’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Initial occurrence at t = 0. Adopts a
value of 1<br/>for normalised cumulative probability
distributions</html>’);
set(h.amp2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’amplitude 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Initial occurrence at t = 0. Adopts a
value of 1<br/>for normalised cumulative probability
distributions</html>’);
set(h.amp3, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’amplitude 3’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Initial occurrence at t = 0. Adopts a
value of 1<br/>for normalised cumulative probability
distributions</html>’);
set(h.amp4, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’amplitude 4’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Amplitude</b><br/>Initial occurrence at t = 0. Adopts a
value of 1<br/>for normalised cumulative probability
distributions</html>’);
set(h.amp5, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’y-offset’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>y-offset</b><br/>Value of y when t => Inf. Typically 0.
</html>’,’Position’, [1.0 3.4615 11.2 1.0769]);
set(h.cen1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’mean tau 1’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Exponential time constant</b><br/>The average time (tau)
spent in a certain FRET<br/>state in [s]. 1/tau is the decay rate in
[s].</html>’);
set(h.cen2, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’mean tau 2’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Exponential time constant</b><br/>The average time (tau)
spent in a certain FRET<br/>state in [s]. 1/tau is the decay rate in
[s].</html>’);
set(h.cen3, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’mean tau 3’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Exponential time constant</b><br/>The average time (tau)
spent in a certain FRET<br/>state in [s]. 1/tau is the decay rate in
[s].</html>’);
set(h.cen4, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’mean tau 4’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Exponential time constant</b><br/>The average time (tau)






set(h.wid4, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’x-offset’, ’TooltipString’, ...
’<html><b>Exponential time constant</b><br/>The average time (tau)
spent in a certain FRET<br/>state in [s]. 1/tau is the decay rate in
[s].</html>’, ...
’Position’, [1.0 6.9230 11.2 1.0769]);
set(h.wid5, ’Visible’, ’Off’);
% show offset y/n?
set(h.y_offset, ’Visible’, ’On’);
set(h.x_offset, ’Visible’, ’On’);
offset = get(h.y_offset, ’Value’);
if offset == 0
set(h.edit_lower_y_offset, ’Visible’, ’Off’);
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offset = get(h.x_offset, ’Value’);









% adjust visibility of text fields
set(h.lower_amp1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.01’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_amp2, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.01’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_amp3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.01’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_amp4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.01’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_amp5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_amp1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0.8’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_amp2, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.8’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_amp3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.8’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_amp4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0.8’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_amp5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_amp1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’1’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_amp2, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’1’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_amp3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’1’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_amp4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’1’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_amp5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_cen1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_cen2, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_cen3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
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’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_cen4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’0’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_cen5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_cen1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’50’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_cen2, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’50’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_cen3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’50’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_cen4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’50’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_cen5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_cen1, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_cen2, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_cen3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_cen4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’String’, ’Inf’, ...
’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_cen5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_wid1, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_wid2, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_wid3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_wid4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.lower_wid5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_wid1, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_wid2, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_wid3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_wid4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.start_wid5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_wid1, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_wid2, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_wid3, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_wid4, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
set(h.upper_wid5, ’Visible’, ’Off’, ’Enable’, ’On’);
% adjust dropdown menu
set(h.num_gauss, ’String’, {’single exp. decay’;’double exp. decay’;’triple
exp. decay’;’quadruple exp. decay’; ’stretched exp. decay’}, ’Value’, 1);




set(h.display_eq, ’Visible’, ’On’, ’String’, ’y = a*exp{-((x-b)/tau)} + c’);


















function submenu_close_Callback(obj, evd, h)
close(h.bobafret);
% checkbox "x-offset"
% make edit field appear/disappear
function x_offset_Callback(obj, evd, h)
offset = get(h.x_offset, ’Value’);










% make edit field appear/disappear
function y_offset_Callback(obj, evd, h)
offset = get(h.y_offset, ’Value’);











% amplitude 1, lower guess
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function lower_amp1_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_amp1_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 1, start guess
function start_amp1_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_amp1_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 1, upper guess
function upper_amp1_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_amp1_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 2, lower guess
function lower_amp2_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_amp2_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 2, start guess
function start_amp2_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_amp2_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 2, upper guess
function upper_amp2_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_amp2_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 3, lower guess
function lower_amp3_Callback(obj, evd, h)
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function lower_amp3_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 3, start guess
function start_amp3_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_amp3_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 3, upper guess
function upper_amp3_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_amp3_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 4, lower guess
function lower_amp4_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_amp4_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 4, start guess
function start_amp4_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_amp4_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 4, upper guess
function upper_amp4_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_amp4_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 5, start guess
function start_amp5_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_amp5_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)
if ispc && isequal(get(obj,’BackgroundColor’), ...
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% amplitude 5, upper guess
function upper_amp5_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_amp5_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% amplitude 5, lower guess
function lower_amp5_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_amp5_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)





% centre 1, lower guess
function lower_cen1_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_cen1_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% centre 1, start guess
function start_cen1_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_cen1_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% centre 1, upper guess
function upper_cen1_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_cen1_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% centre 2, lower guess
function lower_cen2_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_cen2_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)
if ispc && isequal(get(obj,’BackgroundColor’), ...
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% centre 2, start guess
function start_cen2_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_cen2_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% centre 2, upper guess
function upper_cen2_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_cen2_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% centre 3, lower guess
function lower_cen3_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_cen3_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% centre 3, start guess
function start_cen3_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_cen3_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% centre 3, upper guess
function upper_cen3_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_cen3_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% centre 4, lower guess
function lower_cen4_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_cen4_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)
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end
% centre 4, start guess
function start_cen4_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_cen4_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% centre 4, upper guess
function upper_cen4_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_cen4_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% center 5, lower guess
function lower_cen5_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_cen5_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% center 5, start guess
function start_cen5_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_cen5_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% center 5, upper guess
function upper_cen5_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_cen5_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)





% width 1, lower guess
function lower_wid1_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_wid1_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)
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end
% width 1, start guess
function start_wid1_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_wid1_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 1, upper guess
function upper_wid1_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_wid1_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 2, lower guess
function lower_wid2_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_wid2_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 2, start guess
function start_wid2_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_wid2_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 2, upper guess
function upper_wid2_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_wid2_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 3, lower guess
function lower_wid3_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_wid3_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)
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% width 3, start guess
function start_wid3_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_wid3_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 3, upper guess
function upper_wid3_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_wid3_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 4, lower guess
function lower_wid4_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_wid4_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 4, start guess
function start_wid4_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function start_wid4_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 4, upper guess
function upper_wid4_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_wid4_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 5, upper guess
function upper_wid5_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function upper_wid5_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 5, start guess
function start_wid5_Callback(obj, evd, h)
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function start_wid5_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% width 5, lower guess
function lower_wid5_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function lower_wid5_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)





% y-offset, lower guess
function edit_lower_y_offset_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_lower_y_offset_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% y-offset, start guess
function edit_start_y_offset_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_start_y_offset_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% y-offset, upper guess
function edit_upper_y_offset_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_upper_y_offset_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% x-offset, upper guess
function edit_upper_x_offset_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_upper_x_offset_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% y-offset, start guess
function edit_start_x_offset_Callback(obj, evd, h)
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function edit_start_x_offset_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% y-offset, lower guess
function edit_lower_x_offset_Callback(obj, evd, h)
function edit_lower_x_offset_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)





children = get(h_fig, ’Children’);








12.3.2 clustTrans.m /written by Mélodie Hadzic)
Initialisation code
function varargout = clustTrans(varargin)
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;




’gui_LayoutFcn’, [] , ...
’gui_Callback’, []);








% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
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Openingfunction
% -- Executes just before clustTrans is made visible.
function clustTrans_OpeningFcn(obj, evd,h, varargin)
clc;






% -- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.





axesDat = get(h.axes_2Dplot, ’UserData’);
figure(’Name’, ’Summed 2D plots’, ’Color’, [1 1 1], ’NumberTitle’, ’off’, ...
’Units’, ’normalized’, ’OuterPosition’, [0 0 1 1]);
colormap(colormap(h.axes_2Dplot));
h_axes = axes();
axesDat = get(h.axes_2Dplot, ’UserData’);
isClust = size(axesDat,2) > 1;
raw_plot = axesDat{1};
Tdplot = raw_plot;


















if size(Tdplot,3) == 3
[r,c,o] = find(∼Tdplot(:,:,1) & ∼Tdplot(:,:,2) & ∼Tdplot(:,:,3));
for i = 1:size(r,1)
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set(h_axes, ’XAxisLocation’, ’top’, ’YAxisLocation’, ’right’, ...
’XLim’, h.param.xLim, ’YLim’, h.param.yLim);











for i = 1:h.param.nbTrans
plot(h_axes, pnt_clust{i}(:,1), pnt_clust{i}(:,2), ’LineStyle’, ...
’none’, ’Marker’, ’.’, ’Color’, h.param.colList(colClust(i),:));




if isfield(h.param, ’start’) && isfield(h.param.start, ’iniFRET’)
for i = 1:h.param.nbTrans
plot(h_axes, h.param.start.iniFRET(i), h.param.start.finFRET(i), ...
’LineStyle’, ’none’, ’LineWidth’, 3, ’Marker’, ’+’, ’MarkerSize’, ...






% -- Executes on button press in pushbutton_update.
function pushbutton_update_Callback(obj, evd, h)
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if h.param.nbTrans
ok = checkStartParam(h.param, h.figure_clustTrans);
if ok
pushbutton_reset_Callback(h.pushbutton_reset, evd, h);

















setContPan(’Error: The number of transition must be a positive integer !’, ...
’error’, h.figure_clustTrans);
end
% -- Executes on button press in pushbutton_reset.
function pushbutton_reset_Callback(obj, evd, h)
if isfield(h.param, ’result’)







plot2Dplot(h.figure_clustTrans, ’Transitions 2D plot has been successfully
refreshed !’);
% -- Executes on button press in checkbox_gconv.
function checkbox_gconv_Callback(obj, evd, h)
plot2Dplot(h.figure_clustTrans, ’Transitions 2D plot has been successfully
refreshed !’);
% -- Executes on button press in checkbox_norm.
function checkbox_norm_Callback(obj, evd, h)
plot2Dplot(h.figure_clustTrans, ’Transition density plot has been successfully
normalized !’);
% -- Executes on selection change in listbox_trans.
function listbox_trans_Callback(obj, evd,h)
curTrans = get(obj,’Value’);
if isfield(h.param, ’start’) && size(h.param.start.iniFRET,2) >= curTrans &&
∼isempty(h.param.start.iniFRET(curTrans))
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for i = 1:h.param.nbTrans
str = {str{:} [’transition n◦’ num2str(i)]};












set(h.listbox_trans, ’String’, str, ’Value’, 1);
listbox_trans_Callback(h.listbox_trans, evd,h)
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function edit_xBin_Callback(obj, evd, h)
val = round(str2num(get(obj, ’String’)));
if val < 1








function edit_yBin_Callback(obj, evd, h)
val = round(str2num(get(obj, ’String’)));
if val < 1








function edit_xLim_low_Callback(obj, evd, h)
h.param.xLim = [str2num(get(obj, ’String’)) h.param.xLim(2)];
guidata(h.figure_clustTrans, h);
function edit_xLim_up_Callback(obj, evd, h)
h.param.xLim = [h.param.xLim(1) str2num(get(obj, ’String’))];
guidata(h.figure_clustTrans, h);
function edit_yLim_low_Callback(obj, evd, h)
h.param.yLim = [str2num(get(obj, ’String’)) h.param.yLim(2)];
guidata(h.figure_clustTrans, h);
function edit_yLim_up_Callback(obj, evd, h)





























setContPan(’Colormap of the 2D plot has been successfully updated !’, ...
’success’, h.figure_clustTrans);




% -- Executes on button press in pushbutton_updatePlot.
function pushbutton_updatePlot_Callback(obj, evd, h)
buildTDP(h.figure_clustTrans);
plot2Dplot(h.figure_clustTrans, ’Transition density plot has been successfully ...
refreshed !’);
% ---------------ButtonDownFcn-----------------
function axes_2Dplot_ButtonDownFcn(obj, evd, h_fig)
h = guidata(h_fig);
if h.param.nbTrans > 0
currTrans = get(h.listbox_trans, ’Value’);
newPnt = get(h.axes_2Dplot, ’CurrentPoint’);
bin_x = (h.param.xLim(2) - h.param.xLim(1)) / h.param.xbin;
intv_x = h.param.xLim(1):bin_x:h.param.xLim(2);
bin_y = (h.param.yLim(2) - h.param.yLim(1)) / h.param.ybin;
intv_y = h.param.yLim(1):bin_y:h.param.yLim(2);
[o,indX,o] = find(intv_x <= newPnt(1,1));
newPnt(1,1) = mean([intv_x(indX(numel(indX))) intv_x(indX(numel(indX))+1)]);
[o,indY,o] = find(intv_y <= newPnt(1,2));
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set(h.edit_finFRET_start, ’String’, num2str(newPnt(1,2)));
guidata(h_fig, h);
plot2Dplot(h.figure_clustTrans, [’Transition n◦:’ num2str(currTrans)
’ updated to ’ num2str(newPnt(1,1)) ’ -> ’ num2str(newPnt(1,2)) ’ !’]);
end
% ---------------CreateFcn-----------------
% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_iniFRET_res_CreateFcn(obj, evd,h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_finFRET_res_CreateFcn(obj, evd,h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function listbox_trans_CreateFcn(obj, evd,h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_nbTrans_CreateFcn(obj, evd,h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_iniFRET_start_CreateFcn(obj, evd,h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_finFRET_start_CreateFcn(obj, evd,h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
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function edit_radius_CreateFcn(obj, evd,h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function popupmenu_color_CreateFcn(obj, evd,h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_xBin_CreateFcn(obj, evd,h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_yBin_CreateFcn(obj, evd,h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_contPan_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_color_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_maxIter_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_xLim_low_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)
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% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_xLim_up_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_yLim_low_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)




% -- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit_yLim_up_CreateFcn(obj, evd, h)






% Load 2D plot data from file, build the summed 2D plot and plot it
h = guidata(h_fig);
dat = h.histarray;
[discrVal,o,r] = unique(dat(:,2:3), ’rows’);
h.param.xLim = [min(min(discrVal(:,1))) max(max(discrVal(:,1)))];
% previous value








childFig = get(h_fig, ’Children’);
setProp(childFig, ’Enable’, ’on’);
set(h.pushbutton_ok, ’Enable’, ’off’);
plot2Dplot(h_fig, ’Transition density plot has been successfully plotted !’);
function buildTDP(h_fig)
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% bin state values
str = ’Process: (1/2) binning the discrete values ...’;
setContPan(str, ’process’, h_fig);
h = guidata(h_fig);
bin_x = (h.param.xLim(2) - h.param.xLim(1)) / h.param.xbin;
iv_x = h.param.xLim(1):bin_x:h.param.xLim(2);
bin_y = (h.param.yLim(2) - h.param.yLim(1)) / h.param.ybin;
iv_y = h.param.yLim(1):bin_y:h.param.yLim(2);
dat = h.histarray;
for i = 1:h.param.xbin-2
dat((dat(:,2) >= iv_x(i) & dat(:,2) < iv_x(i+1)),2) = mean(iv_x(i:i+1));
setContPan({str; [num2str(round(100*i/(h.param.xbin-2+h.param.ybin-2)))
% ’completed’]}, ’process’, h_fig);
end
dat((dat(:,2) >= iv_x(h.param.xbin-1)),2) = mean([iv_x(h.param.xbin-1), ...
iv_x(h.param.xbin)]);
for i = 1:h.param.ybin-2
dat((dat(:,3) >= iv_y(i) & dat(:,3) < iv_y(i+1)),3) = mean(iv_y(i:i+1));
setContPan({str; [num2str(round(100*(i+h.param.xbin-2)/ ...
(h.param.xbin-2+h.param.ybin-2)))
% ’completed’]}, ’process’, h_fig);
end
dat((dat(:,3) >= iv_y(h.param.ybin-1)),3) = mean([iv_y(h.param.ybin-1), ...
iv_y(h.param.ybin)]);
[discrVal,o,r] = unique(dat(:,2:3), ’rows’);
pnt_clust = cell(1,size(discrVal,1));
for j = 1:size(discrVal,1)
[r2,o,o] = find(r == j);
pnt_clust{j} = dat(r2’,2:3);
end
% build the 2D plot FRETi-FRETf
str = ’Process: (2/2) building the transition 2D plot...’;
setContPan(str, ’process’, h_fig);
TD_Dat_tot = zeros(h.param.ybin, h.param.xbin);
for j = 1:size(pnt_clust,2)
for k = 1:size(pnt_clust{j},1)
[o, valSupIni] = find(iv_x <= pnt_clust{j}(k,1));
[o, valSupFin] = find(iv_y <= pnt_clust{j}(k,2));
if ∼(pnt_clust{j}(k,1) == pnt_clust{j}(k,2))
TD_Dat_tot(valSupFin(size(valSupFin,2)),valSupIni(size(valSupIni,...
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h = guidata(h_fig);
axesDat = get(h.axes_2Dplot, ’UserData’);
Tdplot = axesDat{1};















if size(Tdplot,3) == 3
[r,c,o] = find(∼Tdplot(:,:,1) & ∼Tdplot(:,:,2) & ∼Tdplot(:,:,3));









set(im, ’ButtonDownFcn’, {@axes_2Dplot_ButtonDownFcn, h_fig});








if isfield(h.param, ’result’) && isfield(h.param.result, ’iniFRET’) &&
∼isempty(h.param.result.iniFRET)
leg = {};
for i = 1:h.param.nbTrans
plot(h.param.result.cluster{i}(:,1), h.param.result.cluster{i}(:,2), ...
’LineStyle’, ’none’, ’Marker’, ’.’, ’Color’, ...
h.param.colList(h.param.start.colClust(i),:));
leg = {leg{:}, [’cluster n:◦’ num2str(i)]};
end
legend(h.axes_2Dplot, leg);
axesDat = get(h.axes_2Dplot, ’UserData’);
axesDat{2} = h.param.result.cluster;
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set(h.axes_2Dplot, ’UserData’, axesDat);
for i = 1:h.param.nbTrans
plot(h.axes_2Dplot, h.param.result.iniFRET(i), ...
h.param.result.finFRET(i), ’LineStyle’, ’none’, ’LineWidth’, ...




elseif isfield(h.param, ’start’) && isfield(h.param.start, ’iniFRET’)
for i = 1:h.param.nbTrans
plot(h.axes_2Dplot, h.param.start.iniFRET(i), ...
h.param.start.finFRET(i), ’LineStyle’, ’none’, ’LineWidth’, ...






set(h.axes_2Dplot, ’XAxisLocation’, ’top’, ’YAxisLocation’, ’right’, ...
’UserData’, axesDat, ’ButtonDownFcn’, ...
{@axes_2Dplot_ButtonDownFcn, h_fig}, ’XLim’, h.param.xLim, ...
’YLim’, h.param.yLim, ’YDir’’normal’, ’CLim’, ...
[min(min(Tdplot))-(max(max(Tdplot))-min(min(Tdplot)))/ ...






% Set default parameters at the ConcDt tool opening
h = guidata(h_fig);
% Default colormap -> 256 color
blue = [1 1/85:1/85:1 (1-1/85):-1/85:0 zeros(1,85)]’;
green = [1 zeros(1,85) 1/85:1/85:1 (1-1/85):-1/85:0]’;
red = [1 zeros(1,170) 1/85:1/85:1]’;
cmap = [red green blue];
setCmap(h_fig, cmap);
if ∼isfield(h, ’param’) || ∼isfield(h.param, ’xLim’) || isempty(h.param.xLim)
h.param.xbin = 200;
h.param.ybin = 200;
h.param.xLim = [-0.2 1.2];
h.param.yLim = [-0.2 1.2];












































for i = 1:h.param.nbTrans
str = {str{:}, [’transition n◦: num2str(i)]};
end









set(h.axes_colormap, ’YTick’, [], ’XLim’, [0 100]);
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function ok = checkStartParam(param, h_fig)
% Check if the values of all starting parameters are correct
ok = 0;





if (size(param.start.iniFRET,2) >= param.nbTrans && ...
size(param.start.finFRET,2) >= param.nbTrans && ...
size(param.start.radius,2) >= param.nbTrans && ...
size(param.start.colClust,2) >= param.nbTrans)
ok = 1;
startDat = [param.start.iniFRET’ param.start.finFRET’];
for i = 1:param.nbTrans
[r1,o,o] = find(startDat(:,1) == startDat(i,1) & startDat(:,2)
== startDat(i,2));
if ∼isempty(r1)
for j = 1:size(r1,1)
if r1(j,1) ∼= i
setContPan(’Error: the starting transition









setContPan(’Error: all starting parameters for each transition have
to be set !’, ’error’, h_fig);
end
else
setContPan(’Error: all starting parameters for each transition have to be
set !’, ’error’, h_fig);
end






axesDat = get(h.axes_2Dplot, ’UserData’);
TD_Dat_tot = axesDat{1};
[means_cvg pnt_clust occ] = getKmean([iniFRET’ finFRET’], radius’, ...
TD_Dat_tot, h_fig);
occ = occ/sum(occ);
function dataConv = convGauss(data)
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trans = [h.param.result.iniFRET’ h.param.result.finFRET’];





dtDat = binValues(dtDat, trans, pnt_clust, h.figure_clustTrans);
n = 0;
if size(dtDat,1) > 2
for ii = 1:nbTrans





n = n + 1;
str = [num2str(n) ’/’ num2str(size(dtDat,1)) ’ transitions exclude











function dt_final = binValues(dt, trans, pnt_clust, h_fig)
h = guidata(h_fig);
str = ’Process: (1/3) binning the discrete values ...’;
setContPan(str, ’process’, h_fig);
% assign original FRET states to bin values
bin_x = (h.param.xLim(2) - h.param.xLim(1)) / h.param.xbin;
iv_x = h.param.xLim(1):bin_x:h.param.xLim(2);
bin_y = (h.param.yLim(2) - h.param.yLim(1)) / h.param.ybin;
iv_y = h.param.yLim(1):bin_y:h.param.yLim(2);
for i = 1:h.param.xbin-2
dt((dt(:,2) >= iv_x(i) & dt(:,2) < iv_x(i+1)),2) = mean(iv_x(i:i+1));
setContPan({str; [num2str(round(100*i/(h.param.xbin-2+h.param.ybin-2))) ’
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% completed’]}, ’process’, h_fig);
end
dt((dt(:,2) >= iv_x(h.param.xbin-1)),2) = mean([iv_x(h.param.xbin-1), ...
iv_x(h.param.xbin)]);
for i = 1:h.param.ybin-2
dt((dt(:,3) >= iv_y(i) & dt(:,3) < iv_y(i+1)),3) = mean(iv_y(i:i+1));
setContPan({str; [num2str(round(100*(i+h.param.xbin-2)/(h.param.xbin- ...
2+h.param.ybin-2)))
% ’completed’]}, ’process’, h_fig);
end
dt((dt(:,3) >= iv_y(h.param.ybin-1)),3) = mean([iv_y(h.param.ybin-1), ...
iv_y(h.param.ybin)]);
dt_stateBin = dt;
str = ’Process: (2/3) assign dwell-times to respective clusters ...’;
setContPan(str, ’process’, h_fig);
n = 0;
for j = 1:size(trans,1)
for i = 1:size(pnt_clust{j},1)










% if the dwell-times array contain the file number (first and last
% transitions detected known)
if size(dt_stateBin,2) > 3
dt_final = [];




for m = 1:size(mol_nb,1)
dt_stateBin_mol = dt_stateBin((dt_stateBin(:, ...
size(dt_stateBin,2)) == m),:);
[r,o,o] = find((dt_stateBin_mol(:,2) == dt_stateBin_mol(:,3)));
% find A->A transitions
r_double = [];
if ∼isempty(r)
[r_double,o,o] = find(r == [r(2:size(r,1),1) - 1;0]);
% find the index in r of rows being the first of a multiple
% A->A row series
dt_final_mol = dt_stateBin_mol(1:r(1)-1,:);
for i = 1:size(r,1)-1
% for each A->A row
if ∼isempty(r_double) && ∼isempty(find(r_double==i))
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% being succeded by a same other A->A row
dt_stateBin_mol(r(i)+1, 1) = dt_stateBin_mol(r(i)+1, ...
1) + dt_stateBin_mol(r(i), 1);
else
dt_final_mol(size(dt_final_mol,1)+1,1:3) = [
dt_stateBin_mol(r(i), 1) + dt_stateBin_mol(
r(i)+1, 1) dt_stateBin_mol(r(i)+1, 2:3)];
if r(i+1)- r(i) > 2
dt_final_mol(size(dt_final_mol,1)+1:(size(





% completed’]}, ’process’, h_fig);
end






if size(dt_stateBin_mol,1) >= r(numel(r),1)+2






if size(dt_final_mol,1) > 2 && size(dt_final_mol,2) > 3
% delete the first and last dwell-times (exact duration of
% previous state unknown)
dt_final_mol = dt_final_mol(2:(size(dt_final_mol,1)-1),:);
end
dt_final = [dt_final dt_final_mol];
end
end
function setProp(h, prop, val)
for i = 1:numel(h)
if isprop(h(i),’Children’)
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12.3.3 getKman.m (written by Mélodie Hadzic)
function [means_cvg clusters I_clust] = getKmean(means_start, tol, data, varargin)
% ---------------------------------------------------
%| |




%| getKmean determines the centres of the k clusters from a set of data points |
%| using a weighted k-mean algorithm. |
%| |
%| The algorithm needs an initial guess of the (x,y) coordinates of |
%| the cluster centres. |
%| |
%| The weight given to each data point in a cluster is the ratio of its |
%| intensity (e.g occurence) on the distance from the current center of the |
%| cluster. |
%| |
%| - INPUT -------------------------------------------- |
%| |
%| means_start: nx2 matrix containing the intial (x,y) guess of the n centres |
%| |
%| tol: nx1 vector containing the tolerance radius of the n clusters |
%| |
%| data: axb matrix mapping the intensity of the data points to cluster |
%| |
%| varargin: if run from concDt, varargin{1} = handle of "concDt" figure |
%| if run without GUI, varargin{1} = structure containing |
%| parameters store in the the substructure "param": |
%| - param.xLim: 1x2 vector containing the limits of the x-axis |
%| - param.yLim: 1x2 vector containing the limits of the y-axis |
%| - param.maxIter: maximum number of k-mean iterations |
%| |
%| - OUTPUT ------------------------------------------- |
%| |
%| means_cvg: nx2 matrix containing the converged (x,y) coordinates of the n |
%| centres |
%| |
%| clusters: 1xn cell array containing the (x,y) coordinates of the data |
%| points belonging to each of the n cluster. |
%| |
%| I_clust: 1xn vector containing the fraction of the total intensity in |
%| each cluster |
%| |









m = 0; % Nb of k-mean iteration
ok = 0;
means_cvg = means_start;
bin_x = (h.param.xLim(2) - h.param.xLim(1)) / h.param.xbin;
intv_x = h.param.xLim(1):bin_x:h.param.xLim(2);
bin_y = (h.param.yLim(2) - h.param.yLim(1)) / h.param.ybin;
intv_y = h.param.yLim(1):bin_y:h.param.yLim(2);
nbMeans = size(means_start,1); % Nb of clusters
% Find all data points with a non zero intensity
[id_y,id_x,I] = find(data);
% Get the corresponding x,y coordinates
y = mean([intv_y(id_y’); intv_y(id_y’+1)]);
x = mean([intv_x(id_x’); intv_x(id_x’+1)]);
xy = [x;y];
while ∼ok && m <= h.param.maxIter
% Initialise data points parameters for clustering
excl = zeros(nbMeans,size(I,1));
% Logical array: exclude points from clusters
dist = nan(nbMeans,size(I,1)); % Distances from the centres
w_norm = zeros(nbMeans,size(I,1)); % Weights
for i = 1:nbMeans
Find data points lying in the tolerance zone of the cluster (circle)
[o,c,o] = find(xy(2,:) < (sqrt((tol(i,1)2) - (xy(1,:) - ...
means_cvg(i,1)).2) + means_cvg(i,2)) & ...
xy(2,:) > (-sqrt((tol(i,1)2) - (xy(1,:) - ...
means_cvg(i,1)).2) + means_cvg(i,2)));
% Calculation of mean squared distances from centres (a,b)
% dist = sqrt((a - x)2 + (b - y)2);
dist(i,c) = sqrt(((means_cvg(i,1) - xy(1,c)).2) +
((means_cvg(i,2) - xy(2,c)).2));
% Calculation of data points weights in the cluster
% w = I;
w_norm(i,c) = I(c,1)/sum(I(c,1),1); % Normalised weights
end
[o,id_mean] = min(dist,[],1);
% Cluster where data points have the minimum distance
excl = ∼sum(w_norm,1);
% Exclude all data points that belong to no cluster
id_mean(:,excl) = 0;
eq_clusters = 1;
for i = 1:nbMeans
% Cluster data points around each centre and calculate the coordinates
% of the new centres
[o,pnt,o] = find(id_mean == i);
clusters{i} = [x(pnt)’, y(pnt)’];
means_cvg(i,1) = sum((x(pnt)’.*(w_norm(i,pnt)/sum(w_norm(i,pnt),2))’),1);
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means_cvg(i,2) = sum((y(pnt)’.*(w_norm(i,pnt)/sum(w_norm(i,pnt),2))’),1);
% Stop the iteration if the same data points still clustered together
if m > 0 && prod(double(size(clusters{i}) ==
size(clusters_prev{i})),2)






% Stop k-mean process if the sum of the weights in each cluster doesn’t
% change or if the max. nb of iteration is reached







% Calculate the fraction of the total intensity contained in each cluster
for n = 1:size(means_cvg,1)
[o,indX,o] = find(intv_x <= means_cvg(n,1));
means_cvg(n,1) = mean([intv_x(indX(numel(indX))) intv_x(indX(numel(indX))+1)]);
[o,indY,o] = find(intv_y <= means_cvg(n,2));
means_cvg(n,2) = mean([intv_y(indY(numel(indY))) intv_y(indY(numel(indY))+1)]);
I_clust(n) = 0;
for i = 1:size(clusters{n},1)
[o,indX,o] = find(intv_x <= clusters{n}(i,2));
[o,indY,o] = find(intv_y <= clusters{n}(i,1));




setContPan([’Succes: Center convergeance after ’ num2str(m) ’ cycles !’], ...
’success’, h_fig);
else
disp([’Succes: Center convergeance after ’ num2str(m) ’ cycles !’]);
end
12.3.4 loading_bar (written bar Mélodie Hadzic)
function stop = loading_bar(varargin)
% if nargin = 2 -> varagin{1} = status : ’update’ or ’close’
% varagin{2} = h: contains h.barData
%
% if nargin = 4 -> varagin{1} = status : ’init’
% varagin{2} = h: contains h.barData
% varagin{3} = nb_slopes: the total number of steps
stop = 0;
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h_bar = 24;
w_bar = 255;
img_bar = uint8(zeros(h_bar, w_bar, 3));






if nargin >= 3
if ∼isfield(h, ’barData’)
% register parameters in h
h.barData.curr_var = 0;
h.barData.nb_slopes = varargin{3};
% open the figure of the loading bar
h.barData.fig_main = gcf;
set(h.barData.fig_main, ’NextPlot’, ’new’);
h.barData.fig_bar = figure(’Visible’, ’off’, ’MenuBar’, ...
’none’, ’Resize’, ’off’, ’Name’, ’Process is running,
please wait...’, ’NumberTitle’, ’off’, ’Units’, ’pixels’);
set(h.barData.fig_main, ’NextPlot’, ’add’);
% adjust dimensions of the new window
set(0, ’CurrentFigure’, h.barData.fig_bar);
pos = get(h.barData.fig_bar, ’Position’);
pos(3) = pos(3) * 2/3;
pos(4) = pos(4) / 4;
set(h.barData.fig_bar, ’Position’, pos);
if nargin == 4
% create informative text
textInfo_bar = sprintf(varargin{4});
h.barData.textInfo_bar = uicontrol(’Style’, ’text’, ...
’String’, textInfo_bar, ’HorizontalAlignment’, ...
’center’, ’BackgroundColor’, get(h.barData.fig_bar, ...
’Color’), ’ForegroundColor’, ’black’, ’Units’, ...
’pixels’,’FontSize’, 10);
end
% create progress text
text_bar = sprintf(’Progress: ’);
h.barData.text_bar = uicontrol(’Style’, ’text’, ’String’, ...
text_bar, ’HorizontalAlignment’, ’center’, ...
’BackgroundColor’, get(h.barData.fig_bar, ...
’Color’), ’Units’, ’pixels’);





if nargin == 4
% set info text dimension and position
pos_textInfo = get(h.barData.textInfo_bar, ’Position’);
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pos_textInfo(1) = 0;




% set progress text dimension and position
pos_text = get(h.barData.text_bar, ’Position’);
pos_text(3) = pos(3);
pos_text(1) = pos(3)/2 - pos_text(3)/2;
set(h.barData.text_bar, ’Position’, pos_text);
% make the figure visible
set(h.barData.fig_bar, ’Visible’, ’on’, ’CloseRequestFcn’, ...
{@fig_bar_CloseRequestFcn, h_fig});
else
h = rmfield(h, ’barData’);
guidata(h_fig, h);
if nargin == 3
loading_bar(varargin{1}, varargin{2}, varargin{3});
else






str = {’The number of input arguments is not correct’ , ...




if (isfield(h, ’barData’) && isfield(h.barData, ’img_bar’) && ...
ishandle(h.barData.img_bar))
if nargin == 2
h.barData.curr_var = h.barData.curr_var + 1;
if h.barData.curr_var >= (h.barData.prev_var + ...
h.barData.nb_slopes/200)
progress = h.barData.curr_var / h.barData.nb_slopes;
if progress <= 1
cursor_bar = progress * w_bar;
cursor_bar = uint8(cursor_bar);
% update the loading bar
for gg = 3:(cursor_bar - 2)
img_bar(3:(h_bar - 2), gg, 2) = 255;
end
set(h.barData.img_bar, ’CData’, img_bar);
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close(h.barData.fig_bar);
h = rmfield(h, ’barData’);
str = {’The maximum number of loading steps






h = rmfield(h, ’barData’);
str = {’The number of imput arguments is not correct’ , ...





h = rmfield(h, ’barData’);
end




if isfield(h, ’barData’) && ishandle(h.barData.fig_bar)
close(h.barData.fig_bar);










str = {’The number of imput arguments is not correct!’ , ’The function
"loading_bar" requires at least 2 arguments.’};
msgbox(str);
end
function fig_bar_CloseRequestFcn(hObj, evd, h_fig)
h = guidata(h_fig);
if isfield(h, ’barData’)





function [fitres,ex_, cf_, gof] = mmexpfit(x_data,y_data,fitparam,fit_type_nr)
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% redefine fit parameters depending on user selection
% y-offset











% rescale fitparameter arrays








elseif y_offset ∼= 0 && x_offset == 0
fitparam.lower = [fitparam.lower(1,1), ...
fitparam.lower(1,3:size(fitparam.lower,2))];
fitparam.start = [fitparam.start(1,1), ...
fitparam.start(1,3:size(fitparam.start,2))];
fitparam.upper = [fitparam.upper(1,1), ...
fitparam.upper(1,3:size(fitparam.upper,2))];
end




if y_offset == 0 && x_offset == 0
ft_ = fittype(’offset+a*exp(-(x-x0)/b)’,...
’dependent’,{’y’},’independent’,{’x’},...
’problem’, {’offset’, ’x0’}, ...
’coefficients’,{’a’, ’b’});
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ft_ = fittype(’offset+a*exp(-(x-x0)/b)’,...
’dependent’,{’y’},’independent’,{’x’},...







if y_offset == 0 && x_offset == 0
ft_ = fittype(’offset+a*exp(-(x-x0)/b)+(1-a)*exp(-(x-x0)/d)’,...
’dependent’,{’y’},’independent’,{’x’},...
’problem’, {’offset’, ’x0’}, ...
’coefficients’,{’a’, ’b’, ’d’});




’coefficients’,{’offset’, ’a’, ’b’, ’d’});















if y_offset == 0 && x_offset == 0
ft_ = fittype(’offset+a*exp(-(x-x0)/b)+ ...
c*exp(-(x-x0)/d)+(1-a-c)*exp(-(x-x0)/f)’,...
’dependent’,{’y’},’independent’,{’x’},...
’problem’, {’offset’, ’x0’}, ...
’coefficients’,{’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’f’});
elseif y_offset ∼= 0 && x_offset == 0




’coefficients’,{’offset’, ’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’f’});
elseif y_offset == 0 && x_offset ∼= 0
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’problem’, ’offset’, ...
’coefficients’,{’x0’, ’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’f’});
else
ft_ = fittype(’offset+a*exp(-(x-x0)/b)+ ...
c*exp(-(x-x0)/d)+(1-a-c)*exp(-(x-x0)/f)’,...
’dependent’,{’y’},’independent’,{’x’},...







if y_offset == 0 && x_offset == 0
ft_ = fittype(’offset+a*exp(-(x-x0)/b)+c*exp(-(x-x0)/d)+ ...
e*exp(-(x-x0)/f)+(1-a-c-e)*exp(-(x-x0)/h)’,...
’dependent’,{’y’},’independent’,{’x’},...
’problem’, {’offset’, ’x0’}, ...
’coefficients’,{’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’e’, ’f’, ’h’});
elseif y_offset ∼= 0 && x_offset == 0




’coefficients’,{’offset’, ’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’e’, ’f’, ’h’});
elseif y_offset == 0 && x_offset ∼= 0




’coefficients’,{’x0’, ’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’e’, ’f’, ’h’});
else
ft_ = fittype(’offset+a*exp(-(x-x0)/b)+c*exp(-(x-x0)/d)+ ...
e*exp(-(x-x0)/f)+(1-a-c-e)*exp(-(x-x0)/h)’,...
’dependent’,{’y’},’independent’,{’x’},...




% Stretched exponential decay
if y_offset == 0 && x_offset == 0
ft_ = fittype(’offset+a*exp(-((x-x0)/b)c)’,...
’dependent’,{’y’},’independent’,{’x’},...
’problem’, {’offset’, ’x0’}, ...
’coefficients’,{’a’, ’b’, ’c’});




’coefficients’,{’offset’, ’a’, ’b’, ’c’});
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’coefficients’,{ ’offset’, ’x0’, ’a’, ’b’, ’c’});
end
end
% Set fit options
excl_x = [x_data(1) x_data(size(x_data,1))];
ex_ = logical(zeros(length(x_data),1));
ex_([[]]) = 1;
ex_ = ex_ | ∼(excl_x(1)<x_data & x_data<excl_x(2));




% Fit model to data
if sum(∼ex_(ok_))<2
% too many points excluded
error(’Not enough data left to fit’
else
if y_offset == 0 && x_offset == 0
[cf_, gof, output] = fit(x_data(ok_),y_data(ok_),ft_,fo_, ...
’problem’, {0, 0});
elseif y_offset == 0 || x_offset == 0
[cf_, gof, output] = fit(x_data(ok_),y_data(ok_),ft_,fo_, ...
’problem’, {0});
else
[cf_, gof, output] = fit(x_data(ok_),y_data(ok_),ft_,fo_);
end
% get fitting results, reformat
coeffs = coeffvalues(cf_);
if x_offset == 0 && y_offset == 0
coeffs = [0, 0, coeffs];
elseif x_offset ∼= 0 && y_offset == 0
coeffs = [0, coeffs];
elseif x_offset == 0 && y_offset ∼= 0
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if fit_type_nr == 2
coeffs(1,size(coeffs,2):(size(coeffs,2)+1)) = [1-coeffs(1,3),...
coeffs(1,size(coeffs,2))];
elseif fit_type_nr == 3
coeffs(1,size(coeffs,2):(size(coeffs,2)+1)) = [(1-coeffs(1,3)- ...
coeffs(1,5)),coeffs(1,size(coeffs,2))];
elseif fit_type_nr == 4
coeffs(1,size(coeffs,2):(size(coeffs,2)+1)) = [(1-coeffs(1,3)- ...
coeffs(1,5)-coeffs(1,7)),coeffs(1,size(coeffs,2))];
end







function [fitres, aic, ex_, cf_, gof] = mmgaussfit(x_data,y_data,fitparam,...
fit_type_nr,weight)
% reformat input data
ex_ = logical(zeros(length(y_data),1));
ex_([[]]) = 1;
ex_ = ex_ | ∼(x_data(1)<x_data &x_data< x_data(size(x_data,1)));
for j=2:fit_type_nr
% define fit options
fo_ = fitoptions(’method’,’NonlinearLeastSquares’, ...
’Lower’,fitparam.lower(1,1:(3*j)),’Upper’,fitparam.upper(1,1:(3*j)));
ok_ = ∼(isnan(x_data) | isnan(y_data));
st_ = fitparam.start(1,1:(3*j));
set(fo_, ’Startpoint’, st_, ’Exclude’, ex_(ok_));
% weighting is generally disabled in BOBA FRET (weight = 0), but
% can in principle be activated
if weight > 0
set(fo_,’Weights’,x_data(ok_).weight);
end
str_fittype = [’gauss’ num2str(j)];
ft_ = fittype(str_fittype);
if sum(∼ex_(ok_))<2
% too many points excluded
error(’Not enough data left to fit ”%s” after applying exclusion
rule ”%s”.’,’fit 1’,’Exlc_D’);
else
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fitres.refa(1,gg) = coeffs(1,3*gg-2); % Gaussparameter(s) amplitude
fitres.refb(1,gg) = coeffs(1,3*gg-1); % Gaussparameter(s) center
fitres.refc(1,gg) = coeffs(1,3*gg-0); % Gaussparameter(s) width
end
% An AIC (Akaike information criterion) was originally implemented
% for model selection, but it turned out to be too selective. Here,




function [ok, histref, filelist, histfiles, histarray, weighting_vector] = ...







folder = get(h.edit_folder, ’String’);








elseif size(histfiles,1) == 0




if thAna && histDat
% thermodynamic analysis from FRET histograms
weighting = get(h.radiobutton_weighing_yes, ’Value’);
for k = 1:length(histfiles)
fullFileName = fullfile(folder, histfiles(k).name);
histarray{k} = dlmread(fullFileName);
% check whether matrix dimensions agree
checkdims = isequal(size(histarray{1}), size(histarray{k}));
if checkdims == 0




% create list of histogram files
filelist{k,1} = histfiles(k,1).name;
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end
if weighting
% histograms are weighted regarding the number of data point
histref = zeros(size(histarray{1}));
for k = 1:size(histarray,2)
histref = histref + histarray{1,k};
end
if overflowbins == 0





% restore FRET values






% histograms have the same weight
histref = zeros(size(histarray{1},1),size(histarray{1},2));
if overflowbins == 0
histref = histref((1:size(histref,1)-2),:);
end
for k = 1:size(histarray,2)









% not relevant, solely first two columns used.
% histref(:,3) = histref(:,2);
% histref(:,size(histref,2)) = 1 - histref(:,size(histref,2))/ ...
% histref(size(histref,1),size(histref,2));









% thermodynamic or kinetic analysis using dwelltime files
% get transitions
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if isempty(get(h.display_results, ’UserData’))
str_quest = ’Do you want to cluster the transitions?’;
else
str_quest = ’Do you want to re-cluster the transitions?’;
end
choice1 = questdlg(str_quest, ’Transition clustering’, ’Yes’, ’No’, ’Yes’);
choice2 = questdlg(’The first and the last dwell time are usually not reliably
determined. Would you like to discard them?’, ...
’Discard dwell times’, ’Yes’, ’No’, ’Yes’);
if strcmp(choice1, ’No’) && ∼isempty(get(h.display_results, ’UserData’))






for k = 1:size(histarray,2)
if (size(histarray{k},1)<3)













for k = 1:length(histfiles)
fullFileName = fullfile(folder, histfiles(k).name);
histarray{k} = dlmread(fullFileName);
checkdims = isequal(size(histarray{1},2), size(histarray{k},2));
if checkdims == 0








for k = 1:size(histarray,2)
if (size(histarray{k},1)<3)
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filelist(indexing) = [];
histfiles(indexing) = [];




























for k = 1:size(histarray,2)
if isempty(find(isnan(histarray{k}))) == 1









for i = 1:size(histarray,2)
weighting_vector(i,1) = sum(histarray{1,i}(:,1));
end
if ∼thAna % kinetic analysis
% Construct a questdlg to select the FRET transition to be analysed
for k = 1:size(transitions,1)
transstr{k,1} = num2str(transitions(k,:));
prompt{k,:} = strcat(num2str(transitions(k,1)),’ => ’, ...
num2str(transitions(k,2)));
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end
[index,ok2] = listdlg(’PromptString’,’Select a FRET transition:’,...
’SelectionMode’,’single’,...
’ListString’,prompt);
% continue if a selection has been made, otherwise terminate.
if ok2
% select and sort dwell times
for k = 1:size(histarray,2)






for k = 1:size(histarray,2)
if (size(histarray{k},1)<1)




























else % thermodynamic analysis using dwell times
histref = zeros(size(transitions,1),3);
histref(:,2:3) = transitions;
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for i = 1:size(histarray,2)
histarray{1,i} = sortrows(histarray{1,i},2);
[C,ia,ic] = unique(histarray{1,i}(:,2));
for k = 1:size(ia,1)









if size(histarray_norm) == size(histref)
histref(:,1) = histref(:,1) + histarray_norm(:,1);
else
for l = 1:size(histarray_norm,1)
j = 1;
while isequal(histarray_norm(l,2), histref(j,2)) == 0
j = j + 1;
end









for i = 1:size(histarray,2)
histarray{1,i} = sortrows(histarray{1,i},2);
[C,ia,ic] = unique(histarray{1,i}(:,2));
for k = 1:size(ia,1)
if k == 1
histarray_norm(k,1:3) = [sum(histarray{1, ...
i}(1:ia(k,1),1)), histarray{1,i}(ia(k,1),2:3)];
else






histarray{1,i}(:,1) = histarray{1,i}(:,1)/sum(histarray{1, ...
i}(:,1));
if size(histarray{1,i}) == size(histref)
histref(:,1) = histref(:,1) + histarray{1,i}(:,1);
else
for l = 1:size(histarray{1,i},1)
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j = 1;
while isequal(histarray{1,i}(l,2), histref(j,2)) == 0
j = j + 1;
end









function hist_mat = fCell2fMat(hist_cell)
hist_mat = zeros(1, size(hist_cell{1},2)+1);
for i = 1:size(hist_cell,2)
hist_mat = [hist_mat; [hist_cell{i} ones(size(hist_cell{i},1),1)*i]];
end
hist_mat = hist_mat(2:size(hist_mat,1), :);
function hist_cell = fMat2fCell(hist_mat)
n_file = max(hist_mat(:,size(hist_mat,2)));
hist_cell = cell(1,n_file);
for i = 1:n_file




function mmsavedata(param, res, h_axes)
thAna = param(1); % (thermodynamic/kinetic) analysis
histDat = param(2); % from (histogram/dwell-times) data
threshAna = param(3); % by (thresholding/gauss fit) method
filename_root = ’results_randomisation’;
if thAna && histDat && ∼threshAna
% thermodynamic analysis using histogram files by gauss fit
% files to save
n = getNbFiles(filename_root, {’_amplitude.txt’, ’_center.txt’, ...
’_width.txt’, ’_reloccurrence.txt’, ’_plot.jpg’, ’_plot.fig’});
str_n = ”;
if n > 1
str_n = [’(’ num2str(n) ’)’];
end
filename_amp = [filename_root str_n ’_amplitude.txt’];
filename_ctr = [filename_root str_n ’_center.txt’];
filename_w = [filename_root str_n ’_width.txt’];
filename_relocc = [filename_root str_n ’_reloccurrence.txt’];
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for i = 1:size(amp_ref,2)




f_amp = fopen(filename_amp, ’Wt’);
fprintf(f_amp, [’Reference amplitudes\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap amplitudes (mean)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap standard deviation (1*sigma)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap amplitudes (sorted)\n’], ...
amp_ref, amp_mean, amp_std);
fprintf(f_amp, [fmt ’\n’], amp);
fclose(f_amp);
f_ctr = fopen(filename_ctr, ’Wt’);
fprintf(f_ctr, [’Reference center values\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap center values (mean)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap standard deviation (1*sigma)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap center values (sorted)\n’], ...
ctr_ref, ctr_mean, ctr_std);
fprintf(f_ctr, [fmt ’\n’], ctr);
fclose(f_ctr);
f_w = fopen(filename_w, ’Wt’);
fprintf(f_w, [’Reference width values\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap width values (mean)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap standard deviation (1*sigma)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap width values (sorted)\n’], ...
w_ref, w_mean, w_std);
fprintf(f_w, [fmt ’\n’], w);
fclose(f_w);
f_relocc = fopen(filename_relocc, ’Wt’);
fprintf(f_relocc, [’Reference relative occurrences\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap relative occurrences (mean)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
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’Bootstrap standard deviation (1*sigma)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap relative occurrences (sorted)\n’], ...
occ_ref, occ_mean, occ_std);
fprintf(f_relocc, [fmt ’\n’], occ);
fclose(f_relocc);
elseif thAna && ((histDat && threshAna) || ∼histDat)
% thermodynamic analysis using dwell-time files
% or using histogram files by thresholding
% file to save
n = getNbFiles(filename_root, {’.txt’, ’_plot.jpg’, ’_plot.fig’});
str_n = ”;
if n > 1
str_n = [’(’ num2str(n) ’)’];
end
filename = [filename_root str_n ’.txt’];
% results to write
fmt = [];
states = [];
for i = 1:size(res.states,2)
states = [states res.states{1,i}];







f = fopen(filename, ’Wt’);
fprintf(f, [’Population of the different FRET states\n%s\n’ ...
’Relative occurrence (reference, normalised to 1)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Mean relative occurrence (bootstrap, normalised to 1)\n’fmt’\n’...
’Bootstrap standard deviation (1*sigma)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap relative occurrences (sorted)\n’ fmt ’\n’], ...
states, rel_occ, btsp_mean, btsp_std);
fprintf(f, [fmt ’\n’], btsp_rel);
fclose(f);
elseif ∼thAna % kinetic analysis
fit_type_nr = res.fit_type_nr;
% files to save
n = getNbFiles(filename_root, {’_amplitude.txt’, ’_decconstants.txt’, ...
’_x-offset.txt’, ’_y-offset.txt’, ’_beta.txt’, ’_plot.jpg’, ...
’_plot.fig’});
str_n = ”;
if n > 1
str_n = [’(’ num2str(n) ’)’];
end
filename_amp = [filename_root str_n ’_amplitude.txt’];
filename_cst = [filename_root str_n ’_decconstants.txt’];
filename_x_os = [filename_root str_n ’_x-offset.txt’];
filename_y_os = [filename_root str_n ’_y-offset.txt’];
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if fit_type_nr == 5
filename_b = [filename_root str_n ’_beta.txt’];
end
% results to write
amp_ref = res.fitres2.refa;
cst_ref = res.fitres2.refc;


















if fit_type_nr == 5
x = res.fitres2.sorted(:,4);
else







if fit_type_nr == 5
y = res.fitres2.sorted(:,3);
else






for i = 1:size(amp_ref,2)




f_amp = fopen(filename_amp, ’Wt’);
fprintf(f_amp, [’Reference amplitudes\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
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’Bootstrap amplitudes (mean)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap standard deviation (1*sigma)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap amplitudes (sorted)\n’], ...
amp_ref, amp_mean, amp_std);
fprintf(f_amp, [fmt ’\n’], amp);
fclose(f_amp);
f_cst = fopen(filename_cst, ’Wt’);
fprintf(f_cst, [’Reference decay constants\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap decay constants (mean)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap standard deviation (1*sigma)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap decay constants (sorted)\n’], ...
cst_ref, cst_mean, cst_std);
fprintf(f_cst, [fmt ’\n’], cst);
fclose(f_cst);




fprintf(f_x, [’Reference x-offset\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap x-offsets (mean)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap standard deviation (1*sigma)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap x-offsets (sorted)\n’], ...
x_ref, x_mean, x_std);
fprintf(f_x, [fmt ’\n’], x);
end
fclose(f_x);




fprintf(f_y, [’Reference y-offset\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap y-offsets (mean)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap standard deviation (1*sigma)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap y-offsets (sorted)\n’], ...
y_ref, y_mean, y_std);
fprintf(f_y, [fmt ’\n’], y);
end
fclose(f_y);
if fit_type_nr == 5
f_b = fopen(filename_b, ’Wt’);
fprintf(f_b, [’Reference beta\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap betas (mean)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap standard deviation (1*sigma)\n’ fmt ’\n’ ...
’Bootstrap betas (sorted)\n’], ...
beta_ref, beta_mean, beta_std);




filename_plot = [filename_root str_n ’_plot’];
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h_p = figure(’Visible’, ’off’, ’Color’, [1 1 1], ’Units’, get(h_axes, ’Units’));
h_a = copyobj(h_axes, h_p);
grid(h_a, ’on’);
set(h_a, ’Position’, [0.06 0.06 0.88 0.88]);
set(h_p, ’Position’, get(h_axes, ’Position’));
saveas(h_p, filename_plot, ’jpg’);
% saveas(h_p, filename_plot, ’fig’);
close(h_p);
function n = getNbFiles(rootName, fNames);
n = 1;
p = what();
for i = 1:size(fNames,2)
if exist([p.path ’\’ rootName fNames{i}], ’file’)
n_i = max([n;2]);
[o,subName,ext] = fileparts(fNames{i});
while exist([p.path ’\’ rootName ’(’ num2str(n_i) ’)’ subName ext], ’file’)
n_i = n_i + 1;
end





12.3.9 plotGrid.m (written by Mélodie Hadzic)
function plotGrid(h_axes)
prevVal = get(h_axes, ’NextPlot’);
set(h_axes,’NextPlot’,’add’);
lim_x = get(h_axes, ’XLim’);
lim_y = get(h_axes, ’YLim’);
ticks_x = get(h_axes, ’XTick’);
ticks_y = get(h_axes, ’YTick’);
y_axisY = [ticks_y’ ticks_y’];
x_axisY = [lim_x(1) lim_x(2)];
y_axisX = [lim_y(1) lim_y(2)];
x_axisX = [ticks_x’ ticks_x’];
for i = 1:size(ticks_x,2)
plot(h_axes, x_axisX(i,:), y_axisX, ’-w’);
end
for i = 1:size(ticks_y,2)
plot(h_axes, x_axisY, y_axisY(i,:), ’-w’);
end
h_fig = get(h_axes, ’Parent’);
set(h_axes,’NextPlot’, prevVal);
set(h_axes, ’ButtonDownFcn’, {@axes_2Dplot_ButtonDownFcn, h_fig});
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12.3.10 setContPan.m (written by Mélodie Hadzic)
function setContPan(str, state, h_fig)




colBg = [1 0.5 0.5];
case ’success’
colBg = [0.5 1 0.5];
case ’process’
colBg = [1 1 0.5];
case ’warning’
colBg = [1 0.75 0.5];
otherwise
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